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PREFACE

The present study represents an attempt to provide some

basic, quantitative information on the impact of state and local

taxes in North carolina and the other states of the southeast.
The report was designed to fulfill the requirements of section 6

of Resolution Number 49 0f the 1955 Session of the North car-
olina General Assembly in providing as complete a record of
the techniques of analysis and the results of the work as the

limitations of time and resources would permit. The report
attempts to offer all possible "proof" of the results as well as a

detailed statement of the limitations that inevitably attach to
the tools and the raw materials of an analysis of comparative

tax burdens. Supporting evidence is presentetl in such a way as

to permit checking and reworking by other investigators and to

support extended calculations and additional explorations under

moie leisurely circumstances- In this respect, a conscious effort
was made to be as exhaustive as possible in the reporting. The

only exception to this self-imposed rule of completeness relates

to those precautions which it was necessary to take to preserve

the anonymity of individual taxpayers.
Because of the importanee of the interstate comparisons of

the present study, and because of the widespread interest in the

corn-parative position of North carolina among the states of the

Southeast with respect to corporate tax burdens, Mr' Brandon
Hodges, chairman of the North carolina Tax study commis-
sion, requested a summary of the interstate impact comparison.
This summary has been separately published under the title of
corporote Tau Burilens i,n the southeastern states-A Com-

parat'i,ae Analasi's. This summary also includes a brief descrip-

tion of the methods used in the interstate analysis'
rnanystudyofthemagnitudeofthatwhichproducedthe

present-report, the author's debt of gratitude is bound to be

extremely large and due to many individuals. The debt is mag-

nified when, as in the present case, the study must be conducted

within the frenzied confines of a calendar year. The author is
particularly grateful to Mr. Brandon llodges, Chairman, and

to the other members of the Tax Study Commission' At the

outset the Commission expressed the view that the impact study

should be conducted as a project of strictly independent and

uninhibited research. This attitude was scrupulously maintained
throughout the study.
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A particular acknowledgement is due to the staff of the Tax

Study Commissio"""l""tii"tfy' this body assumed a floating

eharacter that added il iht diffculties of the project' but always

its member* p..fo'*ta admiratty under trying circumstances'

Miss Sarah C. gt"Jio*d; Mil* {-"19 M' Clements' Mrs' Marv

Pierce, and Mr. B";#'il;swell' Jr'' were especially zealous

in the demandins ;;;k; oi calculatins and tvping and in pre-

paring the Appendii u"a-otft"r tabular material' Mr' Harlan E'

Boyles, formerly St"n ett"""tant of the Commission' and pres-

ently Executive Seili;;;i lh" Tax Review Boartl contributed

much eners'v ,"d ;;;;;""" to- the progress of the studv'

Ttre project *ooiJ'ttu"" been impossibie without the extensive

assistance of the:ttun of the Department of Tax Research'

Special thanks t"" do" to Mr' James S' Currie' Director of the

Deparhnent of Tax*i"ruu""r, and Executive secretary of the

Tax Studv corn-irii*l;;1; Mr' Iludson C' Stansbury' Public

Finance Analyst "f 
th; Denartrnelt of Tax Research' who trere

helpful in all prt"ttt-oiit'e wo"t and who exhibited extreme

patience througrroii' n'r"' Wilfiam O' Suiter' formerly Director

of the Department*"'oi^Tr; R"*""".h, was always ready with

comment and criticism and an enormous fund of information'

Valuable ,r*i't"i'J" 
^*"t 

ott"qe'l irom a large number of

state and fo."f goi"irrmenl officials and university personnel in

the eleven Sootr'"Itit"" tt"t"t' Particular mentio-1-must be

made of the foffo*i"gt it"*"" n' L' Hungerford' Chief of the

Research Oiui*io",'if"f"* DeBarhnent of Revenue; Pierce

Culver, Chief ot t^r-'L eJ-vurot"rn iax Division' Alabama Depart-

ment of n"u""o";b'' riJ"J 'q" 
Sigafoos' Tax Economist' In-

dustrial R"r"ut"h';"; il;;;sion C;nter' Universitv of Arkan-

sas; Dr- wvlie dil;til; 4*d secretary' Floritla citi-

zens'Tax Cooo"l; Fiot"**o"f"t"9se B' Jackson' Floricta State

Universitv; Md;;^6'-E' C"-pleil' Director- Propertv Tax

Division, C"o"giii"n"*-"1i of Bevenue; Fred L' Cox' Direc-

tor of Foreign Coipo"tion Income-Taxes'' Georgia Department

of Revenue; r"r"l's"n"tit;;; R;;;;t"h Analvst' Kentuckv Depart-

ment of n"o"to";"n"*t *ttt:l* D' Ross' College of Commeree'

Louisiana State liniversity; Mesgs' Rufus W' Fontenot' former

Collector of ntuJtot' 
-f.,ooi"it"" 

O-"p""t*"ttt of 'Raenue; 
II' N'

Eason, Division ;;;;;iax' uiJsissippi State Tax-Commis-

sion; Otis W' f i"i"g*t""' Chairman Souttr Carolina Tax Com-

mission ; z. D' A;;fi- Commissiol"i'T"tttttssee- Deperhnent of

Finance ""d 
r;;;i;;;;;d l'r' mtti"t Rhodes' Division of
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Research and Statistics, Virginia Department of 
. 
Ta^:ration'

wturry others not mentioned were extremely co-operative in pro-

,iJirig tax information for states other than North carolina.

Their assistance was greatly appreciated' For North Carolina

information the author is indebted to Mr' Eugene G' Shaw'
-Comtnir.ioner 

of Revenue, and to his staff for many conversa-

tionsandforthepatiencewithwhichtheyaccepteddisruptions
urr' airto"nances. Mr. Romeo Guest of Greensboro' North Caro-

linaprovidedinvaluableassistanceintheselectionofplant
locations in the area of studY'

fVfuw helpful suggestions were provided by members of the

tu.oitv of ttre univlrsity of North carolina at chapel Hill. Pro-

i;;;; Chrence Heer supplied some earlv insights into the

urrufyti"ufproblems-Or.nasniFeinprovidedusefulsuggestions
on siatistical techniques. Mr' Marvin E' Lee and Miss Alison

Preblegallantly'""d.th"firstdraftofthereportandsuggested
countless improvements in style and content'
-- p"rr,rp- tle greatest debt of gratitude is owed to the many

corporate officials who provided assistance through question-

rul't"*, correspondence, ind eonversation' It is' of course' im-

possible to express thanks to each of these officials individually'

fut the 
"ppru"i"tion 

is not lessened by this fact' It was this co-

operation which made the study possible'

Finally, the author is indebted to his wife' who suffered at

least three years of chaos during: the year of the stqlf.
Needless to say, the author assumes full responsibility for

any errors of faci and for any faults in reasoning which the

report may contain.
Lnsr,rn E. CAngERt

Raleigh, North Carolina
October, 1956.
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SUMMARY OF MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

Among the Southeastern states North Carolina appears to
levy the highest or nearly the highest state and local tax
burdens upon manufacturing corporations.
The tax ditrerentials between North carorina and other
southeastern states appear to be real difrerentials and not
merely appan.ent differentials. For some states, however, the
North carolina position is improved by the consideration of
actual taxes as opposed to hypothetical taxes.
The most important origins of the interstate tax differen-
tials, from North Carolina,s point of view, are as follows:
(a) North Carolina levies the highest corporate income

tax rate of any of the Southeastern states with the ex-
ception of Kentucky. Kentucky's two_step rate of b per
cent and 7 per eent usually results in an efiectiue iate
that somewhat exceeds North Carolina's 6 per cent
levy;

(b) North Carolina's failure to include a sales factor in
its statutory allocation formula for manufacturing cor-
porations tends to inflate North Carolina income tax
burdens for most corporations. The absence of a sales
factor has little effect upon corporations whose North
Carolina activities are about evenly distributed be_
tween manufacturing and selling. The absence of a
sales factor has its greatest effect upon corporations
whose North Carolina activities are restricted to
manufacturing. Those states which, for some corpora-
tions, make use of more severe statutory allocation
formuliae than does North Carolina also permit (or re-
quire as a first condition) the use of separate accounL
ing. For selling corporations the absence of a manu-
facturing cost or pay roll factor in the allocation for-
mula results in the same high tax burdens in North
Carolina a.s opposed to the other states of the South-
east as exists for manufacturing corporations.

(c) As compared with some of the Southeastern states,
North Carolina's burdens are relatively high because
of the failure to permit the deduction of federal income
taxes in the derivation of taxable net income.
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(d) Although North Carolina's relatively centralized reve-
nue system provides, in general, somewhat lishter
property tax burdens than are common in other states
of the Southeast, the same advantages do not neces-
sarily accrue to all corporations. In some cases North
Carolina property tax burdens are heavier than those
imposed upon the same type of corporation in other
states. North Carolina's property tax rates are almost
always lower than those of other states. The low tax
rates are, however, often offset by relatively high
ratios of assessed to market value and by the relative
absence of permanent exemptions in the North Caro-
lina law. In addition, four states of the Southeast pro-
vide temporary (up to ten years) property tax ex-
emptions for new corporations or expanding corpora-
tions, providing, in some cases, substantial net annual
savings. The findings of the present study do aol sup-
port the contention that North Carolina's high income
tax burdens are alwaEs offset by correspondingly low
property tax burdens.

The relative position of North Carolina among the South-
eastern states in terms of the tax burdens imposed upon
manufacturing corporations seems to be approximately re-
produced in terms of the tax burdens imposed upon retail
establishments of the chain store variety.

Other evidence tends to indicate that North Carolina oc-
cupies one of the top positions among the eleven South-
eastern states in terms of the tax burdens imposed upon
all types of corporations with multi-state operations.

Although manufacturilg corporations tend to be subjected
to higher taxation in North Carolina than in other South-
eastem states, they also tend to be subjected to lower tax-
ation (as a group) in North Carolina than do other types
of corporations in North Carolina. This is, of course, true
in the average sense only, and may not be true of individual
corporations.

On the average, beverage, food, and drug corporations (in
the tratle category) seem to be subiected to lower than aver-
age tax impositions within North Carolina.

4.

5.

6.
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8. On the a'rerage, public utilities and recreation and amuse-
ment corporations seem to be subject to higher than aver-
age tax impositions within North Carolina. To a slightly
lesser erbent this also seems to be true of service corpora-
tions such as real estate and rental corporations, hotels,
laundry and dry cleaning corporations, and so on.

9. The fact that some types of corporations are subjected to
relatively heavy or relatively light taxation rrithin North
Carolina may be the result of the fact that small corpora-
tions are, in general, subjected to somewhat heavier tax-
ation than are large corporations.

10. The results of the interstate analysis and the intrastate
analysis may indicate that other Southeastern states go
much further than North Carolina in favoring manufactur-
ing corporations as compared with other types of corpora-
tions in the same state-





CHAPTER, I

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

For a broad description of the scope of this portion of the
problem assigned to the Tax stuciy commission, Resolution
Number 49 of the 1955 session of the General Assembly must
be taken as definitive. The significant language is contained in
Section 2(e) of. the Resolution, as follows: ... . . and to make a
report upon the economic impact of the North carolina tax
structure upon the business enterprises of various types of in-
dustry, as compared with those of other southeastera states.,,

The analytical requirements which define the scope of the
study thus appear to be rather clear and uncompliclted. fhe
existing revenue structures of North carolina and the other
southeastern states must be the starting point. From this be-
ginning the analysis must develop a body of facts that will ofrer
convincing testimony as to both the nature and the magnitude
of the total tax burdens imposed upon business enterprises in
the states of the southeast. Irowever formidable the mlchanics
of such an assignment may appear, however necessary it may beto substitute estimation for measurement in the analytical
method, however essential it may finally be to surround the
answers with exceptions and qualifications, the fachnt, emphasis
of the legislative mandate is unmistakabre. In an area as filled
with strong opinions and as empty of basic facts as this one,
and in an area with as many powerful implications for fiscal
poliey, the legislature has recognized the importance of a clear,
quantitative approach designed to produce as much factual in-
formation as possible.

TIIE TAX STRUCTURE
Empirical explorations in the field of tax burdens have been

rare and generally unproductive largely because of the extreme
difficulties that must be overcome in order to obtain rather
meager results. The first, but by no means the greatest, of these
difficulties is direetly related to the nature of the tax structure
itself.

The multipl;tcitU of tar tgpes
Eeonomists and tax philosophers have long argued the pros

and cons of particular types of taxes in an attempt to develop
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the logic of a "perfect" tax system. These arguments have often
been based upon the tacit assumption that if any one method of
transferring wealth from the taxpayer to the taxing authority
can be proved to be inherently preferable to all others it should

become the sole revenue instrument of that taxing jurisdiction
to whieh it is best suited.

Whether because of a distrust of the philosophical bases of
such conclusions, or because the conclusions themselves have

been somewhat contentious, or because state and local govern-

ments have been forced to accept a real world that is rather less

than perfect, state and local tax systems have been constructed
upon flLa,na tax bases rather than upon a single tax base' In re-

cent years it has become popular to rationalize the use of many
types of taxes in the state and local structure as an attempt to

develop a "balanced" tax system. Such a system, it is main-
tained, must contain revenue instruments that fluctuate with
business conditions. It must also contain revenue instruments
that do not fluctuate with business conditions. It must contain

taxes on earnings, taxes on the source of earnings, and taxes on

the use of earnings. It must contain taxes of general application
that everyone is supposed to pay, and it must contain taxes of
special application, designed for those who escape payment of
ttre geneial taxes. It must contain taxes that assist economic

deveiopment i.e., it must not contain taxes that impede eco-

nomic development, and it must contain taxes that can be used

to control undesirable economie activities. An interest in the

conservation of natural resources justifies the use of severance

taxes, and an interest in the immediate exploitation of natural
resources justifies the use of special depletion allowances under

the income tax. An apparent disaffection for chain stores and

for gambling: explains the use of speeial levies in these areas,

while an obvious afrection for veterans and welfare agencies

explains special exemptions under the property tax. A need for

"",ourro" 
produces taxes on tobacco and on alcoholiC beverageS.

The close relationship between highway use and gasoline con-

sumption justifies the imposition of gasoline taxes. Gift taxes

repr-esent an attempt to elose a loophole in death taxes, and

death taxes are popolrr, in part because they help to redistrib-
ute an unearned income. Taxes on intangibles represent an at-

tempt to relieve a feeling of futility in the atlministration of the

property tax. Gross receipts and gross premiums taxes attempt

io pronia" a kind of income tax in areas where the net income
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tax is difficult to apply. Licenses and franchise taxes are im-
posed for the privilege of doing business within certain political
boundaries, while poll taxes are imposed presumabty lor the
privilege of being a human being within certain political
boundaries.

It may or may not be that the agglomeration of these many
forms of taxation produces a ',balanced,, tax system. And even
if this is the result, it may or may not be that a balanced tax
system of this sort is desirabie. But it cannot be denied that it
does present a difficult barrier for the analysis and measure-
ment of tax burdens. It is clearly not possible to talk about the
tax burden of the tax syslem. within any one taxing jurisdiction
tax burdens experienced by different taxpayers will differ widely
merely because of the number and variety of taxes to which they
are subjected. rn an interstate comparison the difficulties are
compounded, for it is necessary to find out whether the burdens
imposed upon a particular type of corporatiou under a set of
North carolina taxes are greater or less than those imposed
upon the same type of corporation and upon different types of
corporations under a completely different set of taxes in another
state.

Ailmi,nistrutiu e compleaities
The analytical difficulties arising from the nature of the tax

system do not, however, come solely from the multiplicity of tax
types in coulmon use at the present time. For tax lmns do not
automatically define tax burdens. However loud the protestations
that often surround the legislative process, a tax burden is not
experieneed at the time a new revenue act is passed or an
existing provision amended. A tax burden is experienced only
when a tax is paid.lt is an elementary but vital iact that there
may be little or no relationship between the tax lnw and the
actual tax paymenf. Between the legislative intent and the reve-
nue result lies the important step of tax administration. In the
absenee of a careful and zealous administration of the law, the
individual and total burdens implied by the law are likely to be
purely illusory.

It must also be recognized that tax adminisft,3fion and tax-
payer compliance are basically inseparable. Even the most eager
and effective administrator cannot hope for great suceess if the
evasion of taxes is considered to be a national pastime and if
the misfortune of detection is commonry held lo be the only
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evil of tax evasion. Satisfactory compliance by individual and
corporate taxpayers depends, in turn, upon clarity in the law
and consistency and completeness in the administrative regula-
tions, as well as upon the emotional and moral framework of the
society iu which the taxes are imposed. From another point of
view, compliance with the law involves costs for the taxpayer'
sueh as accounting and legal costs (althoug:h these costs may be

even greater if the taxpayer chooses a calculated non-compli-
ance), and these costs may be considered as part of the total
burden of taxation even though they do not represent revenue
for the taxing jurisdiction.

It is thus quite possible that identical tax statutes applied to
identical taxpayers in two different taxing jurisdictions will
produce markedly different tax payments, so that any method
of analysis based upon an observation of the statutes alone and
proposing to measure tax burdens must, no matter how care-
fully executed, be viewed with considerable skepticism- Unfor-
tunately, the task of examining and quantifying administrative
practices and compliance standards is an extremely difficult one.

It is also likely to be unrewarding. Hence, the analytical dilemma '

is usually resolved in favor of the easier method, by which the
point of view is nanowed to telescopic observations of the tax
laws, rather than in favor of the technically more accurate
method, by which the point of view is broadened to a panoramic
survey of all the instruments and activities that lead to the
payment of a tax.

I nter stat e complexities
These difficulties of empirical analysis would be severe enough

if the area of investigation were restrieted to North Carolina
and its political subilivisions. But when it is conccraed (as the
present study is concerned) with.an interstate eomparison of
tax burdens, the task presents a forbidding aqlect indeed- Tax
laws in two states are rarely similar and never identical, so

that it is natural to eqrect differences in tax burdens from these

statutory origins. Even minor differences in specific definitions
can produce large differences in tax payments. For some tax-
pry""r these difrerences may make one state more desirable.

For other taxpayers the same differences may make another
state more desirable. The fact that the tax structure of one state
is di'fferent from the tax strueture of another state is the thing
that makes an interstate comparison necessary. But the fact
that these interstate differences are not uniformly distributed
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utithin the two tax structnres means that a comparison of indi-
vjdual taxpayers (or at least of individual classes of taxpayers)
is essential, if meaningful results are to be produced.

But if the analyst is impressed with the infinite variety of
basic tax laws in interstate comparison, he must be even more
impressed with the infinite confusion of administrative prac-
tices, court decisions, attorney generals' opinions, and special
statutory and administrative provisions for relief. Administra-
tive regulations may exist for one state and not for another,
or for one tax and not for another. In property tax administra-
tion, assessment Ievels are subject to wide variation between
taxpayers and between two points in time, in spite of the fact
that Iaws and constitutional provisions explicifly require uni-
formity. rn some states and localities the administrator is per-
mitted wide latitude in interpreting: the law, so that, in any case
involving a slightly unusual situation, it is impossibre to deter-
mine a tax liability without an official, ad hoc declaration by the
administrator. In other jurisdictions the law is detailed and
definitive, so that administrative clarifications and legal deci-
sions are both minimized and generalized. In some states the
statutory provisions for relief are much more flexible and much
more g€nerous than in others, and in some cases an attempt is
made, through the ad,mini,strati,ae process, to create an incentive
to business enterprises and wealthy individuars to invest, em-
ploy, and spend within their jurisdictional boundaries.

There is much evidence to suggest that administrative stand-
ards and compliance attitudes show marked interstate and
inter-regional differences. That these differences are less dra-
matic than those exhibited by the laws themselves is probably
due to the fact that they are less easily discovered. 11 is not
unreasonable, however, to expect the character and the vigor of
the administrative process at all levels of government to reflect
the historical patterns of the region's economic development
and the prevailing character of its social, economic, and political
institutions. These differences are undoubtedry greater as be-
tween the large economic "regions" of the united states than
they are between states in the same region, so that the restricted
geographical scope of the present analysis (the eleven south-
eastern states) somewhat reduces the importance of this analyti-
cal difficulty. But the southeastern states are by no means homo-
geneous in historical baekground and in social, political and eco-
nomic heritage. The same forces that have produced difereuces
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in the tax laws of the southeastern states have also produced

important differences in the attitude of the people to govern-

mental institutions and in the attitude of governmental insti-
tutions to the people. Furthermore, the kinds of problems that
are being trrougtrt to the state administrator and to the local ad-

ministrator as a result of industrialization and the rapidly
changing complexion of the economic face of the south are, of
,r"..s.iw, different from the problems that have been brought
to these officials in the past. That these recent developments

in economic environment have created serious pfoblems of tax
administration has been indieated by the fact that several of

the Southeastern states have recognized the need for sweeping

organizational changes. when translated into the political real'

ities, the recognition of the need for basic structural changes

in the administrative machine has, to be sure, often resulted in

relatively minor adjustments to the fagade. The point remains

however, that the changes in tax administration, as in the tax

laws themselves, indicate a growing uneasiness as attempts are

made to solve new problems with old tools. Furthermore, in a

general way, these changes inclicate the essential connectior

between the economic institutions and the tax structure, in al.

of its manifestations. The additional observatie:i that the sev'

eral states of the southeast have enjoyed quite different insti'
tutional backgrounds points to the existence of differences ir
prevailing attitudes to tax administration and tax compliance

This situation creates an additional and serious analytica
difficulty.

I nf orrna'ti,onnl ilefi,ci,enci'es

The difficulties of interstate comparison are magnified
particularly with respect to local tax levies, by the astonishint
paucity of dependable information. The atmosphere of myster:
which surrounds mueh of the fiscal activity of local govern

ments in the United States is indicative, at best, of a most cava

lier attitude on the part of local government ofrcials to th,

principle of an informed electorate which serves as a philosophi

cal rationale of any system of political democracy. At worst
this secrecy is indieative of an attempt to coneeal gross inequi

ties and administrative insufreiencies by the suppression or th,

disguise of information which should be not only "available'
to the public but published in a form that lends itself to publi

analysis and interpretation.
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This deficiency in the data is, of course, greatest in the field
of property taxation, although it is by no means restricted to
this much-maligned tax. Unbelievable though it may appear in
a society as devoted to keeping records and accounts as ours is,
it is impossible, in many states, to discover the total taxes
collected by units of local government, let alone to explore the
unaccountable meanderings of the assessment process or the
wild confusion of other local administrative practices.

Once again, of course, it is necessary to draw sharp distinc-
tions between the practices of the several states involved in the
present study. Fortunately, North Carolina is one of a small
number of states which have done much to remove these bar-
riers to faetual interpretation. As was pointed out above' many
of the informational difficulties are associated with the local
property tax and other levies of local government. It is well
known that North Carolina has de-emphasized the property tax
as a revenue device, by the assumption at the state level of many
of the traditionally local responsibllities. Thus, in the sense of
their revenue importanee, at least, the blank spots in the North
Carolina data tend to be minimized. This situation, of, course'
is fortuitous rather than designed, but the analyst must accept
his favors where he finds them. Furthermore, the emphasis
placed upon research in North Carolina, as represented, in par-
ticular, by the work of the Department of Tax Research, has pro-
vided excellent sources of information that are as reliable and
complete as resources will allow.

The situation is not nearly as happy in some other states of
the Southeast. Assessment ratios for some eounties are not pub-
lished in any form, and two or three letters to assessment offi-
cials will bring no response whatever. In such cases it is ex-
tremely difficult to find anyone, either at the county or'the state
Ievels, willing to make even an educated guess as to the proper
assessment ratio to apply in an interpretation of the burdens
of a property tax lew. In some cases, this may, undoubtedly,
be explained by the fact that no one (even the assessing officer)
knouss what the proper ratio would be for a new manufacturing
establishment or for a new business of any kind. It may even
be that the assessing officer is honestly unable to say what the
prevailing practice is in terms of the ratio of assessed to market
value for taxable properties within his jurisdiction. In other
cases, horveyer, the unavailability of information is to be ex-
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plained only by the more reprehensible traits of sheer disinter-
estedness or outright attempts at concealment.

Even in the relatively enlightened atmosphere of North Car-
olina, however, serious problems of the availability of informa-
tion do arise. For example, in the matter of the application of
the allocation formulae to the total net income of corporations
in the determination of a corporate net income tax liability, the

Tax Review Board has been granted the authority (under Sec-

tion 105-134 of the North carolina General statutes) to extend

relief to corporations that satisfy simple procedural require-
ments and extremely general substantive requirements. It is
impossible, under present statutory arrangements, for the ordi-
nary citizen of North carolina or the interested observer in
other states to find out the kiird of relief granted, the amount of
tax funds involved in the relief granted, or the specific rea:-

sons for the granting of the relief. It is even impossible to find
out what sort of relief woulil be grantnd. under a set of general-

ized circumstances, for the Board acts only upon the individual
cases that come befoie it as fully documented requests for relief
or as fully doeumented requests for information by a firm con-

templating location in North carolina.l whether or hot this
procedure is justified by the cireumstances that surround it is
not in question at the monient- lfhe point is'that i't is not pos-

sibte, bE a simple obseraotion of tlr'e Ina: or bA anA' other tech'-.

ni,que aaai,lnble to the ord,innry citizen or i,naesti,gator, to deter.

mine the efrect of the North Carolina Reuenue Act upon a for'
eign corporation subiect to the all'ocutinn proaisi,ons'

The scope of the studE-the tax shunture
The term "tax strueture" is thus not a term that describes a

simple element in our economic life- Rather it is a term that
describes a complex pattern of statutes, constitutions, adminis-

trative regulations, administrative practices, court decisions,

legal dicta, standards of compliance, taxpayer recognition of

statutory and administrative requirements, and the multi-phasic
processes of collection. For some purposes it may, of course, be

sufficient to examine only one element of the total structure.
fndeed, the Tax Study Commission has found that for some

parts of its study program sueh a restricted examination is
quite appropriate. But when the scope of the question is in terms
o1 ttt" 

-im,pict 
of taxes or the burilens of taxation, it is clearly

1. The problems of income allocation, as reteted--to the *uthoritv o:li wo1! ol tho
- N"rtl-Cril.iil Tax Review-tio"rd ite furtber rlicwd in Qlrapter IX'
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not possible to stop short of the actual, final payment of taxes
without seriously endangering the varidity of the results.

It is thus apparent that the mandate of Resolution Number
49 can be completely fulfiled only if (r) alr types of t"*", u""
included for all taxing jurisdictions in the eleven southeastern
states; and (2) if e,onsideration is given, not only to the tax
laws but to all of the elements of the tax structu""-ttut u"u
instrumental in determining the final tax payment.

In this, as in other portions of the study, ho'ever, the clear
meaning of the governing Rbsolution must be viewed as a coun-
sel of perfection rather than as a standard of minimum per-
formance. The foregoing discussion has indicated *roy areasin which the basic raw materiars for a factual uoaty"i" of taxburdens do not exist. Although the methods adopied in ttrisstudy did involve the coilection of much originar material ,r;ii_
able from no other source, it was impossibre, in the time avail-able for the study, to extend this ferreting'op"""lion inio arrphases of the problem. As a result, it is necessary to make early,if somewhat reructant, concessions to the status;i ;il; basicdata in the delineation of the scope of the 

"tuay.An attempt is made, in the ensuing analysis, to examine theburdens of taxation in each of the 
"r"u"., 

southeastern states.2Attention is paid, of course, to the p"ontu-" oi-io*i t"*'r"r-dens withih eaeh of these states, artirough ," "]tl-pt f'-aaeto examine each of the couniless local jurisdictions-thrt'"o--
prise the total governmentar structure. The anaryti""r-protr"-.
associated with inter-rocar differences in tax buriens aie inaeeasevere. The methods used to deal with these problems are de-scribed in detail in the methodorogicat introa;"tt;il; Jch ofthe approaches adopted in this stridy. Although thbse _"tt od.may hardly be said to produce the finar ansv/ers to the Iocar taxelement of the totar tax burden, ttrey do permit the deerarationthat the scope of the investigation embra;r;;;;;;ilil;i
tax levies. 

pvsuv q'q

With two important.gSgentions, all types of taxes payable bybusiness enterprises within the rtu"irai.tions selected were con-sidered to lie within the practicri scope-of th" J;l;;"rri 
""rr 

,""treated, in some way, in ttr" anaiysi. ,'f,. two exceptions arethe sales tax (and the associat"J-*"'tr*), and the unemploy_
l_]Tu.t"t*, s defined in the lrnitst sr.fe n--^r--

f, Hi.*r"tifi "l''F*htff il.*Hl?*"j.*H;fl h?S:[i"reJffl#gf ##i
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ment insurance tax. An early attempt was made to include the

sales tax,'but the difficulties of reconciling conflicting accounting

systems and differing concepts of the impact of the tax made it
,i"""..""y to redefine the scope of the study in midstream. Un-

employment insurance taxes were assumed to lie beyond the

scope-of the impact study partly because of the special prob-

lerns involved in analyzing and comparing experience rating
schemes, and partly because some investigators have insisted

that unemployment insurance levies are not taxes at all'3

Difficulties of method also made it essential to adiust the

scope of the study to include only those taxes levied upon cor'
poiate business enterprises. Special problems of data collection

are assoeiated with the interpretation of the ta:c burdens on

partnerships, individual proprietorships, and other forms of
Lusiness organization, not the least of which is the large num-

ber of sueh enterprises and the relatively minor ta:<-paying con-

dition of many of th"*. White it is extremely important to study

the impact of taxes upon non-corporate business, it was felt that
attention should be concentrated, at this time, upon that class

of enterprise most meaningful from the point of view of eco-

nomic development and most likely to be responsive to differ'
ences in the impact of taxes. However, the most important de-

ciding factor was the extreme difficulw of handling the mass

of cases in a useful and accurate way.

As indicated above, it was felt that the value of the study

would be seriously impaired if it did not take into account the

total act of taxation. This would clearly not be possible if the

scope of the study were narrowly confined to an examination,
however intensive, of the tax ln;uts of the southeastern states.

Although it was found to be impossible to establish clear, quan-

titative eomparisons for such activities as administration, com-

pliance, and collection, the methods adopted emphasize,the final
payment of taxes and hence include, by implication, all of the

-otiottt that are part of the imposition of a tax burden'

THE MEANING OF ..IMPACT''

In an attempt to fulfill the requirements of the 1955 Session

of the General Assembly, a serious conceptual difficulty was en-

countered in the use of the term "impact". If the impact of tax-

-ffi ?".il"a*Sfi H,',n"3.Ti;'ii1fi tfr%f-3fi $q'6"S:l:fi:3:u":"Fr#:.iiileiiii^fr'"t @tili'Li-f-*fu"-n.u'-xF Yo;l, ler?. DP' s?2 ct eeq" lor r
s-eisel discus.ida ot tbc tgmimlorv-
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ation upon business enterprises was to be measured it was
obviously necessary to know at what point in the econornic proc-

ess the operation should be conducted, and, as precisely as pos-

sible, what the object of the investigation should be. Once again,
of course, it was necessary to recognize the possibility that the
implied intentions of the General Assembly could not, because

of the nature of the problem, be perfectly matched by the analy-
tical teehniques.

A termi,nological debate

In the rather fussy lexicon of public finance the term
"impact" is given a particular meaning that requires a recog:-

nition of the fact that the person or business who makes the tax
return, writes the check to the collection agency' and technically
"pays" the tax, is not necessarily the person or business who
bears the ultimate burden of the tax. In this terminology there
is an important distinction between the i'm,pact of the tax and
the incid,ence of the tax,a The point of impact of the tax is the
point at which the first effects are felt. It describes those indi-
viduals or businesses making actual payment to the collection
agency. The incidence of the tax is on those who bear the
"ultimate" burden of the tax. Between the point of impact and
the point of incidence lies an economic process-a proeess by
which the burden of the tax is passed from shoulder to shoulder
to its final host. One such process of passing the burden (al-
though it is not the only one) is that known as shifting, bY
which the original taxpayer passes on the burden of the tax
through an increase in the prices of the things he sells or a de-
crease in the prices of the things he buys. Thus, we are in-
structed by the traditional theory of shifting and incidence, as
well as by common sense, that it would be a mistake to assume
that the retailer who makes the sales tax return and mails his
check to the collection agency actually bears the whole burden
of this tax. If he is a rational individual, and if he chooses to
maximize his profits both before and after the tax, he will (for
example) pass on part of the sales tax by increasing the price
of his product to consumers. To this extent, the consumers will
bear the burden of the tax and the incidence will lie upon them.

It must also be made clear that the process of tax shifting is
merely an extension of the whole process of price determination.

1. lh* ud other related eoncents are detrnitivc\r discused in E. R. A. Seligman.
Thc Ahifting anil lwiilctcc ol Taxotim, Colanbie Univerrity Pre, New York, 1927,
Intprlmtlon.
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If the individual businessman is able to determine the prices of
the goods or services he sells he is also able to determine
whether a particular.tax will be shifted or absorbed.The efrects
of the decision upon sales and profits will, of course; be deter-
mined by the kind of market situation in which the businessman
finds himself, but the decision itself belongs to the entrepreneur.
Furthermore, this authority is not abridged by any provision
of law, except for those provisions that have the effect of de-
termining the base price. Many state laws, for example, insist
that sales taxes must be passed on to the purchaser.s Such pro-
visions, however, are little more than legali.sras designed to
assure the purehaser a deduction for federal income tax pur-
poses and designed to clarify the legal relationship between
debtor and creditor. If the seller wishes to absorb the tax he
simply lowers his base price by the amount of the tax, adds the
sales tax to this lowered price, and charges the same total priee
as he did before the tax was levied. The total price would be
quoted, in such a way as to indicate 100 per cent shifting, but
the facts of the case would show 100 per cent absorption. Only
when the law or an administrative agency sets out to'determine
the base price itself, as is approximated in the case of wartime
price controls or in the case of public utilif rate regulation, can
the economic prerogative of shifting or absorption be taken
from the individual entrepreneur.

A large part of the theory of shifting and incidence is con-
cerned with the problem of how much shifting will take place
under a given tax. This, of course, is a natural extension of the
problems of ushether the tax will be shifted and fo whom it will
be shifted, but it emphasizes the economic conditions in which
the "taxpayer" finds himself. Without attemptinb to reconstruct
the usual theory, it rnay be pointed out that this "economic con-
dition" must include such things as the type of product being
produced; the demand for the product in general; the demand
for the product as produced by a particular firm, as this is

6- The North Carolina sele tax law ccntaire only e dclaration o! legisletive inte*t reth*
than an unequivocal mandate that tbe tsx be shift€d. Tbe relevant languoge ol Se-
tiou 106.166 of the General Statute is s follom:

"R€tail merchants Ma ddd to the price of merchandise the 8moutrt of tbe tax on
the sale therof, end when so added shall cmstitute s pert o{ Buch price, lhall
be e debt frcm purchser to nercbaat until paid, and shall be reoverable at law
in the same manner I other debts. It is the rruqtobc ord int%t ol this article that
tbe tax lqvied h--rein on retail sale shall be added to the gale price of rner-
chandise and thereby be cased on to tbe commer instead of being absorM by
the DeEhant.

"Any retail menhant who slnll, by any cberuter of public advertisenm.l ofter to
abgorb tbe tax levied in this article ulpn the retail sale of nerchandige, or ln
any mann*, diratly or indiretly, advertie -h.t the trx herein imposeil k not
corsidq€d as an element in the prica to the coneuner, eball be gulhy of a nrisde.
tn€nror." Italics aalded.
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affected by the nature and degree of competition among the pro-
ducers and sellers of the produet; the variability through time
of the dernand for the product, as this is affected by changes in
the demands for other products and by changes in the com-
munity's disposable income. And since the decision to shift the
tax or not to shift the tax is usually a decision that must be
made by an individual businessman, the theory must, in some
way, take account of the principles that determine business deci-
sions as well as the methods available to the business community
for a careful calculation of its own advantage.

It should not be surprising that the problems of shifting and
incidence are the subjects of a lively and continuing contro-
versy---even within a purely theoretical frame of reference.o
But however the conflicts are resolved, ihe distinction between
the impact of a tax (or of a tax structure) and the incidence
of a tax remains as an important factor in tax burden analysis.

Hence, there arises a problem of scope for the present study.
Should the language of Resolution Number 4g be taken at its
face value? If so, the study should clearly, be concerned with a
description of those individuals and institutions who transfer
dollars from their own bank accounts to the bank accounts of
the taxing authorities, whether or not the transfers represent
real burdens. Or should the scope of the study be defined more
broadly, on the assumption that the term ,,impact,, is used
loosely (from an economic point of view) ? If the latter question
is answered in the affirmative, the study must clearly attempt to
locate and measure "ultimate" burdens, without especial con-
cern for those who originally make the dollar transfers to the
taxing aqthorities. From the point of view of the collection and

13

6. Neither should it be asumed thai ihe re is perfet agrement on terminology. In one
modem rchml of tax thorv, for exampre, it is suggestid eitber thst tbe oldeiierms arevirtuallv useles in the sorution of significant pi6blems or that iheir .Li.i"n"" mr"tbe 8o broaden€d I to make tbem, almoit unrecognizable.- O"L 

"""i ""g"re"T--"ula fr"fath;t.tracinc..thc.elu'ive tax burden is."u-rrv r--o"rr more diffcult stunt tban impliedby th^e traditionsl th@ry. rf the purchaser of an article eubject to the sales tax 'r to aspeilic excise tax finds tbe-price of the product, increased because o{ the tax.and lrythe fuu &mount of the ta_x, he mav continue tJ pmrase itt" 
""ti"L i" l-u. "r-" 

qo""-tity s before. In the older _theory, he could be- said to be b;;ri;; ile-qtire -nn"a".
of the tax. This witl mean, howere-r, tlat ue witt-hive tcs monev "t.rf -or*- 

"ite" 
pr"-' chuing the article than he would bave had ir trcre Laa been no tix. rr" wiu tlo" i"v"le*s.to spend on other (perhaps ooo-t"*J) co--oaiii"". The seren of1u"s. oit.r "o--PT1t,e wi.tt feel ,th€ "burden" of the tax through reduced sales, and will, in turn, be

'orc{ to renect tbeir rowef ernings in defegs€d savings or dereased consumplion, sw_ell s by.dereaed -purcbce_s trolm suppiie;.-tt" "t-"i" "nect-"-1",-ri-"""*!, of in-
llllEe dl9rStr-r,, with. the 

- 
"burdens" of the original imp€ition spread out over eachun.' slnce the burden of tte original impoition can thus be tracid only by examining

ll:..!-! of. the tax on the pur-cbase -"1-iU-c'o--"Aities,'L--weii,-"'--it"-'"e-*i" 
,po,

:I-."-^T1t9Il" aggregats as- -employment, national income, savings, and consumption,ue comDlexitv of the tax shift beomcs much greater than tbst p'iciured in the simpl6priceshifts of the traditional.approicl.-fhS;;i",-;f course, nuch merit to the arga-ment.adv-anced by this...totat*eey' school, bui'the narrower concepts stil sem toDrcvrde ttre most weful froework for the analvsis of practical itaii "na-lcal tax
^D-*Yb.:r .wen .though it m*t b€ aa-ittJ-tui-iili u""a-eir" ii^i"i;; ;;.- oii r*"tvro b€ "ultimate" burdru.
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interpretation of the data, the first definition is certainly to be
preferred. From the point of view of the theoretical usefulness
of the results, the latter definition is to be preferred.

The "official" criterion of usefulness is stated in the pur-
posive language of Section 2(b) of Resolutior Number 49 of
the 1955'session of the General Assembly' This language indi-
cates that the study shall be conducted and recommendations
offered "... to the end that our revenue system may be stable
and equitable, and yet so fair when compared with the tax
structure of other states, that business enterprises and persons

would be encouraged by the economic impact of the North Car-
olina Revenue Laws to move themselves and their business en-
terprises into the State of North Carolina."

Although this portion of Resolution Number 49 relates to the
basic characteristics whieh the .luture revenue structure of
North Carolina must have if alterations are to be proposed,
rather than to the factual requirements of a stucly of the exist'
ing revenue structure, it has clear relevance to the tlefinition of
the scope of the so-called impact study. For it is this language
which gives real meaning to the term "impact" and describes
the thing that is to be measured. It is clear that the factual
analysis should be designed to answer two kinds of questions
(1) Does the existing structure of taxation in North Carolina
represent a total burden that is equitably distributed among
business enterprises operating in the State of North Carolina?
This is, primarily, a question of internal equity, although many
other questions of an economic character are closely related to
it. (2) Does the existing structure of taxation compare favor-
ably or unfavorably with the tax systems of other Southeastern
states in terms of the burdens which they impose upon business
enterprises? This is, primarily, a question aimed at the problems
of industrial location and economic development, although it'
too, contains many other economic questions. worthy of ex-
ploration:?

It would therefore seem to be obligatory that the scope of the
study be such as to embody the broadest possible definition of
the term f impact". The analysis of the equity effects of existing
or proposed taxes cannot be meaningful unless it is made to
refer to actual tax burdens affecting economic welfare rather

?ai-"t"t.a ebove Rsolution Nmber 49 elso empbsiza tlre ned foq staDiulr- in the- t i iistem. Frcbrc-" Ji-"t Uitity, howe"e., mav- alwevs-Y *Drcsed s Droblenr of
reveaire ratler than g pnblan-'of burden s iuch, end hene rre prcpely ercluded
from g study ol the impcrlt of t8r&tiott
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than to the often illusory tax burdens of original payment. Sim-
ilarly, although business institutions may show some reaction
to an original tax payment, they are likely to make locational
decisions (if taxes are important in such decisions) upon the
basis of reality rather than upon the basis of illusion. This
would appear to be the case at least with respect to the distinc-
tion between the ability to shift the tax and the necessity of
bearing the full burdens of the tax.

Once again, however, the character of the raw material and
the condition of the tools of analysis make it neeessary to con-
strue the implied requirements of Resolution Number 4g rather
liberally. While it is true that the basic statistical tools for a
scientific measurement and loeation of the burdens of taxation
do exist (if, by the term "burdens" we mean something capable
of qualification), the concepts which permit the application of
these tools are not now drawn with sufficient clarity to provide
useful results. Furthermore, the number of variables that would
have to be considered in order to give even approximate an-
swers is so large as to make the venture totally impracticable
for a study such as this.

From the point of view of the rnedsuretnent of tax burdens,
then, the most that can be hoped for is an analysis of the total
tax payments of the original payers-that is, an analysis of tax
"impact" in the narrow, technical sense of the term. But how-
ever this narrowed scope may be justified by the nature of the
concepts involved and by the character of the analytical tools
available, it must be understood to be a limitation to the useful-
ness of the results. In other words, all of the quantitatirve an-
swers obtained must, in the consideration of policg be tempered
by a certain theoretical appreciation of the transferabitity of
tax burdens.

The di,mensions of a tar burden
There is one further conceptual problem concerned. with the

meaning of the term "impact" that must be discussed briefly at
this point in order to clarify the scope of the study and to antici-
pate some of the problems of method. Even with the decision to
measure tax burdens at the point of original impact, it is neces-
sary to know what it is that must be measured. rs a tax burden
a tangible thing capable of being measured? rf so, what are its
precise dimensions? Is it something which exists even when the
taxpayer does not recognize it, or must the taxpayer be aware
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of his aflictions before they can be considered to be true bur-
dens? In a study such as this it is certainly not necessary to
answer all of these questions in a final way, if, indeed, they are
eapable of being angwered in any final way. But special prob-
lems of concept arise in the taxation of business enterprises-
both corporate and non-corporate-that have an important
bearing upon the methods that must be used to measure the
impact of such forms of taxation.

With respect to non-corporate business, it is proper, for pur-
poses of an analysis of tax burdens, to emphasize the fact that
a business has no existence independent of the individuals in
whom the ownership of the business inheres. This may also be

the case for a great many corporate businesses, for in small or
closely held corporations there is often a close identiflcation of
the owners (stockholders) with the business itself. In such

cases, a tax burden on the business is a tax burden on the own-
ers of the business. In another sense, it may be held that the
business itself is incapable of feeling tax burdens, since the
business is an impersonal economic institution that can feel
neither the pains of taxation nor the joys of exemption. Neither
of these points of view is at all inconsistent with the argument
that the tax burdens experienced by the owners of the busi-
ness may have an important efrect upon the business decisions

of these individuals, and consequently upon the operations of the
business. But it would still be true that any tax imposed upon

the business or using the activities of the business as a meas-

ure of the tax base, would merely represent a circuitous and

disguised method of imposing an additional burden upon the
owners of the business.s

For large corporate businesses, however, this interpretation
is likely to be very misleading. Such enterprises are typically
owned by many individuals who have neither the desire nor the
ability to make decisions (other than those concerned with the
purchase and sale of shares of stock) that will affect the com-
pany's operations. From the point of view of tax burdens, the
most important corollary of this separation of ownership from
control is the decision by eorporate management to retain earn-
ings for corporate expansion or other inveshnents rather than
to distribute earnings in the form of dividends to stockholders.

-g. 
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Although this decision will certainly be affected by the nature
and magnitude of tax burdens, it is not made necessaru by these
tax burdens. The "plowing-back" of profits is, in other words, a
distinct and separate phenomenon that would exist whether
taxes were high, low, or entirely absent.

Because of the fact that the corporation's profits are not auto-
matically translated into the personal earnings of the corpora-
tion's owners, and because of the fact that the managerial deci-
sion to distribute or not to distribute corporate profits has an
existence independent of the tax system, it is extremely difficult
to say, on a priori grounds, whether taxes levied on the eorpora-
tion will be paid from funds which would otherwise be used to
pay dividends to stockholders or from funds which would other-
wise be used to add to surplus and to provide for corporate re-
investment.

In theory, of course, any plowing-back of corporate profits
should be reflected in an increase in the equity of each stock-
holder. The stockholder could elect to realize this equity increase
immediately, in the form of a capital gain, or to extract it grad-
ually, in the form of increased dividends. If this reasoning were
valid, any tax levied upon the corporation and not shifted to the
consumers of the corporation's product, would prevent the aC-
cretion of stockholder equity. Of course, if the corporation
earned no prcifits during the accounting period to which the tax
referred, the tax would serve to reduce stockholder equity. In
any event, stockholder equity would be lower than it would have
been if the tax had not been imposed. Thus, in theory, the deci-
sion of management to distribute dividends or not to distribute
dividends makes no difference to the location of the burdens of
corporate taxes. The burdens always lie upon the stockholder-
o\r/ners of the corporation and are always individual rather
than institutional. It would not be correct to apply the label
"shifting" to the process which placed these burdens upon the
stockholders, for the tax would, in effect, be a direct imposition
upon the stockholders, with the corporation merely playing the
tole of a withholding agent.o

9. It is often claimed that dl eorponte tar6 are refleted. in the pricc of things solalto 
. 
consume_rs by the tarprya, 
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This theoretical approach may, indeecl, be useful in explain-
ing some types of corporate reactions to some types of taxes,

but as a general explanation of the distribution of the burdens
of corporate taxes it has obvious defects. The operations of the

stock market, through which a corporate tax burden falling
upon undistributed profits must be transformed into an inclivid-
ual tax burden are so complex and uncertain that it is impos-

sible, for practical purposes, to predict the effects of a corporate
tax on realizable stockholder equity. Thus, although there may

be some theoretical validity to the conclusion that all or part of
a corporate tax is, in reality, a tax upon the stockholders, it
must be assumed, for purposes of measurement, that the tax
burden is borne by the corporation itself, as a separate and dis-

tinct economic entity.
At least one serious problem of measurement is removed by

the decision to clock the impact of corporate taxes at the level

of the corporation itself. As an impersonal economic institu-
tion, the corporation is clearly incapable of experiencing the

kinds of psychological burdens which make measurement so

difficult in the field of personal taxation and which make inter-
personal comparisons of tax burdens virtually impossible. A
iorporate burden need only be expressed in terms of the dollars

extracted from the corporation by the taxing authority, and

need not be concerned with the abstractions of individual per-

sonality. Individuals in identieal economic positions who make

identical tax payments do not necessarily bear the same tax
burdens, since tax burdens have more than a simple dollar
dimension in interpersonal comparisons. But it can reasonably

be maintained that corporations in identical economic positions

who make identical tax payments do bear identical tax burdens.

As a first approximation, total dollars paid in taxes would seem

to be a good rneasure of the corporate tax burden'

Regrettably, however' a comparative analysis must be con-

cerned with more than a comparison of i,ilentical corporations.

Problems of equity in taxation are found in the comparison of
small firms with large firms, profit-making enterprises with
those taking periodic losses, manufacturing corporations with
distributive corporations, expanding corporations with corpora-

tions in decline. If problems of equity are at all important'
some method must be devised for comparing the tax burdens

of corporations in widely disparate economic situations. The

total dollars paid in taxes is obviously an unsatisfactory meas-
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ure. Consider two corporations, each with a total tax bill of
$100. If one corporation has a net profit before taxes of g3 mil-
lion and the other has a net profit before taxes of $3 thousand,
it would hardly be proper to consider the tax burdens on the two
corporations equal. Similarly, if two corporations have identical
tax bills and identical profits before taxes, but markedly differ-
ent net worth or total asset figures, a conclusion that tax bur-
dens are identical would seriously distort the comparison.
Clearly, what is required irq some measure of the tax-paEing
abilitg of corporate business institutions.

Taxation may, for present purposes, be defined as a compul-
sory transfer of property rights from a private individual (or
corporation) to the taxing authority. This definition, of course,
implies that the total property rights possessed by the taxpayer
will be lower after the tax than before the tax. It would seem,
then, that the best possible measure of a tax burden would be
one which related the dollar amount of the tax (the amount by
which the corporation's property rights are reduced as a result
of the tax) to the total property rights held by the corporation
before the tax was imposed. One such measure would be based
upon a calculation of net property rights, so that claims agai,nst
the corporation would have to be deducted from the claims ol
the corporation. In a rough way, this concept corresponds to the
net worth accounts of the eorporation. In this method, tax bur-
dens would be measured by expressing total tares as a percent
of total net utorth of the eorporation.

Unfortunately, however, there are several difficulties with
this yardstick of tax burdens- In the first place, it assumes that
taxes are paid "out of" net worth and that they have only a
secondary claim upon the assets of the corporation. This is
clearly not the case, for a tax liability must be counted with the
most current items in the liability structure, as possessing a pri-
mary claim upon the assets of the corporation. It would, in
other words, be possible for the corporation to have a consid-
erable tax-paying "ability" with a very small net worth. Theoret-
ically, the tax liability could even exceed the net worth of the
corporation, in which case, of course, taxes would be paid by
means of a liquidation of the assets and at the expense of the
holders of other prime claims against the corporation's assets.
In this extreme case the tax burden would no longer be solely
upon the corporation, for part of it would lie upon those whose
claims against the eorporation could no longer be fully satisfied
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because of the tax claim. Nevertheless, the point remains that
the net worth items do not measure the absolute tax-paying
ability of the operating corporation.

A second difficulty with the net worth measurement comes

from the fact that net worth does not ordinarily reflect market
valuations of the corporation's assets and liabilities, so that it
cannot be said to represent the "ultimate" taxpaying ability of
the corporation. In liquidation proceedings the market may place

a higher or lower value on the assets and liabilities than that
carried on the books of the corporation just prior to the liquida-
tion. Furthermore, accounting practices and those management
practices which dictate the character of the net worth accounts
are not developed for the sole advantage of the tax analyst, and
are often markedly different for different eorporations. In the
great majority of cases, accounting practices must necessarily
avoid such difrculties to be of service to management, stoek-
holders, and investors. But until the difficulties are removed, or
until it ean be shown that the differences between practice and
perfection are proportional for all corporations, the measure
of tax burdens based upon net worth must remain unsatisfac-
tory.

In the theoretical sense, the absolute abiliW of a corporation
to pay taxes (and hence, in a negative sense, the sacrifices in-
volved in the actual payment) may be approximated by a con-

sideration of the total assets of the enterprise. Such considera-
tion would mean that the tax burdens would be measured by
total tares &s a per cent of the market ualue of total assets.

The immediate impact of a tax upon a corporation is, of
course, on its most liquid assets-<ash and bank accounts-but
it is obvious that the gross "wealth" of the corporation is more
nearly measured by its total assets- Given time, the taxpayer
could normally convert any of his assets into cash for purposes

of paying a tax bill.ro This measure avoids the theoretical diffi-
culty of the net worth measure in that a consideration of total
assets assumes that taxes have a prior claim upon the assets.

Although the measure based upon the market value of total
assets is the theoretical ideal, it is subject to serious practical
difficulties. There are, for example, important differences be'

il O* supects thst many initividual taxpsvffi--vho 19 m i4Drudent as to sDend their
'"' t"oi#es--urcn frivolou- assets immediatcly after reivlng the iacoma, -ue f-orced, gt

fii?il", -t tiq"ia"t t pb"ti"" of theii holdiugp to uret their t:x obligations' The
*?fi"f*"f&Li"ii* Ls uirdoubtedly done much to mlve this problem, both from the
i"'ffii*i,"-iroint of viev and tha! of tle tarpyer. The me Drob-les csl' g!. @uEe,
digt for a corponte tr"n!ve3, althougb'. in- view of invshent oDportunities, tbe
*Uvi* nov not neesarilv be said to b€ imDmdat'
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tween corporations in accounting practices, both in terms of the
kind of items included in the asset structure (assets versus neg-
ative liabilities, for example) and in terms of the valuation of
the assets (depreciation policy and the valuation of inventories,
for example). corporations with the same total assets and the
same total tax payments may bear very different tax burdens
because of the possibly "fictitious" character of the asset struc-
ture of one of them. In order to minimize these difficulties, taxes
are sometimes expressed as a per cent of physical assets (land,
improvements, and tangible personal property, in the term_
inology of taxation). This amendment does eliminate many of
the difficulties contained in the measure based upon total assets,
but its theoretical validity is also reduced. rn addition, the prob-
lems of asset valuation are not solved in this way. The inauitity
of an accounting system to measure ,,teal,, depreciation (in the
sense of a reduction in market value through time as a result of
the use of capital equipment), the practical impossibiliw of de-
termining:the market value of all asset items, and the fact that
practices differ so widely as between corporations, remain as
serious limitations of any of the balance sheet measures of tax
burdens.

The most popular yardstick of corporate tax burdens is un_
doubtedly that which shows total tares as & per cent of gross
receipts. This yardstick owes its populariw to the relative ease
with which the figures are obtained and to the relative clarity
of its meaning. Gross receipts is usually taken to mean the total
receipts of the business for a specified period of time (the
accounting year of the corporation, for example) from all
sources' less such things as returns and allowances. The insuffi-
ciencies of this measure are, of course, associated with the fact
that the figures relate to an arbitrary period of time. There
is no necessary relationship between the total receipts during
this period and the fund out of which the corporatioi must pay
taxes. When used for comparative purposes, the measure con-
tains the additional defect that the relationship between gross
receipts and distributable earnings differs widety for different
corporations. This situation, of course, results from the fact
that corporations in different technorogical and different com-petitive positions are faced with markedly different non-tax
cost structures.

._ 
Of the several possible measures of tax burdens based uponthe corporate income statement, the most theoretically valid
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is that which shows total tares as a per cent of net profit bef ore

ta*es. This measure, too, suffers from the defect that it is based

upon an arbitrary time period and is not necessarily representa-
tive of the absolut" 1a;-paying "ability" of the corporation' It
assumes that the corporation has total net earnings before taxes

and that, if there *&" tto taxes at all, all of this amount could

be distributed to stockholders in the form of dividends. The

tax payment reduces the amount available for dividends, and

hence is an indieation of the burden of the tax on the corpora-

tion (and, perhaps, on the stockholders). In interstate compari-
sons,'however, the net income figure is by no means easy to

calculate, especially in the case of a corporation with interstate
business, for the ineome must be properly allocated to the states

in wlhich it was actually earned. For income of the "unitary"
tylle, this allocation is not only difficult, but theoretically im-
po*riUt", for the terms "unitary income" and "income allocated

according to its source" are mutually contradictory' Some of the
..formulae of convenience" that are used by many states in the

application of state income taxes, however, can provide a use-

fui measure of net income and, consequently, a useful yardstick

for the measurement of tax burdens, even if such formulae do

not produce results of outstanding purity.
'With measures of tax burdens based upon the corporate in-

eome statement it is important that the yardstick figures be

analyzed,for more than one time period. Net profits before taxes

can show up as a negative figure (that is, net losses may ap-
pear) in one year, even though the corporation had a substan-
tial tax-paying ability as a result of the more enjoyable expe-

rience oi earlier years. This analysis through time. is partic-

ularly important when the results are to be used in an inter-
corporate or an interstate eomparison of burdens.

A number of other measures are commonly used, either to
facilitate special kinds of comparisons or to serve as approxi-
mate measures ol general tax burdens. These include such

measures as taxes as a per eent of total pay roll, taxes as a per

cent of manufacturing costs (limited, naturally, to manufactur-
ing corporations), and taxes per unit of total output. All of
these have their uses, although none can be theoretically justi-
fied as a perfect, "stand-by-itself" measure of tax burdens'

It should be clear that a measure of the corporation's ability
to pay taxes is the criterion that is most useful for the meas-
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urement of comparative tax burdens.ll Unfortunately, none of
the corporate statistics that is normally available properly meas-
ures this financial ability to pay, and the one measure that is
theoretically ideal (the market value of total assets) is not nor-
mally available in corporate statistics. In the present study,
therefore, it has been necessary to fall back on the traditional,
if impure, measures such as book value of physical assets, gross
receipts, total pay roll, and (hopefully) net profits. No one of
these is considered to be "best" under all circumstances, and no
one of them is used as a single, isolated measure of corporate
tax burdens. Taken by itself, each is extremely rough and un-
satisfactory. Taken in combination and interpreted simultane-
ously, they can provide sorne convincing and, it is hoped, useful
information.

The scope of the studg-impact
In terms of the scope of the impact element, the present study

is in clear violation of the requirements of Resolution Number
49 of the 1955 Session of the North Carolina General Assembly.
Against all reason, except the sweet reason of practicability, the
study is limited to an examination of the immediate impaet of
the taxes considered. In addition, the study is limited by the
quantitative meaning attached to the term "impact".

Althoush neither of these limitations is at all unusual in stud-
ies of comparative tax burdens, more than the usual amount
of space has been devoted to an examination of the reasons be-
hind them because it is felt that they are significant limitations.
Unfortunately, quantitative answers often have the appearance
of finality and purity, even when they are, in reality, tentative
and inexact. The foregoing, then, must serye as a warning
against over-confidence in the answers, and against the use of
the results to answer questions that are not asked in the study-
questions which, for one reason or another, were considered to
lie beyond the scope of the present investigation.

11. Th"- tem "ability to pay", used here with reference lo cupmte tox burilens, should
not be confwed ;ith th; iame term used with reference to pq*d tax burdens. As
used to justify Drogrosive nte structures in the penonal in@me trx and death te:e,
tlre tem "atititv to pav" hs usuallv emphasized t ,>tyclwladanl element, in tbe so-
called principle of the diminishing marginal utility of money. Although the pmfitabilitr
of this psychological excunion nay be qugtioned even with rcBet to the levl - ot
pemnal -t&r6, it obviowly has no place in an aual:nir of orlbrst€ tax peying ability.
As used here, the tem refere only to the firc*cial cbilitis of the orDontion, and
thce re clerrly defined, at the muimum, s the total fidancial wurc6 8t tihe @E-
mand of the cbnnmtion, undiminished by otrsetting debts. For a digcwsion of the
ability-tepay priuciple s it afrets the progrGsive nte structurc of the rEmnal in@Ec
tax se Walter J. BItm and IIaryy Kalven, Jr., The Ilrcocy Cuc lor Prcgreacioe
Tar@ti@, Univmity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1953, vhich should immediatelv be
followed by Prcfsmr E*oId M. Groy6'antidote "Tomnl r Social Theorv of Pro-
s:resive Tmtion", Netiwl Tor JwruI, Much, 1966, DD-2731-
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TYPES OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

If the purposes of the study were defined solely by an interest
in the relationship between tax burdens and industriar location,
it would be possible to be highly selective in the kinds of busi-
nesses singled out for analysis. Without attempting to prejudge
the question of how important interstate tax differentials are
in the determination of industrial location, it may be concluded
on broad theoretical grounds that many types of business insti-
tutions exhibit very little sensitivity to the attractions of rela-
tively low state and local tax burdens. While it is possible to
construct a theoretical situation in which the tax burdens asso-
ciated with location in one state are so high, relative to those
imposed by neighboring states, that industrial location of even
these "non-sensitive" firms is prohibited, these theoretical tax
differentials would, in all probability, have to be much greater
than those which can reasonably be expected to arise from cur-
rent taxing practices in the United States.

In general, the enterprises which might be expected to ex-
hibit very little sensitivity to tax differentials are those which
require particular kinds of resources which are expensive or
impractical to transport, and those which require certain kinds
of market situations. Where the availability of resources or the
proximity of markets exist as strong pre-conditions to indus-
trial location, tax differentials are likely to play a significant
role only for the marginal firm. And even then, they are more
likely to determine whether the firm will operate at all than they
are to determine whether it will operate in one state or an-
other.

It the purposes of the study were even more narrowly de-
fined to include only those industries that would be capable of
participating in a program for North Carolina's economic devel-
opment, the list of business enterprises to serve as the subjects
of the autopsy would be even smaller. It is clear that not all of
the industries that coul,il be attracted to North Carolina by tax
advantages (or by the absence of tax deterrents) should, be
attracted to North Carolina, for the simple reason that not all
industries have the same things to offer to North Carolina's
economy and to a solution of its present probleps.

IVith either of these purposes, then, it would be possible to
rule out all of those enterprises that could not be brought to
North Carolina no matter what the tax inducements; all of
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those enterprises that are now in North carolina and that would
stay in North Carolina (if they would ,,stay,, anywhere) no
matter what the tax differentials; and all of those enterprises
that could be induced to locate in North carolina but that are,
from the point of view of a sound program of economic devel-
opment, relatively undesirable. The remaining enterprises could
then be used as a selective sample of tax-sensitive, economically
desirable industries in a test of the nature and the degree of
the tax differentials between North carolina and other south-
eastern states.

The need for a sound program of industralization as part of
a general program of economic development was, of course, one
of the most powerful impulses behind the present work of the
Tax study commission. As a result, it had an important bear-
ing upon the scope and methods of the impact inquiry. But
"industrin'l;ization-at-arLcosts" usas not the ba{tle-cra if tie tgss
session of the North carorina General Assembly, nor of other
responsible i,nili,oiduals both in and, out of the go,aernment. rf it
had been, the policy answers would have been superbly simple.
They would have started with a request for a theoretical anVor
empirical investigation to find out which industries were both
desirable to the state and susceptible to a tax inducement. with
answers to these questions, it would have been possible to grant
complete tax exemption, a long-term tax moratorium, or even
a "negative tax" in the form of an outright subsidy to these en-
terprises. rf these lures were restricted to new enterprises, there
would have been no immediate loss of revenue. Any io, oi 

""o"-nue resulting from the extension of some of the concessions to
existing enterprises that were found to be sensitive to tax
differentials and that were found to be desirable components of
the North carolina industrial machine could have been met by
inereasing the rates on whatever tax base existed at the time-
emaciated though it might be.

on paper, such a program of governmental largesse wouldp-roduce a very considerable movement of industry-into Northcarolina-at least unJil other states picked up the .o*p*itirr"
mood and made small, peripheral improvements. And even inpractice it might be expected to produce some significant in-
crease in the size of the North carorina industrial -family. 

cer-tainlv if taxes can be place_d at a hi,gh enough t".,J to t*pindustry out of the state (and the ceiling is untimited), they can
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be placed at a lnw enough level (if we admit the possibility of
negative taxes) to bring industry into the state.

But to repeat, such was not the mood of the North Carolina

General Assembly. It was clearly indicated that any revisions
to the tax structure had to conform to the principles of equity

as well as to the principles of industrial attraction.
The inclusion of the equity consideration means that the

ehoice of enterprises to be examined in the impact study could

not be made on a highly selective basis, with "undesirable" and

"non-sensitive" enterprises eompletely neglected. If an equity
comparison means anything it means a comparison of all tax-
paye"r within a given jurisdiction. It means that tax-sensitive
-orporations must be compared with corporations that have no

-obitity at all. It means that small businesses uniquely indige-

nous to North carolina must be eompared with large businesses

wiilr operations in every state in the union. It means that for-
eign corporations must be compared with domestie corpora-

tions. It means that manufacturing enterprises must be com-
pared with retail, distributive, and public utility enterprises.
it 

"lro 
means, of course, that individual taxpayers must be

compared with business taxpayers, and that non-corporate tax-
payers must be compared with corporate taxpayers'- 

As has already been pointed out, the present study is arbi-
trarily limited to an analysis of the burdens of business tax-
payers, and, within the business group' to corporate taxpayers'
to this extent, any equity findings subsequently displayed must

be understood to be incomplete. And for this reason, it is im-
portant to emphasizet}re need for further work in comparative
iax burdens within North Carolina. In particular, of course, it
is important to know more about the tax burdens imposed upon

small, non-corporate businesses, farmers, and wage earners of
all kinds, before irreversible steps are taken which might sig-

nificanily redistribute the total tax burden between these

groups.
In the present study an attempt was made to include cor-

porations of all kinds and sizes. In only two important cases

was the attempt unsuccessful. special difficulties arose in the
collection of data for railway corporations. Although these were

originally included in the study, it was found that the figures

were not comparable with those for other types of corpora-

tions. It was, therefore, necessary to remove the quantitative

references to railways in all parts of the study. It would have
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been possible to design a separate study for railway enterprises
so that the results would have been roughly comparable with
those for other types of enterprises. Unfortunately, however,
the time available for this study did not permit such separate
analysis.

Perhaps an even more serious omission was that of operat-
ing insurance companies. The starting point for much of the
quantitative analysis was the list of corporations required to
file annual corporate income tax returns in North Carolina.
Since insurance companies are subject to an in lieu gross pre-
miums tax, they are not represented in the corporate income
tax files. This omission, too, could have been prevented by a sep-
arate study of insurance companies, designed to connect with
the larger piece. Once again, however, time was the limiting
factor.

The statement of these significant omissions should also be
taken as an indication of the need for future analysis of railway
and insurance taxation in North Carolina and the other states
of the Southeast. Both of these tax areas contain many elements
of controversy and both are in need of a complete and objective
analysis. The analysis should, furthermore, be on a comparatiae
basis, establishing relationships between these enterprises and
other types of tax-paying enterprises. The argument that such
businesses are unique and that they must be separately treated
in any discussion of tax burdens is too often little more than a
means of avoiding a controversial issue and is occasionally a
method of obscuring serious inequities in the tax structure. It
may be that railways and insurance companies (and many other
enterprises, such as other public utilities, banks, extractive in-
dustries, and so on) are ill-suited to the generalized application
of certain types of taxes (notably, income and property taxes),
but the adoption of special types of taxes to facilitate adminis-
tration is not proof that inter-industry comparisons of tax
burd,ens are impossible. In common with other businesses, rail-
ways and insurance companies usually operate under the cor-
porate form of business organization. In common with other
businesses, they normally operate under the impulse of a profit
motive which appears as a desire for the distribution of divi-
dends to stockholders and as a desire for corporate expansion.
fn common with other businesses, most railways and insurance
eompanies are fortunate enough to be able to pay taxes. Neither
is it meaningful to claim that some of these are regulated en-
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terprises while others are non-regulated enterprises. Although
the fact of regulation does add a new dimension to the business
ealculus, the basic motives and the basic operational charaeter-
istics of a regulated private enterprise are the same as those of
a non-regulated private enterprise. If it is claimed that the
existence of regulation means that the corporation automatically
shifts its tax burdens to its customers, and that the measure-
ment of corporate "burdens" is therefore futile, it may also be
elaimed that the absenee of competition in other industries per-
suades many non-regulated corporations to do the same. The
ability or the inability to shift taxes, and the degree to which
taxes are in fact shifted are, in a very real sense, the products
of the total economic environment of the business in question.
One element of this environment may be governmental regula-
tion, another may be the threat of regulation, another may be
the fear of actual or potential competition by publicly-owned
enterprises, another rnay be the competitive structure of the
industry, and another may be the strength of the bargaining
position of the labor force. In the calculation and comparison
of tax burdens, the similarities between railways and insurance
companies and all other business institutions loom much larger
than the difference.

CONCLUSIONS

The boundaries of the present study are defined in several
dimensions. These include the types of taxes considered in the
analysis, the concept of the tax system as it relates to the total
act of taxation, the qualitative and quantitative meanings at-
tached to the term "tax impait", the types of business institu-
tions included in the analysis, and the number of states selected
for comparative treatment.

fn all respects, the language of Resolution Number 49 of the
1955 Session of the North Carolina General Assembly was as-
sumed to contain a statement of the broadest outlines of the
study requirements. It was recog3ized, however, that, because
of the amorphous character of the raw materials and the rough
nature of the tools of analysis, it would be impossible to make
the product conform precisely to specifications. In a number of
instanceg it was necessary to contract the scope of the study to
workable proportions. Thus, although the twin purposes of
equity and industrial location would logically require the
analysis of "ultimate" burdens, taking into account all of the
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economic reactions to a tax imposition that tend to shift its
burden from shoulder to shoulder, the impossibility of locating
and measuring "ultimate" burdens forced a consideration of
only the superficial burdens of original impact. And although
the governing legislation clearly required the inclusion of all
types of business institutions, it was necessary, for practical
reasons, to concentrate upon corporate business, and, within
this class, to omit quantitative references to railways and insur-
ance companies. fn terms of the types of taxes considered, it
was necessary to make two important exeeptions to the require-
ments. These consisted of the omission of sales (and use) taxes
and unemployment insurance levies, both of which may, under
certain circumstances, be considered burdens upon corporate
taxpayers.

With these narrowing amendments, the scope of the study is
eontained in the follorving questions:

1. For.a corporate taxpayer in a given industry, what total
tax burdens are imposed by state and local governments
in North Carolina?

2. How do these tax burdens compare with those imposed
upon other corporate taxpayers in the same industry in
North Carolina?

3. How do these tax burdens compare with those imposed
upon corporate taxpayers in other industries in North
Carolina?

4. How do these tax burdens compare with those imposed
upon corporate taxpayers in the same industry in other
states of the Southeast?
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CHAPTER II

SOME PR,OBLEMS OF METHOD

Many productive efforts have been made to measure, on a
comparative basis, the impact of state and local taxes on busi-
ness institutions. Those conducted under the auspices of state
legislatures or commissions have often had similar, if not iden-
tical, purposes to those of the present study, although the meth-
ods adopted have usually been applied exclusively to the kinds
of interstate comparisons that permit a state to assess its com-
petitive position with respect to the attraction of new industry
or the retention of existing industry. Other studies have ap-
proached the problem of comparative tax burdens from the
point of view of a particular business enterprise or of business
enterprises in general, in order to produce advice on a proposed
industrial location or in order to develop a methodology that
could become a useful part of the pragmatic calculus of an ex-
panding enterprise. In addition, there exists a number of excel-
lent studies conducted by university research bureaus and inde-
pendent aeademic personnel, representing a number of points of
view and a number of methodological approaches.

In all such studies, the methodological conclusion that stands
out in sharpest focus is the necessity of compromising the prin-
ciples of scientific inquiry: the necessity of becoming reconciled
to the weaknesses of the raw data and the impotence of the
analytical tools. For the most part, these insufficiencies stem
from the glorification of secrecy which has become a part of
both personal and corporate attitudes whenever taxes are men-
tioned and which has, unfortunately, produced some minor
deities in government itself. The futility of a crusade against
this attitude and the impossibility of walking around it without
the assistance of much larger resourees than are commonly
available in such study programs have led to the more or less
conscious acceptance of makeshift methods and half-way solu-
tions. Since the present study beg:ins with the same feeling of
futility and the same inadequacy of resources, it must, of neces-

sity, be based upon the same less-than-perfect methods.

In spite of these difficulties, some extremely useful methods
of analysis have been developed. If their limitations are fully
appreciated, they can provide answers that are reasonably ac-

curate and infinitely superior to the kind of guesswork that is
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not uncommon in this area. In the present chapter, some of
these methods are briefly explored for their good and bad points.
In addition, the present chapter contains a summarized state-
ment of the methods adopted for this study.l

METHODOLOGICAL POSSIBILITIES

T he repr es entatia e sample appr oach
In any quantitative description of a world as large and com-

plex as that enclosed by the boundaries of the present study, the
first method that should be explored is that based upon a repre-
sentative sample of the total population.2 In this case, of course,
the total population consists of all corporate taxpayers in the
eleven Southeastern states.

The theoretical requirements of the representative sample
approaeh are clear. The total number of corporations selected
for inclusion must be determined by the resources available for
the study, on the general principle that, other things being
equal, the larger the sample the better. The actual selection must
be made according to strict rules of random sampling proce-
dure, so that all elements of the population have an equal chance
of being selected. If possible, the selection should be made from
strata carefully designed to represent meaningful classifications
in the real world, and with the sample representation of each
stratum established in such a way as to indicate the statistical
"importance" of each stratum in the total population.s A Bri-
mary stratification might be based upon state boundaries, with
proper account being taken of those corporations operating in
more than one state in the Southeast. A secondary stratifi.cation
might be based upon the major industrial types, so that tobacco
manufacturing corporations in North Carolina would be dis-
tinguished from textile manufacturing corporations, machine
shop corporations, or retail selling corporations in North Caro-
lina, and so that all of them might be distinguished from similar
industrial types in the ten other states of the comparison.
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f . A detriled decription -of the methods used is reeryed for the seveal chaptas dat-ing_vith @ch of the individual approachs. Se, for example, Ch*pten f9, VI, andvur.
2. The-suple aDprosch ig ilescrib€d in Fredcick E. Croxton anil Dudley J. Cowda,

loolitn Gwnl Sfctistrca, PrenticeEall, New York, Seood ed-, 1966,- pssim. Th6bsic pmedrre are, of coune, generatly applicable to enpiriel risrcli ll" ttre mial*iae aud, inded, to all problens of quantitative inquiry.
3. Tbe -tem "population" is used here in its tehniel, statistical serse to m*n the totalamber of itetns that could be seleted. As stated aboye, it is, for purpees of theproent_atudy, the totsl numb€r of corlbnte tsxDayeB 

- in th6 elevin -southeastem
strr*. Similgr_ly, the- populetion of sch stntun is tft totat number of corporate Ur
lnyen ir ach of the iudwtrial classifletions in ach of the stat6.
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The selection of the sample must be followed by the difficult
step of "measuring" the tax burdens of those firms selected' The
total taxes paid by each firm might be compared with the book
value of the firm's assets, the firm's net profits, the firm's gross

sales, or any other measure or.combination of measures con-

sidered to represent corporate taxpaying ability. The real diffi-
culty, however, is not in the selection of the kinds of factors that
may be used to measure tax burdens but in the collection of the

infoimation so that it accurately reflects corporate experience.

How does one go about discovering the total taxes paid, the net
profits, ihe gross receipts, and the book value of physical assets

of a thousand or two thousand corporations operating in one or
more of the eleven Southeastern states? There are two major
sources of such information, neither of which, unfortunately,
is entirely satisfactory. These are, first, the tax returns filed by
the corporation with state and local revenue officials, and, sec-

ond, the corporation itself. The second of these sources may be

approached by means of a questionnaire directed to the corpora-
tion, by personal interviews with corporate officials, or, under
certain circumstances, by means of a direct audit of the cor-
porate accounts.a If, however, the sample is a very large one,

the only practicable methods are those based upon an examina-
tion of the tax returns and upon an information questionnaire.

Each of these has its own speeial hazards, but these are prob-

ably no greater than those associated with other techniques in
a tax burden analysis.

The next step in the representative sample approach involves
the aggregatiqn of the individual measures of tax burden and

the determination of averages and other measures of eentral
tendeney for each of the strata in the total population and for
the sample as a whole. This is the beginning of a long and more

or less eomplex activity known as "interpreting the data", by
which attempts are made to establish generalizations about the

entire population from a knowledge of the characteristics of
the sample. with these statistical deviees it is possible to set

up comparisons between states, between industrial categories

within any state, and between the same industrial categories

in different states. It is also possible to determine whether the
variations in tax burdens between individual taxpayers in the

T ila discussion of tbe methods of obt'ining__the-bsic data re Je Smmen Flovd': kii""i"'i7--iiiitt* * f"arrtta"t Leotim, The_Ulriv€r8ity_ of -Nortb-Cgrclina Ptss,
Cf,iili iiitt, iSSZ, pp. 3&46. Alttrouerb thei- methorls are decribed eitb referme to
i"Jiiituv-drei,i"* .ipro*t, they ire equally applicable to the representative smple
metbod.
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same industrial eategories are significantly greater or less than
the variations in tax burdens between industrial categories and
between states.

Theoretically, the sample approach is the ideal approach for
problems of this kind, assurning, that is, the impossibility of
full coverage. If the sample is carefully drawn, if the measures
are accurately made, and if the results are interpreted accord-
ing to scientific statistical procedures, the answers can be ex-
tremely useful as summary descriptions of the differences in
tax impact between states and between taxpayers in the same
state. Furthermore, if it were possible to match theory with
practice, there would be no need to supplement the sample ap-
proach with other approaches, for, by definition, all other ap-
proaches are theoretically inferior and would add nothing to the
level of confidence in the results.

But the practical difficulties of applying the representative
sample approach to the problems of tax burden analysis are
great and undoubtedly account for the fact that the method is
rarely used in projects of this sort. They enter as serious
limitations to the method at the very first step, the selection of
the sample. There must, of course, be some source of informa-
tion that will yield a list of all taxpaying: corporations in each
of the eleven Southeastern states, preferably by major indus-
trial classifications (which must be uniformly delineated for
each state). Needless to say, such a source of information does
not exist. Although this limitation is sufficient to prevent the
use of the method, it might also be observed that difficulties
arise in the collection of the data. A study conducted under the
auspices of North Carolina could hardly expect to have access
to the tax returns of corporations doing: business and filing tax
returns only in Florida or Kentucky or Louisiana. And even
if it were possible to select a reasonable sample in these states,
the response to a questionnaire mailed to purely intrastate cor-
porations in states other than North Carolina would, in all
probability, be very small indeed. Thus, even if the sample could
be selected, there would be no practical way of obtaining the
information needed to produce a measure of corporate tax bur-
dens on an interstate basis. These difficulties are crushing and
effectively prohibit the use of the sample technique in the solu-
tion of the total impact problem presented to the Tax Study
Commission. The method may still be extremely useful in the
development of an intrastate comparison, but as the sole meth-
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odological instrument of a study that is necessarily both intra-
state and interstate in scope, the representative sample approach

is, unfortunately, useless.

The h,Apotlt etical corporation approaclt'

The hypothetical corporation approach involves the construc-
tion of one or more imaginary corporations with characteristics
selected to emphasize whatever questions the investigator wishes

to ask about comparative tax burdens.s The approach imposes

very few requirements beyond the insistence that the hypotheti-
cal corporations be reasonably realistic in appearance and thdt
the tai laws of the several states be carefully applied to the

corporate statistics in the calculation of hypothetical tax
burdens.

By nature, the hypothetical corporation approach is highly
selective and embraces a very narrow range of the truth' Only

a limited number of aspects of the tax structures of each state

may be tested in any one hypothesis, and the mechanical difr-
culties of constructing a large number of models provides a
practical limit to the scope of the hypothetical corporation ap-

proach. At the same time, this selectivity proves to be an int-
portant advantage of the approach, for it is possible to select

particular aspects of the total problem and give them concen'

irated attention. Thus, if the problems of industrial location and

economic development are considered to be particularly impor-

tant, the hypothetical corporation approach is admirably suited

to pinpoiniing the kinds of enterprises that would best fill the

economic needs of the state.
The hypothetical corporation approach thus differs from the

representative sample approach in the breadth of its coverage

,rrd in the fact that the corporations considered are hypotheti-
cal corporations rather than actual corporations. It also differs
from the sample method in that the tanes are hypothetical. The

computed tax figures have, in other words, an artificial charac-

ter [hat is distinct from the artificial character of the corpora-

tions themselves. This is the case because the method is, for all
praetical purposes, restricted to an examination of the published

iaws and regulations for each state. Even if there were a cor-

poration exaetly like the hypothetical model, it would not neces-

ilJ " diswsion of these and other met'hodotogicrt prcblem' se Flovd' oD'-cit" Chap-
"' trr"ifi,-""a darl Shoup, t"''ii"-'fii b-irai iAqtit*tt7i*g ottd Mercontib-Cottccrttt

E fifrJ'i;;-il";;t;'ih;*"ii'"- {; ni'd4- 6 -sii*t1 4ccru-y-"tyLlgy:.f nH V;,;"F ":;:;" ii;*- ;i"' r" ; E;;;;;-' ; Ei;tii- 6c cffi, vt othq I mpqtar*
Statea? r monosraph p""p"""d'-io.-ih"" N""l-i-";!i S-t"t" f.x Commision, mimographed,
ffi;;. -F;;-irii"tr"iio"'ir dnJ--ttrnottt"ii"li corporation epprcach, _with, howws,
;ilfiltt; aliu""*i"" or methJi, 

-;:;'rt;;;i;f tii conwaicui stib Ttt Comtittcc'
Eartf,ord. 1949, DP.62-67.
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sarily pay taxes according to the strict letter of the law. Either
because of the flexible moral standards of the taxpayer, or be-

eause of the application of special, unwritten provisions for
relief, or because of the uncertain way in which the tax laws

are administered, the differences between the law and the event-

ual tax burden may be very large indeed.
These difficulties have been recognized by most investigators

with respect to the application of the property tax laws, and

especially with respect to. the administrative determination of
the assessed value base of the property tax leW- In this area

the differences between law and practice are so obvious and so

monstrous that they could scarcely be neglected. But the recog-

nition of a difficulty is not the solution of a difficulty- There is'
unfortunately, no easily available method of measuring these

administrative deficiencies and consequently no way of assur-
ing the complete realism of the answers. The hopelessness of
this situation has persuaded many investigators to neglect these
levies completely,G although this commendable interest in ob-
jectivity hardly qualifies as an improvement in the hypothetical
corporation method. Others have adopted, with varying degrees

of success, various techniques for estimating the actual assess-

ment ratios of partieular state and local jurisdictions- None of
these, however, can quite overcome the uncertainties of the
process and the consequent uncertainties of the answers.?

The special attention which is usually given to property tax
problems in the hypothetical corporation approach should not
be permitted to hide the fact that the same problems exist in
the application of the model to other types of taxes- lncome and
franchise taxes, in particular, are characterized by provisions
for relief that often grant wide discretionary authoriW to the

6. S.". lor example, Ctme J- Turner, Reptt w Cmpstotioc Sfrl o! Colmote-- Fii""- n firu:n'na.*;tl Stcler, Pernsvlvania State Chanbc of Cmnerce, Egr-
risburg, 1938.

?. Mr. Marvin E. Lee, of tLe Fssulty of the Departrnent ol Eco!mi6' Ilgyenity ot" Nrittr C"riiiina at iLrrrel Eill h'. luggeted, rrcrhaps facetiowly, r siseal h5p-otheti-
el 

"""poraUo" 
sppruL iu which the reeicher yogld mturlly sd -up 8 dummy

"o"-t"[io"- rromib Gbrted in Delaware' rre would then go threugt tte motions ol
pla-nninr i ieriis of loatims for a new plant in each of tlp des Southast€m
it"ils. ivitt this nethod, r puely hypothe[ical corDoration wit'h e reearc_h_ functlon
o"lv-io"n be gis t}€-rdd;d bargaining power of an actuel atqrEie The rsults
worite, 

-presumalb, r€{lct tbis bargaining - Dower in special tar mgosts thst
-igli'G nade iritl cmc julirdic[ions. Aside from tle obrrrsnat which thls
;tac-tuat-aumni onpntiu- ipproch might involve, end side fEolqr its - 

quetionsble
moraliW, it cbdd produe sni nther mislading results. In tbe frst plgce' the re'
sulG wojultt not te -sulixt to objective tet by other obsenm, ud eubaeqent denials
by tax ofrciala wodil larc the inter?retations in a somewhat chstic state The tn-
siitence on sigred strtaats sould be unduly inhibiting and would arry its om get ol
bise. In the rond plre, thae is no reson to ssme tbat tL borgeining Dowe!
of all fims ig equl, nerci5r beauae they are buein*s institutim ree&ing inilustf,ial
location. A large -uitellldom enterprisi, with a locstioral ofraing thrt is ertrem€ly
deirable from the Inint of viw of the state's economy, is lilelt to reive more
favorable attention tbrn oe ttret is small, unknown, and onnirrlly meqginal. In
rny event, snd in spite d the qcellence of its sponsonhip, thb intmdng prcIpEal
w&s not made a Inrt of lle pert study.
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tax administrator or other agency. Many specific details of
these and other types of taxes are subject to conflicting: inter-
pretations. In the absence of clarifying litigation, regulations,
and attorney generals' opinions, it may be assumed that the tax-
payer will select that interpretation most in his own advantage,
but there is no way of knowing whether his interpretation is
the "correct" one or whether he will be permitted to follow the
same course in the future.

The uncertainties which surround the application of the tax
laws to the model corporation do not necessarily provide a tea-
son for the complete abandonment of the hypothetical corpora-
tion approach. There is a sense in which it is important to test
the impact of the tax laws themselves, and for this test the
approach is admirably suited. But the method is a dangerous
one if its limitations are not fully appreciated. It is too often
used to support generalizations that are quite invalid. Strictly
speaking, the answers which the method provides are applicable
only to the types of corporations constructed in the hyllotheses,
and then they may be assumed to describe real tax burdens only
if it can be shown that tax laws accurately reflect tax burdens.

The actual corporation approach
The actual corporation approach contains some of the ele-

ments of the representative sample approach and some of the
elements of the hypothetieal corporation approach. The iesem-
blance to the representative sample approach comes from the
fact that the measurements are of taxes actually paid. The
resemblance to the hypothetical corporation approach comes
from the fact that the subjeets of analysis are consciously
selected for certain rather speeific reasons, so that the results
have only limited applicability to the entire body of corporate
taxpayers within the jurisdictions involved.8

There are two major variants of the actual corporation
method. By the first, two or more independent corporations are
selected in two or more taxing jurisdictions. By the second, a
selection is made of a single corporation with more or less inde-
pendent branch operations in two or more taxing jurisdictions.
In view of the fact that one state's corporate tax records are
not normally available for an investigation sponsored by an-
other state, it is the second of these variants that is the more

8. Thie method is discwsed briefly in Floyd, op. ciL, pp. 38-45; and in Shoup, op. cit.,
tEsim; and in P. E. Wuellc, "Cmparing Busin6E Tax Burdens," Bullztifr of the
NotioMI T@ AsEociotim, June, 19.13, po.261-270-
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practical for a study such as this. It is also important that the
operating units selected be similar with respect to products or
services produced and with respect to basic corporate statistics.
Once agiain, the actual selection of the sample is followed by the
determination of the total taxes paid by each unit of the enter-
prise. This may be done by an examination of the tax returns,
by the circulation of a questionnaire, by interview, or by a
direct audit of the corporate accounts.

By choosing operating units that are similar, it is possible
to measure comparative tax burdens under the actual corpora-
tion approach in much the same way as under the hypothetical
corporation approach, that is, by a direct comparison of total
taxes paid. If it were possible to find two corporations or two
branch operations that were identical in every respect except
for the taxes paid, it would be unnecessary to relate taxes paid
to such things as net profi.ts, book value of assets, and gross
receipts. Since these figures would be the same for both units
being compared, a comparison of ratios rather than of total
taxes paid would add no refinement to the results. TVhen perfect
identity is lacking, these or similar computations are, of course,
required, but the interpretive difficulties and the interpretive
dangers are greatly reduced when there is substantial identity
between the corporate units being compared.

The actual corporation approach does yield a measure of taxes
actually paid and need not, therefore, be concerned with the
differences between the law and the administration of the law,
unless, of course, an attempt is made to enpla,tn the interstate
differences in tax burdens. It automatically takes into considera-
tion the total act of taxation, so that the tax paid is the resultant
of all elements of the tax system, with the possible exception of
the appeal and litigation machinery. Because of this exception
to the general rule, and because corporations sometimes pay
taxes under protest and are later awarded refunds or assessed
additional taxes, it is necessary either to rule out comparisons
for years in which these special problems exist or to study tax
burdens over a period of years. In any event, as far as the
realism of the tax burden measure is concerned, the actual cor-
poration approach is clearly superior to the hypothetical
corporation approach.

In other respects, however, the actual corporation approach
is inferior to the hypothetical corporation approach. It is eer-
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tainly more limited in the support it offers for generali,aed,
statements about comparative tax burdens. It is, after all, rather
difficult to find corporations operating in more than one or two
states with branch plants which are relatively independent in
their operations and which are, at the same time, engaged in
the same kind of productive activity and in approximately the
same volume. Such comparisons are fairly easy to establish
in the retail trade, but in manufacturing enterprises branch
plants tend to be specialized and heterogeneous.

The collections approach
While the representative sample approach is based upon an

analysis of inl;iaid,ual tax burdens, the collections approach is
based upon an analysis of total tax burdens. And while the rep-
resentative sample approach attempts to generalize from the
experience of the individual case, with only incidental reference
to the tax burdens of the total population, the collections ap-
proach attempts no analysis of iirdividual tax burdens and no
analysis of the distribution of tax burdens other than that made
possible by the examination of particular types of taxes.

There are many examples of the use of this approach as a
general descriptive device and as a device to support other cal-
culations, rather than as a method for the exclusive analysis of
relative tax burdens.e fn either case, however, the construction
of the comparison is essentially the same. As its title suggests,
the approach is based upon the total taxes collected by the juris-
dictions selected for analysis. In the same sense that a com-
parison of simple dollar amounts of tax payments can be mis-
leading in the comparison of unlike individual taxpayers, how-
ever, a comparison of simple dollar amounts of tax collections
can be misleading in the comparison of unlike states. Certainly
we would expect the total taxes collected in New York or Cali-
fornia to be greater than the total taxes collected in New Jersey,
South Dakota, North Carolina, or Iowa. The differences in total
tax collections would clearly not be indicative of the differences
in the burdens of taxation as befween these states. The solution,
once again, requires the determination of the tax-paying abiltitA
of the communities being compared. In this case, the most com-
mon measures of tax-paying ability are total population and
total income payments during a given period of time. With these

9. A particularly intereEting analysis based upon tax differentials m€ssured by the col-
letions &pproach is Clark C. Bloom, Stutltea in Buaincss a?d, Ecmmicg. New Serie
No. 6, "State and Local Tax Differentisls and tbe Location of Manufecturing", Bueau
of Buines and Economic Reearch, Stete Uliversity of fowa, JoFs CiW, 1966.
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figures, the tax burdens are simply expressed. as total taxes col-
lected as a per cent of total population (per capita tax collec-
tions), total taxes collected as a percent of total income pay-
ments, or as per capita total taxes collected as a per cent of
per capita total income payments.lo

The greatest difficulty in the collections approach, as related
to the present study, is the difficulty of finding out the total col-
lections of state and local governments in the eleven Southeast-
ern states. Collection by state governments are, of course,
readily available from a number of sources, although in some
cases with a considerable delay. But collections by local gov-
ernments are, in some cases, totally unavailable without a de-
tailed audit of the records of governmental institutions in-
volved. As with other approaches, the tendency is to neglect local
levies and use the collections approach to test difrerences in
state-level taxes only. In a tax burden analysis, however, this
easy solution can provide serious distortions. States difrer widely
in the degree to which the functions of government are distrib-
uted between state and local units. North Carolina's highly
centralized revenue structure (matching its hishly centralized
distribution of governmental responsibilities) would appear to
impose unusually high tax burdens under the collections ap-
proach if only state-level taxes were considered. Thus, if the
collections approach is to be used at all, it must be used for
very restricted purposes or it must be based on estimates of
Iocal collections that are as accurate as possible.

As far as the usefulness of the results is concerned, the great-
est difficulty in the collections approach comes from the fact
that it cannot be used to analyze individual tax burdens. It is
basic to the method that a single figure (such as per capita tax
collections) is used to represent the tax burden imposed upon
all taxpayers in a given state. There may, however, be wide
diferences between states in the way the total tax burdens are
distributed among the major groups of taxpayers and among
the individual ta4nyers in each group. Sinee the present study
is, by its legislative mandate, committed to a study of the bur-
dens of taxation upon btni'ness taxpayers and, by implication, of
the burdens of taxation upon particular kinds of business insti-
tutions; the collections approach would seem to have Iittle to
offer. To a certain extent it is possible to imply a certain dis-
tribution of tax burdens through an examination of particular

10. ibtd. pp. l4-1?.
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types of taxes.1l Thus, it would be possible to compare those

taxes levied solely on corporations (corporate net income tax'
and franchise tax, principally) by one state with similar taxes

levied by another .irt". but the diffieulties of partial analysis

arise, once again, as a serious restriction.
There is a sense, however, in which the collections approach

can be used productively, even when the purposes of the study

and the quality of the method are so apparently in conflict. If
one of the purposes of the study is to examine tax burdens from
the point of view of their possible relation to industrial location,
analt it is reasonable to suppose that business enterprises make

use of the collections approach (in however impure a way) as

part of the calculation that lies behind a locational decision, the

collections approach can be useful in describing the awearance
of the tax structure of one state as compared with the appe&r'

o,nce of the tax structure of other states. Ttere is reason to be-

Iieve that such calculations are commonly used for this purpose

by business enterprises. Furthermore, even though the collec-

tions approach cannot tell a corporation what its tax burden in a
state oi proposed location will certainly be, it can, it seems, indi-
cate the general level of taxation and, to some businessmen, the
general philosophy of taxation in the state. Although these

imputations are not necessarily correct, there is some value to
knowing what other people think, especially if an attempt is to
be made to prolnse the advantages of a permanent connection

with such people. But whenever the collections approach is to
be used for such purposes, it must be made clear that the test
is of the appearvnce and not necessarily of the reali'tg'

METEODS ADOPTED IN THE PBESENT STUDY

The most outstanding feature of the approaehes described

above is the demonstrable inadequacy of each as the sole

method of analysis. The sample approach is inadequate because

of the practical difficulties of adapting it to a study of compara-
tive state and local tax burdens. The hypothetical corporation
approach and the actual corporation approach are inadequate

tecause of their theoretical confinement and beeause they do not
provide a suitable meatls of generalization. The colleitions ap-

proach is inadequate because it describes only total burdens and

iays nothing about the distribution of the total burdens'

il'H"H',J3og*"i#;#tt" g"gThs*l'31""ff lfj':ffi ,,e"ffi *",5#i*",?r'i"-"1P" jfr
cit, Ch.Dt4r 6,
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In an attempt to minimize the effects of these inadequacies,
although with no hope of removing them, the present study is
based upon a combination of all of the approaches described
above. From a negative point of view, each has its own inade-
quacies. From a positive point of view, each has its own contri-
butions to make to an exposition of the total answer.

In this eclectic method, the representative sample approach
is used mainly as a device to describe the distribution of tax
burdens within North Carolina. The sample originally selected
eomprised an ambitious 25 per cent (3,350 corporations) of the
total number of corporatioris filing corporate income tax returns
in North Carolina in 1953, the last year for which complete
statistics were available at the time the sample was drawn- The
sample was selected by carefully developed random processes
from data on file in the North Carolina Department of Tax Re-
search. The information used in the calculation of tax burdens
was obtained by the circulation of a questionnaire to the sample
corporations. The questionnaire was developed so that the in-
formation would connect, as far as possible, with the informa-
tion required to be submitted as part of the corporate income
tax return to the State of North Carolina, although the ques-
tionnaire involved much material that is typically not contained
in the tax return.

Because the sample was selected by strictly random proc-
esses,12 it naturally contained corporations of all types and sizes.
ft contained, for example, both domestic and foreign corlpra-
tions, and, in both g:roups, it contained corporations with all of
their operations in North Carolina as well as corporations with
operations in other states and other countries. This method of
seleetion made it possible to collect information relating to the
taxes paid and to the nature and magnitude of operations in
other states. But since these out-of-state data are in no seurc
statistically "representative", they must be looked upon as of
incidental interest only. The main reference of the representa-
tive sample approach remains the distribution of tax burdens
atithin North Carolina. As such, of course, it is strongly oriented
toward the equity problem in the impact study, particularly as
this relates to the tax differentials between the major industrial
grloups now represented in the State.

fire heaviest burdens of the interstate comparison are placed
u1rcn the hypothetical corporation approach. Three dummy cor-
12. Tcbnically, the sample is of the ..random stratifled,' variety.
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porations were manufactured and moved, in imagination, to
speeific sites in eaeh of the eleven southeastern stetes. The col-
ptrate statistics were designed to represent particular types of
hrms in particular tylles of industrial and economic situations'
and were based upon actual corporations in order to ma:rimize

the realism of the comparison. In this case, the basic data were

gathered from many sources, although the emphasis was upon

th" l"* as written and as interpreted in published administra-
tive regulations, attorney generals' opinions, and court deci'

sions. Ii is possible to make use of the comparative findings un-

der the hypothetical corporation approach for a comparison of
burdens L"t*e.n industrial types within any of the states

analyzed, but here, too, this comparison must be considered as

incidental to the main function of the approach'

In terms of its contributions, the actual corporation approach

is used to supplement the hypothetical corporation approach. It
is designed, in other words, to produce comparisons of tax bur-

dens between states rather than between taxpayers in the same

state. Three corporations tyere selected from fields that were not

covered by the hypothetical corporation approach' One of these

corporations was a retail establishment with outlets in all of
the southeastern states except Arkansas. Another corporation

selected was a textile manufacturer with branch operations in
North carolina and south carolina. A second textile eorpora-

tion was selected with branches in North carolina and Ala-

bama. The comparisons presented by the actual corporation ap-

proach are thus highly selective, both with respect to the types

of corporations involved and with respect to the states in which

in"v op"rute. rn this approach, the data were collected by means

of sp""i"tty designed questionnaires sent to each of the corpora-

tions. These were supplemented by personal interviews with cor-

porate officials and by detailed examinations of corporate tax
returns.

ettnougt'thecollectionsapproachisrepresentedintllepres.
entstudy,itisnotpresentedasaseparatestudywithasep'
arate sei of findings. Instead, it is combined with other inter-
pretive material in a general, qualitative analysis'

No attempt was made to combine the answers produced by

these approaches into a single answer to the problem of com'

priuliu"-t"* burdens. Indeed, as pointed out earlier, there are

reallytwotypesofproblemsinvolved:thatconcernedwitha

"o-p""i'o"ott"*burdenswithinNorthCarolina,withar
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equity orientation; and that concerned with a comparison of
tax burdens between North Carolina and the other Southeast-
ern states, with an orientation to the problems of industrial
location and economic development. In this respect, the method
of the present study is an eclectic method rather than a mongrel
method, a method which permits the selection of the most
releyant aspects of each approach to solve particular problems,
rather than a method which represents a blend of genetically
different materials. Even so, the answers are decidedly incom-
plete and regrettably tentative. An understanding of the limita-
tions of each approach is, therefore, an integral part of an
understanding of the answers themselves.

TIIE METIIOD OF EXPOSITION

In the following chapters, each approach is developed in two
parts. In the first part, an attempt is made to explain, often in
considerable detail, the techniques of analysis, the sources of the
data, the limitations of the approach, and the inferences which
may legitimately be drawn from the results. In the second part,
the findings are displayed and some of the more obvious infer-
ences are drawn.

The computations are shown, as fully as possible, in a series
of appendices to the study. These were prepared under an im-
pulse to present the material in such a way as to permit any
interested (and energetic) spectator to earry out the same cal-
culations with the same investigative procedures, and arrive
at the same answers. It is also presented in detail in the hope
that the material may serve as the building blocks of further
analysis. If the many blank spots in the present study are to be
filled in at a later date, it would be desirable if the work could
be combined with the present study in a more complete com-
parison.

The quantitative material is preceded, in Chapter III, by a
brief discussion of the relationship between state and local
taxes and the problems of industrial location. This, of necessifir,
is a general discussion, designed to highlight some of the more
important eonsiderations and is by no mearn an attenpt to
establish in a definitive way the relationships between taxes and
industrial location. As was clearly indicated in Resolution Nqm-
ber 49 of the 1955 Session of the General Assembly, problems
of industrial location are of paramount importance in interpret-
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ing the effects of whatever tax differentials do exist. The brief
theoretical discussion, then, is an attempt to place the quanti'
tative results in context, and to provide a rough guide for inter-
pretation and for policy.

The whole piece is summarized in Chapter IX, at which point
some of the inescapable conelusions are briefly discussed.

In form, this report is presented as a "reference book", rather
than as a "narrative of necessity". The desire to offer as com-
plete proof as possible and the desire to provide full documenta-
tion naturally serve to limit the audience. For this reason' a

summarized version of a portion of the present report was
prepared. It cairies the main conclusions displayed in this re-
port, but minimizes the amount of detail required to reach these

conslusions. For those interested in "proof", the present report
is offered as a humble beginning.



CHAPTER III
TAXATION AND NORTH CAROLINA'S

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

ECONOMIC STATUS AND ECONOMIC NEED
Realistic appraisals of North Carolina's economie condition

properly begin with a statement of the income payments made
within North Carolina as compared with the income payments
made within other states of the United States. From North
Carolina's point of view the statistics are not notably gratify-
ing. The United States Department of Commerce has reported
that per capita income payments in North Carolina in 1gb6
were $1,236. For continental United States per capita income
payments were 91,847. Of. the 48 states and the District of
Columbia only four states had lower per capita income than
North Carolina.

Table 1 indicates clearly that the problems bf low per capita
income are regional problems. The six lowest states on the per
capita income scale were located in the southeastern region of
the united states. of the eleven southeastern states included in
the present study, only virginia and Florida showed sufrcient
prosperity, as measured by per capita income payments, to
justify a ranking slishtly above the general level of the other
states in the region; nevertheless even these two states were
well below the level of the united states as a whole. For the
entire southeastern region the per capita income figures were
lower than those of any other geographical region delineated
by the Department of Commerce.

North carolina's position among the eleven southeastern
states with respect to per capita income payments is described
in Table 2. The highest per capita income is that recarded for
Florida; the lowest is that recorded for Mississippi. With a per
capita income of $1,238, Kentucky was the median state of the
Southeast in 1955. North Carolina's per capita income of g1,286
was thus almost the same as that of the median state.

While these statistics of income payments are extremely im-
pressive, they do not describe the whole drama of North car-
olina's economie aspirations. And while they do serve as a use-ful bench mark for judging the effects of policy action, they
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TABLE 1

PER CAPIITA PERSONAL INCO![E, BY STATES AND NECIONS' 196'

State and Region
Per Cgpita

Income State and Re8:ion
P€r CrDita

Income

Continentel United Stste .,.. '. " ' 11'81?

New England .. ... ?'qql-CJnneticut . '... 2'199
vaine ............ .......... . !,qqq
udachusetts ...........'.... 2,q91
f;ry EamPshire " 1,79,?

ritroa. rsia-"a ..' 1'9ql
vermont 1'636

MidilleEast """ 2'100

Delawue . . , . . . .. r . . . . ' . . . . ' . . 2'qlq
oiitii; "i'c.t*bia .... '.. ' .. 2,1?l
u""vi"na ...............'..'. l'991
Niw rescy .. ?'q11iiii -v-*ti
i;t-"""it"*i"w*i ?iteini" 1'28E

southeast """"' l'292

Alabgma !'lql
erian"es '... 1'qq?
Ft,orids ........... -...... '.. . I'qql
6rstu ....... '.... I'qqqrenfrcty '... l'?qq
Louisilaa '... l,!qq
uGi."iPPI
fr"-"tu di.ti* ............... l,?!q-s;-ilh c*til ............... !'lgq
Tenrse .... 1'?qq
Vi"gi"i" ""' 1'636

southwet " " s!r'681

Arizons ..... ' '.... l,qII
i,i"* ii"r,ico ... .. .' . l,4qqOrt*tom" '.... ... l.qgq
i&s ......... ..,.. 1,61{

Centrsl ......' ."""'" 1'992

Illirois .. ,..'.. q,z9[.
indiene ... '. .....'.' 1,991
Iowa .. r.o!1
Uichteo ....... ?,1S1
uinncots ..' I'q91
uG;n't
ohio . ........ .... ' z'qq?
tiirunain .. .. .. .. . 1,?7{

Northwet .. ' 1.695

. Colondo .."""' l'lq!
llgbo.' '.""' l'!qq
Kanaa ,.......... ...... '... . !,!{'l
uont3ns "' 1'941

N;t"*k" .'..''." 1'!!9
ilitl Sekote " "' I'l'l-'z
llouth Dakota '.....' 1419
ut8h . ........ " "' 1'991
Wyoming '.""""' l'r0o

Far Wegt "' 2'1E9

Celilornb .' 2'21\
Nevadc ... .""'"' z'r91
o'doo... ...'...'.'l.qql
waiutagton " 1'98?

Source: If. S. Departnert of Commerce' Oftce of Bugincs Economicg

TABLE 2

PER CAPITA INCOME IN ELEVEN SOUTEEASTERN STATES' 1955

Per Cepita
Income

(1)

North Csrolina..
100.0
95.6
85.9

133.8
l0?. E
100.2
t0?. E
?6.5
89.6

101 .6
t21.2

E1,236
I,181
I,062
1 ,654
I,c8s
1,238
1,889

9'16
1 ,10E
1.256
1,685

Renk
(8)

7
I

10
1
g
o
I

l1
9
o
ETeanesse. - . .

Virginis.

Source: U. S. DeSrartnent of Commerce' Office of Buines Economic
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must not be considered to define the goals of such action. It is
only those who are anxious to create the illusion of well-being
who find the ultimate goal of economic policy in an increase in
per capita income payments. Only those who are envious of the
illusions cherished and displayed by others find complete satis-
faction in the elevation of the state to higher ranking positions
in the scale of income payments. Behind these statistics lie the
real problems of economic welfare. By common agreement these
are recognized to be the.problems of providing for the basie
human needs of the entire population and of permitting the
development of character in a society untroubled by the raw
demands of a continuous search for the bare necessities. In the
broader community of the modern world, and especially in the
fortunate climate of the United States, the technological oppor-
tunities to eliminate the crushing poverty which still affiicts a
surprisingly large percentage of the population have never been
greater. These opportunities appear as an especial challenge to
the states of the Southeast, and it is this challenge that defines
the goals of economic and social policy. It is a clear challenge
to provide adequate housing, adequate nutrition, adequate cloth-
ing, and a large enough share of the economic surplus to guar-
antee at least minimal amounts of leisure and recreation. It is a
challenge to provide adequate sanitation and adequate health
facilities. It is a challenge not only to assure the rights to a full
and stimulating education but to provide the kind of society and
the kind of economy within which these rights will be avidly
pursued by all of the people. It is a challenge that can not at all
be met by the dole and the largesse. It is a challenge that can be
met only by means of a sweeping structural change in the eeo-
nomy of the state, by means of a corresponding change in social
values, and by means of a conscious reorientation of educational
policies.

Statistics of per capita income are, to be sure, partially de-
scriptive of the condition of a state or a region with respect to
these basic economic requirements. But in their failure to de-
scribe the distribution of the total product such statistics can
also be deceptive. By the same token, a policy pointed nar-
rowly at inflating per capita income can leave the more basic
problems virtually untouched. It is possible, for example, to
enlarge the per capita income figure by the importation, calcu-
lated or otherwise, of a hundred individuals fortunate enough
to have been able to retire with large dividend and rental in-
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comes. But, desirable though such importation is, it can hardly

be glorified as a serious solution to the fundamental problems

of poverty and the economic indigence of the mass of the popu-

lation. similarly, it is possible to enlarge the per capita income

figure by the exportation, calculated or otherwise, of large

nimbersof individuals unfortunate enough to find few economie

attractions in the land of their inheritance. But, desirable

though economic mobility may be as a general rule, it can hardly

be gtrified as a serious solution to the fundamental problem of
a chronic waste of economic resources, and it can hardly be

claimed to contribute to the realization of the enormous poten-

tial embodied in an under-utilized labor force'

It is impossible, of course, fully to describe the economic

condition of Norttr carolina, or any other state, in terms of

these basic objectives. But the indicators that are available

are hardly more refreshing than the figures of per capita in-
come. For example, we are informed by the 1950 united states

census that North carolina ranked forty-third (among the 48

states and the District of columbia) in the number of dwelling

units with modern plumbing and not in a dilapidated condition.

Approximately 63 per cent of all dwelling units in the United

Sfates in 1950 were equipped with modern plumbing' In the

southern states, only 44.6 per cent of the dwelling units were

so equipped. tn Norttr Carolina only 34'5 per cent of the dwell-

ing units were so equipped- Approximately 64 per eent- of-North
carolina dwellings had-piped running water. But in the united
States as a whole, "pp"o*ihttely 

84 per cent had piped running
water. In this ,""p"ct, North carolina ranked forty-third among

the states. As an indication of the extent of overcrowding in

housing, it may be noted that North Carolina ranked first in
the number of persons per occupied dwelling unit. In the field

of education the statistics are equally distressing. For the

united states as a whole, approximately 34 per cent of the num-

ber of persons 25 years of tg" or older had completed high

school. in North Carolina only about 29 per cent had completcd

r,igr, ..rtool. In this statistic, North carolina ranked forty-

"iht, or second from the bottom. In the united states as a

whole, approximately 89 per cent of the persons 25 y-ears of
age or oiier trad eompleted five or more grades of school' In
Nlrth Carolina onty iA-O per cent of these persons had corn-

pletedfiveormoregradesofschool.InthisstatistieNorth
barolina ranked forty_fourth among the states. It was also
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found that 70.8 per cent of the families in the United States
had incomes over $2,000 in 1950. In North Carolina only 52.9
per cent had incomes over $2,000. North Carolina occupied
forty-first position in this ranking. Professors Herbert A.
Aurbach and C. Horace Hamilton of the Rural Sociology De-
partment of North Carolina State College have constructed a
level-ofliving index out of six variables. The six variables in-
clude the following:

1. Education: Per cen! of persons 25 years of age or over
who have completed five or more grades of school;

2. Modern plumbing: Per cent of homes which are equipped
with running hot water and modern bath room equipment
and which are not dilapidated;

3. Ilospital service: Per cent of newborn infants delivered
by physicians in hospitals;
Electricity: Per cent of homes with electric lights ;

Commercial farming: Per cent of farms with value of
farm products sold of 92,500 or more;
Farm ownership: Per cent of commercial farms operated
by owners.

The application of this index to all of the states and the District
of Columbia shows North Carolina in forty-third position in
the rankings.

There can be no doubt about the presence of a deep-seated
desire for the fruits of a modern industrial economy in the
Southeast and in North Carolina. Neither can there be any
doubt about the fact that irreversible steps have been taken in
the direction of becoming such an economy. Mr. Philip Ifammer
has said that "only twenty years ago the South was a 'colony'
in every economic sense. . . The South is not going to become an
economic colony again. It is not likely to go backwards. The
forces of transition have carried us to a point of no return.'a
So the impulses of the South are molded into a spirit of revolt
against colonial status. fn economic terms it is clear that the
success of such a revolt depends upon the development of a
Southern market that will be potent enough to relieve the South
of the necessity of producing low-value agricultural products
for national distribution at the expense of Southern agricultural
Iabor. It is also elear that the growth of a non-dependent econ-

t I^1 Phflip Emms, industrisl coneuttant and prolilmt of Eanm* and Gompauy,
ItL_St+ _Gort:ia, in en addrels delivsed to the Cerolini Sy-p*I"-J i" i'.ttii-aesiilin ChrDC Ein. llqth Cmlinrn tarch 12. 19d6.

4.
D.

6.
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omy must redound to the benefit of all who are able to take

advairtage of the enormous market whieh a liberated south
must become. Thus, the revolt against colonial status is not en-

tirely a geographical conflict. It is, more significantly, a conflict
of tiaditions and growth: it is a conflict of the new and the old

economic alignments.
The development of a large southern market cannot be based

solely upon the principle of more and more of the same low

income payments. It must be based upon the principle of more

and more payments of much larger incomes. An increase in the

trumber of people in the rural economy able to take advantage

of the supplementary income offerings of industry is, to be sure,

extremely important, but to suggest that the economic salvation

of the state or the region lies in the expansion of ihe number of,.

individuals participating in low manufacturing pay rolls in-
volves the grossest sort of equivocation. There is nothing partic-
ularly desiiable about industrialization per se. If the problem is

to increase, through industrialization, the per capita income of
North Carolina, and, more importantly, to improve the condi-

tion of all of the citizens of North carolina, it is ridiculous to

assume that the problem can be solved by retaining the present

low wage level. At first sight this argument may seem to re-

move the strongest attraction to new industry which the south
in general and North carolina in particular have to offer. For
who can deny that the most common enticement to new indus-

try has been the relatively low wage level of southern labor?

nut it may be stated categorically that if this is the only entice-

ment which the southeastern states have to offer they might as

well be reconciled to a status of permanent economic colo'

nialism. The use of low-wage southern labor to produce products

(especially agriculturally based products) for sale in a national

-"ik.t represents an exploitation that is just as destructive as

an irresponsible mining of natural resources. whether self-

induced or whether imposed from outside by the force of geo-

graphical circumstances, such exploitation takes the form of
extracting the energies of the state without replacement and

without p"op"t compensation. For any one state in a presently

underdevlloped condition, ind.ustrialization has very little point

unless it reJults in the elevation of the prevailing level of wage

payments or the prevailing level of emplo5rment' It has some

poirrt, but very tittte. Rna a transition from an agricultural

community to an industrial community means very little if the
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industrial wage level is but slightly higher than the subsistence
incomes which, in much of the South, have been associated with
agricultural pursuits. The realization of the market potential
of North Carolina must be based not only upon a broadening
of the income base but upon a deepening of the income base as
well. In this sense, the advertising slogans which make use of
the low-wage argument as a device of industrial attraction may
be, if not dishonest, at least self-defeating in the long run. In
all honesty, the argument should be stated as the proposition
that "we are able to offbr lower than average wages to new
industry, but we hope that we won,t have to do so for very
long".

At the base of the problem of low per capita income in North
carolina lies the North carolina farmer. The united states
Department of Commerce reports that in lgbb the total farm
personal income payments in North Carolina .were exceeded by
those of only four other states: California, Texas, Illinois, and
Iowa. And the Bureau of the Census reports that in terms
of the total value of farm products sold in 1g4g North Caro-
lina ranked third among the states. Yet in 1g50 the median net
money income of North Carolina farm families was only $1,804.
In this respect North Carolina was in fortieth position among:
the states. The farm population of North carolina is Iarger than
that of any other state. The number of farm units in North
Carolina is the second largest in the United States. North Caro-
lina has the largest amount of labor per aere of cropland of any
state. For the united states as a whole the farmrand available
for each member of the farm population is approximately b0
acres. For North Carolina the farmland available for each
member of the farrn population is approximately 14 acres.

North Carolina agriculture is characterized by the intensive
use of labor and the extensive use of land and capitat equip-
ment. The crops produced are, for the most part, those which
lend themselves to the concentrated application of labor re-
sources. As a result, the productivity figures (either in physical
or in dollar terms) per acre of land are very high, while thq
productivity figures per farm usodcer are very low. It has been
widely recognized that the only significant opportunities for
inereasing the productivity of North carolina farms lie in the
increased use of capital equipment through mechanization and
the use of greater quantities of fertilizers, and in a shift to the
production of other types of agricultural commodities. Both of
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these solutions, however, require a larger amount of 
-financial

""pitrr 
at reasonable inierest rates. It is doubtful that such

fin.ancialcapitalwillbemadeavailableundertheprevailinr
tytt.* of land ownership and under the prevailing system of

vlry small, independent farm units'
Cn" North Carolina farmer is thus faced with the unattrac-

tive-ptigtrt of being too small to get any larger' Before he can

u"q,rir" the necessary capital to permit him to become & more

p""a"Jit" farmer he must become much larger and much more

;;;;";t-. But the onlv clear road to prosperitv involves an

io"r"u." in productiviw' ft is difficult to see how this vicious

"ira" 
can be broken, short of a drastic revision of the system

of land ownership or short of a much more extensive use of

pioJr"""*' 
"oopu"Lti.'"s 

and other agencies capable of produc-

ing the ,urrr" 
".or,o*ies 

of scale enjoyed by the operators od

larger farm units- riortr, carolina farm families have reacted to this apparently

insolubte problem by transferring labor from farm to non-

farm employment. ihis transfer has taken the forms of an

u"""ptun.", where possible, of- supplementary employment in

i"O.rittv ; 
'of 

a migtation to other areas of the State for full-

time industrial employment; and of a migration to other states'

According to the rg5; C"*"s of Agriculture, 42 per cent-of the

f;; Jpitto"s in North Carolina are employed in off-farm

*orf.. Approximately 25 ner cen! of-North Carolina's farurers

worked in off-farm employment for 100 days or more in 1964'

In 1949 approximatefv ad per eent of the income received by

farm families was received by persons whose major ocsups-

tionwasinnon.agriculturalwork.,Theextentofthemigration
bothwithinNort}r.CarolinaandfromNorthCarolinatoother
il;;. ir indicated by the fact that during the period-1940 to

1950 there was a ,,e[ migration from North Carolina farms of

iio,ggo., The Bureau of the census reports that the net migra-

tion from the State as a whole was only 258'000'4

This shift of North carolina's population away from the

farm has been accompanied by a noticeable changp in the num-

ber of farm units;ih" State. In this respect, Ng{n Carolina

i"s pa*i.ipated in a nation-wide development' although at a

somewhat slower ""t" 
tf'"" tlrat which applies to the United

" rd;:t€*ttsog'#fffi #frFfi'trffis'itrsf.''"1"t' 
"fr 

s

1 H-rJl ot tbe ceogu+ cuFcot penlrtio react scie. P-26.. No' ?L
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states as a whole. The 19bb census of Agriculture shows that
the number of farm units in North Carolina fell by approxi-
mately 7 per cent from April 1950 to October 19b4. For the
united states as a whole, the number of farm units decreased
by approximately 11.4 per cent over the same period. The de-
crease in the number of farm units is to be explained, in part,
by the tendency to farm consolidation. From 19b0 to 19b4 the
average size of the farm unit in the united states increased
from 215 acres to 242 acres, or approximately 12.b per cent. In
North carolina the average size of the farm unit increased from
ti? acres to 68 acres, or approximately l.4T per cent. With a
much greater opportunity for farm consolidation (in terms of
the number of farms that could, be consolidated) and with a
greater need for farm consolidation, North carolina Iagged sig-
nificantly behind the united states as a whore. It is clear that
the large farm units of the United States are showing a pro_
nounced tendeney to become much larger while the small farm
units are showing a tendency to remain small or to increase
slightly.

The problems of North carolina agriculture are thus inti-
mately associated with the problems of North carolina's eco-
nomic development. If progress is to be made in raising the
level of per capita ineome payments, it is essential that the low
income status of the North carolina farmer be relieved. while
the present study is not directed to the farm problem as such,
it is clear that part of the solution lies in providing employment
in non-agricultural pursuits in order to relieve thJ pressuies ofa serious oversupply of agricultural labor. such relief, how-
ever, must be accompanied by a new approach (for North Car_
olina) within agriculture itself. All of the evidence points to
the vital necessity of increasing the capital-labor ratio and the
capital-land ratio. This shift in the agricultural state of the arts
requires, in turn, a willingness to innovate in the fields of farm
credit and farm technology and a determination to defy the
traditional patterns of property ownership and the tradiiional
attitudes of social inferiority that have plagued southern agri-
culture and that have preserved the curious paradox of an
abundant agriculture and an impoverished people.

The question remains as to whether industrial activity in
North carolina has properly compensated for the insufficiencies
of the agricultural eeonomy. It is difficult not to be aware of the
attractions of industrial employrrleut i4 pary of the asricultural
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areas of North carolina. A new manufacturing enterprise lo-

cating in any agricultural area of the state appears to have no

difficulty in acquiring an army of recruits from the surround-
ing teriitory. And it is difficult not to be aware of the larger
industrial communities in the Piedmont and in the western por'
tion of the state. It is even more difficult to deny the fact that
North carolina is predominantly an industrial state. In terms

of personal income payments the largest contributions to the

total are made by manufacturing enterprises. Table 3 shows

that in 1955 approximately $1,342,000,000 of personal income
payments were made within North carolina by manufacturing
enierprises. This represented approximately 25 per cent of the

total personal income payments in North carolina in 1955. Gov-

ernment disbursements occupied second position, representing
approximately 18 per cent of total income payments' In third
poiitiott were the trade and service payments, representing
approximately 16 per cent of total income payments' Farm in-
come occupied fourth position, representing less than 13 per.

cent of total income payments. Furthermor'e, in the interstate
comparison North Carolina ranked fourteenth among the 48

states and the District of columbia in terms of wage and salary
disbursements from manufacturing in 1955. In terms of the
number of individuals employed in manufacturing, North Car-

olina stands in twelfth position among the states.

In spite of these evidences of manufacturing activity, North
carolina ranks close to the bottom of the list in such measures
as wage per employee, value added by manufacture per em-

ployee, and average hourly and weekly wage of production

TABLE 3

SELECTEDcoMPoNENTsoFPERSoNALINcoMEINNORTECAR0LINA'1965

Type of Iuome
Amount of Inome

(in millions of dollam)

Type of Incom
as a Percent of
Total Income t

676
974

t,s42
8',12
160

13

L2.6
18. I
25.0
16 .2
3.0

.2

Soue: U. S. Departmst of Commerce' Ofrce of Bwins Economie
rTotgl Income Palmente in North Carol.ina in 1955 were $5'871,000'000.
:congiats 0f net inome of fan prcpri€ton, farm "othet" labor iacome, and farm wagec (net of

employee contributiou under the OASI progrum'
3consiEt of the total inome reived by residents oI the States frcm Federal 8nd State and lml
--;-;;;;;;tt' Such disbqnements are omprwd ot qages and slaris (qet of enployee con'

?.i6iitii1tii"i socirt iunG);no1uii" tauirr inome, in-terest' and tnufs pavments'
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workers. These interstate eomparisons are shown in Tables 4,
5, and 6. It is these figures, of course, that are most directly
related to per capita income and to the economic well-being of
North Carolina's population.

The first step in the diagnosis of North Carolina's illness in
the area of manufacturing activity involves an analysis of the
ki,nd,s of industries that North Carolina has been able to attract.
The enterprises which comprise the North, Carolina in&rctrinl
familE are, almost without exception, those whi,ch are l,ow-utage
industries uhereuer they are located,.In terms of the number of
people employed, six industrial types dominate the manufactur-
ing aetivity of North Carolina. The largest of these industrial
types employs more than all of the other five combined. These
six industrial types are as follows:5

1. Textile mill products manufacturers employ 22 per cent
of all non-agricultural employees in North Carolina;

2. Lumber and basic tirnber products manufacturers employ
3.7 per cent of all non-agricultural employees in North
Carolina;

TABLE 4

WAGE OR SALARY PER TTUPLOYEE IN MANUFACTURING,
BY STATES, 1953

Rpt State
Per

Emplo:re Rank Stgte
Per

Emgloyee

55

I Xicbigan . .. . .. .. . . 54,800
2 WlDEins 4,660
3 District of Columbia 4.610
,l New Mexico ... .. .. 1,520
6 Ohio ... .. 4,480
6 California 4,460
7 Nemda 4.440
E Deleware .. 4,360
I Washington 4,3110

lO Illiaois 4,310
1l fndiana 1,230
12 CoDneticut .-....... 4,210
1.2 Oreson ...., 1,210
14 New Jersey . ..... .. 4,200
16 l9isconsin ......,.. 4,1?0
16 Arizona .... 4.f60
l? Krnsa 4.1:i0
1.6 Nry York .. 4,110
l9 MiBnets 4,050
l9 Uontena 4,050

I,NITED STATES .. 4.020
Peansylvania .. . -.. 3,960
Qolondo . .. 3,930
Oklaboma 3,910'Wst Virsinia ... .. 3,910

25 Uaryland . t3,88O
26 fowa .. .. .., 3,E?O
26 Texag .. .. . 3,E?0
28 !flisouri ... 3,830
29 Idaho ...,. g,T1O

30 Massachusetts .... ...... ..... 3,?00
3l Vemont .. . 3,690
32 Nebruka .... ..... 3,660
33 Ut3h .... .. ..... 3,620
3tl Kentucky ., ,. ., , . .. . 3,640
3,1 South Dakota . .. ... 3,640
36 Louigiana .. . 3,600
37 Rhode Island . ..... 3,4E0
38 Tennessee .. ,... .. ... 338{)
39 Maine .. .., A22O
,t0 North Dakots . .. ... 3,120
41 Virginia .. . 3,090
,12 New Eampshire ..... 3,080
,13 Alabama ....... 3,060
44 Florida 3,010
45 Gorgia .........-. 2,77l|
,16 South Carolina . . -. . 2,160
47 Arkanss .. .. .. .. ... 2,721)
48
tg U.ississippi ......,.- 2.5,6o

2l
z2
za
23

5- The following ffgurc, and those ilsribing evenge wekly eaningr, sre fron lflit€d
Strtc Department of Lebor, Burau of Lebor Statistics, Engloymmt ord, Enirqc.
February, 1966; and from North Camline Ilepartnent ot Labor, Nuth Carolirw Ifut
cr.d, Irdutrlt, Raleigb Nortb Crrolinr. Februrry, 1966. All fiauru relat to ![qo.
D6, 1956.

Source: 1953 Annual Suney of Usnufrctuen, Bureau of the Census, March 80, 1956.
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TABLE 5

VALUE ADDED BY MAMIFACTURE PER EMPLOYEE'
BY STATES' 1963

Pg
Employe Rank State

Per
EmDloye

Rank Stat€

I Nwada.
2 Nry Mexico
3 Arizona
,l West Virginia
6 Texs
6 Kentuckv
? Montana . ...:. .. -. - -. ... " '
8 Michigan
9 Ohio .

10 Weshington
rl Utsh
12 South Dakote ..
l8 Califomia
13 Louisiana
l5 nlinois
16 fndiana-
l7 Wisconsin
18 Ntr JereY ..
19 Wyoming
20 Oreaon .. ..... -. -. -.. . i. .. -

21 Kenss
22 Golorado
23 liinn6ota
24 Dietrict of Colmbia -. -.. .

26 New York ' . -

UNITED srATEs "' 97'120
zs-fa1no ""' ?'110
ii rrra"vra"a ...'.""' ?,loq
ie toni ""' ?'o1o
i6 cm"eti""t """"' 6'9?0

ad Netr*ta """"" 6'960

ai frflsoui .....;..'..i..""" 6'8?0
.Ii i-"t.svl"tnia "."""""''" 6'180

33 Del"*i"" " 6'1?9
gi oturto^" """'"' 6'129

e6 Vi"ct"i" " 6'359

35 Yemont " 63qg
ei rGia" "' 6'260

5e MEi""uusetts """ 6'240
g9 Tennee ..... ....' S'1.49
i6 N""it - n"tota .. .. ......... . 6,9Eq

ni et"u-" '.... '.... ....... " ' 6'?19

ii iii'"L-i"u"a .... "' 6't?q
ng Atk"ns "'""'" 6'310
44 Maine ""' 5'290
ii frortir 'CenoLrNA 

. .. ..... 5'0eg
le co.gia "' 6'919

ii il*i"ippi """"' 6'o1q
;8 i.r-;;-#;D"hire ........'"" 1'q2q

i5 3f-"ir' 
-c"i'tina .......... " ' 4'?40

$10,:r50
10,150
9,590
8,290
8,280
8,060
8,000
?,930
.1,860
?,800
7,780
7,750
7,720
1,120
?,680

. 17'580
7,660
7.560
?,500
7,450
?,300
7,270
7 360
1,210
7,200

Source: 1963 Annual Survey of Manufacturers' Bureau of the Census' March e0' 1965'

. TABLE 6

ArrE&AGE EOURLY WAGE OF PRODUCTIQN WORKERS

IN IIANUF'ACTURING, BY STATES' 1963

Per
Employe Rank State

Pe!
Ebplolcc

Rank State

I Michigan "' S2'1q
i Ne"ada '" 2'L2
i Wshioatot .-...."' 2'12
f Wvoming .."'''" ?'Ll
S Otigot "" 2'lo
e orti" ""''"' ?'oa
? Montana ""' 2'0f
e C;iiiot"i" '" 2'oo
I intliana 1'96

ra, Illinois 1'9't
ii oi"ti"t of Colmbia ..--"''' 1'93
72 Arizont l'90
13 Kansas 1'88
i4 N;; i.*.v '. -. -. -.. .. . . ' . ': ' l'87
ii wl"consi" r'87
i6 co""utti"ot ""'"" 1'E6
iO We"t Yirginia 1'85
i8 n;; York ... - - - -. r'82
18 Minnmts """""' l'82
iO F""tsvt"*ia .--.-..--....'" 1'81

UNTiED STATES 1.E1

?l Idaho ...-'-'"' l'EO
ii colorado 1'?9
2t N; uexio ... - - - - - -. -. . -... r'?8
24 lowz l'-76

Source; 1993 Anggrl $uwey of llanufscturerqr Burgsu qf file CFrqt' Ilrcb 80t 1956'

25 Mismuri ""'''""' 51'?6
26 Delawue l'!{
is ln".yl*a 1'?{
28 Utsh l'?8
29 Tq83 l'?0
ao oitrt*" "' 1'69
ei M;Beebuetts 1'67

ai so;th Dakote .. 1'6?
s3 Nebrska l'64
ea kentuckv "' 1'63

es N"*t D;kots '. 1'60
to Rh.d" rsland . 1'59
3? I/enont 1'68
3d Louisiane 1'66
39 Tennere 1'18
,10 Maine .....' 1.46
4i N"; Eupshire 1'{q
li vitgioi" ..'......'.'....'...' 1'{5
li ar"um" ...'"''""' 1'45
il bioiio" ""' I'Eo
46 Arkgne* "' l'zt
is llbits cARoLTNA r-2E
ii so"iu Carclina ., . " l'27
is o;.gi" .'..' 1.26
ig lnio["ippi '... .. ... .. . 1.22
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3. Furniture and finished lumber products manufacturers
employ 3.4 per cent of all non-agricultural employees in
North Carolina;

4. Tobacco manufacturers employ 3.4 per cent of all non-
agricultural employees in North Carolina;

5. Apparel and other finished products manufacturers em-
ploy 2.2 per eent of all non-agricultural employees in
North Carolina;

6. Food and kindred products manufacturers employ 2-1 per
cent of all non-agricultural employees in North Carolina.

The average weekly earnings in all manufacturing: industries
for the United States as a whole arc $79.52. The average weekly
earnings in each of the six industries in question are less than
the average weekly earnings for all manufacturing: industries.
The following figures indicate the extent to which North Car-
olina's industrial structure is composed of low-wage industries;
Each of the figures should be compared with the $79.52 figure
shown above.

1. The average weekly earnings of employees in textile mill
products industries for the United States as a whole ar€
$58.50;

2. The average weekly earnings of employees in lumber and
timber basic products for the United States as a whole
are $68.28:'

3. The average weekly earnings of employees in furniture
and finished lumber products industries for the United
States as a whole are $68.88;

4. The average weekly earnings of employegs of tobacco
manufacturers for the United States as a whole are
$51.56;

5. The average weekly earnings of employees in apparel and
other finished products industries for the Unitetl States as
a whole are $50.32;

6. The average weekly earnings of employees in food and
kindred products industries for the United StateS as a
whole are $?4.?0.

The chemicals and allied products enterprises represent an er-
ception to this general rule. This industry now employs 1.2 per
cent of all non-agricultural employees in North Carolina, so that,
in this sense, it is just slightly less important than the food
products group. Average weekly earnings in the industry for the
United States as a whole are $85.07, or $5.55 more than the
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average for all manufacturing industries. Manufacturers of
paper and allied products represent a small but growing indus-

i"v i" North Carolina. These enterprises, too, showed higher
than average weekly earnings for the united states as a whole.

Average weekly earnings for paper and allied products manu-

facturers for the United States as a whole are $81'35'

The first incontrovertible conclusion that may be drawn,

then, is that the industries that are most important to North
Carolina's economy, in terms of the number of people employed

in manufacturing in the state, are typically low-wage indus-

tries. No causation is implied by the figures, however. There

is; in other words, no attempt to prove that North Carolina's
wage level is low because the state has attracted "inherently"
low-wage industries: and, conversely, there is no attempt to
prove tt "t ttt" industries in question are low-wage industries
b"rour" they have located (in sdme cases) in North Carolina

and other Southern low-wage states.

Even more significant is the fact that North Carolina super-

imposes its own low-wage pattern upon the typically low-wage

industries that enter the state. For each oI the siu importanQ

inilustries mentioned, aboue the aterage uteelcw earni'ngs in
North caroli;nn are less thnn the aaer&ge ueehw earnings for
the uniteil States'as a ushole. The average weekly earnings in
all manufacturing industries for North carolina is $53.97' as

compared with $?9.52 for the united states as a whole. The six
industries have average weekly earnings as follows:

1. The average weekly earnings of employees of textile mill
produets manufacturers are $54.66 for North carolina,
it 

"o-p.""d 
with $58.50 for the United States as a whole;

2. The average weekly earnings of employees of lumber and

timber basic products manufacturers arri $44.31 for North
Carolina,ascomparedwith$6s.2EfortheUnitedStates
as a whole;

3. The average weekly earnings of employees of furniture
and finished lumber products manufacturers are $54.?5 for
NorthCarolina,ascomparedwith$68'ssfortheUnited
States as a whole;

4. The average weekly earnings of employees of tobacco

manufacturers are $51.38 for North Carolina, as com-

pared with $51.56 for the United States as a whole;
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5. The average weekly earnings of employees of apparel and
other finished products manufacturers are $39.83 for
North Carolina, as compared with $50.32 for the United
States as a whole;

6. The average weekly earnings of employees of food and
kindred products manufacturers are $45.26 for North
Carolina, as compared with $74.70 for the Unifud States
as a whole.

Although the chemicals and allied products group have average
weekly earnings for the United States as a whole that are higher
than the average weekly earnings of all manufacturers for the
United States as a whole, the North Carolina portion of this
industry has average weekly earnings that are substantially
below those of the entire industry. The average weekly earn-
ings of employees of chemicals and allied products manufac'
turers are $62.88 for North Carolina, as compared with $85.0?
for the United States as a whole.

Although North Carolina shares with the other Southeastern
states the low level of wage payments in manufacturing enter-
prises, North Carolina is particularly guilty in this respect. In
November of 1955 the average weekly earnings for production
workers in all manufacturing industries in each of the eleven
Southeastern states were as follows: Kentucky: $74.81; Louis-
iana: $70.85 ; Alabama: $63.14; Tennessee: $62.06; Virginia:
$60.86; Florida: $58.52; Georsia: $57.41; South Carolina:
$55.33; Arkansas: $54.23; North Carol;inn: $SS.sf ; and Mis-
sissippi: $50.58. Thus, among the Southeastern states North
Carolina ranks second from the bottom in average weekly earn-
ings from manufacturing. Far from being pulled down by the
other Southeastern states, North Carolina actually helps to pull
the rest of the Southeast down to lower per worker earnings
levels.

The record is no more satisfying in the area of non-manu-
facturing, non-farm employment in North Carolina. The North
Carolina Department of Labor reports that in January of 1955
some 565,000 individuals were employed in non-manufacturing,
non-farm occupations. 95,000 of these indivitluals had average
hourly earnings of less than $.75 and 45,000 had average hourly
earnings of less than $-55. Of the 156,000 individuals estimated
to be employed in the retail trade, 68,000 had average hourly
earnings of less than $.?5. Of the 49,000 individuals estimated
to be employed in service occupations, 23,000 had average hourly
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earnings of less than $.?5. In the faee of such crushing evidence

of the pervasiveness of the low-wage pattern, the assertion that
low wages are the solution to North carolina's economic prob-

lems, because they represent the state's strongest industrial
attraction, is little better than varnish over damagled wood. The

low wage level of North Carolina is the economic problem'

It is not the purpose of the present study to probe deeply into
the reasons for the low income level of the southeastern states

and of North carolina. But one reason stands out clearly. since

this reason does, in addition, have direct reference to the fiscal

policy of the state; it is of vital concern to the development of
ih" ir"..ttt arpiument. One of the reasons North Carolina in-
.o*" pry*ents in industry are substantially lower than income

p"y*"ttir in the same industry in other parts of the United
states is that North carolina has tended to attract those por-

tions of the industries which place fewer demands upon the

worker for education and skills. Although there have been sev-

eral recent examples of the in-service training of personnel by

new industries, with apparently happy results, most enterprises

choose to locate operations requiring employee skills where these

skills are known to exist. The experiments that have been suc-

cessful serve to indicate only the capaciti,es of the North caro-
lina labor pool rather than the accompl;ishments of the North
carolina educational system. It is still true that the North caro-
Iina labor force is largely unskilled, however great its potential.

such a condition is bound to be reflected in prevailing wage

levels and in the kind of industry that is attracted to North
Carolina.

Although the statistics shown above leave mueh to be desired

as a totafrepresentation of the status of North Carolina indus-

try, they do show in broad outline the nature of the problems

to be solved. North carolina manufaeturing enterprises do, no

doubt; provide a sufficient attraction for the agricultural pop-

ulation in terms of supplementarg income offerings. But manu-

facturing ear4ings are themselves so low that there is little real

inducement to outright migration from farming areas to manu-

faeturing areas within the state, at least to the extent necessary

to provide adequate alternative employment for the mass of
North carolina's redundant agricultural labor. The same con-

clusion is suggested by the fact that much of North carolina's
industry.is highv competitive and subject to serious economic

fluctuations over short periods. The instability and conseguent
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insecurity of employment in such industries tends to restrict
the employment function of the enterprises to that of providing
supplementary income. In no event does it seem likely that low
wages and unstable employment in manufacturing will provide
the industrial solution to the problem of agricultural over-
crowding.

One of the most imporbant, and one of the most neglected
features of North Carolina's economic condition is the fact that
the most important sectors of the industrial economy are based
upon local raw materials. This resource foundation is, of course,
a most significant characteristic of the tobacco industry, al-
though it is also important in the forest products industries
and, to a lesser extent, in the textile industries. In this sense, it
is important to recognize that the industries in question are as
much, if not more, interested in preserving the low-wage pat-
tern in agriculture and the extractive arts as in retaining a low-
wage pattern in industrial employment. The latter wage pattern
is directly reflected in the labor costs of these industries. But
the wage level in agriculture and extractive activities is reflected
in the raw materials costs of these industries. In the tobacco
industry, for example, we may observe a highly mechanized
industrial process and one which, through recent techrrological
advarrces, has tended to become even more mechanized. To this
extent, the industrial labor component of the end product tends
to diminish while the raw materials component (and conse-
quently the agricultural labor component) tends to increase. In
the forest products area (excluding furniture manufacturing)
a slightly different situation prevails, in that the industrial
wage level is relatively high. But the resource basis of the in-
dustry is equally important and the industry's stake in the low-
wage level of the extractive worker is just as significant as for
other North Carolina industries. Partly because of the nature
of the technology involved, the textile industry has probably
been more concerned with preserving low industrzol wages than
have other resource-based industries. Furthermore, the depend-
ence of North Carolina's textile industiy upon North Carolina's
agricultural resources has somewhat diminished in recent years,
Hortrever, the same interest in low-wage agricultural employ-
ment is apparent if the analysis is given a regional reference.

To the extent that North Carolina's industrial activity has
been dominated by these resource-based industries, there has
been a manifest tendency to perpetuate the low income con-
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dition of agricultural and extractive workers. The further facts
that all of these industries are oriented to a national (or world-
wide) market and that most of the enterprises are owned by
non-residents of North Carolina indicate that any consumer
"advantages" or any accretion of owner profits which result
from the low-wage resource base accrue, largely, to individuals
outside North Carolina.

It is clear that if the problems created by such resource-
based industries are to be solved without total disruption, the
attack must be directed as much to the resource aspect of the
problem as to the industrial aspect of the problem. From the
point of view of the industries in question, the solution must lie
in the area of increasing the per worker productivity in re-
source production while greatly increasing the per worker
returns. From the point of view of .the North Carolina economy,
the solution must lie in the development of non-resource indus-
tries and, through higher agricultural and industrial wages,
the extraction of a larger share of the economic return.

While the present status of North Carolina's industrial struc-
ture is hardly such as to justify loud applause, there have been
many developments in recent years which suggest a certain
optimism. In common with the industries of other Southeastern
states, the older North Carolina industries have shown a ten-
dency to progress from less valuable forms of production to
more valuable forms of production. Following: patterns common
to industrial evolution in other areas of the United States, North
Carolina industries have slowly but steadily moved from the
production of crude and semi-processed types of manufacture
to the finishing stages of the manufacturing processes. This has
been particularly true in the textile industry, with the g:radual
shift of emphasis from the grey goods plant to the print works
and the dying and finishing plant. In furniture manufacture,
too, North Carolina enterprises have shown a clear tendency
to develop production of higher value goods. Such progress is
generally the result of the natural desire for product develop-
ment within established firms, of an equally natural tendency
(in some industries) to locate the finishing stages close to the
crude stages of production, and of the gradual growth of em-
ployee and community skills. It is probable that all three of
these factors have been instrumental in qtimulating the develop-
ment of higher value production in North Carolina's established
industries.
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Even_more important, however, has been the introduction of
new industries to the North Carolina community. In many in_
stances these new industries have been among the highest value-
p_roducing groups and among the highest wage g"6op. in the
united states. Particularry notabre in this .".p""t have been
the recent acquisitions of erectrical equipment hanufacturers,
manufacturers of electronic produets, manufacturers of fabri-
cated metal products, manufacturers of chemicals and chemical
products, and manufacturefs of paper and paperboard products.
In each of these classifications the average weekly *ug"ir, North
Carolina is substantiaily higher than the average *Lkly *ug"
for all North carolina manufaeturing establishments. while it
is true that most of these industries are stilr reratively embry-
onic in North carolina, and while it is true that most of them
pay lower wages in North carolina than in other parts of the
united states, the contributions of these industrial immigrantsto North carolina's economy have been highly significant. In
the paper and allied products group the average weekly earn_
ings of employees in North Carolina are actually greater than
the average weekly earnings for the same group in the united
states as a whole- The chemical industrg on the othq hand,
has tended to develop its lowest varue pioducts and itst lowest
wage production in North carolina, although for both of these
measures the industry is substantiaily above the averages for
all industries in the state. For the united states as a whole
the chemical industry is, of course, strongry oriented to natural
resources, particularly with respect to the dramatic develop-
ment of petrochemicals. In North carolina the chemical indus-try is, for the most part, associated with textile manufacture
through the use of synthetic fibers.

From the point of view of the overan eeonomy of the state,
the growth of new types of industries in North darorina prom-
ises to be particularly healthful. The new diversification holds
out the hope that North carolina will eventually be emancipated
from the confinement of a highry speciarized economy. rn thepast North carolina's manufacturing activity has been con-
cerned with the production of products of necessity, so that the
opportunities for growth have been almost entirely limited to
the opportunities of attracting industries from other states. In
addition, the state's manufacturing activities have been con-
centrated in the highly competitive tertile industry which has
been subject to severe short-ierm fluctuations. But most impor-
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tant of all, North Carolina's manufacturing activity has been

based upon North carolina's agrieultural resources, so that any
change in the fortunes of manufacturing enterprises has tended

to be transferred to and magnifled in the agricultural sector of
the community. In the period since world war II, there has been

a growth of industries unconnected with the state's agricultural
resources. To suggest that this is desirable is not, of course, to
suggest that resource-based industries are unfortunate and

that the new, non-resource-based industries should replnce thie

industries that depend upon local raw materials. But it is to
suggest the desirability of d,iaersifi,catinn as between the two

types of industries. The further possibiliw exists, to be sure'

that the new industries will bid up the price of industrial labor
and disturb the fortunes of the established industries and, by

osmosis, the fortunes of the agricultural community. It is prob-

ably fair to say that this possibility has become the fear of many

North carolina farmers and industrialists and has served to

blunt the desires for further industrialization. But the North
Carolina labor pool is so immense, especially if a solution is

found to the problem of labor redundaney in North carolina
agriculture, that the fears must be considered groundless for a

decade'or more.

The trends in industrial development in the united states as

a whole also tend, with some reservations, to be favorable to

North carolina. The growing emphasis upon the desirability of
industrial decentralization is undoubtedly one of the most im-
portant impulses behind the economic development of the south-
iastern United States. This emphasis is particularly applicable

to the industrial development of North carolina. The industrial
desire to escape the overcrowded conditions of many of the

older industrial communities finds adequate fulfillment in North
carolina's dispersed population. The development of truck
transportation which has made industrial dispersion possible

is weil suited to North Carolina's road system and to industrial
dispersion utithin the state. The absence of large urban centers

with heavy concentrations of vital industries makes North car-
olina pa.rticularly attractive to those industries impressed with
the possibiliw of atomic attack. Much progTess has been made

in American industry in the development of greater flexibility
of capital equipment, so that manufacturing processes are, in
,o*" u"""*, less dependent upon huge, expensive capital equip-
ment. Such a development, for example has taken place in the
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steel industry with the invention, in the 1940's, of a continuous
casting technique. Although, as was to be expected, innovatio-lt
in this field has been slow, the effects of such techniquos are
clearly to make possible the development of more plants operat-
ing on a much smaller scale. The automobile industry has made
great strides in reeent years in the decentralization of assembly
plants. The electrical equipment industry has pursued a calcu-
lated policy of decentralization in the post war period. Much
the same thing has been true in the manufacture of paper, tires,
rubber goods, plastics, leather, and other goods produced under
relatively high wage conditions.6 For almost all of these decen-
tralizing industries North Carolina can be a particularly recep-
tive host.

The effects of automation upon American industry and upon
North Carolina industrialization are still largely unknown. But
it does not seem improper to think of these new techniques as
those of a new industrial revolution. North Carolina is unques-
tionably in an excellent position to participate in the manufac-
ture of automation equipment. The State has, in fact, already
experienced the beginnings of such activity. But the most
dramatic effects, from the point of view of the Southeastern
states, are likely to be those related to the radical alteration of
the labor-capital ratio which automation implies. The enormous
Iabor-saving potential of automation techniques may create
serious problems for all of American labor, although its greatest
effects could very well be upon the Southeastern states. Profes-
sor Walter S. Buckingham, Jr., has said that automation may
lead to ".... a shift in labor oriented industries. The attractive-
ness of Iow labor cost reg:ions could be reduced, perhaps to the
point of elimination. . ."? The same conclusions have been
reached by Dr. David G. Osborn. Dr. Osborn has found that
"automation, in the cases studied, diminished both the amount
of space required and the labor force necessary to turn out a
given unit of product. Ttre resulting tendency would be to freO
plant location somewhat from the controlling importance of
land and labor force. .."8 It may thus be that North Carolina
and other Southeastern states will gradually find that the age-

6. Ua.b€l Walker, "The Plant, The Ofrce, and the Citv," Tar Policg, Tax lutitute- Inc.,
Princeton, N. J., Augwt-Sept@b€r, i955, pp. 16, et. seq.

?. Walter S. Buckinghen, Jr-, "The frdwtrial and Economic Implicatims of Automg-
tion", addrcs before the CoqSrw of Industrial Organizstions National Cofemce on
Automation, April 14, 1955.

8. David G. Osborne, "Automation of Industry-A Geoelraphical Cousideration", JowI ol
the Aneiican lwtitutc of Pbws, FaIl, 1963, p. 212.
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old attraction of low wage rates will lose its powers of seduction

as automation eomes Io dominate the American industrial

scene.
FromthisbriefSurveyofNorthCarolina'seconomiccondi.

tion it is obvious that there is good reason for suggesting the

needforfurtherindustrialization.Theextremelylowincomes
associated with North Carolina agriculture present a challenge

that must be met, in part, by a vigorous policy directed to the

agrieultural communify as such' In particular' this poliey must

in.ctuaethedevelopmentofnewcropsandtheactualorthe
effective consolidation of farm units. The actual consolidation

;;;; o"iir'can be accomplished only with a drastic cfanre

in the traditiorial structure of land ownership in the State:

effectiveconsolidationcanbeaccomplishedwithsuchdevices
as producers' cooperative organizations' The greatest need in

NorthCarolinaagricultureistorlargerquantitiesof'capital
equipment. The acquisition of this capital requir-es' in turn' a

liberalization of 
"""ait 

and an enlargement of th9 productive

unit to which capital equipment may be applied'. But there

should be no mistake auout the purposes of these (and other)

asricultural policies. They are designed to speed up the migra'

tion from North Carolina farms that is already under way and

to maintain or increase the productivity per acre. By this

*"thod, and by this method only, can there be any hope of sub-

rt""ii"ify increasing the productivity per worker.' of increasing

the farm 
"o*porr.it 

of itre State's per capita income' and of

improvingtheeconomicandsocialconditionofNorthCarolina's
agricultural PoPulation.

It is at this poini that the connection between the agricultural

community "od 
th" industrial community becomes a matter of

vital importance. If the migrating agricultural population is to

findemploymentwithinNorthCarolina,itisessentialthat
thousandsofnewjobsinnon-agriculturalpursuitsbecreated
through an extension of the industrial activity of the state.

withJ* this industrial solution, human resources now being

wasted in chronic underemployment will either be wasted in

acute unemployment or, from the point of view of North Car-

otio", totally lost through migration to other states'

But industrialization does not find its sole purpose in the relief

it can provide for an harrassed farm communiw' The present

statusofNorthCarolina'sindustryissuchthattheindustrial
co-mooity itself needs relief' For this reason' it is clear that
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North Carolina's activities should not be directed to a simple
enlargement of the industrial community. There must be a

qualitatioe change as well. Whatever lures can be designed in
equity ancl offered with dignity should be directed to those in-
dustries that stand high on the tist of value added through the
manufacturing process and that are prepared to offer wages

that are significantly higher than those now being paid by the
textile, tobacco, furniture, lumber, apparel, and food processing

industries. The greatest possibilities in this respect seem to be

in the machinery (electrical and otherwise), paper, chemical, and

metal products industries. The field of electronics and electronie
equipment has excellent possibilities, both in terms of long-term
growth considerations and in terms of North Carolina's proven
ability to assimilate these enterprises into the economy of the
State. In the United States as a whole, durable goods industries
are generally more desirable from the point of view of wage
payments than are non-durable goods industries- Although this
is not true in North Carolina (primarily because of the influence
of lumber and timber producers), there is a clear need in the
State for expanding the produetion of durable goods. It has

been pointed out, too, that North Carolina's manufacturing ac-

tivity has been aimed at the production of neeessities- It is now
clear that the growth possibilities of such industries tend to
be limited, so that after the first blush of acquisition North
Carolina has slowed down in the rate of its industrial growth,
at least as compared with other industrial states of the Union.
There is thus a great need for the development of growth indus-
tries, such as are represented by electrical equipment manufac-
turers, chemical manufacturers, the manufacturers of electronic
equipment, aircraft manufacturers, and the manufacturers of
aircraft parts, to name but a few.

To a considerable extent this reappraisal of North Carolina's
industrial future has already begun. One of the most significant
needs which this reappraisal has revealed is the need for a new
approaeh to education. The acquisition of any large number of
enterprises in the high value category is likely to be prevented
unless an early attempt is made to push education in North
Carolina to higher and higher levels for both races and for all
levels of the economic ladder. The present study does not, of
course, pretend to be a treatise on educational philosophy. Nor
does it presume to offer solutions to North Carolina's vexing
educational problems. But it can hardly be denied that a society
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that can provide a complete high school education for no more

than 21 per cent of those 25 years of age or older and that can

assure a presmt enrollment of only 65 per cent of the children

in the 16-1? age bracket is, in some respect and for some reason'

failing to fulfill its social obligations'

In connection with the much-discussed program of industrial-
ization, the educational need that has been most often stressed

is the need for an expand.ed program of vocational education.

Such a program is, of course, extremely important and should

be considered as occupying a position of high priority. Techni-

cal training of a specific character in the skills of modern in-
dustry is vitatty needed in North carolina if the stbte is to
attract high value producing industries and industries that will
pay high *"g", tor ttre high skills needed' But the total educa-

iio""t iroblem fuivolves much more than vocational education.

The needs of modern industrS and, tnore particularly, of a mod-

ern industrial sociew, are for a thorough- basic education of all

of the people of the State and for the provision of abundant

opportulnities for a higher education in all fields' Just as much

attention must be paid to rural schools as to urban schools in
this respect, for in-North Carolina the basic economic problem

lies in the rural areas of the state. Furthermore, just as much

attention must be paid to the education of the Negro child as

to the education of tt " white child, for in North carolina the

most crushing problem of poverty are those which affiict the

Negro people. Ii North Carolina is to become an industrial so-

cieff, ii must gear its entire educational program to the needs

of such a society. An expanded and vitalized education system,

is, of course, an expensive thing. For a State such as North car-
oliba it is also likely to be a disappointing thing in its early
years, for many of tirose given the training will no doubt choose

ir 
"ppfy 

it in oiher areas of the United States' But such-an edu-

tzUon is not a luxury. From the individual's point of view it is
a right. And from the state's point of view it is a vital neces-

sity.
TAX POLICY AND INDUSTRIALIZATION

Given both the need and the desire for industrialization, the
problem remains as to how to persuade the right kind of enter-

p"i""" to locate within North carolina. There are, of course'

many techniques of industrial attraction, all of which, at some

Ircint, are concerned with the factual question of why businesses
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select particular sites for their operations. The present study is
concerned only with the tax aspects of these locational decisions.

The effect of taxes on industrial location has long been a con-
troversial subject among'economists and specialists in the field
of public finance. Even businessmen responsible for making the
locational decision are far from unanimous on the question.
There is, to be sure, substantial agreement at both extremes of
the argument. It is agreed that geographical differences in tax
burdens do play some role in the locational decision. And it is
agreed that tax differences are not the only factors determining
industrial location. But between these two extremes lies the
practical question of iust how much influence geographical dif-
ferences in tax burdens exert in determining the loeation of
industrial activity. In this area there is very little agreement,
either on the answer to the question or on the methods by which
the answer should be sought.

The eeonomic theora of i,ndntstrial locati,on
On the surface, the problem appears deceptively easy. It is

part of the traditional business calculus that, for any given out-
put, a firm will attempt to minimize its total costs. Most types
of taxes paid by corporations are considered to be costs of do-
ing business. It follows, therefore. that taxes will be considered
in the locational deeision iust to the extent that they enter into
the costs of doing business at a series of alternative sites. Of
course. all of the costs are really expected costs, for in deter-
mining a plant location an enterprise is more interested in its
future than in its past. In theory. too, the relevant costs are not
merely annual costs but a schedule of costs over the expected
future life of the prooerty. Pure theory would thus require the
location expert to ealculate. for each of all possible sites, the
present value of all exnected future costs (taxes included) and
to seleet the site yieldine the lowest figure.e Such calculations
rvould have to be made for the entire comDany, on the assumD-
tion that the new plant were alternatively located at each of the
possible sites, and not made merely for that portion of the com-
pany represented by the new plant. The construction of the new
olant may change the operating relationships of the rest of the
enterprise and markedly influence costs for other plants and for
9. This portion of the tbory could be pushetl much turthc. It ig tchnicalp neesary tot.ke ee.^tnt af the dm of ^crt'rnty ,f1-^hed +^ cA.h ^f rh- qf.tcr ar-++'+i^nq p-.1

to coruider the nannr in which this certainty (or unerttint:r) ir dictribut€d tbrcugh
time. But * an indiatiou of the actual behavior of corpo.g1,!g qDJerprls€, the thsryeee8 hrdicrcE aough in its Dre8ent, aimplified fom
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other corporate activities. This possibility is particularly im-
portant for the tax component of the calculations, for the con-
struction of a new plant in one state will change the allocation
ratios for the calculation of an income tax liability in all other
states in which the corporation is subject to income taxation.

Up to this point the theory has been constructed on the as-

sumption that the type of product and the volume of output of
the new plant are given and constant through time. In order to
make the analysis fully dynamic, the model must be designed
to include expectations of the cost effects of product changes and
changes in the volume of output. This refinement, too, may have
important tax implications, for a state that is congenial to a
plant of a certain size producing a certain product may, from
a tax point of view, be very uncongenial if the plant is later
doubled in size or if the product is changed in some significant
respect.lo In the same sense, the planned new installation must
not be considered to be identical in all of its alternative loca-
tions. The afchitectural and engineering characteristics may
have to be quite different in one location than in another. At
one site it may be necessary for the company to construct its
oJ,vn sewage disposal system or to install devices to prevent
stream pollution. All of these differences will be reflected in total
costs. Similarly, it may be possible to minimize tax costs by de-

signing the plant operations to suit the tax conditions at each
of the sites.

Thus, when the surface of the problem is penetrated, the
theoretical model for a "rational" decision on industrial location
is very complex indeed. If only two alternative sites were con-
sidered, the application sf the full theory would require a sweep-
ing reappraisal of the future of the total enterprise. But the
economic theory of plant location requires the consideration of
clt possible sites. In theory, every site is a possible site until the
proper cost ealculations have been made, so that the number of
possible choices is infinitely large. Of course, for the great ma-
jority of corporations it is possible to narrow the choices down
to a fairly small number of sites by simple observation. It does

not require detailed calculations to eliminate the Moiave Desert
of California and the Outer Banks of North Carolina as poten-

tial sites for an automobile assembly plantSl By simple observa-

10. Tbe North Garclina stjte and loccl tu bitl of Eypothetical Corporction 8, decrlbed
in Chepter Yff, is an excelleut illustntion ol this Inint.

11. It nBt be afuitted, however, tbat the revolutionary efieta of automation tnd rtomic
erergy my vsy well nete the ridiculou sea perfetlv regsonable-
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tion such sites may be ruled out on the grounds of clearly pro-
hibitive costs. The extent to which such subjective elimination
is practiced in actual cases is extremely important in assessing
the role of taxation in the locational decision. This point is fur-
ther developed later in the present chapter.

Although the economic theory of plant location outlined above
may appear to be more of a logical fantasy than a serious ap-
proach to a very practical problem, it does provide one impor-
tant conclusion. From the point of view of the corporation con-
sidering a new location, the entire problem may be erpressed
in terms of a comparison of costs. The geog:raphical relationship
of the enterprise to its natural resources or to its market may
always be expressed in terms of the costs of transportation to
or from the point of production. Only when it is felt that the
location of the plant may influence the market by the advertising
effect of a large production unit is it necessary to state the prob-
lem in other than cost terms.l2 To the extent that the final de-
cision is influenced by the personal considerations of manage-
ment or other personnel, or to the extent that the decision is
basically non-rational, the exclusive concern with costs need
not, of course, apply. But those ealculations which apply to the
corporation as such may, with the single exception noted, al-
ways be expressed as cost problems.

In the cost comparisons of the locational analysis the tax dollar
clearly has the same authority as the dollar of transportation
expense or the dollar of labor expense or the dollar of rent. ff,
in parading its virtues, a state offers an abundant market, the
state is, in effect, offering low transportation costs to reach
that market. This cost advantage may be offset in any number
of ways by the opposing virtues of other states. One of these
virtues may be a low tax burden. Assuming that the tax advan-
tage of one state is exactly offset by the costs of transporting
the product from that state to the large market of a neigh-
boring state, there is obviously no net advantage for either state.
The point is, of course, that there is nothing unique about the
way in which taxes enter the corporate calculus. If the dollar
amounts are the same (and if equal certainty attaches to each),
a state's offer of low taxes is exactly as powerful as the state's

12. Some corporations have, in reent yeam, given as one of the reasons for a preference
for industrial dispenion r deirc to afrct m8rkets through the leation of plants bl
mrking pople more aware of tbe c*pany name and by adding, ceneFUy, ta the
mmpany's gmdwill
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offer of low wages, low transportation costs to the market, low
transportation costs from the source of raw materials, low
rental charges, or low interest rates.

From the point of view of these theoretical beginnings, then,
the importance of state and local taxes in determining the lo-
cation of industrial enterprises rs d,etermined entireW bA the
magnitude of the d,ifferences between the tar bills at alternathte
sites. If labor cost differentials are greater than tax cost differ-
entials, then, by definition, labor costs are more important than
tax costs in determining industrial location. If tax cost differ-
entials are greater than transportation cost differentials, then,
by definition, tax costs are more important than transportation
costs in determining industrial location. This argument does not
disturb the conclusion that it is the total comparison that is
significant, for the argument simply grades the component parts
of the decision in terms of their importance. The conclusions
will, of course, be different for each enterprise considered. For
some types of enterprises transpgrtation costs to the market
are inherently large. For other types of enterprises transporta-
tion costs from the source of raw materials are inherently large.
For other types of enterprises labor costs are inherently large.
For other types of enterprises rental charges (actual or im-
puted) are inherently large. But in every case tax burdens play
the same "negative" role as every other cost element in the
calculations.

The fact that the present study is aimed at the significance
of tar differentials makes it possible to conclude that a number
of enterprises are, on theoretieal grounds, likely to be relatively
insensitive to tax lures or to tax hardships. The reasoning, of
course, is simply that such enterprises are, by the nature of their
operations, likely to be relatively sensitive to other costs. For
the most part, such enteyprises feel the especial power of trans-
portation costs. Thus, enterprises manufacturing perishable
commodities feel obligated to locate close to the market because
the costs of refrigerated or other preservative transportation
are generally high. Similarly, enterprises concerned with trans-
forming bulky raw materials into compact finished products
feel obligated to locate close to the source of the raw materials
because the costs of transporting the raw materials are signi-
ficantly greater than the costs of transporting the finished prod-
ucts. It is possible to construct a theoretical situation in which
an enterprise normally attracted to the source of raw materials
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could be lured closer to the market by tax differentials, but in
many such cases the tax differentials would have to be much
larger than can reasonably be expected to arise among states
that are conscious of the locational problem.

In locational theory transportation costs are somewhat unique.
The locational problem is a spatfal problem. Transportation
costs ineaitably show spatial variation if, other things being
equal, distances are different. Tax bills in two widely separated
taxing jurisdictions may be identical. Labor costs in two alter-
native areas may be identical. Rent charges at two alternative
sites may be identical. But given the mode of transportation,
given the fact of a homogeneous terrain, and given all of the
other factors (except distance) that can influence transporta-
tion costs, transportation costs are a positive function of ilis-
tance. Thus, distance from raw materials and distance from
markets are always sources of cost differences and must, in some
fashion, enter into every locational decision. This inevitability
that attaches to the relationship between transportation costs
and industrial location explains the fact that much of the eco-
nomic theory of plant location is concerned exclusively with
diferences in transportation costs, as though this were the only
significant variable in the problem. It is possible to plot, on a
map, a set of transportation cost "contour" lines to show, for a
market-oriented enterprise, the circumference on which trans-
portation costs to the market are identical. As the distance from
the market increases, in all directions, the transportation costs
increase.rs Clearly, the same analysis cannot be made for other
kinds of costs. To the extent that markets are related to the de-
gree of urbanization, and to the extent that the degree of urban-
ization is associated'with high rental eharges and, sometimes,
with high assessed valuations for tax purposes, these costs may
have something in common with transportation costs. But there
is nothing "inevitable" about the geographical variations in
these non-transportation cost items. In the final calculations im-
plied by locational theory the transportation dollar has no more
signifieance than the rental dollar or the tax dollar. But for
certain types of enterprises it is safe to assume that differences
in transportation costs are likely to be greater than differences
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of tle met comprehensive thmretical treatme[ts of leation is tbat of August

Liisch, ?he Emmics of Locatior, translated frcm the seond edition by Willim II.
Woglom and Wolfgaug F. Stolper, Yale Univenity pss, lfew Raven, fg6l. Se also a
review_article by Stefan valvanis, ..Liisch on Location", in The American Econonic Re-
uteu, s-ept@bq. f956, Dp.63?-?44. The Liisch work, coretructed on traditional assump-tlons .of _4onomic tlreory, covers a much wider field than thet of transportstion €ostsand, in fact, a much wider field than that of inilastrbl location.
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in all of the other costs combined. For this type of enterprise it
would be possible for a taxing iurisdiction to increase its tax
burdens by large amounts without offsetting the transportation
cost advantages. Indeed, it is likely that the tax costs could be

increased to the point at which it would be impossible for the

enterprise to continue in business. In spite of this it may not pay

the enterprise to change locations. under these circumstances,

the business would simply cease to exist. In cases of this sort'

taxes may not be considered to have any locational effect, other

than that of determining whether the business will operate

at all.
The foregoi4g is, then, a rough sketch of the theoretical argu-

ment concerning industrial location. The argument concludes

that differences in tax burdens are just as important as compar-

able dollar difrerences in any other cost factor. In theory, a

particular site is selected only after an analysis of total costs,

io that the ultimate importance of tax burdens is determined
eniirely by the relationship between the size of the tax differen-
tials and the sizes of the differentials for other cost factors. on
the assumption that businessmen behave with perfect rational-
ity in their locational decisions, and on the assumption that they

are able to collect enough information to transform the theoreti-
cal model into a practical calculus, the theoretical conclusions

are incontestable. Theoretical debate on the significance of taxes

in the locational decision thus seems entirely without point.

Di,fi,culties of measurement

Although the theoretical argument provides some important
insights into the practical problem of industrial location, the

theory exists in too rarified an ahnosphere to be useful as an

srplanation of the manner in which locational decisions are act-

ualry made. In the first place, businessmen are not "perfectly
ratilnal" individuals, in the traditional economic sense of the

term. Partty because of intra+orporate power arrangements'

and parily because of individual personality traits, business-

*"o -"r" more than occasionally guided by emotional considera-

tions, by untested prejudices, orby considerations of personal

comfort or advantage. It must be remembered, too, that ration-
ality itself can be a costly luxury. If all of the logical require-
*errt" of the theory were to be fulfilled in practice, it would be

necessary for the firm to employ an army of expert data-gath-
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erers and banks of electronic calculators. For any but the largest
enterprises such attempts at rationality are likely to prove

highly irrational.
The most serious limitation to the practical application of the

theory of industrial location comes from the fact that detailed
quantification is virtually impossible. In the field of state and
local taxes this limitation is particularly powerful. The difficulty
is not merely that of being unable to plan for a definite set of
tax costs over a long period of time. The difficulty is that of be-

ing unable to determine, with reasonable certainty, the fi'rst
yeat's tax costs. It is this difficulty that provides the most im-
portant distinction between the tax costs and the non-tax costs.

It is generally possible to determine, before the bills have to be
paid, what the rental charge will be. And it is generally possible

to determine what the prevailing wage rate is and how this
prevailing rate will be adjusted by the entry of a new enterprise.
It is also possible to determine the architectural and engineering
requirements in advance and to plan a definite set of operational
costs for each of the potential sites. Transportation costs may
be established without difficulty. Only in the case of tax bur-
dens is it impossible to make a definite pre-determination of
costs. It may be, to be sure, that such determination is possible

for some of the sites on the list. But a comparison of total
costs is impossible unless there is a definite determination for
all of the sites.

The difficulties faced by the location expert in determining the
magnitude of the tax burden differences between a series of al-
ternative sites are exactly the same as the difficulties faced by
the tax analyst in attempting an objeetive measurement of
interjurisdictional tax burden differences- These difrculties have
already been described at some Iength in Chapter I, and are fur-
ther discussed in Chapters VI and VII. They need not, there-
fore, be described at length here. Briefly, however, the difficul-
ties come from the fact that it is not possible to assume that the
tax burdens implied by the law are the same as the tax bur-
dens actually imposed. In many cases a good deal of discretion
is permitted the tax administrator. In other cases the tax admin-
istrator assumes discretionary power without specific statutory
authorization. fn other cases the law provides for tax relief if
the taxpayer satisfies certain conditions. In other cases the law
is precise and the administrator is inflexible. In other cases the
administration is sufficiently lax to make tax evasion a profitable
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risk. In very few cases is it possible to examine the tax laws

and arrive at a tax cost figure in which great reliance may be

placed. Although all types of tr*.t are subject to the same diffi-

culties of interpretation, the income tax and the property tax

are undoubtedly the chief offenders. Through administrative

adjustments to the formula by whieh taxable income is deter-

mined, and through arbitrary and inexpert appraisal practices'

these iaxes often obliterate Adam Smith's familiar cannon that

taxes be "eertain".
In one other sense taxes tend to be less certain than do other

ffiesofcosts.Allcostsare,ofcourse'subiecttovariation
tilrough time, and all are, to a certain extent, unpredictable. But

for the individual firm tax costs are probably unique in the

il,egree to which they r'nay fluctuate and in the ertent of their
uniredictability. Ar apparently small change in the tax laws'

invlolving virtually ,ro i".tn.no" change for the taxing authority,

may have a very considerable efrect upon the tax burdens of

inaividuat enterprises. Changes in the growth pattern -of the

state or of individual communities can bring unexpected prob-

lems of providing governmental services; and hence unexpected

Lx problems. changes in the composition of the legislature or

of the administration, and consequent changes in the philosophy

or techniques of government, may impose totally different tax

burdens upon individual corporations than those which were

imposedbeforethechanges.Changesinnon-taxcostsarere.
tated to changes in the economy as a whole. changes in tax

costs may be quite unrelated to general economic changes' A
state with a low corporate ineome tax rate may find itself in
fiscal straits and be iorced to double the rate. Changes in non-

tax costs tend to be continuous. changes in tax costs may be

discrete and violent. A state may spend a decade reducing pre-

viously-accumulated surpluses in a desperate effort to-m-aintain

its low tax rates. when the surplus is turned into a deficit the

state may feel obligated to attempt "recovery" in one or two

y€ars with extraordinarily high tax rates' Property tax assess-

mentsmaydeteriorateforfiftyyears.Thefinaldiscoverythat
the situation is intolerable may result in a shocking revision' to

i"a."**, in a single year, the ills of half a century' The immi-

nence oi a radical departure from the status quo is rarely obvious

on the surface and is never indicated by a simple examination

of the existing statutes. such changes are the source of the in-

herentanduniqueunpredictabilityofstateandlocaltax
burdens.
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The fact that reasonably accurate tax differentials cannot
generally be calculated by a corporation interested in industrial
location does not, by any means' prove the unimportance of
taxes in the locational decision. It merely adds a new dimension
to the tax calculus and takes practice one step further away
frorn theory. The difficulties of measurement force state and
local taxes to play a secondary or a tertiary role in the locational
decision. Thus, the corporation will typically establish a set of
minimum conditions which must be met by the new location.
Although these conditions.may not be expressed in cost terms,
they will clearly have a cost reference. The probability is that
taxes will not be on ihis minimum-requirement list. Different
basic factors will naturally appear for different corporations.
One enterprise may require a large water supply. Knowing that
the cost of supplying water by other techniques tends to be high,
such an enterprise will probably include a running stream as

one of its basic requirements. Another enterprise may know,
from experience, that the cost of air conditioning and air filtra-
tion is extremely high for the kind of operations involved. Such
an enterprise wiil tend to include a temperate climate on its
list of most-favored factors. Still another enterprise may realize
that no conceivable cost differential could offset the costs that it
would have to bear if it did not locate close to a source of elec-
tric power.

Any number of factors may be considered to be of primary
importance, but it is probable that there are very few enter-
prises that would include state and local tax differentials in the
list of basic considerations. There can be only two reasons for
this omission: eiLher tax differentials between jurisdictions are
small relative to differentials in other costs, or it is impossible
to calculate tax differentials with any confidence. In view of the
fact that some enterprises are known to exhibit sincere dissatis-
faction with particular locations because of tax differentials
discovered after location, and because of the evidence contained
in Chapters V, VII, and VIII of the present report, it is here
maintained that the only defensible argument for the omission
of state and local taxes from the list of primary considerations
for the majority of firms is the inability to discover the real
differences in burdens between alternative sites.

The statement of the basic requirements will, of course, nar-
row the list of possible sites by eliminating those sites which are
obviously unsatisfactory. Even in this primary consideration,
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however, it is too much to expect that management determine

every site that could possibly satisfy the basic requirements,

unless, of course, these requirements are so unique that they are

met by a very small number of locations' As a result, many tax-

ing jurisdictions will not have an opportunity to display their
w|u""r. some will be eliminated because they do not offer the

basic requirements. others will be eliminated because of the pre-

judices of *rtttg"ment or because of the preiudices of the

irofessional industrial location experts. Others will be elimi-

nated because of the fact that human beings occasionally over-

look a good thing.
Once the list of possible sites has been narrowed to those

which can fulfill the basic requirements, there is likely to be a

consideration of those factors which are considered to be "de-
sirable but not essential". The secondary consideration simply
implies that these factors are kngwn, perhaps intuitively, to in-
voive smaller cost differentials than those involved with the

primary factors. But still it is unlikely that taxes will be con-

sidered in any clear, quantitative way. some enterprises may

consider that the differences in labor costs emphasize the desir-

ability of the remaining locations in the southeastern states.

Othei enterprises may consider that the differences in labor

skills emphasize the desirability of the remaining locations in
the Northeastern states. still other enterprises may conclude

that the costs involved in a location in the midst of industrial
overcrowding are too great. In any event, a second process. of
elimination takes place. once again, many taxing jurisdictions
are eliminated before they have had a chance to prove their low-

tax status, for the simple reason that other, more easily calcu-

lated and more readily predicted elements are found to be un-

congenial.
By this argument, industrial location appears to be a process

of elimination. some sites are rejected because non-tax costs

are known, bE common sertse, to be prohibitive. other sites are

rejected because non-tax costs are known, by actual rnefusure'

*ort, to be relatively high. But it would seem that, until the
ffnal step, sites are not rejected because foc costs ate knoutn to
be relatively high. This kind of knowledge simply does not fit
ure pdttern of state and local taxation. Thus, because of imper-
fect knowledge, taxes are releg:ated to the position of final

arbiters. when everything else has been decided, and when
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everything else has been found to produce equal advantages for
those sites which have not been eliminated, taxes may be con-

sidered to be the deciding factor.la

The fact that tax clifferences are capable of only imperfect

discovery would seem to be sufficient reason for relegating state

ancl local taxes to this role of final arbiter. But there is another

reason which may be introduced as a second line of defense. This

reason is embodied in the observation that tures are cons'idered,

b,y many corporations, to be negotiable payments- There are few

aieas in the American economy in which higgling and bargain-

ing may still be practiced. The modern market place with fixed

pri"". has taken over the bazaar. But state and local taxes have

iallen prey to the "fair trade" principle in a legalistic sense

only. outside the law (although sometimes permitted by the

Iaw) bargaining is still possible. Furthermore, industrialization
has been endowed with such an air of desirability that, when a

corporation presents a dozen possible locations in various states,

and when the choice is made to rest upon tax concessions be-

yond the law, the corporation often flnds itself bargaining from
a position of considerable strength. In this way at least part of
the uncertainty of state and local taxes is removed in the final

stages of the locational decision.

To the extent that tax considerations are introduced at earlier
stages in the cleliberations they tend to take the form of a cal-

culation of the obvious. In the same way that a site may be re-
jected because of an obviously inadequate water supply, a site
may be rejected because of an "obviously" inadequate tax levy'
A high corporate income tax rate, a demanding allocation for-
mula, a high franchise tax rabe, and high property tax rates
will tend to prejudice the management against particular states

or against particular siles within a state. The results of such an

incomplete examination may be quite invalid. But they will per-

mit the corporate officials to sift ont those states whose tax bur-
dens appear to be high. Faced with the monumental task of per-

suading a large number of local tax assessors to disperse, for
a moment, the clouds of mystery which surround local assess-

ment practices, and faced with the equally monumental task of
persuading a large number of state officials to generalize on the

14. The conclusion that industrial location takes the forn of a pru6 of elimination
rather than the form of a iimultaneous solution of countlcs variabls is suggegted bv
Cl";" E. Mclaoghlia and Stefan H. Robock, Wha Industry DInes S@th, -National 

Plan-

"i"g .4"i*i"6"r] wsniogi"", b. C., rsng, 
-chapler 

3; and asain bv-Stefan H' R'obock'
"[ndustrialization and Economic Progress in the Scuthemt", TlLe SoutrteTn;jcono7tu7c
Journal, April, 1954, pp.31?-3f9.
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subject of special determinations, a corporation in the begin-
ning stages of the exploration for a new location can hardly be
expected to do more than examine the tax laws and related
material, and, perhaps, to conduct the kind of hypothetical com-
parison illustrated in Chapters VI and VII of the present re-
port. In such considerations the state that conceals. however
inadvertently, the low-tax elements of its tax structure is
clearly at a disadvantage. Conversely, the state that conceals the
high-tax elements of its tax structure is clearly at an advantagp.
The real tax advantage may, in faet, lie in the state that is re-
jected because its apparenf tax burdens are excessive.

The role of state and local taxation in the locational decision
thus appears to have two facets. If taxes are considered early
in the explorations, the calculations are likely to be of the obvious
aspects of the state and local tax structures. If taxes are con-
sidered late in the explorations, it is probable that they will
serve as the final element in the choice between a number of
sites which are otherwise comparable in their locational advan-
tages. In this latter event, the tax calculations which form a
part of the final decision may be concerned only with the ap-
parent differences or they may be the result of extended nego-
tiations in which several taxing jurisdictions act out the roles
of competitive suitors.

Even though the calculations of interstate tax differentials
are, of necessity, superficial in character, it is still important
for the businessman to have some idea of the magnitude of
these differentials. It is impossible to say, however, how great
the interjurisdictional differences must be before they may be
assumed to influence industrial location. For some enterprises
the non-tax factors may be in such close balance that small tax
differences may tip the scales. Assuming a prior decision to lo-
cate somewhere in the Southeastern states, the probability is
that many of the non-tax factors show such similarity in the
region in question. It may thus be that, in this kind of intra-
regional competition for industry, taxes play a more important
role than they do in inter-regional competition. It is wise to re-
member, however, that a simple comparison of state and local
tax burdens is not enough to indicate, even superficially, the
mag:nitude of the interstate differences. Almost all state and
local taxes levied upon corporate enterprises are permitted as
deductions from gross income in the computation of federal in-
come tax liability. \Mith the present federal income tax rates,
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the absolttte differences between alternative sites must be re-
duced approximately 48 per cent to provide a measure of the
kind of tax differentials that influence tax location. Thus, a dif-
ference of $1,000 in the state and local tax bills of two taxing
jurisdictions would, in effect, be a difference of only $520 if
federal income taxes were taken into account. The same thing is
true, of collrse, of other types of costs which are allowed as
deductions in the computation of the federal income tax base.
The magnitude of the difference is further reduced by consid-
ering the effect of the new location upon the allocation ratios
and the state income tax liabilities in other states in which the
company operates. Although this feature of the problem is
often neglected in locational problems, it can have extremely
important implications for a company planning a large, new
installation.

Effects of tar lures an i,ndustrial location
Mr. Philip Hammer has classified industrial development ac-

tivities on the part of governments in the South as "instructive,
constructive, and seductive."15 The "instructive" category eov-
ers informational and research services of all kinds. The "con-
structive" category covers programs of public expenditure of all
kinds. The "seductive" category covers special incentives con-
sciously developed to lure industry to a loeation in specific states
or in specific localities. One of the most important of such lures
is the tax exemption or the tax concession, and of these, the
most important is the plan whereby new or expanding industry
is granted a temporary property tax exemption (usually a
parti,al exemption) for a specified number of years.l6

Professor William D. Ross, of Louisiana State University,
has commented, at the conclusion of his study of the effects of
the Louisiana l0-year property tax exemption program, as fol-
lows:

"Theoretical analysis and empirical evidence presented in
this study coincide to support the widely held belief that the
industrial property tax exemption will, under speeial cir-
cumstances, serve as the deciding influence upon the deci-
sions of management to develop and to locate a new enter-
prise in Louisiana rather than in another state. In such a
c_ase, the added employment, income, business activity, and
the new tax base thereby created in the community *here
Philip Ifammer, op. cit.
Of the eleven stat€ in the Souttfeast, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, end South Car-olna make Use qf the temporary propert5r tax exeDtion u q, co4scious lure to iqduF-ttrr'
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the plant is located and in the State may well offset the- di-
rect and indirect costs of the exemption. Only in such a
case, however, can an economic iustiflcation for the grant-
ing of the tax exemption be found. The results of this study
indicate that such cases are very few in number, that
exemptions cannot be so selectively employed, and that the
cost in terms of lost revenue entailed in the granting of
exemptions to all firms is great in proportion to results.l?
Thus, as was to be expected from industrial location theory,

temporary property tax exemptions may be instrumental in
attracting some enterprises to the state granting such exemp-
tions. But many enterprises that would have located in the state
without such exemptions accept the exemption as a gratuity. As
a result, the technique "gives away" much more than it needs to
give away in order to attract industry. This excessive benefi-
cence can have only two results: It can result in lower govern-
mental expenditures, or it can result in shifting the tax burden
to some other taxpayers' shoulders. It may be argued that, to
the extent that new industry is attracted, there will be no loss
of revenue but only a failure to guin revenue. This argument is
correct enough as far as it goes. But to the extent that the par-
ticipating firms would have entered the state without the exemp-
tion, the exemption represents an unnecessary failure to gain
revenue. Furthermore, while industry undoubtedly does not ex-
hibit the same demands for direct governmental services as do
retail establishments and homeowners, industrial growth never-
theless brings the need for greatly expanded governmental serv-
ices of all kinds. If the revenue structure fails to keep pace with
the need for governmental services, there must, of course, be a
reduciion in the Leael of such services.

If the level of services is maintained, the tax burdens that
would have been borne by the new enterprises would have to
be borne by other taxpayers, corporate and personal, in the
exemption state. It is important to note that after the expira-
tion of the exemption period the enterprise able to obtain the
exemption will be forced to bear the relatively high tax burdens
in order to permit the continuing exemption for other firms
newly en.tered. The enterprise will, in effect, be helping to pay
for its own exemption. This pattern would certainly be apparent
if the granting of the property tax exemptions served, by frac-
tionalizing the base, to increase the property tax rate. But ad-
justments to the exemption may take place entirely outside the

1?- Williem D. Ross, Lmidana'e Inilwtriol Ttn Eaemptim Progron, Division of Reerch,
CotleSle of Oommerce, Loqisiana State Univenity, Baton Rouge, 1963' p. 47,
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property tax area. It may be that the corporate net income tax
i'ate will have to be raised to help carry the burden of ihe new
exemptions. In this case, the exempt firm will still receive a neb

advantage from the property tax exemptions as compared with
other taxpayers in the same state, but the interstate advantage
will be greatly reduced or eliminated altogether.

There are some reasons for believing that a good many busi-
nessmen look with distrust upon temporary exemption schemes.
The feeling is apparently strong that the level of governmental
services will suffer or th:it the tax structure will contain hidden
devices to assure the artificiality of the exemption. It may thtts
be that the temporary exemption programs have actually dis-
suaded some enterprises from new location in favor of states
with a declared policy of "fairness and equity and no free-
rides".

Too little attention has been paid to the relationship between
industrial location and governmental services, the relationship
implied Lry Mr. Hammer's "constructive" activibies. On the sig-
nificance of these pclicies Mr. Hammer commits himself with a

strong declaration of faith:
"The'constructive' aspects of Southern industrial devel-

opment are not usually recognized as part of the program.
No state development agencies have responsibility for this
type of activity-and yet I personally believe that it is by
all odds the most important factor in industrial expansion.

"The South faces the need for a tremendous additional
investment in its public facilities-its streets, schools,
libraries, parks, water and sewer systems, and other phy-
sical improvements. It has already made substantial in-
vestments, but the task has just begun."l8

In some cases the insufficiencies of governmental services will
force the company to provide essential services for itself. Such
basic requirements as fire protection, police protection, sewage
facilities, water supply, and even employee transportation facili-
ties may have to be provided privately if they are not provided
publicly. In a community in which such services are missing or
in which they are inadequate for a large industry, the low tax
bills imposed by the community may not be considered to be
economic gravy. The substitute costs that would have to be
borne by the company may, in fact, more than offset the low tax
18. Pbilip llamnc, op. eit. These views are expressed by many eonomists and location

exp€rts a well s by many individual businesnen. The importance of such governmental
seryics is str€s€d. lor example, by Mabel Walker, op. cit., p.2?. In an article in
?6tune, Jub, 1956, by Richardson Wood, the orlg reference to the leational eff*t ol
taxe is in tm of the worry of the businessman that tsx€ might not "kep up with
the requirements for schols and streets and seweE", p- 128.
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status of such a location. In other cases the insufficiencies of
governmental services cannot be remedied by private operation.
Roads, highways, port and airport facilities are among the serv-
ices which must be considered indispensible to industrial loca-
tion and which are almos't universally recognized to be govern-
mental in character. But industrial enterprises are more and
more recognizing the need for governmental services which do

not directlg influence the costs of the business. Hospital facili-
ties, parks, libraries, and other recreational and cultural facili-
ties are often eonsidered to be extremely important. A good sys-
tem of schools for the children of company personnel stands
high on the list of primary requirements of many companies. It
is commonly recognized, too, that the values of a good school
system extend beyond the needs of company personnel. These
values are, from the company's point of view, the intangibles of
community stabiliff and social health. If taxes are reduced at
the expense of these serviees, or if the reduction in taxes serves
to delay the necessary expansion of these services, the result
may very well be a diminished interest in the community as a
possible industrial location. To this extent, low taxes (at least
ertremely low taxes) may have exactly the opposite effect to
that desired. They may, in fact, drive industry away.le

There is thus no clear answer to the old question of whether
state and loeal taxes significantly affect industrial location. At
the first level, the answer depends upon the magnitude of the
differences between the tax bills of the sites in question. Even
after the differences between state and local tax bills are re-
duced by the proper consideration of the federal income tax, it
is apparent, by even a superficial examination, that fairly large
differences in state and local tax bills do exist. But these differ-

19. It is D6sible to dnw thig iuterpretatiou from an extensim of the ffndilgs of s very-'' i"t"i"iti"g study by Clark C. Blom, "State and Leal Tax Difrerentials and the Lea-
llo" of iU.""f"cturing", Stud:ies in Business snd Ecunotuie' ltew Serie, No. 5, -Bureauii 

-g""irl"" 
and Ecoiohic Reearch, College of Commerce' Stale Universitv of fowa,

io*a'Citv, Iowa, lf,mb, 1956. Tbe author make use of a @Eelation tgclrnique to tst
e nunbei ' of poitulate 'regar-ding manufacturing lcation aud gtate end lcel tsx bur'
a..s. fUi autf,or show thit -there is only a rather unimportant relationsbip between
st&te t* collectim lwels and increse in manufacturing emDlovqeat. But it (the statie
iicat evidense) indicrt€ +}Lat wnufechring emplogrunt iweueil nost uhera pet copita
qaina'ate hishest-" (p. 26) Tbe Drobebility th&t higber Der caDits taxe are related to
f,igher seryic-e leveb ;av indiete the lavorable attitude with vhicb buincse- approach

""-"* i. yhich gryemmtal senics gre adequate. In addition, the author lound that
"there is no discemible tendacy for srowth in manuf&cturirtr erDl"vmert to te d+
presed where crtffite incw aad uceMe ta! couccti.w are high." (p. 84, italie
idd"d.) Uofo"tona-teb', the widmce dos not seem lully to snpDgrt the conclusion thst
;'etJtt ana l@al ts ioUeUm dif44c€8 from state to atate 6 thtu greantlv etist tte
uot importent to tbe w of indwtrial leation deisioc-" (p--40) This-m8v be true
wbet iggregdte colletiou ue comidsed, but it may-or m8y lot be true wben ctIrfrote
tax burdinJ are omidered. The guthor's concern witb "buins ts6" dG rot remove
this difrculty, for he hs focluited mly tbose tses which rre cncbioelg corltorate ts6.
He hs not- ioneidered, lc crsmtrlq tJre effets of co4rorate DrcItdty trx6 uDon the
corDorate dsisioL
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ences in tax bills must be interpreted differently for different
enterprises. For some types of businesses the tax differentials
will be insignificant as compared with the differentials in trans-
portation costs cr labor costs or building costs. For other types of
businesses the tax differentials will not only be significant, but,
in all probability, constitute a determining factor. In any event,
the tax differentials that are used in any but the final calcula-
tions are almost certain to be hypothetical and superficial. It is
in the nature of state and local taxation that, without collusion
between taxpayer and tai collector, certainty in the imposition
is virtually unknown. In the final stages of the decision-making
process, it may very well be that many enterprises acquire cer-
tainty through the bargaining process. But even this apparent
certainty must be tempered by the possibility of a change of
administrative personnel, a change in the political atmosphere,
or a change in the law itself.

State and local tax bills thus present a greater problem of
uncertainty to the corporate official than almost any other cost.
It is this uncertainty that forces a consideration of the apparent
tax differentials. But even in this sense, tax differentials must
be compared with the differentials in other costs before the
Iocational analysis becomes truly meaningful.

For many reasons, the differentials in non-tax costs are likely
to be greater if the comparison spans a wide geographical area
than if the comparison spans a narrow geographical area. Re-
gional comparisons, for example, are likely to show greater non-
tax cost differences than are comparisons between counties of
the same state. As compared with other regions of the United
States, the Southeastern region exhibits a Iow level of wage
rates. The differences between wage rates (and consequently
Iabor costs) are hence much greater in the regional comparison
than they are if wage rates are compared within the Southeast-
ern states. Price levels in general also tend to exhibit significant
regional differences, partially, no doubt, as a result of the differ-
ences in the wage component of the price level. Assuming: fixed
market conditions and assuming a fixed distribution of natural
resources, transportation cost differentials tend to be greater
if the distance between the prospective sites is large than if the
distance is small. Taxes, on the other hand, fr&y or may not
exhibit greater differences between sites that are widely sep-
arated than between sites that are narrowly separated. Assum-
ing perfect knowledge of all these cost differentials, it may thus

6D
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be that state and local taxes play a very slight role in the selec-

tion of t.ne regions oil"at*ttial location' a slightlymore impor-

tant role in the *"t""lio" of the states of industrial location' and

a still more impo*u* .oi. in the selection of the localit'11 of in-

dustrial iocation'
On the question of the relationship between industrialization

and state and local tax burdens the theoretical conclusions are

clear and ,rn"quiuo"J-i;th" practical terms in which the prob-

lem of industrial i""rti"" *o*t bu phrased in a policy debate'

the answers are *o"ft l"t* clear' If anything' these practical

consideratiorr* tu"a- to diminish the importance of state and

local tax burdens ln the locational decision' Nevertheless' it

seerns fair to .ty 
't'"t 

tax poli'ci'es are often formulated on the

basis of the theorJical reference, however intuitively recog-

;;;, t"tr,"t tfr"" * ift" basis of.the institutional realities' But

even more significantly, policy action often results from a simple

statement of the t"ug"ii"au 
"of 

the -differences 
in apparent tax

burdensas t"t*""" Jo*peting tax jurisdictions' This unsophis-

iiJ"alpproach does no1 receive even theoretical sanction.

It is probabte tfraf much of the policy reasoning is based upon

contentions "auur,"li-rv-"rrt"rp"i*s 
arready located in the state

in question' The 
"o"t""tiottt 

may take the form of an implied

threat by such ""t;;;iJ- 
to leave the state unless the tax bur-

clens are reduced io-f"utf* comparable with those which seem

;il."iilor"J rv-otrrer states-with "equal locational advan-

tages". Or the 
"ottt""tio"* 

may take the oecasionally more force-

ful form of a suggestion that other enterprises not-now located

in the state but ;ffiur needed in the industrial communitv

will not seek locati-on unless the tax burdens are reduced to

levels comparable *lirt tnot" which seem to be imposed by other

states. In either 
"ur", 

trr" arguments are likely to be extremely

effective in a state that is searching desperately for new indus-

;i" t"a seeking to retain the industry it now has'

Such arguments are, of course' a natural product of the desire

of business institoiiorrs to reduce total costs wherever possible.

onceabusinesshaslocatedinaparticularstatethebusiness
has a clear economic motive to attempt a reduction in.its state

and local tax bill, *ft"ift"t the expectalion of this tax bill played

a major role, a -i;;; role, or no role at all in the locational de-

cision. In this "";;, 
ttul" u"a local tax burdens may be mu'ch

more important in reitosp""t than in prospect' The recognition

of the origins oi-thi- argumentation does not prove that the
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contentions are necessarily invalid. It merely emphasizes the
need for exercising due care in the policy process and for ex-
ploring below the surface of any self-serving declarations.

CONCLUSIONS

North Carolina's need for increasing the size and improving
the economic quality of its industrial family is indisputable.
Although the attraction of more and better industry should not
be considered to be the complete solution to North Carolina's
economic problems, it is'clearly essential that such attraction
occupy an extremely important position in the roster of North
Carolina's economic policies.

From the point of view of practical policy, the question arises
as to whether the North Carolina tax structure should be con-
sidered to be an instrument of industrial attraction. In the pres-
ent study no attempt is made to answer this question categori-
eally. But the preceding discussion has pointed to several dan-
gers inherent in the-use of extremely liberal tax favors as the
foundation of a program of industrialization. These dangers, and
assoeiated argument, may be summarized as follows:

1. It is difficult, if not impossible, to devise the tax attrac-
tions so that they will apply only to those new enterprises
considered to be desirable additions to the North Carolini
economy and that could be attracted to the State by no
other device. It may even be politically difficult to restrict
the favors to new enterprises. Because of the fact that the
policies cannot be selective, the effects of the policies on
revenue are necessarily great as compared with the eco-
nomic accomplishments.

2. Important problems of equity arise if the total tax bur-
dens of state and local governments are shifted to other
taxpayers. These problems of equity relate to the distribu-
tion of tax burdens ufithin North Carolina. It may be, in
other words, that an attempt to solve the problems of an
unfavorable interstate comparison will create even greater
problems in the intrastate comparison.

3. If tax burdens are shifted to corporations not granted tax
relief, problems of survival may arise for these corpora-
tions even though they are \rnresponsive to interstate tax
differentials.
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If tax burdens are shifted to individuals, particularly those

individuals with relatively low incomes, the program of
industrialization loses much of its justification, for the
basic ptnpose of industrialization is to improve the lot of
such individuals.
Since state and local taxes tend not to be a matter of first
consideration for the majority of corporations, tax favors
may very well tend to attract the most mobile business

enterprises , i.e. those enierprises which are not committed,
by the force of nowtar consiclerations, to remain long in
the chosen location. If North Carolina's tax policies were
to change at a latet date, or if other, so-called "competi-
tor" states offered a more attractive tax package, these

migrant industries might well feel the impulse to move

oui of North Carolina as freely as they moved into North
Carolina. It is probably true that the community's stake

in "not-moving-out" is even greater than the community's
stake in "moving.in".
In adopting a policy of conscious attraction through ex-

treme t"* 
"ot".tsions, 

North Carolina would be firmly
committed to a policy of competition with other states'

This competition would, undoubtedly, have its most im-
portant manifestations among North Carolina's companion

rttt"t in the Southeast. At this point, two supplementary
questions must be posed. These are as follows:
(a) Is interstate competition within the Southeastern re-

gion necessary or desirable? There is good reason to
suppose that the answers to both of these questions

must be in the negative. There is, in fact, much to be

said for the view that North Carolina's continued
economic development cannot take place wi'thout a
rowhta compa,rable econom'i'c ileaelspment of the
othir Southeastern states.In recent years the mobil-
ity of Southern labor has been extremely high' Just
t" th" historical movement of population in the
United States as a whole has been described as a

"westing", so the modern population movement in the
Southern states might be described as a "northing"'
In this movement, North Carolina has been a "way
station", receiving immigrants from more southerly

states and dispensing emigrants to more northerly
states. Any substantial improvement in North Car-

4.

o.

6.
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olina's economic condition, accompli,shed at the et-
pense of its neighbors in the Southeast, could only
speed up the immigration and slow down the emigra-
tion. North Carolina thus has an important stake in
the economic and social development of the South-
eastern reg'ion, and cannot afford the insularrW im-
plied by a desire lo compete with the states which
are its unfortunate companions in low economic
status.

(b) Is "successful" competition between North Carolina
and the other Southeastern states possible? This
question, even if it is assumed that state and Iocal
taxes do have an important effect upon industrial
location, must also be'answered in the negative. If
North Carolina is to "compete" with other South-
eastern states in tax concessions, it must be prepared
to offer roughly equivalent attractions. Assuming that
this is done, and assuming that this policy is suceess-
ful in attracting industry to North Carolina at the
expense of other Southeastern states, there is every
reason to suppose that the competition will at least
be matched by the competitors. Competitive indus-
trial attraction is by no means a one-way street. It is
not a policy practiced by one determined state while
neighbor states sit idly by watching the fruits being
consumed by others. The decision to pursue such a
course is thus not a decision to take the first step and
no more. It is a decision to participate in a long-run
program of ever-increasing concessions. The cumula-
tive results of such a program can only be disastrous
for all of the states who are willing to participate.

7. Since the tax costs of industrial attraction tend to be much
larger than they need to be (in view of the impossibility
of devising a highly selective policy of concessions), the
policy of extreme coneessions carries the danger of lower-
ing the level of governmental services. This danger is
particularly significant for North Carolina and the other
Southeastern states. Perhaps the primary need, ynelg
from the point of dnut of inilustrial necess'i,tE, is for im-
proved educational facilities, of the vocational type and of
the type designed to produce a balanced, basic educational
system. The demands of North Carolina's industrial fu-
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ture are such that both an increase in manual skills and

an inereased "t"n*t* 
upon higher education are essential

to continu.a pt"gt"*s' If tax concessions' designed to

stimutate ""orr-o*il 
development, have the effect of pre-

venting trre extension of educational facilities at all levels,

the probabilit; i; that thev will eventuallv preaent eco-

nomic develoPment'
Without denying tfre possible importance of the tax comparison

for some types of Uo*i""""t, it is thus possible to establish the

;;;;; ofa policv of industrial attraction bv larse tax conces-

sions. But the ,u*u it'*Gt -"ft"1 it.clear that a state runs the

risk of turning "** n"i""titi iodutt"ial immigrants if its tax

structure is conscioixiv Oit"ti*inatory against manufacturing

establishments or it its iax structure has an especially demanding

appearance. There fo tft"""t""e, much to be said for a periodic

analysis of the state and local tax structure to make sure that it

is fair in its i-poritio"r-aoa equitable in appearance. Purely

from the point of ui"* of"oUghtened self-interest' a state should

set out to grant *r,"t.u", L*-fuuot. it sees fit through the Legis-
-iiii 

erozess rotner than through th,e admi,nistrati,ae process.

Administrative discretio" to aeat wittr unusual cases is, of course'

indispensable, but it-*ttt be established as a general principle

that the area of 
"a*ir,i.tr*tive 

discretion should be minimized.

Administrative activity is, by nature' unavailable for public

scrutiny and incapabit of g""t""lization' But the character of the

analysis that lies u"r,i"at*rt industrial location is such that

only the pulfisf,"a iro"itio"* ""a 
only those provisions,which

can be generalized ire taken into account' For every potential

industrythatseekst"r'"g'i"withthelocalassessororthestate
administrative or iufi"t 

-"g"t"y there are' in all probability'

many more who *" t"p"f""i bi'It". first examination of the tax-

ing statutes and th"-;;;;; "op"tfi"itl 
evidences of tax burdens'

From the point of view of the effects of taxation upon industrial

location, as from til;d"t ; view-of the sound funetioning of

a democratic proeess, ih"t" is no substitute for candor'



CHAPTER IV

THE REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE APPROACH_

THE METHOD

A STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AND LIMITATIONS

The purposes of the representative sample approach are, theo-
retically, the purposes of the entire impact study. Of all the ap-
proaches available for use in the present study, only the sample
approach is theoretically equipped to describe individual tax bur-
dens of large groups of corporate taxpayers in the Southeastern
states. If it were possible to retain this quality through all the
adversities of the practical application, it would be possible to
answer almost any of the important impaet questions posed in
the present study. Are the tax bufdens imposed by North Caro-
lina on tobacco manufacturers greater or less than the tax bur-
dens imposed by North Carolina on textile manufacturers, furni-
ture manufacturers, extractive corporations, retail establish-
ments, or public utilities? Are the tax burdens imposed by North
Carolina on manufacturing enterprises greater or less than the
tax burdens imposed by other Southeastern states on the same
types of enterprises? Does North Carolina's tax structure rest
more heavily upon foreign eorporations than upon domestic cor-
porations, upon small corporations than upon large corporations?
Are'the differences in tax burdens signifieantly greater as be-
tween the major industrial categories than as between individual
corporations within any one industrial category? These and many
other questions are clearly within the theoretical scope of the
representative sample method, and all are within the field of
interest of the impact study.

Unfortunately, the theoretical qualities that make the repre-
sentative sample method so attractive in problems of quantita-
tive inquiry cannot be preserved in the rough-and-tumble opera-
tions of an interstate comparison of tax burdens. As pointed out
in Chapter I, there is no source of information that may be util-
ized for the selection of a reputable sample in states other than
North Carolina. The scientific requirements of the random tech-
nique are such that it is necessary to have permanent access to
corporate income tax returns or to a complete listing of corpora-
tions required to file income tax returns. In order to collect t-he

necessary information for a measurement of tax burdens, it is

.,,.fl'
. i':t
i; ii:

. ili.r:
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similarly necessary to have unlimited access to tax returns or at

least to the names ,"0 uAat"tses of the sample corporations so

that inform"tior, -uv n" ouiui""a by direct questioning. Tax re-

turns are, of aoo,,", o"i""ttuffy treta to be sacred instruments

and are quite ueyona-lf'" "ut"ft 
of the analyst wh9 is- without

official status in tftt-:titisdiction in question' If official listings

of corporate names u"Juaatt*ses do exist for some states' these'

too, are generally 
-"o"=iae'"d 

to be confidential or are' for

mechanical reasons' unavailable'
The impossibility of selecting a sample that is repres.entative

of the entire "l"u",t-'tut" 
u"u of the study thus makes it neees-

sary to adjust tfre purposes of the sample approach' The method

must be designed to'ai'"fo*" as much as possible about the dis-

tribution of tax ft"at"t -';th'inNorth Carolina'1 It cannot have

as its purpose th"'J;-t-;tii" ""ttv*is 
of the tax burdens im-

posed by other states of the Southeast' Its purpose is therefore

intr astate rather than i'nt erstate'

There are, of eourse' important reasons for wanting to know

as much as possible about the tax structure of North Carolina

andthewayinwhichitsburdensaredistributed.Inthefirst
place, the problem of *h"th"t the present structure spreads its

burdens fairly is a question of very real subgtance and stands on

its own as a possibiJ *ti"t"t""t to policy' But from- the point of

view of the study of interstate impacts ancl the kind of policy

questions that might arise in connection with such a study' a

detailed knowledge of tf't existing tax structure is essential' It
may be, fo" "*r*pi";ih;; 

the interstate clifferences that do exist

(and that uru Oes.'ined in other sections of this report) will

induce some sort oi-t"*"Aiul action in North Carolina' Assume'

for the moment, that the tax system of North Carolina is found

to impinge ,utf,""--ft"""ity on the kinds of corporations that

wourd assist the economic deveropment of the state as compared

with the burdens lmpos*A by the-tax systems of the other South-

eastern states. e"i'i", ioih"t' that there is a desire to address

some kind of policy to tfris situation and that the polieies un-

der consideration are sueh as to reduce total revenue collec-

tions. From this point, there are several avenues which policy

might take, depeiii* opo" the extent to which the original

action is expectecl to affect revenues and depending upon the

strength of the a"ti" to maintain (or increase) existing stand-

r- E"' p9'p9:"".:-r-^th:,fJ**'J3""r!"ilJlt"i 
"1"33 

fi," ;i'."""l"'I'J:'hr'i*tl#:it it#tl
t9'?o?t?i"'.";iiil""tY"?r"d;;i;;blpartnentorF'evenue'
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ards and levels of gover'me'rar services. If it is desired to
maintain pressnt levels of expenditure ancl, roughly, present
levels of total tar collections, the original action m,st be bal-
ancecl by opposite a.cijustmeirts tci other parts of the structure.
These opposing acljustrnents may, in turn, take two forms. They
may be eithet' specific atljustments applying to one kind of tax-
payer and one l<incl of tax, or general acljustments applying toall taxpayers anci all kincls of taxes. The flrst of these would
take the form of :rri:rcljustmeni to a particular tax base. to re-
move ali exernption, to prohibit a clecluction, or to eliminate an
excltrsio'. The second wourtl take the form of an increase in the
tax rates, on an across-the-board Liasis (applying even to the
enterprises r,vhose mo'e favo'able treatment created the need
for the adjustmer-rt). with the first, the increased burdens wonld
be localized to a particular group of taxpayers. With the sec_
ond, the i'creased burclers wonlcl be generalized, so that all tax-payers wonld i-rear the snme relationship to one another after
the increased burdens as befo'c. These poricy alternatives area little like the difference bet,'r,een poking a lump of wet clay
with the blunt end of a pencil and pressing a hali-fiilecl balloon
with the same instrument. In one case, the surface reaction is
concentrated in the area opposite the pressure. In the other case.
the reaction is diffused over the entire surface.

whether recognized or not, a policy action in either direction
is based upon an assumptior about the existing distribution oftax burclens (if, that is, the problems of equity are considered
to have any importance at all in the tlevelopment of a tax sys_
tem). A gene'alized increase is basecl upon the assumption thatthe existing distributior is satisfactory, while a rocalized in-
crease is based upon the assumption that the area in question
is presently not bearing its fuli share of the tax burden. while
such clecisions are usualiy basecl upon litile more than intuition,
or, iir some cases, uporl convinci'g (ancl possibly correct) argu-
ments presented by interestecr parties, it is onviously desirabre
that they be based Llpon as much factual informatitn as it ispossible to muster. This is a role which the representative sam-ple approach is excellenily suited to fill.

Thus, in terrns of policy considerations, the representative
sample approach has two connections with the 

"quity 
problem.If the sample approach itself shows Llp pronounced inequitieswithin the North carolina structure, tangibre evidence is pro-

vided of the need for revision, quite apart from the probrems
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of interstate comparison' If, on the other hand' the other ap-

proaches show up tit" "t"a 
ior policy in certain areas in order

to permit North Cu'oti"u to attain or maintain a desirable com-

petitive relationshi;;;th";;ilil P industrial attraction' the

answers provided ui trr"-r"preie-ntative sample approach should,

if any confidence ;";^;" piuc"o i" ll"*' assist in the decision

as to whether the 'iai"ti*"nt" policies should be general or

specific. They should;il; point to particular areas which might

"otii"ti"le 
explored for additional revenues'2

Although 'the representative sample approach -is 
thus aimed

at an analysis of North Carolina taxes, 
-ii 

may be assumed to

have an incidental rlf"'u"t" to the tax systems of other states

of the southeast. tle methods adopted in the sample approach

were designed to *ilJ;- much information as possible about

taxes paid 
".a 

uori"utt done by the sample corporations- in the

other ten states "f-il; southeast (Iisted separately) and in all

other states and 
"outt1"i"t 

(listed as a single entry) ' Because

of the wav the -t;;il-;;s selected'.many of the corporations

studied *"ru rouna-to tuou operations in states other than

North carolina. This, of course, was particurarly true of foreign

corporations (trrose lft*tt"t"a outside North Carolina) ' 
although

it was also true ot-*""v domestic enterprises. However, the

factor of multi-state operations was not considered in the proc-

ess of selecting ti. ."lrnpr", and,, since nothing is known about

the corpor"t" pop"fttions of other states' it is impossible to

claim proper ,"nt"t""tution in these cases' The results of the

interstate ao*puri*or,-ur" ttoa advanced merely as supplemen-

tary to the other ti"ai"* (which' of course' are also "non-repre-

sentative") of interstate burdens contained in this report' They

certainly cannot stand on their "*" ;;;;of of the nature dhd

alg""" of interstate tax differentials'

Even with the circumscribed purposes assigned to the repre-

sentative sample approach' the methods adopted necessarily

diverged from ttreoreiical perfeetion at a number of rather cri-

tical points. These difficulties were recognized in advance' and

every effort *" 
--"a" 

to minimize their effects' But it was in

the nature of the problem that some of the materials would fail

to yield to even the most strenuous efforts' Many of these diffi-

-F*:t*q"glti,[i$.$*"$i*-HH$;':F#H'*tT'i-''#lt}i1ft

the corporat€ grcup'
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culties will become apparent as the explanation of the method
proceeds, but one or two must be mentioned at this point as

significant limitations to the purity of the techniques.

As pointed out above (and as more fully described below),
the sample itself was selected by methods carefully designed
to assure the "randomness" of the selection, to remove the pos-

sibility of conscious bias, and to minimize the incidence of un-
conscious bias. It is felt that these goals at least were satisfac-
torily achieved. Much of the information, however, had to be

collected by means of a qtrestionnaire circulated to the sample
corporations. As was expected, a number of those to whom
questionnaires were sent did not reply, for one reason or an-
other, so that the sample was necessarily reduced in size. Many
of these blank spots were subsequently filled in by reference to
the tax returns of the sample corporations. This operation was
possible, for the most part, only for those corporations with all
of their operations in North Carolina. Although the residue
was relatively small, it was of such a character as to disturb
the distribution of the sample and seriously affect the random-
ness so carefully established in the selection process. Most of
these blank spots were, in turn, filled in by means of additional
persuasion addressed to the corporations originally selected,
and, finally, by means of a program of replacement. In terms
of the size of the final sample, only a few blank spaees remain'
and, although it cannot be said that these absentees are random-
ly distributed, there is reason to believe that distortion coming
from the sample itself is slight.

A serious problem was also encountered in the measurement
of the individual tax burdens. An early decision was made to
establish several lines of comparison, utilizing several different
"measures" of tax burdens. Some of the sample corporations
could not (or, in any event, did not) submit the kind of answers
that could be permitted to remain in the final results. Thus, in
terms of the actual rne&sures utilized in interpreting the sample,
the sample is even more seriously restricted in size. Here, too,
there is no reason to suppose that the absent measurements are
randomly distributed. Neither is there reason to suppose the
contrary.

Finally, there developed a serious limitation of time and re-
sources. There can be no question about the fact that the origi-
nal sample was designed in an over-ambitious fashion. This was
done under some rather grandiose delusions about the avail-
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ability of staff and equipment. In anSr event, the difficulties had
the effect of limiting the time available for cross-checking cal-
culations and for making many interesting analyses which the
data would undoubtedly support. Ii is felt that the first does not
represent a serious limitation to the accllracy of the results. The
second difficulty may be removed at a later time, if it is found
desirable to do so.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION3

According to the records of the North Carolina Department
of Tax Research, a total of 13,404 corporations filed corporate
income tax retulrns in 1953. These were elassified into 1-8 major
groups of enterprises, as shown in column 1 of Table 1. The
classification system is that used by the Department of Tax
Researeh in the preparation of the biennial publication Statis-
ti,cs of Tatation, now published jointly by the Department of
Tax Research and the State Board of Assessment. The classi-
flcation is based Llpon a careful examination of all corporate
tax returns for the year in question and the determination of
the "principle business" of each taxpayer, as indicated by the
taxpayer and as detectable from an analysis of the sources of
income and the nature of expenses. Separate classifications are
provided for corporations chartered in North Carolina (domes-
tic) and for corporations chartered in other states and countries
(foreign). Most of the major classes are further broken down
into sub-classes. These are shown as follows.4 The alphabetieal
designations indicate the "major" classes from which the sam-
ple was selected.

A. Agriculture and Extractive
1. agriculture and horticulture
2. lumber and lumbering
3. mining
4. stone, gravel, etc.

B. Construction and Contracting

C. Finance
1. banks
2. brokers
3. insurance agencies

3. The tern "population" as nsed in l.Le preseat context is taken to mean all cotporati,)n5
filing net income tax lrturns in North Carolina in the yegr 1953.

4. "Statistics of Taxation", Bienniol Rep6t of ttLe Depoftwnt of Ioa Reaearch onil tlw
State Boord ol Aeaessment, Raleigh. 1954, prr. 140 et. 8eq., and pp. 184 et. seq.
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4. insurance companies
5. mortgage and finance companies
6. collection agencies and factors

D. Food and Feed Manufacturers
1. bakeries

G.

2. bottling (non-alcoholic)
3. brewers, distillers, and wineries
4. dairy products
5. food packers and. processors
6. milling, grain, feed, etc.
7. vegetable and fish oils and feeds

Forest Products Manufacturers
1. baskets, boxes, and wood products
2. furniture and furnishings
3. millwork, plywood and special lumber
4. paper and pulp

Mineral, Chemical and Metals Manufacturers
1 fertilizers and ehemicals
2. metals and machine shop
3. stone and clay products

Textile Manufacturers
1. synthetics other than rayon
2. clothing and garment
3. cotton and cotton yarn
4. dyeing and finishing
5. hosiery
6. rayon and rayon yarn
7. wool and worsted
8. other textiles

Tobacco Manufacturers and Processers

Other Manufacturers
1. auto, body, and accessory manufacturers
2. business equipment and supplies
3. industrial equipment and supplies
4. newspapers
5. printing and publishing
6. all other manufacturing
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Miscellaneous
1. non-profit
2. holding companies
3. inactive
4. unclassified

Public Utilities

Recreation and Amusement
1. film distributors and producers
2. theatres
3. theatre equipment and supply
4. other recreation, booking companies, etc.

Service
1. advertising:
2. beauty shop, etc.
3. burial associations, mutual
4. cafes and restaurants
5. engineering and management services
6. co-operatives
7. other service corporations
8. hotels and inns
9. laundry, dry cleaning, ete.

10. real estate and rental
11. transportation (other than franchise utilities), taxi, etc.
72. undertaking
13. warehousing and storage

Automotive-trade
1. gas and oil refiners, selling
2. gas and oil retailers
3. gas and oil wholesalers and distributors
4. motor vehicle dealers and distributors
5. motor vehicle manufacturers branch sales and

subsidiary selling
6. motor vehicle tires and accessories and serviees

Beverage, Food, and Drug-trade
1. beverage distributors
2- chain store, drug and grocery
3, manufacturers' branch sales and subsidiary selling
4. other retailers, drug and groeery
5. wholesalers and jobbers, drug and grocery

M.

N.

o.
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P. Equipment and Supplies-trade
1. building materials and supplies
2. business and office equipment and supplies
3. electrical, heating, plumbing equipment and supplies
4. industrial equipment and supplies
5. other equipment and supplies-agriculture,

construction, etc.

a. General Merchandise-trade
1. department store and mail order
2. chain stores
3. household furniture and furnishings
4. manufacturers' branch sales and subsidiary selling
5. other retailers
6. wholesalers and jobbers

R. Unclassified-trade
bulk commodity distributors-feed, fertilizer, coal,

ice, etc.
commodity brokers and commission firms
publishing company sales
textile selling agents
tobacco dealers and warehouses
all other trade corporations

The classification scheme, established and maintained by the
Department of Tax Research, thus provided an excellent descrip-
tion of the total population. It was unfortunate that the 1953

classification had to be used, but this was the latest completed
classification available at the time the sample was designed and

selected. The 1954 classification was in the process of being pre-
pared, but it was impossible to delay the first steps of the
sampling operation until the completion of the list for the later
year.

Each of the corporations represented by a tax return in the
files of the Department of Revenue is also represented by a

summary information sheet in the files of the Department of
Tax Research, with one sheet for each corporation. It was these
sheets that were used as the tangible basis for the selection of
the sample. The information sheets are filed in four separate
groups: Domestic Taxable, Domestic Non-Taxable, Foreign
Taxable, and Foreign Non-Taxable. The designations "taxable"
and "non-taxable" refer to the liability of the corporation un-
der the North Carolina corporate net income tax law.
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section 105-152 0f the North carolina General statutes re-
quires that ,,every corporation doing business in this state" file
a corporate net income tax return with the Department of Reve-

nue. section 105-138 0f the North carolina General statutes
lists a number of types of corporations that are "exempt from
taration under this article" (italics added) but that are not con-

sidered to be automatically exempt from the requirement that
they file annual income tax returns. Most of the corporate types

[stld in the exemption section are non-profit corporations, such

as fraternal beneficiary societies, building and loan associations,

co-operative banks, chambers of commerce, farmers' fire insur-
ance mutual companies, and so on. The exemptions granted by

Section 105-138 in these cases are cond,i,ti,onal eremptions, and'

depend upon proof that the corporations are truly non-profit in
the year in question. Such proof clearly involves the submission

of an annual income tax return evbn though no tax is expected

to result. Many such corporations do, of course' pay other types

of taxes, such as property taxes, intangibles taxes, and fran-
chise taxes. There is, however, one exception to these condi-

tional exemptions in Section 105-138. This refers to the exemp-

tion, for purposes of the corporate net income tax, of "insur-
ance companies paying the tax on gross premiums" as specified

in section Io5-228.5 of the General statutes. Although there is
no specific exclusion of these operating insurance companies

fron|the list of those required to file an income tax return, it is
assumed that the return filed in conjunction with the gross pre-

miums tax is a sufficient declaration by these companies. Thus,

since the population considered for the representative sample

approach is defined by the corporations submitting corporate

income tax returns, it does not include operating insurance
companies. It does, however, include many corporations that are

conditionally exempt from the income tax, and other corpora-

tions which, because of their temporary non-profit status, paid

no income tax in the year in question-

i.^ 
THE SAMPLE DESIGN

with the total population of L3,404 corporations arranged in
major groups by type of business done, it was felt that it would

l" possilte to select a sample according to the requirements of
the ..random stratified" sampling technique. It is a commonly

accepted statistical principle that confldence in the results can

be appreciably increased if the selection is systematically made
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from clearly defined strata in the populaticn rather than from
the population as a whole.s Furthermore, the most important
questions io be answered are concerned with the differences
between various types of businesses rather than with an ab-
stract measure of the "a'Jetage" tax burden imposed upon all
corporations in North Carolina. With these purposes in mind,
each class was looked upon as a separate "sub-population" with-
in the total for purposes of the sampling operation.

Tlie first decision that had to be made concerned the total
numher of corporations tci be selected for the sample. In this
decision there had to be two guiding principles. The first is
that, other things being equal, the larger the sample the better.
The second is that as the sample increases, the confidence in
the results increases continually but, beyond a certain point ot
a dect"easing rate. In other worcls, after a certain minimum
size has been attained, the addition of other items to the sam-
ple will add to the confidence with which the results may be
interpreted but it will add progressively less as more items are
added. It is still true, of course, that perfecf confidence requires
a "sample" that is 100 per cent of the total population.
Basically, then, the decision regarding the size of the sample
must be made after consideration of the time and resources
available for the entire study. It was decided that it would be
possible to select and study a sample that was 25 per cent of
the total population. Thus, the decision was made to select
a total sample of 3,351 (rounded to 3,350) corporations. As
stated earlier, it was subsequently found that this decision was
somewhat ambitious in terms of the clerical staff and computa-
tional equipment that could be assigned to the representative
sample approach.

The next problem involved the distribution of the total sample
over the 18 classes into which the total population was arranged.
In the theory of random stratifiecl sampling it is a recognized
principle that the larger the population of each class the smaller
the sample needs to be in order properly to represent the class.
By this "inverse ratio" theory of sampling, the percentage of
the population selected for the sample should be larger for those
ciasses containing relatively few items than for those containing
relatively many items. The alternative would obviously involve
the application of a uniform 25 per cent sample over all of the

-i. 
fi.a..i"t D, Croxtcn ad Duriley J. Cowden, op. cit., pp. 29-30.
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.strata. It was felt, however, that the product from very scarce

resources rvould be maximized with the adoption of the inverse

ratio method.

TABLE 1

DERIVATIONOFNORTHCAROLINASAMPLEOFCORPORATIONS,BASEDUPONlgss
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1.962
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4.757
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9.602
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80.00
45.00
37. 39
32.80
32.60
31. 60
3r.30
31 .00
30.75
29.75
29.00
29.00
28.50
28.00
24.25
24.20
18. 55
15.75
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82.26
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158. 67
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.76
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2.45
2.57
2.79
3. 67
4.22
4.44
4.79
5.64
6.07
6. 19
6. 56
6.83
9.29
I .29

11. l0
Lt.27

Totals- .00

NOTES: rTotalnumberofNorthCarolioacorporateincometaxreturm6led. Inctudestaxableand
non-taxable, toreign and domgtic.

2Total sample as a percent of total population
rClassified as manufacturing corporations
aCtsi6ed as trade coprorations

Table 1 shows the classes into which the total population was

arranged, in ascending order of the number of items in each

stratum. Column 2 shows the number in each stratum ex-

pressed as a per cent of the total population. Column 3 shows

ihe number of items that would have fallen into each stratum
of the sample if a uniform sample ratio of 25 per cent had been

applied in each case. If this procedure had been adopted, the
sample of tobacco manufacturers would have contained only
eight items, hardly enough to be useful in statistical interpre-
taiions; whereas the largest group, service corporations, would

have contained 599 items, more than needed to give adequate

repre$entation to this tYPe.
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Column 4 of Table 1 shows the adjustments that were made
to the uniform 25 per cent sampling. The extent of the adjust-
ment for each stratum can be seen by comparing the figures of
column 4 with the 25 per cent figure. In arriving at the adjusted
percentages, it was first decided how many items would have
to be included in the smallest three classes in order to assure
reasonable representation. In view of the non-continuous nature
of the population distribution, the resulting percentages for the
first three classes appear relatively large. Thus, the sample
was designed to contain 80 per cent of all tobacco manufacturers
and 46 per cent of agriculture and extractive corporations. In
view of the fact that there were only 32 tobacco manufacturers
in North Carolina in 1953, however, the total number selected
for the sample was only 26 (rounded). Similarly, the total num-
ber of agriculture and extractive corporations selected for the
sample was 74, out of a total of 165. The remaining sample was
distributed over the other classes according to the pattern set
by a declining straight line that crossed the 25 per cent standard
between stratum G (textile manufacturers) and stratum N (the
automotive group among trade corporations). In other words,
stratum G contains 229 items in the sample, or 5 more than it
would have contained if a uniform 25 per cent ratio had been
applied. Stratum N contains 311 items in the sample, or 10 less

than it would have contained if the uniform 25 per cent ratio
had been applied.

Column 2 of Table 1 may be compared with column 6- The
former shows the per cent which each stratum i'n the puyulntion
bears to the total populntion. The latter shows the per cent
which each stratum in the sample bears to the total sum'ple. TV'ith
a uniform 25 per cent ratio these columns would, of course,
have been equal. Column 5 shows the number of items in the
sample after these adjustments. The figures are rounded to the
nearest unit, to give the final sample size of column 7.

Although the design of the sample would have been greatly
simplified by the combination of some of the smallest classes
with others in the population, it was felt to be important to
represent the tobacco manufacturers in a separate stratum in
spite of the small number of such enterprises in the total popu-
lation. The present design is thus offered as the most useful pat-
tern that could be developed to meet the practical requirements
of the case.
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THE SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

The procedures of random sampling are the reverse of the
procedures of haphazard sampling. They are, in fact, based upon

welt-tested scientific principles and require the utmost care in
the execution. rn general, the principles require that all elements

that might tend to produce bias (conscious or unconscious) be

carefully eliminated. For this purpose' many sampling tech-

niques have been devised to suit the nature of the population

from which the sample must be drawn. In the present case,

however, the clarity with which the population was defined, and

the functional way in which the files were maintained made it
possible to use the simplest and least sophisticated of sampling
techniques.

The first step involved the preparation of I. B. M. cards for
each of the corporations in the population. These cards were
given four distinctive colors to indicate that in the year in
question the eorporation was either domestic taxable, domestic
non-taxable, foreign taxable, or foreign non-taxable' The cards

were automatically sorted into the 18 strata to be used as the
basis for sample selection. Each of these groups was automati-
cally numbered from 1 to the end of the color series, and the
number printed in the upper left-hand corner of the card. The

I. B. M. cards were then cut, in a uniform manner, into smaller
cards approximately 2" x 1" in size, to provide a more manage-

able object for sampling: purposes. The portion used was that
containing the number assigned to that corporation.

The actual selection was made by the laborious but effective
process of blending all four groups (domestic taxable, domestie
non-taxable, foreign taxable, and foreign non-taxable) for each

of the strata in the population, thoroughly mixing the cards in
a large box, drawing one card at a time, replacing the card,
thoroughly mixing the cards again, and drawing another card
until the requisite number of items had been selected for each

of the sample strata. Thus, in stratum A (agriculture and ex-

tractive corporations), a total of 74 items was selected from the
165 cards of all groups representing the population of this
stratum. Similarly, in stratum M (serviee corporations), a total
of 378 cards was drawn to represent the population stratum of
2,398 corporatio4s.

The cards were found to be of sufficiently sturdy material to
withstand the constant mixing of the sampling operation, so

that the original uniformity of the cards was not disturbed as
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the selecbions were made. Since all four groups were blended

before the selection, and since the selection was made without
benefit of observation, no distinction was made in the selection
process between the four groups that comprised eaeh stratum.
Ho*"u"t, the four groups were recorded, separately after they

had been selected.
When the selection had been made, the card numbers and

groups were recorded (as, for example, domestie non-taxable
number 27; foreign taxable number 16; and so on). These were
then related to line numbers on I. B. M. "run sheets" prepared

for the Department of Tax Research. Four such "run sheets"
are prepared every year, one for each of the groups mentioned
above. Each of the "run sheets" shows the Department of Tax
Research code number for each corporation in the group' along:

with certain information used in the preparation of the statisti-
cal reports of the Department. In order to obtain the code num-
ber of the corporation to be used in the sample, the appropriate
"run sheet" was selected (from the color of the card selected

in the drawing) and the appropriate line number noted. The
eode number of the corporation was then copied on an "identi-
fication sheet". On these "identification sheets" each item was
recorded against a sample code number which indicated only the
letter designation of the stratum and the line number. The re-
cording was done by groups. Thus, on the identification sheets
for stratum A, the domestic non-taxable selections were recorded
as A 1 through A 73; the domestic taxable selections 'were re-
corded as A ?4 through A 141; the foreign non-taxable seleetions
\ilere recorded as A 142 through A 145; and the foreign taxable
selections were recorded as A 146 through A 165. For conven-
ience, each of the four groups was additionally labeled by a let-
ter from the bottom of the alphabet-W, X, Y, and Z, respec-
tively.

Each of the "run sheet" code numbers corresponded with a
similar code number on an information sheet on file in the De-
partment of Tax Research. Only by referring to these sheets was
it possible to find out the nnme of the corporation selected. And
not until the selections were referred to the "run sheets" was it
possible to gain any idea as to the characteristics of the corpora-
tion. It was thus impossible for those who made the selections
or tabulated the results to be influenced, in any way, by the name
of the corporation or the characteristics of the corporation.
Needless to say, no changes were made in the selection once



these facts were known. Separate so'm'ple code numbers were as-

signed for easy, seqirential filittg, and in order to place the iden-

tification of the corporation at one further removed from those

'".po".irr"forthetabulationandcalculationoftheclata.I-nviewofthemanydifficultiesencounteredintherepresen-
tative sample uppro*.h (some of which have already been re-

ferred to and some of which will be described presently), it may

*""* oaa that such elaborate care was taken in the actual se-

lection of the sample. The entire approach, however, is based

upon the attitude tiut tftu purity oi iacn part of the approach

should be maximizJ m" Jxpeciation of impurities in one part

a""- ""i :"stify unnecessary impurities in other parts' Further-

;;, this attitua" p-ria"d the only means of localizing the

p"-.iilr" tteas of errir and, perhaps' of removing them later' It
is thus felt that trr" p".rilility of bias was effectively removed

tro* ttt" original sampling operatibn itself' Whatever errors

are attacfred to the representative sample approach^ were not'

it seems fair to ,"y, ptodoced by the techniques of selection'

It is interesting to'note, in Table 2'that although no attention

was paid in the t"t"pfi"g operation to the group classification

( domestic oon-tr*ubtt' eicet-era), the percentage representation

of each group in the sample is approximately that which would

have been u*p""t.Jt,o*L" "*t-ination 
of lhe p.opulation' The

data of Table 2 wete, of course, prepared after the sample had

been selected and recorded' In the largest group (domestic tax-

able) there were 7,624 corporatio-ns in the population' repre-

senting 56.88 per cent of the total population of 1-3'404' After

the sample frad Ueen selected by random processes' it was found

that 1,81b 
"orpo"uiiotts 

fell into this group. These represented
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TABT.N 2

NORTH CAROLINA CORPORATE SAMPI-T: RECAPITI]LATION' BY GROUP

GrouP
Number

iD
Population

(1)

Percent of
Total

Population

Number
in

Sample
(3)

Percent in
Total

Ssmple
(4)

DoreticNon-Taxable'' ::..DometicTaxlble..." '

'fotal Dometic.

Foreicn Non-Taxable '
Foreign Tarable

Total Foreign.

Total Domdtic and Foreign'

1,192
7,&4

31.27
56.88

L,077
1 ,815

s2.15
64.18

11,E15

z8:l
1,305

88. l5
2.rL
9.74

2,892

95
869

86. g3

2.84
10.84

I,6E8 11 85 458 13.68

l:t,,tu 100.00 | 8,350
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54.18 per cent of the total sample of 3,350, almost the same as
the population percentage. Similar comparabiliff is exhibited
by the other three groups in the table. This similarity tends to
support the claims of randomness in the selection.

THE COLLECTION OF THE DATA

Once the sample had been selected, it was necessary to devise
a system for determining .the tax burdens imposed upon the
sample corporations by state and local governments in North
Carolina and, in some cases, by similar jurisdictions in other
states of the Southeast. Needless to say, this was the most diffi-
cult part of the representative sample approach and involved
the major expenditure of time and effort by the Tax Study Com-
mission staff.

In view of the known insufficiencies (for these purposes) of
the North Carolina corporate tax returns, and in view of the
probable insufficiencies of the questionnaire technique, it was
decided to make use of a combination method which utilized
both sources of information. This obviously required that the
two sources of information be made fully comparable, in the
sense of the definitions used, or that they be designed in such
a way as to permit an easy internal adjustment to one of them.
It was decided that the questionnaire should serve as the basic
source of information, with the tax returns serving as a check-
ing device and as a source of supplementary information.

To this end, a corporation tax questionnaire was prepared,
to be sent to every eorporation in the sample.o The questionnaire
contained three kinds of questions: those concerned with taxes
paid, those concerned with other significant corporate statistics,
and those concerned with explanatory material. Each corpora-
tion was asked to show these figures separately for each of the
eleven Southeastern states (if applieable) and for all other
states (listed as a single item). In addition, each of the corpora-
tions was asked to show the figures for two years, ending any-
where in calendar 1953 and anywhere in calendar 19b4. In the
original mailing, the questionnaire form contained.27 separate
questions. The questionnaire .was prepared on the principle that
although it might not be possible to make use of all information
in the formal calculations, it would be better to have too much
Information than too little. Definite plans were drawn up, how-
T]Il]rrptu qf thi+ qrrqtl'aruaire. ur a r-qvised, form* ir sho-yn in Appenrtix A-

10?

.*i
It
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ever,fortheutilizationofeverypieceofinformationreqttested'
As it later turned out, it was impossible to complete many of the

calculations that the questionnaire information would have per-

mitted.
With the use of I. B. M. equipment, a master file showing the

name and mailing address of each corporation in the sample was

pr"pu*a and used as the machinery of the first mailing' This

*"* 
"o*pl"ted 

December 1, 1955, with the request that the ques-

tionnairebecompletedandreturnedbyDecember_I-5,1955.Un-
ioriunrt.tv, the lime element proved a serious drawback' for

*urry coriorations found it impossible to complete the rather

elaborate luestionnaire in the allotted time, especially since it
was mailed close to the end of the fiscal year of many corpora-

tions and close to the period when the preparation of tax returns

"tJ r"potts was in full-swing. Nevertheless, the response to the

first mailing was excellent. By Deiember 15, 1955' almost one

third of ttre totat sample had responded, in some form' to the

r"q"".t. Not all of these responses represented usable question-

naire returns, however. Some contained requests for extensions

of time, others represented requests for further information'

"o*" t"pr"sented corporations that had gone out of business

since the filing of the 1953 tax returns. By January 1, 1956, 800

irsante questionnaires had been returned' This number repre-

sented almost 25 pet cent of the total sample'

Afterthefirstmailingitwasdiscoveredthatanumberof
qolrlio"""ires had been returned by the post office because the

irporations addressed were out of business or were otherwise

unavailable by mail. This was only to be expected, since the

questionnaires were mailed almost two years after the submis-

sion of the corporate income tax returns that served as the basis

of tfr" sample seleetion. AII such corporations were immediately

replaced in trre sample by additional selections made with tech-

niquesthatwereexactlythesameasthoseusedintheoriginal
selection.

Every questionnaire returned prior to February 2' 1956 was

checked carefully against the corporate net income tax return

filed by the corporaiion involved.? From this check it was found

Z. f.-,fru covering letts to the fiEt quetionnaire the sample corporations were assured

that the questionnaire ti"tttl"l---""fi be kept in strictest-confiilence and would he used

$hili*:i1td Cnnflil:u"r"*:;rffi 6x6:v"{?TJi'* i'} ii"'T'#'l}
the Tax srudy co--r*iii';. ;y ;;i;y; assigrea to the commision by the Depart.

ment of Tax Reearcn.-"itt" i"it--i" 
'rione in -th.-oin"." Drcvided for the Tax Studv

Commission and alt U:"*L"r;'Jl*_-t."uit[ to the qu6tionnaires rather than

vice versa.
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that one or two of the questions were commonly misinterpreted,
so that corrections had to be made on a number of question-

naires. Ii was not possible, of course, to check all items on the
questionnaire, but it was soon found that it would be possible

to use only a portion of the questionnaire in the final calcula-
tions. 'Iherefore, only the most essential items were checked

against the tax returns. Even so, it was impossible to check the
breakdown by states for those questionnaires showing multi-
state operations. In some cases' to be sure, the information on
the tax return was very cornplete and did permit this analysis.
But in the majority of cases, only the totals and the North Car-
olina portion could be cheeked. If both of these were correct,
the reports for the remaining states were assumed to be correct.
If one or the other was incorrectly reported on the question-
naire, an attempt was made to clear up the difficulty by cor-
respondence. There were, of course, some cases of sheer incom-
patibility between the questionnaire information and the tax
return, cases obviously not involving a simple misinterpretation
of the questions. Once again, a solution was attempted through
further correspondence. In any case where the differences were
small, the questionnaire was assumed to be correct. In any case

where the differences were large and where attempts at recon-
ciliation through correspondenee proved futile, the item was
removed from the sample and a space saved for later replace-
ment. Fortunately, in this period of the work there were very
few such deletions. By February 2, L956, approximately 1,000
questionnaires had been checked and reconciled with the tax
returns of the sample corporations.

The mass of correspondence produced by this first phase of
the data collection also indicated that many corporations had
misinterpreted the purposes of the investigation. Many ex-
pressed the belief that because they were small corporations (or
that because they were large corporations doing a very small
amount of business in North Carolina) their replies could add
very little of value to the study. Others assumed that, because
the questionnaire contained questions about states other than
North Carolina, and because they operated exclusively in North
Carolina, their replies were not necessary. All sueh correspond-
ents were quickly disabused of these notions in personal corre-
spondence.

On February 2 a second mass mailing to all of the corpora-
tions who had not been accounted for on the first was completed.
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are so large and complex that it would have been virtually im-
possible to submit the kind of answers requested, with the de-

tailed breakdown by states. Others, no doubt, did not reply be-

cause of sheer indifference to the kind of study program under-

taken by the North carolina Tax study commission. one is
tempted to assume that this last-mentioned group has no tax
problems that its members consider worthy of scrutiny' or' per-

haps, that the group is determined not to rock a perfectly ade-

quate boat. Finally, some corporations were' no doubt, unim-
pressed with the assurances of the commission that the data

would be considered as highly confidential, and, fearing
(perhaps) a disclosure to the administrative authorities or
(more probably) an inadvertent disclosure to competitors' pur-
sued the discretionary course of complete silence.

It is difficult to say how these absentees were distributed as

between, for example, large and small corporations, simple and

complex corporations, and single-state and multi-state corpora-
tions. But in view of the many possibilities, it would be dan-
gerous to claim the complete absence of bias. AII that can be

claimed is that any bias that does remain in the sample is strictly
unconscious and that a strenuous effort was made to minimize
even this troublesome element.

The final results of the sampling operation are recorded in
Tables 3 and 4. The final column of Table 3, showing the per cent
of the original sample for which usable data were obtained, in-
dicates surprising uniformity as between the classes of busi-
nesses. With one exception, all classes are over 90 per cent com-
plete. The two lowest classes (B and J) are, in fact, surprising:ly
high. Stratum B was assigned to contractors. Many of these

corporations that had operated in North Carolina in 1953 and
filed an income tax return at that time subsequently moved to
other projects in other states or were dissolved. Undoubtedly
mueh the same thing was true of stratum J, the "miscellaneous"
category. Even in 1953 many of these corporations were classi-
fied as "inactive", so it is probable that many were non-existent
in 1955.

The figures of Table 4 describe a somewhat less satisfying
situation. It is apparent that the percentage of usable replies
reeeived from domestic corporations was considerably higher
than the percentage of usable replies received from foreign cor-
porations. It is also apparent that the percentage of usable re-
plies reeeived from taxable enterprises was somewhat greater
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than the percentage of usable replies received from non-taxable
enterprises. The smallest percentage return was received from
the foreign non-taxable group: those corporations chartered out-
side North Carolina and filing an income tax return in North
Carolina but paying no income tax in North Carolina. It cannot
be denied that the distribution of the final sample as between

these groups presents the possibility of bias in the results. There
is no way of knowing how serious this possibility is or the direc-
tion that the bias might take.

TABLE 3

FINAL SAMPLE RECAPITULATION, BY TYPE OF BUSINESS

Final Sample as
a Percent of

Original Sample

_ (4)_
97.297
87.5V2
99.091
95.749
98-742

98.936
97. El6

100.000
97.310
9l,463
92.90E
94. lE6
99.206
97.106
94.0t9
s!.569
9E.387
98.068

Number
in Final
Sample

(3)

Number
In-

complete
(2)

Number
in

Original
Sample

(r)

165
218
119
167

93
224

26
t42
75

19r
81

s75
s02
191
291
366
20s

2
24

2
4
z

I
0
3

l0
5
3q

t2
20

6
4

74
r89
220
t28
r59

94
229

26
146

82
141

86
478
311
zo3
311
872
20'l

A

B.
c.
D.
E.
F,

3350 96.44,8

TABLE 4

FINAL SAMPLE RECAPITULATION, BY GROUP

D*;;
Domestic

Foreign
Foreign

I azar

NOTE: lNine deletions from original emple not replaced.

Group
Number

in
Original
Sample

(1)

Number
In-

complete
(2)

Number
in

Final
Sample

(3)

Final Sarnple as
a Percerrt of

Original Sample

regtic Non-Taxable............
restic Taxable. .. . . . .. .... ....::.:...
Total Domestic .

ign Non-Taxable
rignTaxable....

Total Foreign. . .

Total Domstic and Fordgn. -..... .. .

1077
1E15

2892

20

*
to57
1E10

2467

9E.134
99-724

99.135

95
36il

3E
54

dt
309

60.o00
85-t24

!t58 92 366 ?9-913

3350 119 3231 96.448
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The second possible source of error associated with the data-
collection phase of the approach relates to the character of the
data itself. In spite of every effort to check replies by means

of an examination of tax returns and by extensive correspond-
ence, errors undoubtedly do remain in the basic data. To a cer-
tain extent these were removed in the i,nterpretotion of t'he

material by the deletion of those answers which were' on

theoretical grounds, extremely unlikely or widely different from
the great mass of answers to the same questions by corporations
of the same type. But it is, unfortunately, too much to expect

that all errors could be removed by this method. Once again, it
can onl5r be claimed that the efforts were heroic-the results,
something less.

It must also be pointed out that the size and character of the
sample were altered in another rtray by the problems of data-
collection. As has already been explained, an attempt is made
in the present approach to measure the tax burdens of each

corporation in the sample by four statistical relationships'
These relationships are expressed by the following ratios: total
taxes as a per cent of the book value of physical property; total
taxes as a per cent of gross receipts; total taxes as a per cent of
total pay roll; and total taxes as a per cent of net profits (allo-
cated, where necessary, by a method approximating that of the
so-called "Massachusetts Formula").

Even in those cases in which all corporations in a particular
sample stratum responded to the questionnaire, it was found
that some of these rneclsLcres would be missing- A corporation
might make very substantial tax payments in a given state even

though it owned no property in that state. (This was especially
the case in the finance and service strata.) Another corporation
might pay high taxes in a state even though it had fully depre-

ciatecl its property in that state. Another might pay small taxes

in a given state in spite of the fact that it had no net profits in
that state (it may, in fact, have had a loss) - In cases such as

[his, of course, the loss of the denominator is the loss of the
ratio. The same result was produced by the necessary deletion
of some of the answers submitted. In several cases, for example,

the answer to a parti,cular qu,estion was so obviously impossible

and, by the processes discussed above, so incapable of being
reconciled with other evidence, that the answer to that quest'i,on

had to be removed from the sample in order to preserve the
reasonableness Qf the reqults' Iq sqch cases' the sample size for
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purposes of tlte calculations was somewhat smaller than the
sample size indicated by the corporate response to the question-
naire. None of the four measures applied perfectly to all cor-
porations in the sample, so that all of the statistical series are
smaller in number tiran the sample itself.

It is, perhaps, some consolation to recognize that this Iatest
difficulty was produced by the same problems that made it
neeessary to make use of several alternative measllres of tax
impact rather than a single, unambigttous measllre. It cannot be

emphasized too strongly that the most important single prob-
lem confronting the entire impact study was the difficulty of
measuring with precision something which is by nature im-
precise and something which cannot be measured with a simple
yardstick or a pair of calipers. In the end, every interpretation
must be conditioned by an appreciation of this fact.

THE INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

The interpretation of the data collected by means of the rep-
resentative sample approach follows, as closely as possible, well-
established statistical techniques.s The preliminary calculations
naturally consist of computing the four ratios that were to serve
as the alternative measures of tax burden for each corporation.
These ratios were recorded on special "calculation sheets" that
were filed separately. The only reference to a particular corpora-
tion on these calculation sheets was the sample code number,
so that, once. again, it was impossible to know the name or
charaeter (other than the ratios themselves) of a particular
corporation without referring to the master file or to the ques-
tionnaire.

From these calculation sheets an attempt was made to de-
velop a series of frequency distributions, to show the number
of corporations falling within certain predetermined class limits.
It was found to be impossible, however, to handle the statistical
material as grouped data. For purposes of easy comparison it
was obviously desirable to work with uniform class intervals
for each of the strata. Unfortunately, it was not possible to
determine a suitable set of class intervals for the entire series.
All attempts, including that by the Sturges method,e proved
8. These are described iu Frederick E. Crcxton, and Dudley J. Cowden, op. cit., Chapters

8-10; and in Freilerick Cwil Mills, Intrdluctim to Statisticr, third ed., Nerv York, Eenry
Holt end Co., 1956, Chaptero 6-8.

9. The Sturges method, as citsl in Frederiek Cecil Mills, ibid., p. 46, givs the class-
interval as Range

I * 3.322 los N
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only that the grouped-data approach would be more mislead-
ing than revealing. Most of the series, for example, showed a
marked degree of positive skewness, with a large number of the
values clustered at the lower end of the scale but with a number
of items spread unevenly over the high values. With this kind
of pattern, a narrow class interval would have had the effect
of producing a large number of classes, many of which would
have been blank in the frequeney distribution. A wider class
interval would have had the effect of lumping the great mass of
items in one or two classes at the lower end of the scale and
consequently of obscuring the important differences between in-
dividual measures. It would, of course, have been possible to
delete many of the large values on the theory that they repre-
sented variations that could only be explained as variations in
the ruler rather than as variations in the thing being measured.
But there must always be a reluctance to indulge in such arbi-
trary selection, especially when, with a few notable exceptions,
there is no way of knowing when to stop deletinc. All of these
elements conspired to make the grouped-data approach unde-
sirable, and made it necessary to resort to the much more
laborious, but much more accurate (under the circumstances)
ungrouped-data approach.

This approach begins with the manufacture of an array for
each of the statistical series, by which the measurements are
arranged in order of their magnitude. For the North Carolina
data four such arrays were prepared for each stratum, one for
each of the four tax burden measures. Since there were 18

strata, a total of 72 strata arrays was prepared. These were
then rearranged into four arrays for the total sample, to rep-
resent the distribution of items for each of the tax burden
measures.

With these arrays it was relatively easy to pick out those
items of extreme variation which clearly should not be per-
mitted to influence the statistical interpretation. Where, for ex-
ample, all of the items but one were spread between a range
of .01 and 44.20 and where the single item showed an extreme
value of 3724.90, there was little hesitation about removing the
extreme value from the calculations. Very few such deletions
were necessary, however, and all are shown in the footnotes to
the appropriate tables.

From the arrays, a number of summary descriptive devices

was calculated for each of the strata and for each of the meas-
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ures. These basic descriptive devices were the arithmetic mean,
the median, the absolute range, and the standard deviation. The
same measures were computed for the total sample for each of
the four measures of tax burdens. The results and meaning of
these calculations are described in Chapter V.

AII of these calculations were designed to do nothing more
than describe the sample in various ways, and to bring statisti-
cal order out of the chaos of many individual measures. All but
the range and the standard.deviation are measures of central
tendency which, under certain circumstances, may be taken to
"represent" the entire sample (or stratum) from which they are
derived. The standard deviation and the range are measures of
the variation of the individual corporation measures around the
arithmetic mean or within specified limits.

fn a comprehensive listing of these descriptive measures for
the North Carolina sample there would be T6 separate arithmetie
means, 76 separate medians, and 76 separate standard devia-
tions. There would be an arithmetic mean for stratum A to show
the average tax burden as expressed by the ratio of total taxes
to book value of property. There would be another arithmetic
mean for stratum A to show the average tax burden as ex-
pressed by the ratio of total taxes to gross receipts, and so on
for each of the measures and for each of the strata and for the
total sample. There would be no particular point in comparing
one rneasure with another rneasure (for example, taxes as a per
cent of book value as compared with taxes as a per cent of gross
receipts) for the same stratum. The most meaningful compari-
son for purposes of the present study is the comparison of strata
for the same measure. The basic question involved is whether
the corporations of the finance stratum are, on the average,
more heavily taxed than the corporations of the stratum re-
served for forest products manufacturers (and the corporations
of all other strata) if both tax burdens are measured i,n the same
wa17. This kind of comparison is, of course, extremely simple
once the descriptive measures have been computed.

A serious problem remains, however, as to whether the ob-
served differences between the strata (and between all of the
strata and the total sample) are si,gni,ficant differences. The solu-
tion of this problem involves the processes of statisticar infer-
ence, for it is necessary to make certain inferences about the
total population from a knowledge of the characteristics of the
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sample drawn from that population.l0 If the average tax burden
for stratum A is found to be X, and the average tax burden for
all corporations in North Carolina is found to be X f 6, is the
difference between these averages a significant difference, or
can it be explained as the result of chance fluctuations in the
sampling operation? If the difference cannot be explained as

the result of chance factors, it must be concluded that there is
something in the tax structure that ma.kes the tax burdens
heavier on this kind of enterprise than on corporations in gen-

eral. If the average tax burden for stratum R is found to be Y,
and the average tax burden for stratum 1\{ is found to be Y - 5'
is the difference between these t.,vo strata means a significant
one, or can it, too, be described as coming from the mass of pos-

sible influential factors not considered by the classification
scheme and assigned to the world of "chance" ?

The statistical technique that is best suited to answering: these
questions of significance is the so-called. "2" test. Briefly, the
method is based upon a comparison of the variation of the indi-
vidual corporate measures around the arithmetic mean of that
stratum (the variation uithin strata) with the variation of the
strata means around the mean of the entire sample (the varia-
tion betueen strata). The variation within each stratum
obviously cannot be influenced by the differences between strata,
and serves as a standard of the effect of chance factors (all
those factors not concerned with the classification system) . In
straturm G, for example, the tax burdens measured for individ-
ual textile manufacturers will differ more or less from the aver-
age tax burden of all of the sample textile manufacturers' The
extent to which each corporation differs from this class average
is determined only by chance, by which'we mean nothing more
than that it is not determined by those factors which make tex-
tile manufacturers in general unique among North Carolina cor-
porations. The variation betzueen the strata will be determined,
perhaps, by the same things that determine the variation with-
in strata. If this is the case, the "between" variation will be of
approximately the same magnitude as the "within" variation,
and lve may conclude that tax burdens are not significantly
affected by the distinctions between the inclustrial categories
selected for analysis. If the "between" variation and the
"within" variation are substantially different, however, 'we may
conclude that there are special forces that determine the tax

10. Frederick Cecil Mills, op' cit., pp. 13? et. seq.
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burdens of each class, forces concerned with the basic differ-
ences between each of the strata in the classification scheme.

The z test provides a means of comparing these two kinds of
variation based upon the concept of a normal curve of error.

The distinction between "chance" factors, on the one hand, and
,,factors related to the method of classification", on the other,

should not be permitted to confuse the policy implications of the

findings. In the policy sense it may be that any differences in tax
burdens are worthy of attention. This idea, in fact, is implicit
in the kinds of measures adopted for tax burden analysis'

The whole basis of the equity approach to the impact study
might be said to be the assumption of unif ormity. By this it is
meant that perfect equity exists in the corporate world only
when all taxpayers are taxed in a uniform way. Uniformity, in
this sense, is taken to refer to the ability of the corporation to
pay taxes, as this, in turn, is determined by the total financial
i"tout"". commanded by the corporation.ll Thus, if taxes are
measured as a per cent of the measure of ability to pay, the
principle of uniformita becomes the principle of proportion-
ality.r2 The present study makes use of four separate measures

of ability to pay: book value of physical property, gross receipts,
pay roll, and net profits. If each of these were a theoretically
perfect measure, complete equity in the tax structure could be

said to exist only if every co{poration in the sample paid exaetly
the same percentage of each of these measures as every other
corporation in the sample. Anu differences between corporations
*ould, in this theoretical sense, be grounds for policy to adiust
an inequitable (by definition) situation. It would not matter
whether the clifferences existed within the specified classes or
between the specified classes, although this distinction might
still help to determine the ki.nd of remedial policy that would
be needed. In technical terminology, the population of tax bur-
den measures woulcl not, in the utopian world of perfect equity,
follow a normal cllrve. They would, rather, form a single value.

The arithmetic means of any sample selected from the popula-

ll. It is necessary, at this point, to repeat a warning introduced in Chapter I' The -conept
of "ability to pay" as "ipii.a 

tt -J.tptrations, 
aind, as used in the Drcent stu&, does

".t t""" if." "*c meaning as the same tem apptreq to individuals- The latter is usually
I.t."-t" reter to psvcholtii"iit ""a eooomie "biiitv to pav, while the fomer is uumed
to refer only to lhe financial abilitv of the corporation to pay taxes'

12- There is much room for debate, on philosophical and economic grounds, about-the prin--_- ;;i;;i;;;po"tio."ri[v i.-.o"po""t.^t""ation. There mav be good reas-on for--developiog
a iysten^ of- corporate taxes tiat is progressio€ _with r-sp€ct _to financial. ability.to pay.

ilii, f,i*"""i, ii not the mual assumpt-ion io the analysis of corDolate tax equity, tnd
it wd not adopted in the prgert stuilv.
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tion would have the same value as the arithmetic mean of the
population, and there would be no variation around the individ-
ual sample means.

Although this theoretical condition is, in a practical sense,
ridiculous, it does provide a standard for the measurement of
imperfections. Indeed, it is here argued that almost all discus-
sions of tax equity-technical and non-technical, professional and
amateur, interested and disinterested, honest and dishonest-
make use of this kind of comparison. This is exactly the sense of
the argument that Corporation X or Industry Y is not bearing
its fair share of the tax burden, or that Industry Z should be
taxed more heavily to bring it up to the level of other industries.

From the point of view of the analytical method, if the con-
cept of a perfect distribution of tax burdens could be defined
this clearly and, in quantitat'iae terrrls, there would be no need
to develop special tests to determine the significance of tax
burden differences. Euerg difference, however large or small,
would be significant and would call for remedial action. If the
distribution of the uctunl population of tax burdens were normal
or abnormal, it would still be necessary to compare the individ-
ual cases with a single value (which could, but need not, be the
average tax burden in the population). Statistical inference
would be necessary, of course, to determine whether the sample
selected adequately represented the population from whieh it
was drawn, but there would be little significance to the tests of
stratification differences.

Unfortunately for the analyst, but more unfortunately for the
policy-maker, the concept of a perfect distribution of tax bur-
dens cannot be defined with clarity, largely because of the im-
possibility of establishing a measure of corporate ability to pay
taxes that is uniformly applicable to all shapes, sizes, and con-
ditions of enterprises. Because of the fact that book value of
physical assets means something different for one corporation
than it does for another, as related to the ultimate financial
ability of the corporations to pay taxes, the burden on one may
be quite different from the burden on the other even though the
measures indicate an identity. The lack of confidence which
such difficulties induce leads to the practical suggestion that rea-
sonable tolerance limits be established before policy correctives
are invoked. In this way, identity of tax burdens would be as-
sumed if the measures fell within a range of, say, I or 2 per
cent. It is clear that this tolerance range must be subjectively
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determined, largely on the basis of intuition and experience,

rather than upon the basis of scientific observation, but it is a
practical necessity when policy questions are involved.

These practieal tolerance limits are not the same as the limits
produced by the application of the z test- The latter are based

upon the kind of variations that could be expected to arise as a

result of the operations of chance in sampling, that is, they
indicate the kind of "errors" that might be expected to arise in
the sampling operation if all of the randomness requirements
were perfectly fulfilled. The errors for which the tolerance
limits are devised are not errors of simple sampling, but errors
inherent in the measures themselves. If a large number of meas-

ures were made of a given straight line, and if the measures

were made with the same ruler but by difrerent individuals, a
large number of different answers would, no doubt, result'13

These would be errors of measurement that could be satisfac-
torily analyzed by means of the relationships contained within
the normal curve, because the standard itself (in this case, the
ruler) would be constant' But the problems of tax burden
analysis are the same as those that would arise if the ruler
changed length by an unknown amount every time a measure-
ment was taken. with a constant ruler, there is reason to believe

that the observations would follow a normal curve.
It would thus appear that the z test and other statistical tests

of comparative signiflcance have very little meaning for a study
of tax burdens, at least until a constant and unambiguous stand-
ard of measurement can be developed- Nevertheless, a z test was

applied in the present study for the simple reason that it offers
rr, 

"u*y 
method of comparing the magnitude of tax burden

differences within strata and between strata and hence provides
some guidance for policy.'l4

The interpretation of the data collected for states other than
North Carolina is much less sophisticated and consequently
much less reputable as an approximation to the truth. For any
other state, the sample was, of course, highly selective, in that
it included only those eorporations with operations in North
Carolina. Nor can it be said to be properly representative of

rs.rs* F*d*ick E- croxton anil Dudley J. cowitcn, op. cit., p. 591 for a discussion of this

14. The detailed tehniques of the z t6t ned not be diswsed here. They are decritred in
mct statbtics te"t tmts^deati"g *iit ihe subiet of statistical inference and with thE
p.oliui oi i""ii"e the significance of difference in wriation. The two references most
iteeti reiiea opoi r"t-p?"."i p"tpo"* were Frederick E- Croxton and Dudlev J'
q;-&o,- ;p.-cii], and Fr-ederict O. wfitl", op. ciL Some of the z-test calculations are
showu in Appendix A.

L27
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even this type of corporation. In addition, the data themselves
were subject to error, for it was almost always impossible to
check the figures for states other than North Carolina against
any official report by the corporations. The figures are, however,
thought to be fairly accurate in themselves. Their limitations
come largely from the fact that they relate to a sample that is,
of necessity, haphazard and incomplete.

For some states, a fairly large number of items was reported,
while for others a very small number showed up on the North
Carolina questionnaire. In all cases, the interpretation was sim-
ple. It consisted of the computation from ungrouped data of an
arithmetic mean and a median for each of the strata and for
each of the measures. In view of the fact that the items cannot
be said to form a random sample for any state, for any stratum,
or for any measure, no attempt was. made to develop measures
of statistical inference. Such measures have meaning only when
the sample closely approximates a random selection from the
population in question.

A RESTATEMENT OF LIMITATIONS

From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that the data
which comprise the North Carolina portion of the representative
sample approach are subject to a number of possible errors and
limitations. None of these disturbs the theoretical validity of
the representative sample approach itself. They are, rather,
errors (or possibte errors) of commission, and come from the
difficulties of molding very recalcitrant materials to the model
provided by statistical theory. The major areas of possible error
might be summarized as follows. The list is not intended to be

exhaustive.

A. The population
L. errors in the total count
2. errors in the classification
3. biases introduced by the fact that some businesses in-

cluded in the population of 1953 were not available for
sampling in L955-56
(a) out of business
(b) business consolidations

B. The selection of the samPle

1. unconscious errors in drawing the original sample
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2. biases introduced by the fact that some corporations
originally seleeted did not reply to the questionnaire

3. biases iniroduced by the fact that replacements repre-
sent (for the most part) only those corporations willing
to reply to the questionnaire

4. biases introduced by the deletion of railway corpora-
tions

5. biases introduced by the fact that the final sample size
and distribution were different from the sample design

C. The collection of the data
1. the limitations of the measures of tax burdens

(a) not uniformly applicable to all corporations
(b) data relate to only one year-1954

2. biases introduced by the fact that the sample size and
sample distribution were changed by the absence or the
necessary deletion of some measures for some corpora-
tions

3. the possible inaccuracy of questionnaire replies
(a) possible misunderstandings of questions
(b) incomplete checks of questionnaire replies
(c) possible invalidity of tax return information

D. Errors of calculation
In partial defense of the accuracy of the answers it must

again be stated that these and many more possible sources of
error were recognized in the process of conducting the manifold
operations of the representative sample approach. It must also
be emphasized that, within the limitations of time and resources,
every effort was made to minimize the effects of these difficul-
ties. And in partial jusiification of the significance of the an-
swers, it must be claimed that the method has produced the
largest body of evidence, however tentative in character and
however hesitantly offered, so far produced on the distribution
of state and local tax burdens upon corporate enterprises with-
in North Carolina.



CHAPTER V

THE REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE APPROAC}I-THE RESULTS

The representative sample approach produced two kinds of
statistical comparisons. The first, and by far the more formi-
dable, describes the differences in tax burdens between the ma-
jor industrial types within North Carolina. The second describes
the differences in tax burdens between the several states selected
for analysis.

THE INTRASTATE COMPARISON

As explained in Chapter IV, the representative sample of cor-
porations filing income tax returns in North Carolina was se-

lected from L8 major types of businesses. These types of busi-
nesses were defined by the naturb of the principal business
conducted in North Carolina by each corporation, as determined
by annual studies made by the North Carolina Department of
Tax Research. The most important task assigned to the repre-
sentative sample approach was the analysis of the differences in
tax burdens between these major industrial types.

A second purpose of the representative sample approach, as

applied to the analysis of tax burdens within North Carolina,
was the summary description of the differences in tax burdens
between individual corporations within each of the maior indus-
trial groups.

Tan bu,rd,en differennes betwem ind'ustrinl types

Table I shows the average tax burdens for the total sample
of North Carolina corporations by four separate tax burden
measures. The table also shows the average tax burdens for each
of the 18 individual types by the same four tax burden measures.
For all types of corporations the average tax burden by the book
value measure, as shown at the bottom of column 1, was deter-
mined to be 7.61 percent. In other words, for all the corporations
in the sample state and local taxes in North Carolina (not in-
cluding sales and use taxes and unemployment insurance taxes)
extracted, on the average, 7.61 percent of the book value of the
tangible property owned by the corporations within North
Carolina. The total number of corporations included in the cal-
culatiorrs that produced this average tax burden figure was 3,044,
as shown at the bottom of column 2.
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The figure at the bottom of column 5 of Table 1 iildicates that
the average burclen of state ancl local ia;<es irl North Carolina
on ail corporatiotts in the sample accounted for 2.38 percent of
the North Carolina gross receipts of the corporations in the
sample. The number of corporations inclucled in the gl'oss re-
ceipts calculations was 3,169.1

The figures at the bottom of column 7 indicates that the aver-
age burden of state and local taxes in North Carolina on all
corporations in the sample was 8.65 percent of the Norih Caro-
lina payroll of the sample corporation. The total number of cor-
porations entering into the payroll calculations was 2,949.

The flgure at the bottom of column 10 indicates that the aver-
age burden of state and local taxes in North Caroiina on all cor-
porations in the sample accounted for 35.55 percent of the neb

profibs hefore state and local taxation assignalble to North Caro-
lina (where necessary) by the Massachusetts formula. The totrr,l
number of corporations included in the net profit calculations
lvas 2,379.

The figures of columns l, 4,7, and 10 of Table 1 show, for each
of the four tax burden measures, the distribution of these aver-
age tax burdens between the 18 industrial types. The interpre-
tation of these figures for selected busirtess types is as follolvs:

1. F-or the 26 corporations included in the bcok value sample
of tobacco manufacturers, the average burden of North
Carolina state and local taxes was found to be 5.90 per--

cent of the book value of tangible property owned by
these corporations in North Carolina;

2. For the 80 corporations included in the gross receipts sam-
ple of recreation and amusement corporations, the aver-
age burden of North Carolina state and local taxes was
found to be 3.47 percent of the North Carolina gross re-
receipts of these corporations;

3. For the 152 corporations included in the payroll sample
of forest products manufactttrers, the average burden of
North Carolina state and local taxes was fotincl to be 2.71
percent of the North Carolina payroll of these corpora-
tions;

1. The reuons for the difterences in the nurnber of corrDrations appearing ir the sample
for each of the four tax burden messures are explained in Chgpter IV. Briefly, they
are coacemed witb the fact that some of the questiontaire replies rvele clearly uncatis-
factory for me of the corporations end with the fact that a few deletiong rvere made
of the str@e value iu each of the tax burden measures. The deletious thtrt were
made are in;lieated in the footnotes to Table 5 of the preent chapter,
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4. For the 147 corporations included in the net profits sam-
ple of beverage, food, and drug corporations, the average

burden of North Carolina state and local taxes was found
to be 29.33 percent of the North Carolina net profits of
these corporations, as allocated by the Massachusetts

formula.
A comparison of each of the figures of column 1 thus yields

a comparison of the average tax burdens measurecl bg th,e North
Carolitza boak aalue of tnngible yroperty for each of the 18 types

of corporate businesses of thd sample. Similarly, a comparison of

each of the figures of column 4 yields a comparison of the aver-

age tax burdens measured by North carolhw gross receipfs for
each of the 18 types of corporate businesses of the sample' The

same kind of comparison is produced by an examination of the

incliviclual figures of columns ? and 10, for the payroll and net

profits measures resPectivelY.
Columns 3, 6, 9, and 12 of Table 1 show the ranks for each

of the 18 industrial types for each of the four measures of tax
burdens within North Carolina. The highest tax burdens are

indicatecl by the figure 1, and the lowest tax burdens are indi-
cated by the figr-rre 18. Thus, column 3 indicates that, by the book

aalue 'nleaswe, the highest average tax burdens lvere borne by

the finance corporations, lvhereas the lowest average tax bur-
dens were borne by the agriculture and extractive corporations.
The figures of column 6 indicate that, ba tlue gross receipts
nleusllre, the highest average tax burdens were borne by the

miscellaneoLls corporation group, whereas the lowest average

tzrx burdens were borne by the beverage, food, and drug group.

The figures of column 9 indicate that, by the 'payroll rne'osure,

the highest average tax burdens were borne by the service cor-
porations, whereas the lowest average tax burdens lvere borne
'by the "other manufacturing" corporations. The figures of col-
umn 12 indicate that, for the net profits n1'ea's'2lre, the highest
average tax burdens were borne by the public utility group'
whereas the lowest average tax burdens were borne by the
"other manufacturing" corporations. Similar meanings may be

attached to each of the other figures in each of the rank columns
of Table 1.

Table 2 provides the same kind of information as Table 1,

except that Table 2 describes median tax burdens whereas
Table 1 describes mean tax burdens. Thus, the figure at the bot-
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TABLE 2

MEDIAN STATE AND LOCAL TAX BURDENS FOR NORTH CAROLINA BY FOUR TAX BURDEN MEASURES AND BY TYPE OF BUSINESS
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tomofcolumnlofTable2indicatesthathalfoftheS'044cor-
;;;;;i";; i;cluded in the book value measure had tax burdens

Ereater than 2.43 p"t""tt of book value and half had tax bur-

il;. les. il""l-ag p"t"""t of book value' Similarly' the figure at

thebottomofcolumn4indicatesthathalfoftheS'169corpora-
tions included in tft" gtott receipts measure had tax burdens

greater t'han .T}percent of gross reeeipts and half had tax bur-

dens less than .72 percent of gross receipts' Similar interpreta-

tions may be provided for the figures at the bottom of columns

7 and 10, for ilr" pr]lori-""J ""i 
profits measures respectively.

For the book value"-"""u'* of tax burdens the highest median

tax burdens were iound to be those borne by the finance cor-

porations. The lowest were those borne by the agaiculture and

extractive corporations' For the 194 corpoiations included in the

book value measure for finance 
"o"po'*tiotts' 

the median value

was 10.03 percent- Thus, half of the 194 corporation-s -had 
tax

burdens higher tf,t" iO'irg percent of book value and half had

tax burdens lower than 10'03 percent of book value' For agri-

culture and extractive corpomtio"*' -however' 
half of the 69

corporations inctual ln- tfte book value measure had tax bur-

dens higher than iG pttt""t of book value and half had tax

futa""t lower than 1'06 percent of book value'

For the ,ro.* toJpt" 
^*""*o'e' the highest median tax bur-

dens were found to be those borne by the miscellaneous cor-

porations. Uatt oi tfrl 67 
"o'porations 

in the sample had tax

burdens that extracted *ot" than 3'92 percent of \orth Caro-

lina gross t*"ipt*-*ftile half had tax burdens that extracted

less than s.sz percJ oi North carolina gross receipts. At the

opporitu end oi ttre scate, half of the 26 tobacco manufacturers

in the sample had tax burdens that extracted more than '39

percent of gross .*"Liptt in North Carolina while half had tax

burdens that extiacted less than '39 percent of gross receipts

in North Carolina-
For the payroll measure (columns 7' 8' and g) public utility

corporations were first in the rankings' Half of 
-the -126 

cor-

porations included in the payroll sample had tax bu-rdens that

exceeded g.ae perce-nt of fiottf' Carolina payroll *!ll" half had

tax burdens that were lower than 9.43 percent of North caro-

lina payroll. Construetion corporations exhibited the lowest tax

burdens as measured by the payroll element' Ilalf of the 132

construction corlrcrations in ihe payroll sample had tax bur-

'-ti I
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dens that exceeded 2.05 percent of payroll, while half had tax
burdens that were less than 2.05 percent of payroll.

Finally, for the net profit measure of tax burdens, the highest
tax burdens were found for publie utilities and the lowest tax
burdens were found for the miscellaneous group. Half of the
107 public utility corporations bore tax burdens greater than
37.07 percent of the net profits assignable to North Carolina.
Half had tax burdens less than 37.0? percent of net proflts. For
the miscellaneous corporations, however, half of the 47 corpora-
tions included in the measure had tax burdens greater than
11.28 percent of net profits whereas half had tax burdens less

than 11.28 percent of net proflts.
At first sight the figures of Tables 1 and 2 appear to offer

little but an extremely confused picture of corporate tax burdens
within North Carolina. In terms of the ranks shown in Table 1,

should textile manufacturers be ranked sixteenth, fourteenth,
or eighth among the eighteen business types? Or, in terms of the
ranks shown in Table 2, should textile manufacturers be ranked
seventeenth, thirteenth, or twelfth? Any one of these ranks is
possible, since each is represented in the four tax burden meas-
urements for the mean and median tax burdens. Should service
eorporations be ranked first, second, third, fourth, eleventh, or
thirteenth? Should public utility corporations be ranked first,
second, or third? Should forest products manufacturers be
ranked tenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, or seventeenth?

To answer these questions unequivocally and to provide a
definite ranking position for each of the corporate types in the
sample it would be necessary to select one of the measures of
tax burdens as the besf measure for all of the corporate types
in the analysis. But it i.s the orgu.ment of the present stufl'g tluat
s',tch selectian is not possible. The book value measure of tax
burdens must be assumed to be differently applied to finance
corporations than to manufacturing corporations, so that if the
measure is "best" for one it cannot be "best" for the other. Sim-
ilarly, the gross receipts yardstick must be assumed to apply
differently to corporations with a large markup and a high rate
of turnover than to corporations with a small markup and a low
rate of turnover. The payroll measure has a different appear-
ance for corporations such as service corporations, for whom
labor is typieally an important factor of production, than for
public utility qnterprises,. fo1 grany of whqm labqr is a. relaJively
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minor factor of production. The net profit measure applies im-

perfectly to enterprises that exhibit cyclical fluctuations in earn-

ings rvhile it applies more accurately to enterprises that are

relatively steady with respect to earnings.
Thus, all of the measures have their faults. All illustrate the

fact that the ruler itself tends to change length as it is applied

to different types of enterprises. If it were possible to determine

the extent of the change in the length of the ruler (or even the

rlirection of the change) it would be possible to adjust the figures

to assure a representation of variations in nothing but tax bur-

clens. As it is, however, the figures of Table 1 and Table 2 reflect

changes in both the tax burdens and the yardstick used to meas-

ure the tax burdens. Beoause of tlt'is d,i'ffi,culttt, TLo one of the

nxeasw'es slt'own in Tabte 1 or Table 2 mw be considered to be

an al,equnte reyresentation of the olistribution of Nwth Caro-

linals cwporate tan burderc.
No statistical manipulations can fully overcome this basic

limitation of the measurements themselves i/ tlue purpose of the

armWsis is to d,etermine a prec'ise set of ranki'ngs for each of the

18 tEpes of busimess in the satnple. In the face of such an effec-

tive indictment of the measures of tax burdens, the analyst of
comparative tax burdens has no choice but to accept the in-
evitable and to adjust his purposss-fie relax the demands he

places upon the raw materials, to be content with wider margins
of error, and to search for indications rather than for proof. It
is in this spirit that the results of the present study are analyzed'.

The resolution of these difficulties is based, in the present
study, upon the principle of consistency. It seems clear that the
results would lend themselves to confident interpretation if one

of the corporate groups were found to occupy the first position
for all four measures of tax burdens. For such a group it would
be difficult to deny the claim that a high-tax rank should be
assigned. It would not be impossible to support such a claim,
but it would be difficult. Similarly, if a business type were found
to rank eighteenth on all four measures there conld be little
doubt that the business type deserved a low-tax ranking. Of
course, if it could be shown that the individual measures pro-
dueed biases which worked in the same direction, a measure
based upon the consistency of the ranking positions would not
be valid. But such effects are not at all probable. One of the
measures is a balance sheet measure. Three of the measures are

131
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profit and loss measures. One of the profit and loss measures
is taken from the expense side of the corporate aecounts. T\ro
of the profit and loss measures are taken from the income side
of the corporate accounts. The two income measures are taken
from opposite ends of the income scale, so that there are many
opportunities for intercorporate variation in the figures whieh
lie between the two extremes. There is thus no reason to sup-
pose that any biases which would tend to establish a particular
set of rankings for one of the measures would tend to establish
the same set of rankings for another measure. In other words,
there is no reason to suppose that the cunsistenng of the four
measiures is the result of anything but the tax burden element.

Nevertheless, it is apparent from the figures of Tables 1 and 2
that no corporate type shows perfect consistency in its ranking
for the four measures. No type of business shows a number 1

ranking or a number 12 ranking for all four of the tax burden
measure$. This lack of perfect consistency requires a further
relaxation of the demands placed upon the analysis. In this case,
the method emphasizes the determination of a high tax area' of
ranks rather than the determination of a set of specific rank-
ing positions. If it is impossible to say which type of business is
consistently first in the rankings it may be possible to say which
type of business is consistently among the fi.rst f,ae ranking
positions. Similarly, it may be possible to determine which of
the business types consistently occupies the last five ranking
positions (ranks 14 through 18), in order to determine those
business types which are consistently subject to low North
Carolina tax burdens.

Table 3 was designed to illustrate this approach for the
arithmetic mean tax burdens. Table 4 was designed to illustrate
this approach for the median tax burdens. These two tables con-
stitute the main intrastate tax burden comparison of the present
study.

The first three columns of Table 3 represent the relatively
high tax ranks. The last three columns of Table 3 represent the
relatively low tax ranks. The figures shown in Table 3 were
obtained from a count of the number of times each of the busi-
ness types fell within certain ranges in the rank columns of
Table l. Thus, line A of Table 1 shows that agriculture and ex-
traetive corporations had ranks of 18, 6, 7, and 2 for the four
tax burden measures. Three of these ranks were within the
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first nine ranking positions, so that the flgure 3 is entered in

columnlofTables.orrlyoneoftherankswaswithinthefirst
ioi ,^nbi"g positions, so that the figure 1 is entered in column

2 of Table 3. Two of the four tax burden measures shown for

agriculture and extractive corporations were higher than the

cJrresponding measures for the total sample, so that the figure

2 is enlered in column B of Table 3. (For this last item compare

lh" g.gr figure at the top of column 4 of Table 1 with the figure

2.38 at the bottom of column 4 of Table 1' Compare also the

figu"" 49.30 at the top of column 10 of Table 1 with the figure

oi gl.sS at the bottom of column 10 of Table 1) '
Since there are 18 groups and 18 possible ranking positions'

column 1 of Table s divides the ranking positions equally. It
indicates, in other words, the lower half of the ranking num-

bers. (This is the same thing as saying that it indicates the

upper half of the tax burden scale, since the highest tax bur-

a".r, ut" given the lowest positions in the rankings) ' Since

column 2 of Table 3 describes the number of times a particular

corporate type falls into the fitst fi'ue rankings, it might be con-

sidered to represent the very high tax burdens'

careful consideration of the figures of column 2 of Table 3 will
show two patterns of consistency. Public utitity and recreation

and amusement corporations are each represented by the- figUre

4 in column 2. In other usard's, these busi'ness types ru'nked sonle-

where i,n tlue fi'rst fwe posr'tion's f or each' of the four tan burden

nxeaa'ures. (The public utility rankings in Table 1 are 3' 3' 3'

and 1. The recreation and amusement rankings in Table L ate 2,

5, 4, and 5). At the other end of the scale, eight business groups

are ranked in the first five positions for none of the tax burden

measures. For public utility and recreation and amusement

corporations it may be inferred, from column 2 of Table 3' that

these types of businesses were consistently in the "very highl'

tax rankings. For those corporations represented by the figure

0 in column 2 it may be inferred that these trpes of businesses

were consistently nnt in the "very high" tax rankings. (This'

however, is not to say that they were consistently in the "very
low" tax rankings).

Columns 4, 5, and 6 of Table 3 describe the low tax ranks'

column 5 might be said to describe the "very low" tax ranks.

The highest figure shown in column 5 is 3. This figure relates to
the forest produets manufacturers, textile mauufacturefs' and
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the "other manufacturers" group. we may conclude that these
groups were consistently in the low tax area. The 7 zeros which
appear in column 5 indicate the consistently not very low tax
groups.

It should be noted that the figures of any one of the columns
in Table 3 do not indieate the mngnitud,e of tax burden differ-
ences between corporate groups. It may not be inferred that a
figure of 4 indicates a tax burden that is twice as large as that
represented by a figure of 2. The figures of rable 3 indicate only
the consi,stmcy with which corporate types appeared in the
selected ranking positions.

Although definitive statements are difficurt for the groups be-
tween the two extremes, a careful examination of rable B will
indicate a surprising degree of eonsistency for the extremes
themselves. In column 2, for examplg for only two types of
business may the data be considered indecisive. Miscellaneous
corporations and unclassified trade corporations are represented
by the figure 2 in column 2 of Table 3. In other words, on two
out of four measures these enterprises were ranked among the
very high tax corporations. The miscellaneous corporations were
among the first nine ranking positions for all four measures. The
inference seems clear that these corporations must be includecl
with the high or the very high tax groups. This is especially the
case when it is considered that for none of the measures were
these corporations among the low or the very row tax ranks.
The interpretation of the unclassified trade group must be some-
what the same as that for the miscellaneous corporations,
although the confidence attached to the interpretation is some-
what reduced by the fact that these enterprises were included
in the first nine ranks only three times and in the last nine
ranks only once.

The evidence at the other end of the tax burden scale appears
almost equally convincing. Forest products manufacturers were
among the last nine ranks (the row-tax ranks) ail four times.
Three of these rankings were among the very low tax group.
Mineral, chemical, and metals manufacturers v/ere also in the
last nine ranks all four times. These corporations were in the
last five ranks two out of four times. Textile manufacturers were
among the first nine ranks once, but were never among the first
five ranks. They were, on the contrarg among the lnst hve ranks
three out of four times. The "other manufacturingi' group shows
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almost the same pattern as the textile group. Beverage, food,

and drug corporations must, by this method, be considered to
be subjeet to relatively low North carolina taxation. This group

was among the last nine ranks three times and among the last
five ranks for two of the tax burden measures. The equipment
and supplies group was among the last nine ranks all four times,
although it was never in the very low tax rankings.

From Table 3, then, it is possible to isolate, in a fairly clear
s,ay, those types of corporations subject to relatively high and

relatively low average taxes in North carolina. The relntiaely
high tnfr enterprises are the pt'blic utility corporatimts, the rec-

rutt'ion and amntsement corporatiotts, and the seraice corporo'
tions. The relati,uely Law ta,r enterprises are the forest prod'ucts

m,anafacturers; th,e nuineral, chemical, and metol,s mnn;u'facttn-

ers; the teutile manufacturers; ,the "other mnn;u'facturing"
gr@rp; the beaerage, fooil, and drug group (in the trord'e cate'
goru) ; and,, to a,Iesser entent, the equi'pment and' suryli'es grory
(a,lso i,n th,e trol,e m,tegorg).

The consistency of the manufacturing corporations is partic-
ularly significant. Manufacturing corporations are indicated, in
Table 3, by the footnote referencer. They include the six groups

labeled D, E, F, G, H, and I. All of these groups, with the pos-

sible exception of tobacco manufacturers, are consistently located
in the low tax rankings. Tobaeco manufacturers are in a mar-
ginal position in this respect, showing almost as much tendency
to lie in the high tax area as in the low tax area. Although the

food and feed manufacturers are not as clearly established in
the low tax area as are the other manufacturing groups, there
can be little question that the tax burdens on this group tend to
be relatively low. Food and feed manufacturers were located

among the first five ranks only once. They were located among

the last nine ranks three times and among the last five ranks
twice.

The figures of Table 4 were constructed in the same way as

the figures of Table 3 except that the former relate to the median

tax burdens shown in Table 2 rather than to the mean tax bur-
dens shown in Table 1. Although the results of Table 2 are not
exacily comparable with the results of Table 1, they nevertheless

indicate that -inanufacturing corporations tend to be low tax
groups in North Carolina. Food and feed manufacturers, how-
ever, appear to have glored out of tbe low-tax groupi while to-
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bacco manufacturers have moved further into it. In terms of the
median tax burden, beverage, food, and drug corporations appear
to have moved to a somewhat higher plateau than the one they
occupied for the mean tax burdens. The same thing is true, to a
lesser extent, of the equipment and supplies g:roup. It is just as
clear, however, that public utility corporations, recreation and
amusement corporations, and service corporations are the con-
sistently high tax groups among North Carolina corporations.2

It must be emphasized that these comparisons are valid in the
average sense only. It is quite possible that some ind,iuidual cor-
porations in group G, for example, have tax burdens that exceed
the aaerage tax burden of group L, even though the average tax
burden of group L exceeds the average tax burden of group G.

It must also be observed that the only group test made in the
present representative sample approach is the test of the tax
burden differentials between the seaeral tupes of busi,nesses.
The possibility exists that this test conceals a very important
classification of a different sort. It may be, for example, that
high tax burdens are related to the size of the corporation as
much as to the type of business conducted by the corporation.
There are, indeed, some strong indications (although no proof)
that such is the case for many of the groups shown. Textile
manufacturing enterprises are, on the whole, larger than service
corporations, and forest products manufacturers are generally
larger than agriculture and extractive corporations, at least in
North Carolina. If these size relationships are correct, and if
they prevail for other types of enterprises, it would seem that
tax burdens in North Carolina tend to be larger for relatively
small corporations than for relatively large corporations. This
may, in fact, be a more significant explanation of the variations
in intercorporate tax burdens than the explanation implied by
the analysis of business types. There are good theoretical reasons
for supposing that there exists a significant inverse relationship
between the size of corporate enterprises and the magnitude of
the tax burdens upon corporate enterprises. Unfortunately, there
was insufficient time to test this hypothesis, but the possibility
should not be neglected in an interpretation of the results.

2- Although each of thee megue of cahal t€ndency hu its own uniqu€ contribu-
tione. to make to an undentanding of the distribution of tax burdens within North
Garolina, the arithm€tic mean is prcbably the more useful for prsent purposes, if
only beeuse its value is influenced by ille tize of the tax burdens.
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In general, no attempt has been made in the present study
to discover the reasons for the tax burden differentials discov-

ered. And no attempt has been made to examine the differentials
between the several sub-groups which comprise most of the in-
dustrial classifications. An analysis of the reasons for tax bur-
clen differentials as between the major industrial classifications
might well begin with an examination of the differences between

the sub-groups described, in tabular form, in Chapter IV. It may

be, for example, that one of the high tax burden strata described

above contains sub-groups which are, on the average, subjeet

to relatively low taxation. The same thing may be true in reverse

for those business types described as low tax groups. With a
finer classification of tax burdens it might be possible to move

closer to the establishment of a relationship between tax bur-
dens and particular elements of the North Carolina tax struc-
ture which are known to have narrow application. In the same

sense, it may be desirable to establish the relationship between
the size of tax burdens and the character of the corporate char-
ter. There may, in other words, be significant differences be-

tween the tax burdens of foreign corporations and those of
domestic corporations.

Unfortunately, none of these additional tests was possible in
the present study. But the raw materials of the study are avail-
able in such a form as to facilitate such analyses at a later date.
The data may be rearranged to illustrate the relationship be-

tween tax burdens and the size of the sample corporations and
Lhe relationship between tax burdens and the character of the
corporate charter, as well as to develop a more detailed analysis
of all or any one of the business types described in the present
study.

Tan burden d,i,fferences uithin industriol, typest
By any of the commoll statistical tests which may be applied

to a random stratifled sample in order to describe the spread of
the individual measures within any of the sample strata or with-
in the total sample the dispersion of the data appears to be rela-
tively large. There are, in other words, important differences

9. Mucb of the discussion in this section is, of nesity, smewhat technical in charac-
ter. As erplained in Chapter IV, the methods usd. are those which are the common
etatistical tols of decriptive analysis. T'he m€oing: and construction of the several
msuE nay readily be discovered in any beginning or intemediate statistical text-
bok. In rny event, the lay reder may well mit sll but th€ first few paragmphq of
this seetion withou! disturbing thc narralivg of t[e pigca,
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between the tax burdens borne by individual corporations even
within the same business eategory. This relatively high degree
of dispersion is common to all of the measures of tax burdens
selected for the present study.

To a considerable extent the dispersion of the individual tax
burden measurements comes from the fact that a relatively
small number of corporations was found to bear tax burdens
(by any one of the measures) that are a good deal higher than
the burdens borne by those corporations which comprise the
bulk of any one sample stratum. In technical terminology, the
data exhibit a marked skewness to the right, with a bunching
of the data toward the lower end of the measure and with
a number of individual measures spread among the higher
values. The presence of this pronounced skewness makes the
application of some of the measures of absolute dispersion rather
academic. But it is possible to develop a measure to facilitate a
comparison of the relative dispersion of one stratum with the
relative dispersion of another-to test, in other words, the de-
gree of internal variation of one business t3rye as compared with
the degree of internal variation of another business type.n

(a) The ro)'tlge

The absolute range of the data is described in Table 5 for each
of the business types and for the entire sample for each of the
measures of tax burdens. For the book'ralue measure, for exam-
ple, the widest absolute range is exhibited by group R, the un-
classified trade category. The narrowest range is exhibited by
the D Broup, the food and feed manufacturers. For the book
value measure the range of the total sample is shown at the bot-
tom of column 3 of Table 5. The calculated ratios of total state
and local taxes to total North Carolina book value of tangible
property (expressed as a percent) for inl,iai,ihnl corporation^s
extended from a low of .02 percent to a high of. 548.23 percent,
to provide a range of. 548.21percent.5 The absolute range of the
data for each of the other tax burden measures is described in
columns 4 tn 12, inclusive, of Table 5.

The usefulness of the range is greatly diminished by the fact
that there are, in most of the series, signifieant discontinuities

,1. The elculations by which the several mruum of dispenion were derived are shown
in Appadir A. They are, howqer, ghown only fc ttre total sample for each of the
tax burden medur6, in view of the masa of fgue thrt would have to be included
in order to illustrate the prccesa for the 16 bwines tytg.

5. The mge is, of course, stat€d to exclude thce mgures which were deletcd. All
deletions m shown in the fotnots to Table 5.
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in the higher values. Its usefulness as a comparative device is
disturbed by the fact that different numbers of corporations are
included in each of the sample strata. It is useful, however, in
describing the extremes to which the tax structure can go in
imposing burdens upon individual corporations. To the heavily
taxed firm the extremes of the range are undoubtedly significant.
(b) The staniloril d,eaintion:

As a measure of the dispersion or the spread of the individual
measures around the mean of the series the standard deviation
is both the most common and the most useful. In the present
case, however, the usefulness of the standard deviation is severe-
ly restricted by the high degree of skewness in each of the series.
rf the data were arranged in such a fashion as to approximate
a normal, bell-shaped curve, the standard deviation for each of
the classes could be interpreted somewhat as follows: if the
value of the standard deviation were added to and subtracted
from the value of the arithmetic mean of the series approxi-
mately 68.27 percent of the individual measures would lie within
the limits so determined. Thus, Table 6 column 1 shows a value
for the standard deviation of the agriculture and extractive
corporations (by the book value measure) of 7.0L76. The value
of the mean for this group is 2.72 (see Table 1, column 1). Adding
the value of the standard deviation to the value of the mean yields
an upper limit of 9.7376. subtracting the value of the standard
deviation from the value of the mean yields a lower limit that
is a negative quantity, which, for our purposes, may be assumed
to be zero. If the distribution of individual corporate measures
of tax burdens for the agriculture and extractive group were
normal, approximately 68.27 percent of the items would lie with-
in the rang€ 0.000 to 9.7g76.In fact, however, approximately g?
percent of the items lie within this range. This is the case be-
cause the calculation of the standard deviation is influenced by
the few high values for the "very high tax burden corporations"
within the agriculture and extractive group.

This pattern is common to all of the groups and to all of the
tax burden measures. of the ?6 standard deviation values shown
in Table 6 (one for each of the business types and for each of
the tax burden measures) only six have a value less than that of
the mean. This high value for the standard deviation includes
all of the measures below the mean, For slighily skewed distri-
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STANDARD DEVIATION: STATE AND LOCAL TAX tsURD6NS FOR NORTH CAROLINA BY F'OUR TAX BURDEN MEASURES AND BY TYPE
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butions it is normal for all of the measures below the mean to be
included within the distance measured by the mean minus tlwee
standard deviations, but it is unusual for this result to be asso-
eiated with the lower limit established by one standard devia-
tion.

The usefulness of the standard deviation as a measure of the
dispersion of the data in the individual strata or in the sample as
a whole is thus limited by the abnormality of the series. For this
reason, the standard deviation is used in the present study
merely as the foundation of other, somewhat more revealing
calculations.

(c) The coefi,ci,eit of uarintion
The standard deviation flgures shown in Table 6 are not sub-

ject to easy comparison as between the several business types.
This is the case because the arithmetic means of the sample
strata are different. The calculation of the coefficient of varia-
tion provides a measure of relatiae dispersion by the simple de-
vice of expressing the standard deviation as a percent of the
arithmetic mean with which it is associated. The results of these
calculations are shown in Table 7.

A comparison of the individual figures of column 1 of Table 7
(and of the rank figures in column 2) shows that the greatest
internal variation by the book value measure is that for the
"other manufacturing" group. The least internal variation is
that for the food and feed manufacturers.

For the gross receipts measure the greatest internal variation
is exhibited by the equipment and supplies group in the trade
category, whereas the least internal variation is exhibited by the
automotive trade corporations.

Food and feed manufacturers show the greatest variation for
the payroll measure, whereas the mineral, chemical, and metals
manufacturers show the least variation.

Finally, for the net proflt measure textile manufacturers show
the greatest variation between individual corporations. The least
amount of variation for this measure is shown by the beverage,
food, and drug companies.

The coefficient of variation may also be used to indicate whieh
of the tax burden n'LecLs'Itres produces the least variation for each
of the business types. Thus, for the agriculture and extractive
corporations the least internal variation is exhibited when state
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and local taxes are expressed as a percent of the net profits of the

corporations in the sample. The same thing is true for construc-

tion corporations, even though the net profits measure does not

produce the lorvest ranking position for this business type. For

construction companies the lowest ranking position is associated

with the gross receiPts measure.

TESTS OF RELIABILITY AND SIGNIFICANCE

Two common statistieal tests were applied to determine, first,

the reliability of the sample means and, second, the significance

of the differences between the arithmetic means of each of the

sample classes. Each of these tests was, of course' applied to all

four measures of tax burdens.

The staatd,ard error of sam'ple rne&ns

The stanclard error of sample means is designed to test the

reliability of the sample arithmetic means as estimates of the

means oi ttt" populations from which the samples were selected'

For example, Table 1 shows the arithmetic mean of the service

corporations by the book value measure (column 1) to be 5'35

percent. This value was obtained through the selection of a sam-

pte of approximately 15 percent of the total number of corpora-

iiorrs i.,cluded in this category in North Carolina. If a second

sample of the same size had been selected from the same popula-

tion the calculated arithmetic mean would probably not have

been exactly 5.35 percent. Assuming random processes through-

out, the difference between these two sample means could be

explained only by the operation of chance factors in the sampling

oplration. If the sampling operation were repeated many times

ur,a it many arithmetic means were calculated, the arithmetic

means would tend to form a normal curve, even thongh the pop-

ulation from which the samples were drawn was not normally
distributed. For a very large number of such samples, the normal

curve of arithmetic means would be distributed around the true

arithmetic mean of the population, i.e., the true arithmetic mean

of all of the corporations in the service category'

Unfortunatdly, however, it was not possible to conduct an in-

finite number of samples of any category in the total popula-

tion. only one sample was taken from each stratum, and only

one arithmetic mean was calculated for each stratum. The prob-

lem, then, is to determine the reliability of the sample 4e4rl
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uctunlLy calculntecl as an estimate of the true mean of the total
populaiion from which the sample was drawn. This is the func-

lion of the so-called standard error of the mean. Reliability in
this sense can, of course, be determined only in terms of proba-

bilities rather than in terms of certainties'
The values for the standard error of the means are shown, for

each of the classes and for each of the tax burden measures, in

Table 8. The interpretation of selected items shown in Table 8 is

as follows:
1. The arithmetic mean of the sample drawn from the agri-

culture and extractive corporations for the book value

measure is 2.72 percent (Table 1 column 1) ' The value

ofthestandarderrorofthemeanis.s58percent.Ifthis
value is subtracted from the mean and added to the mean

theresultinglimitsarel.862percentandS.ST8percent.
lVe may make the statement that the true mean of the pop-

ulation lies somewhere between these two limits. The

statementmay,however,betrueorfalse'Butifwewere
to select a large number of samples of the same size from

thesamepopulation,computethesamekindsoflimits
around each of the calculated arithmetic means, and make

the same statements about the location of the true mean of
the population as estimated from the mean of each sample,

approximately 68 percent of such statements would be

correct.6
2. The arithmetic mean of the sample drawn from the popu-

lation of textile manufacturers for the gross receipts meas-

ure of tax burdens is 1.1? percent (Table 1, column 4) ' The

value of the standard error of the mean is '235 percent

(Table8,column4).Ifthisvalueissubtractedfromthe
mean and added to the mean the resulting limits are '935
percent and 1.405 percent. The statement that the true
mean of the population lies between these limits may be

true or false. But if the same operation were repeated

many times and similar statements made each time, the

statements would be correct 68 times out of 100'

similar interpretations may be applied to each of the stand-

ard error figures of Table 8. For present purposes, then, it may

be assumed that the "mean limits" associated with each standard

l. fr--ootA be rmible ,to detemine timits estsblished by subtracting and adding twice

the standsrd emr and [frr"" ii*""-ttt. stmderd error, to,show- the-90 percent probabilitv

limits mil tte sg perce;i-prou.liiitv limits respeciivelv' The 68 percent probabilitv

iilil; ;.t", bo*""s, thought to be edequate for pment DUIXx]6'
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error value describe the limits of the true mean of the population

in terms of a 68 percent probability. with this understanding,

it is possible to summarize the results to show that the means

of each of the strata are equal to the mean values shown in Table

1 plus or minus the corresponding standard error values shown

in Table 8.

The z test

Under normal circumstances the so-called "z test" provides a

test of the significance of the difference between the means of
the several classifications in the sample. Table 1 states the fact
that differences between the several types of businesses do exist.

It shows, further, that these differences exist for each of the tax
burden measures selected for analysis. The problem now under
discussion involves the question of the significance of these dif-
ferences. Are the clifferences between the means small enough to
be attributecl to chance factors (that is, to all of the factors not
inclucled in the classification system itself), or does the fact of
classification appear as a necessary part of the explanation of
the difterences ? This is the question which the z test seeks to
answer. By this test the variation of individual tax burdens

within all of the groups of business enterprises is compared with
the variation of the tax burdens between business groups.

For the book value measure of tax burdens the value of z is
1.515.7 From specially-prepared tables it can be shown that, for
a sample of the size of that considered in the "book value"
measure of tax burdens the differences between the eighteen
class averages are too great to be attributed to chance. The
chances of obtaining a value for z of 1.515 are, in fact, mueh less

than 1 out of 1000. From the evidence of the z test it must be

concluded that the tax burdens of the eighteen business groups

are not only different, but, in the statistical sense' si'gni'frnantlA
different. Approximately the same thing is true for the other
measures of tax burdens. In every case the chances of obtaining
a z value as high as that found for each of the measures is lsss

than 1 out of 1000, so that chance may, for all practical purposes'
be ruled out as an explanalion of the differences betlveen the tax
burdens for the eighteen classes of North Carolina corporations,

Even on the assumption of the full validity of the z test, how-
ever, the proof of the significanee qf the ql4seification by tytrles

?' The basic ealculations for ths fgpg s vcrpeg (tgf g3..! -"1 lhg !"{ bur{e mesures}
are shom in Appendix A,
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the quantitative problem of the si'ze of the differences; the sec-

ond involves the qualitative problem of zuhE these differences
exist.

From the standpoint of practical policy it is, of course, ex-
tremely important to know that most manufacturing enter-
prises are subjected to relatively light tax burdens in North
Carolina as compared, for example, with public utilities and
several types of trade and service corporations. But it is also
important to know how large the differences are between the
high tax area and the low tax area. For any one of the tax
burden measures adopted for the present study it is, of course,
possible to determine the degree of tax burden differences be-

tween industrial types-either in terms of the mean, the median,
or any of the other deviees of statistical deduction which may
be used to describe representatiie tax burdens for a sample
selected from a larger population. But in determining which
corporate types are in the high tax braekets and which in the
low tax brackets the methods of the present study have utilized
a combination approach, by which conclusions were restricted
to those which could be derived from an analysis of ranks and
ranking frequencies. Although leading to somervhat imprecise
answers, this combination method appeared to be the only defen-
sible method available for the handling of basic data that were
asfuzzy as those of the present study. Unfortunately, an analysis
of ranks and ranking frequencies does not permit a measure-
ment of the magnitude of the differences between business types.

It is probable that the combination approach adopted in the
present study will arouse objections in individual businessmen.
When, in the business world, an attempt is made to establish
comparisons similar to those of the present study, the emphasis
is usually placed upon the position of the firm initiating the
analysis in relation to other firms in the same industry. As such,
the analysis is aimed at a clarification of the competitive rela-
tionships within the industry. For these purposes it may be quite
legitimate to develop the comparison in terms of a single meas-
ure of tax burdens. It is to be expected that much less opportu-
nity for non-tax variation exists uitlt'in any narrowly-defined
industry than betweez industries. But the present study is neces-

sarily committed to an analysis of tax burdens across industrial
lines, so that the use of a single measure could seriously distort
the results,
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The qualitative problem of why there are differences between

business types has tr""" ul*o*t totally ignored in the present

anaiysis of intrastatu t"" burclens' Why' for example' does the

North Carolina tax system appear to fall more heavily upon

.,rhlic utilitv enterprises and service corporations than upon

il;; *unut".tu"ing enterprises and some trading corpora-

tions? Why are there large differences between the tax burdens

borne by individu*i 
"orp-orutions 

within each of the industrial

groups? These are questions that can be answered only by a

thorough examinatiJn of the tax laws and of the manner in

;t.h Inu*" tax laws are applied to the several business types'

Ir, thuory, the income tax and the property tax tend to be pro-

;;di";;i levies, that is, thev tend to produce tax burdens which

lr. p*oportional to the ability of the corporation to pay taxes'

In practice however, this tendency ma-y be effectively frustrated

UV 
^uA*irrirtrative practices that bear little or no relationship to

the tax laws- The p.ope'ty tax is likely to be a nrime offender

inthisrespeet.In-addition,thetaxstructurecontainsspecial
provisions of one sort or another which may differently affect

the several business types' Such, for example' might be the

special methods uppri"d io public 
-utilities 

for the determination

of the franchise tax uanitiiy or for the allocation of total cor-

;;** income to North Carolina' And since the public utility

categorycontainsfranchisetruckingcorporations,thespecial
fuel taxes might also be significant in creating disproportionate

burdens for the whole puniic utility category' Similarly' special

in"o*u tax provisions, such as depletion allowances and the

provisions to. "-.ig"ncy 
amorti zat'ion, apply to some types of

iorporations and t of to Lttt"tt' Finally, part of the North Car-

olina tax structure makes no attempt to lew taxes that are in

any way designed to impose proportional burdens' Business

licenses and other special levies tend to falt into this category'

To the extent that small corporations pay approximately the

same dollar amounts of such taxes as do large corporations, the

taxburdensaregreateruponsmallcorporationsthanuponlarge
corporations. If, then, some business classifications are eomposed

primarily of small corporations while other business classifica-

tions are composed of large corporations, the effect of such

levies would be to plaee the former classifications high in the tax

burden rankings and to place the latter business types low in

the tax burden rankings. None of these possibilities was seri-
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ously considered in the present study, however, so that an im-
portant analytical task has yet to be performed in the explora-
tion of intrastate tax burdens in North Carolina.

Even in the restricted sense in which the findings of the pres-

ent study are offered, it must be understood that no final and

complete proof is claimed. Because of the nature of the materials
it is possible to claim only that the distribution of North Caro-
lina's corporate tax burdens is strongly suggested by the results
of the foregoing analysis. It is firmly believed, however, that
the methods adopted in the present study produce answers which
are as complete and as definite as possible in this difficult area
of analysis. Combined with the suggested analyses which the
present findings will support, the results would seem to max-
imize the evidence upon which practical policy may be based.

THE INTERSTATE COMPARISON

The interstate comparison of tax burdens supported by the
findings of the representative sample method is contained in
Tables 9 and 10. Because of the manner in which the sample
of interstate corporations was selected, the results cannot, of
course, be justified by the same arguments applied to the North
Carolina sample analysis. The interstate material does provide
a useful guide but it cannot be said to offer irrefutable proof of
the character and the magnitude of the tax burden differentials
between states. Table 9 shows average tax burdens for all types
of businessesand for the eleven Southeastern states and "all
other states" expressed as an index series with the North Caro-
lina average tax burden assumed equal to 100. It should be noted
that the North Carolina burdens were measured only for those
corporations showing multi-state tax payments, so that the
North Carolina figures are not the same as those for the total
North Carolina sample described in the intrastate analysis. The
data of the interstate comparison are not in such condition as

to support the application of the more sophisticated statistical
techniques applied to the intrastate analysis.

Table 9 shows that North Carolina levies tax burdens which,
by the net profit measure, are the heaviest of any of the states
represented. For this measure Virginia and Tennessee are the
close iompetitors of North Carolina, while Arkansas, Georgia,
and Florida appear as low tax states. By the gross receipts
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measure, North carolina is shown to occupy third position in the

rankings, well behinJ--,q.rt urr*** and Kentucky, but far above

Louisiana and Alanam'' gv th" payroll measure North Carolina

is shown to be in t *o"h mo'e comfortable position' Six states

appear to levy higher tax burdens upon multi-state corporations

than does North C;;Ii"", with Mississippi at the top of the

list. At the other 
"''d-ot 

the rankings, Arkansas is shown to levy

tax burdens that "." '1"* 
ftalf the size of those levied by North

Carolina. By the book value measure- North Carolina is shown

to o""up, seventh position in the rankings'

outofthetwelverankpositionsNorthCarolinafallsintothe
first three positions for two of the four measures' In this respect'

North Carolina is similar to Mississippi and Tennessee- Vir-

*i"it too"trs, by this test, to be the highest taxing state' occupy-

ing one or another of the first three positions three times out of

four. Arkanr"r, t<",tlocky, tnd Louisiana fall into this high tax

group only once each' Alabama, Florida' Georgia' South Caro-

lina, and the "all other states" category occupy the low tax

positions in this 
"omptti"o", 

although Arkansas should clearly

be considered a low tax state in view of the fact that it occupies

a position among the lowest three ranks three times out of four'

Table 10 provides the same kind of information for the median

tax burden* in e"J of the states' In this comparison North Car-

olina occupies first position (high tax position) for the neb

profit and the gross ieceipts measures' For the other two meas-

ures North Caroiina ociupies fifth and sixth positions' The

mediantaxmeasurealso*ho*rvirginiatobeahightaxstate
by any of the measures of tax burdens' since Virginia falls with-

in the first three ranks for all four measures' The consistently

low tax states, in terms of the median tax burdens of Table 10'

are Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, and Kentucky'

Although the interstate comparison supported by -the 
repre-

sentative sample data may not be glorified as providing clear

answers in which great confidence may be placed' it seems fair

toconcludethatthereisatleastsomeevidencetosupportthe
conclusion that North Carolina is a relatively high tax state'

Virginia is quite consistently equal to or higher than North

Carolina, while a number of other states (such as Mississippi'

Tennessee, and Louisiana) are equal to or slightly lower than

North Carolina. got 
"pp'oximately 

five states must be consid-

ered to lie substantianrf"tow North Qarolina in the tax burdens
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imposed upon corporate enterprises. This group consists of Ala-
bama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, and Kentucky.

In the analysis of interstate tax burdens the limitations of
the representative sample approach are particularly severe. As
indicated earlier, the main burden of the interstate comparison
is placed upon the shoulders of the hypothetical corporation
approach. b-or selected types of enterprises the actual corpora-
tion approach may be considered to provide assistance to the
hypothetical corporation approach in the analysis of these inter-
state tax differences. The foregoing analysis of interstate differ-
ences by the representative sample approach also provides assist-
ance to the hypothetical corporation approach by extending the
reference to all kinds of multi-state corporations and by express-
ing the tax burden measures in terms of taxes actually paid
rather than in terms of hypothetical tax bills. The role of the
representative sample approach in the interstate analysis is
restricted to this supernumerary activity.



CHAPTER VI

HYPOTHETICAI. COR.PORATION APPROACH_THE METHOD

A STATEMENT OF PURPOSES AND LIMITATIONS

By far the most popular systematic method of measuring and

comparing the tax burdens imposed by state and local govern-

*"nt. is the so-called hypothetical corporation method' This

metirocl involves the construction of a more or less realistic

clummy corporation, with characteristics carefully manufactured

to test certain selected elements in the tax structure or to test

the impact of taxation upon a particular type of business enter-

prise. bomparative tax bills are computecl for the hypothetical
corporation by the simple insertion of these prefabricated fig-

uru, irrto the tax laws of the several jurisdictions selected for
comparison.

As pointecl out in Chapter I, it is the selecti,ue character of the

method that defines both its greatest utility and its greatest limi-
tation. It is extremely useful to be able to focus analysis upon

particular types of business enterprises and to explore, to any

extent desired, the minor interstices of the law. This kind of
concentrated attention is, of course, particularly desirable if, as

in the present study, some types of enterprises are found to be

the essential ingredients of a program of economic development'
But it must be clearly understood that, by its very nature, the

method cannot produce answers that are representative of the
impact of the entire tax system upon the entire body of tax-
payers. Strictly construed, the answers are relevant only for
a business that has the exact appearance of the model con-

structed. More generously construed, they probably serve to
clescribe the major differences in the impact of tax systems upon

a narrow range of business enterprises with characteristics
roughly similar to those of the hypothetical enterprise, although
even this timid extension of the area of applicability may be ad-

mitted only with the greatest care. Thus, the hypothetical cor-
poration approach is limited by the number of questions it may
legitimately be expected to answer. But it does contain much of
the equipment necessary to provide detailed answers to the ques-

tions that are within its scope.
Because of the easy, and sometimes dramatic, comparisons

which the hypothetical corporation approach permits, it has
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often been assigned more authority in comparative tax studies
than it deserves. It does not, and it corunot, nl,easure tur burd,ens
aretually imposed. Neither does it measure the tax burdens that
would be imposed if the actual corporation looked exactly like
the hypothetical corporation. Unfortunately, without some
rather svreeping assumptions, it cannot even be said to represent
the most probable long-run tax burdens of a business similar to
that of the model.l Complete realism can be claimed only if it is
possible to prove that taxes actually paid perfecily reflect the
intent of the law, without the distortions that are produced by
the exercise of administrative wisdom or administrative whim.
Such proof is not possible. On the contrary, there is much evi-
dence in American public finance to demonstrate the importance
of the administrative or quasi-administrative decision in the de-
termination of the final tax burden. of course, to the extent that
such decisions are of general application, they tend to be merely
interpretative of the law. And where these general interpreta-
tions are available in published form, they may be taken into
account in the hypothetical corporation approach. The limita-
tions must, rather, be expressed in terms of the large number of
al, hoc decisions made by the tax administrator, clesigned to ap-
ply to a particular taxpayer at a particular time and under a
particular set of circumstances. For present purposes, it makes
no difference whether these decisions are justified by explicit
statutory authorization or whether they are undertaken without
such authorization. Nor does it matter whether the results rep-
resent a wise departure from the statutes or are demonstrably
witless. The point is that such deviations are common and serve
to limit the realism of the hypothetical corporation approach.

fn one area of analysis it is necessary to make an exception
to the "strict-statute" rule. The laws of most states define the
broad outlines of the general ad valorem property tax levied by
most local governments and by some state governments. With
respect to assessment levels, these definitions are usually ex-
pressed in general terms, to require assessment .,at full cash
value" or "at actual value in money,', or in some other terms
calculated to carry the meaning of market value without actually
T-fo-rUi" -sense, D-r.--Floyd sems to have oveEtat€d his case. It is claimed. that thefupothetilal tax bills repreent "the most prcbable long-run tax biiis i*_n*" 

"f ttri"type under the conditions -ap€i6ed." gp- 1;t., p.68. Fbyd does reognize tb" alfu.-enceg created by the disparity betwen liw anh administritl"". ip.-Siii ir.i h!-f"il" topoint-out- that- admiristrativ-e deisioDs typielly bsve lang-run''iinl.q".;u;l it *"veven be that the difference betws a statutory interpretation ancl the actual tu biipid,m oyer long periods of time.
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resorting to the phrase. A strict interpretation of this kind of
language would, in the majority of cases, require a ealculation

based upon 100 percent of the market value of taxable property.
But it is common knowledge that fractional assessments are the

rule rather than the exception in property tax administration. If,
then, the analysis is to pretend to any realism at all, it is neces-

sary to make this concession to administrative practice and at-

tempt to take account of actual assessment levels rather than
to be content with the stated or implied statutory level.

As misht be expected, there is no possible way of testing any

of the extra concessions which some taxpayers (or potential tax-
payers) may be able to obtain from a local assessing officer or
which may arise as the result of an unconscious bias on the part
of a poorly-trained valuation offieial. In the present hypothetical
corporation approach it is possible to account for only the ger>

eral level of assessment as it would, in the absence of conces-

sions, apply to the kind of business enterprises under consid-

eration. Special assessment concessions (whether desirable from
the point of view of the entire community or not) often depend

upon the bargaining power of the enterprise contemplating a

new location. Needless to say, the bargaining power of a purely
imaginary enterprise is inconsequential.

A final limitation of the hypothetical corporation approach as

used for comparative purposes is that it does not permit, at least
without prohibitive effort, sufficient flexibility in the corporate
decision. As a practical matter, the method must be based upon
the assumption that the corporation has fixed characteristics.
The only thing to be tested is the locational effect of various tax
structures on a "constant" business enterprise. In fact, however,
many corporations possess considerable flexibility and are sur-
prisingly adept at rolling with the tax punch. Operational ad-
justments may be made to adapt the plant to its tax environ-
ment just as other such adjustments may be made to adapt the
plant to its social, economic, cultural, and topographical environ-
ments. Thus, the installation planned for possible location in Ala-
bama or Arkansas may be a somewhat different creature than
that planned for a possible location in North Carolina or Vir-
ginia, in spite of the fact that the products to be produced are
the same and in spite of the fact that the same management
makes the decisions for all. Perhaps a domestically-chartered
subsidiary corporation will minimize tax burdens in one state,
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while a branch-plant operation directed by a foreign-chartered

corporation ,w,ill minimize lax burdens in another. In a state in

which property taxes are irnportant, or in which an income tax

allocation formula gives heavy weight to a property factor, it
may be desirable to lease the real property rather than to own

it; while in a state in which these considerations are unimpor-

tant, the advantages of ownership may heavily outweigh the

advantages of lease arrangements- It is clear that a corporation

contemplating location in one of the eleven southeastern states

must assume that the tax problem consists of tzuo major vari-
ables: the taxes associated with the sites under consideration,

and the many forms which the new operation might assume as

a result of the prospective burdens of taxation'
For a study such as this, however, it would be foolish to

attempt an eleven-state comparison for three hypothetical cor-

porations if each corporation were permitted to change color

like a chameleon as it was moved from one tax surface to an-

other. In the first place, it would be necessary to have the kind
of intimacy with the type of corporation involved that is gained

only after years of direct experience. In the second place, it
would be extremely difficult to claim complete objectivity for the

analysis. The slight adclitional finesse which would be produced

by these realistic amendments would hardly justify the large

additions to the analytical burdens. As a result, the present

method makes use of the limiting but traditional assumption

that the exhibits do not change as the hypothetical plants are

moved from state to state.

. In spite of these limitations, the method is an extremely useful

aid in the exploration of interstate tax differences. To the extent

that the scope of administrative authority is minimized, the an-

swers can be fairly faithful replicas of real tax differentials. In
any event, it is important to know what the effect of the tax laws

uould, be if they zuere uniformly administered and strictly con-

strtied. Finally, of cottrse, the very popularity of the method

makes it a useful tool. If, as seems probable, it is the method

most often used by taxpayers and potential taxpayers, the an-

swers ean be important in shaping locational and other business

decisions- Even if the answet's are wTong, they can, from this
point of view, be extremely useful in explaining the appearance

of trru maid in the eyes of those with whom marriage would be

highly desirable,
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THE HYPOTHETICAL TIIREE

The selection of industrinl tYPes

The first problem encountered in the present study was that

of cleciding upon the ty'pes of firms to construct as the hypotheti-

cal models. Ttre practical desire to be as realistic as possible in

thefabricationsuggestedthedesirabilityofselectingindustrial
itn* ,it", alreacly had representation in North Carolina' The

ouuitunititv of tax returns ancl suppiementary information is a

*irong attraction when it is necessary to construct something

,"r.oiunfv realistic out of very meager information' On the

other hand, the practical necessity of making the results as

u*uturaspossiblesuggestedthedesirabilityofselectingindus-
iriur tvp", that had not vet been attracted to North carolina,

iri tt "i would make excellent additions to the economy of the

State. The end product was a compromise-the first of many'

ihe industries selected for analysis were those represented by

relatively recent arrivals in North carolina and those that might'

*itr,p,onttothemselvesandwitheconomicbenefittotheState'
indulge in further expansion in the State'

In all cases, the industries selected are not strongly dependent

upon Iocal raw materials or upon local markets' All are con-

cerned with selling to a national market' Two of them produce

finished goods and are, consequently, close to the consumer mar-

ket, whiL the third produces goods which are used extensively

in industry and to a lesser extent in direct household consump-

tion. All stand relatively high on the scale of desirability from

the point of view of value added in the manufacturing process'

All make extensive use of the kind of labor resources which are

presentingreatabundanceinNorthCarolina.Allhavefound
ih" *rg.,-"nts favoring industrial dispersion persuasive. In all

cases, the firms representing the industry have located in North

Carolina in the period since World War II' All are industries

that might, on general theoretical grounds, be said to be reason-

ably sensitive to tax differentials.2 Finally, all are industries

with a strong developmental potential. By any standards, these

are, with one exception, industries of the future' In the case of
the one exception, the pattern of demand is such that develop-

ment depends upbn long-run population increases and the con-

tinued expansion of the standard of living in a national market.

2. For a brief discussion of the prcblms of tax sensitivity with epeial refereBce to
North Carolina, se Flovd, 9B. cit., Cbapter I. .

163
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The desirability of including a representative of one or two of
the long-established North Carolina industries was, of course,

seriously considered. Such a decision would have clearly re-
quired the inclusion of the tobacco, textile, or furniture indus-
tries. For several reasons, however, this approach was rejected.
The industries which have, in the past, defined North Carolina's
industrial economy have been strongly oriented towards local
raw materials, or at least towards raw materials that are un-
evenly distributed over the Southeastern states. Since it was
desirable, in the hypothetical corporation approach, to describe
the tax differentials between a.Il of the Southeastern states, much
wasted effort r,vould have been involved in moving a hypothetical
furniture manufacturer or tobacco manufacturer into all of the
states when some of the states would have been unwilling and
unattractive hosts from the point of view of available raw mate-
rials.3 The exclusion of these industries is further justified by
the fact that, however dramatically they chatacterize North
Carolina's economic past, they do not represent the best hope for
its industrial future. Although it is extremely important that
industries presently located in North Carolina be retained in the
new industrial structure, the opportunities for expansion in
these areas seem slight in comparison with the economic needs

of the community.
The selection of industries that had already located in North

Carolina was motivated, in part, by the availability of informa-
tion. Even more important, however, was the fact that North
Carolina has already proved itself capable of assimilating these
industries, at least in small measure, to the satisfaction of all
parties. In each case, the history of the industry in the State was
examined as a problem of the desirability of the industry from
the State's point of view and as a problem of the desirability of
the State from the industry's point of view. It was found that
the attractions were, on the whole, mutual. In the time available
for this study, it was impossible to make an intensive investiga-
tion of the economic potential and the economie needs of North
Carolina and the other Southeastern states. Indeed, it was impos-
sible to make optimum use of the excellent and quite extensive
work that has already been done in this field by other investiga-
tors. It is nevertheless felt that the industries selected meet

&. Some of the industries in qu€tion are, nethodologicallv spaking' more suited
highly eelective tratment of the secalled "actual corporation Bethod". See
Chspter VIII.

to the
below,
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the two important tests for a study such as this: they are capable

of making an important contribution to the State's economy' and

they have demonstrated their ability to prosper in a North

Carolina location'
In view of the necessity of preserving the anonymity .of 

the

nrms us"a as basic informational sources' it is impossible to

describe the industries in as much cletail as would be desirable

on other grounds. All of the industries are characterized by a

;;;;" amount of competition (although the degree of compe-

tition is by no means the same in all cases) ' so that a,disclosure

"i "*t"ri"g 
statistics, of the type essential to a study such as

iirir, *""rJbe a disservice to enterprises that showed a com-

mendable willingness to co-operate in the study' The figures

themselves are, of 
"o,,',u, 

properly clisguised' but the^d.etailed

statistical relationship, u'" unclisguised' Since some of the in-

dustries have only one corporate representative in North Car-

otinu, u full description of the industry would' of course' have

the effect of pinpoirlting the firm to which these detailed relation-

ships apply. It is thus iossible to describe the industries selected

in only the most general terms'
The first industry is concerned with the production of metal

goods. Production is tutty integrated from the refined raw mate-

rial to the finished goois, uttd th" final product is distributed

directly to retail outfets for sale to the consumer' A small per-

centage of the inclustry's output may be used by other manufac-

turers, particularly ttrose requiring precision tools and instru-

ments. with relatively minor conversion of equipment and

techniques, the industry is equipped to accept government de-

fense contracts, althougft tfti" could not be considered to be a

strong area of demand under normal circumstances. As presently

constituted, the industry contains one or two large producers

producing the bulk of the industry's output, with six or seven

other firms of medium size producing the remainder' A number

of other firms, both large ancl small, engage in the production of

individual products that are in competition with the products

of the industry in question.
The second induslry covers the field of electrical equipment'

Demand for the industry's output comes from consumers' in-

dustry, and government..As would be obvious from this pattern

of demand, the in.lustry is of the multi-product variety, although

the example developed for present purposes emphasizes the pro-
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duction of one type of procluct. The industry achieves the advan'

tages of specialization by the use of specialized plants which are

in many l"uy*, independent operating units, at least as far as

productive activity is concerned. In its competitive structure, tht

inclustry is one that fits the technical classification of differ'

entiated oligopoly, since a small number of large firms product

virtually all of the industry's output and since competition il

charactefized (at least for the product in question) by produc'

differentiation between the several firms in the industry' De

mancl for the product of any one firm in the industry tends tt
exhibit high priee elasticity, and, for the inclustry as a whole

relatively high income elasticity.
The third industry is more difficult to define, but is, roughly

concerned with the manufacture of electronic and allied equip

ment. As an industry of economic significance it is, of course

relatively new but extremely important. This, too, is a multi
product industry, with a large industrial demand and a stronl
potential in the field of clefense equipment. Some of its products

however, are sold directly to consumers. At its present stage o

development, the industry is characterized by a fairly larg

number of medium-size flrms, many of which have specialize'

in the production of particular types of products' Thus, the in

dustry is such as. to permit a high degree of plant specializatior

Competition between the firms is strong, as would be expecte

from an observaticn of the industrial structure.

Some basi,c ossumPtions

The many different forms that a manufacturing operatio

might take made it necessary to resort to several assumption

about ilre character of the three hypothetical plants. Most c

these assumptions are concerned with minor details and wer

macle necessary only by the small perversities of individual ta>

ing statutes. Their complete omission would make little differ

ence to the end result. such detailed assumptions are describe

as part of the calculation of tax burdens and should be consit

ered more as a concession to consistency than as a matter t
substantive concern'a

There are, however, a number of assumptions that it wz

llecessary to make which could substantially affect tax burden
The first of these is the assumption that all of the hypotheticr

4. See Aprsrlir B.
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corporations are foreign corporations' It is assumed' in other

*orar, that they are ehartered in states other than the eleven

Southeastern states. With the possible exception of the elec-

lroni"s example, the industries selected for analysis are such

that a new entrant would find the existing competitive structure

"*tr"*uty 
severe for many years' if it were able to survive at all'

era 
"rr"r, 

in the electronics industry, at least that part of it
.o.'.""a by the selected example, the barriers to entry would be

nt 
"o 

*.un, inconsequential. This faet argued strongly against

constructing a hypothetical'new enterprise with a domestic char-

ter in ,rry "t the southeastern states. It would still have been

possible, of course, to assume that the operation would be di-

rected and controlled by a foreign corporation acting as a pro-

tective parent to a new, domestically-chartered subsidiary. on
grounds that this device is somewhat rare in the intlustries

lelected-particularly in the early years of a new venture-this
possibility, too, was rejected. The assumption, then' that the

ptants to be used as tax-test-models are branch plants of foreign-

chartered corporations is not entirely unrealistic'
The second assumption that eould substantially affect tax bur-

dens was introduced solely for reasons of simplification' This

was the assumption that the hypothetical plant is the only manu-

facturing installation operated by the corporation in the south-

eastern.trtu.. This assumption was known to be an unrealistic

representation of the industries in question, but the practical

difficulties of considering inter-plant allocations in some states

and not in others and the practical importance of simplifying the

exposition wherever po**ibl" made the assumption essential'

Although the assumption is unrealistic, it is clear that no great

distortion is introduced, that is, if the YWWse of the analysis is

kept clearly in mind. This approach does not attempt to show a

given enterprise where and how its total tax burdens may be

minimized and where and how maximized' It does, rather' at-

tempt to test the effeets of selected elements of the tax laws of
the several states. For this purpose it is not necessary to deter-

mine the taxes which a firm may be paying in one or two or all

of the states before it contemplates the establishment of a new

branch plant in one of them. The test must be assumed to be

adequate if care is taken to preserve uniformity and consistency

T
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as the branch plant is alternatively located in each of the states'5

Thethirdassumptionissimilartothesecond,exceptthatit
involves the selling operations of the three hypothetical corpora-

tions. In state incoml taxation it is normal for the taxing stat-

utes to prescribe allocation formulae to provide for the appor-

tionmenl of the total net income of the corporation to the taxing

state. As is well known, these formulae differ widely. some, for

example, include a sales factor. Others do not' Some define sales

u""o"iirrg to the location of the office from which the sale is

administered. Still others define sales according to the location

of the manufacturing plant or warehouse stock from which the

goods are shipped. Ii is obvious that if these extremely impor-

Lnt differences are to be tested, it is necessary to develop a

comprehensive set of hypothetical sales statistics to cover all of

the possible variation" io tft" saleq definition and allocation for-

mulae. This third assumption is concerned with the a'ppli'cati'on

of these various sales definitions.
It was assumed that the volume of sales (by any one defini-

tion) for a given hypothetical corporation is the same in each

of the southeastern states. In other words, sales defined accord-

ing to "the point of origin" were assumed to be the same in each

of the eleven states, and sales defined according to "destination"

were assumed to be the same in each of the eleven states' This

assumption corresponds to the underlying assumption that the

plant that is considered for a Tennessee location is the same, in
'"u"ry 

respect, as that considered for a Georgia or a North Caro-

lina location. Unfortunately, however, there is less justification'

ongroundsofrealism,fortheassumptionofidenticalsales
volumes' 

.*+;^- i-*-n,lrraoc th g dis-This third assumption introduces the possibility of som

tortio" in the resulfs, although in the present analysis this dis-

tortion is not believed to be great. Consider two states, A and B,

with identical definitions of the sales factor in their income tax

allocation formqlae. If corporation X is contemplating the loca-

tion of a new branch plant in one of these states, it may be im-

F*ortr""t, if tbe puqre of the study were to oller advice to corporations as to the

bet lcations ro. " o;#Uitiit*rfuil-1fu point _of ri* or minimizing tax burdens, it
micbt be important r.'" "--*t-*lrooir*tiitr.1t 

mav' for,examlF' be-serlsible for a

corcoration to tcate it"-i#-til"ri!n;;;; i; .th. sar;e state m its pre-existins plent

ii""liri"i'""i"tri"ti"t-t"-' ilepending upon..circunatanc6' in a different state) os o

mt;aoil of mininizirst *)"ii-tii'at'ii7' r6-r"it.to take thesi- peqislins conditions into

fi;;; ;.;ia b. t"-o;it a tai variable-_that..is extremely impo-rtant from the corpora-

iiJri,l'i"i"1i-"r-;i"-. d;: L-"t"t i--"8rli.t,'it -"v be deimblc for a corporarion to

mlarge its invshent-ili !-tno6-i" ole. stst€, ai<l not in another' or to consider a

foreicnthartered bmch Dlrnt in one.-atgte ana. not io "tothtt' 
But none of thee is

Ji:i'f;e-iq- b* rtaht" ti* scoee of the prsent analvsis'
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portant for it to consider its present volume of sales in each of

iir"*" rt"tus and the taxes it is nuw paying in each. It c-an be

Jh;;" that, if all other factors are identical as between States

,t ,rra B (notably, the definitions of sales, the total allocation

for-olu*, the application of the formulae, the definitions of tax-

able net income, and the tax rates), a difference of sales volume

between the states will introduce no distortion. The taxes asso-

.iut.a with each new hypothetical plant will simply be calculated

a* " "orrstant 
addition to the original tax burdens and the com-

fu"i"o' will be of the additional amounts rather than of the

iotal taxes. The possibility of distortion arises, however, when

the iltroduction of the manufacturing activity serves to change

the allocation formula in one state but not in another, or when it
acts upon a progressive rate structure in one state but not in an-

other. In North Carolina, for example, the corporation may have

been taxed as a merchandising eorporation prior to the under-

taking of manufacturing activity and have been subject to the

p"op".ty-*ules allocation formula. The introduction of the new

ptuttt, however, may be enough to change the nature of the com-

puryj* "principal business" in the State, so that it would be

classified as a manufacturing corporation and made subject to

the property-manufacturing cost allocation formula'
rn tr,e absence of this third assumption, the analytical question

might be stated as follows: If a plant of the size and character

*p*itl"a were to be located in State A, where the corporation's

sales have already been established as shown, what ad,ilitiorwl

tax burden would. result in state A? The question for state B,

under these circumstances, would be as follows: If a plant of the

size and character specified (exactly the same as shown for state
A) were to be located in state B, where the corporation's sales

have already been established as shown (and ili,fferent from
those shown for State A), what ad,ili,ti,onnt tax burden would

result in State B? The additional burdens in States A and B
could then be meaningfully compared.

The introduction of the third assumption, however, converts
bhe question to something like the following: If a plant of the
size and character specified were to be located in State A, and if
sales of the volume specified were made in state A (according to
the definition of sales in state A's allocation formula), what
totat,taxburden would result in State A? The question for State
B, under these circumstances, woulcl be as follows: If a plant of

169
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the size and character specified (exactly the same as showu for
state A) were to be located in state B, and if sales of the volume

specifiei (exactly the same as shown for State A) were made in

Siate B (according to the definition of sales in State B's alloca-

tion formula, which may or may not be the same as that of state

A), what tota,I tax burden would result in State B ? The total

tax burdens in states A and B could then be meaningfully com-

pared.6
In this latter approaeh, the only thing that could cause a

difference in the dollar volume of sales shown in state A and

state B would be a different definition of the word "sales" in the

allocation statutes of the two states. Although it is unrealistic

toassumethatacorporationwouldhavethesamevolumeof
sales in North carolina ar in Arkansas (for example), it is felt
that this assumption makes for a more manageable and useful

comparison. The comparison is mor6 manageable because the

number of tax computations is cut at least in half and because

the actual g"ographi"al distribution of sales by the industries

seleeted for study need not be precisely calculated. The compari-

son is more useful simply because it is less cluttered and because

it permits a simpler interstate comparison of tax burdens'

The construction of the mnilels

The flrst step in the construction of the three models involved

an examination of the general characteristics of a number of

firms in the selected industries. This examination made use of

any readily available information.? one of the enterprises in

il-il; otj""tion msy be raised that tbis approach would not produce a technicallv com-

"' ;#L"#il;;".'qirq "' ;id9* t* -tlt{1,;-"X*"'l*' *""",*lff" iT lll}ttili'i'"1}JDrere sorurrorr' "'* * ".;;; Ei*" ""a "rttt 
tt"' construction of the new plgnt

conroration should be con
The construction of tbe,iJJ-p'1""i,-*tt""er located, chsnge the DroDerty hace, and

the subsequent operation;i ti" ""* 
plsnt changc such thlngs as the manufacturinn

lii"t"i""".l"Jtlli-ttl-p"v""rl-8* of tbe atire @rlrcration' .ao that the all@ation 
-ratios

if,nirld'"i"-iiii ii tir-.' "*.ilLG 
-iD-- which t,Ile- @rpolation Davs taxs . are. chensed

The tendencv, of course' il to-.J"* the tax liabiliti 1rer dollar of taxable inco'me ol

tfiJ frip-.-i"iil"-i" "ff otl"i"-tiG, iltqreUi .nutiatiy-offsetting- the.-incrrue -iD ta)

iiJUirliv-Jip.ii.r."a i" ti.J"tlL-;s;i;"s-th. '.*'olant Tehniellv, therefore' i
shoutd be the net incrosi-d &;;;i;ted with the lqtion of the new plsnt ir
gtste A that should be "*p;a;th 

the ruC increse in tues rcciated with the loca

tion of the new Dlant ir-$frri-n 
-t*a-i. tl" nine other state included in the dirc

omparison). For the tvpJiic"!lit"A""" chgse-n .for thee hvpothetical^examgles' thir

;;;-;;;t ;""ltl have'reiuiild-" 
-t**v*. calculation of ts6 in from 39 to 4? state

for each of the thre -Ip"i"tl*"' ii the -requirem"nl" e; sqmplet€ reolism -were t'
ill'tJnii"i. iii!". "irc"r"^U1'ti"--i"iia-U"" 

U"d t" U. reDeated e-leven tine, .for ercl

of tbe stats in which tb"'h;;htti""l pluts. were.assued to be lcated' Sine sucl

; 
";;;;;;;uld 

have rrfrt-"*f, tL gtiggering tp1"l of abott 2794 seDamte seta o

Li'Ji[irr-.'ir"i.", 
-tt is aaaiti""al re6raai ws not oemitted to creep in to confus

a; ;;Ifi;:-Er;"" "., 
iL 

-"e*t"-J 
such a re6noent should not be negleted, in spit

of the fact that it ig t";i;-;;"ti*J-in comparative tax studie undertsken bv th
hypothetica.l corporation methd'

?. Moodys Invstors Seruice, trf,oody' e ,Inihutriol Martol' Americen on'l Forcigr' Jo}rt
" SfJ;;"-P;;;;,-ed., Ne* ?iti'-is66; N"Jrt-c*ti"i income' rranchise' and ints

gili"" t * returls; annual o4pnte stockholdem' reports' et cetera'
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each category was selected as a "primary model". This, of course'

was tt " corporation with operations in North carolina, for
which the greatest volume of information was available. Three

or four ,,secondary models" were selected in each industry on

it e Uasis of the completeness of their reports and the manner in

which they might be assumed to represent the industry as a

whole. The selection was' of necessity, highly subjective'

From this general information was developed a "representa-

tive" balance sheet and income statement for each industry to

illustrate the basic statistical relationships of the industry- Par-

ticular attention was paid to such things as total assets, the

relationship between gross sales and inventory, the relationship

between net current assets and net worth, the relationship

between net income and total assets, and many other relation-

ships that are important in an analysis of tax burdens'8 In most

cases there was very little difference between the experience of

the primary model corporation and that of the secondary models'

in tlrms of these basic relationships. In other Cases, however,

the individual firms in the industry showed marked dissimilari-
ties. In these latter cases, somewhat more weight was given to

the experience of the primary model than to the experiences of

the secondary models. The use of unrefined averages would itself

have tended to create an artificial entity that would not be repre-

sentative of any firm in the industry or of the industry as a

whole.
The construction of hypothetical balance sheets and income

statements was thus conducted in such a way as to maximize the

realism of the illustration. The final result is hypothetical in the

sense that no firm in the industry has, in all respects, the appear-

ance of the dummy corporation. The result is realistic, however,

in the sense that the dummy corporation reasonably refleets the
prevailing situation in the industry as a whole. where no "in-
dustry situation" may be said to exist, the appearance of the

dummy closely approximates that of the primary model'

The use of these general statistical reports was, of course'

restricted to the construction of the totat hypothetical corpora-
tion. But t'he method previously decided upon called for the
development of plant statistics, on the assumption that the
corporation was contemplating the location of a single branch
plant in one of the eleven southeastern states. At this point, it
E. The nct inrutarit of thee rlationsb,jPg are ileetibed asd, qgauti4Sd in Chaptsr YIJ"

[qlew* aa{ ir Apfeilir B.
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was necessary to make use of the information associated with
the several types of tax returns filed in North carolina by the

primary model corporations. In some cases one or more of the

se"ondr"y model corporations also filed North Carolina tax
returns. These were used in conjunction with the primary model

statistics to the extent permitted by the data. The sizes of the
plants (in terms of investment, payroll, productive capacity,

and so on) were established with the use of these data and

through correspondence and personal interviews with plant

managers and corporate officials. These data were, of course,

adjusted slightly for disguise purposes, although the essential

relationships were preserved and the overall size of the opera-

tions was kept within the bounds of economic efficiency.
Although the volume of information collected from tax returns

and general informational sources.was indeed impressive, it was
quite inadequate as the statistical foundation of an interstate.
study of tax burdens. In the first place, the kind of information
required for compliance with North carolina's tax laws is quite

different from that required for compliance with the tax laws of
other Southeastern states. North Carolina tax returns could not,

therefore, be expected to contain all of the information needed

for an analysis of taxes in all of the southeastern states. In the

second place, some of the primary model corporations had been

granted administrative relief under the permissive provisions of
North Carolina law, so that information necessary for a strict
application of even the North Carolina taxing statutes was not
contained in the tax returns. since it had already been decided to
omit all analytical reference to such administrative relief and to
test the strict application of the taxing statutes, the missing
information had to be obtained elsewhere' Finally' some of the
corporations used as mod€ls were actually operating two or
more plants in North Carolina. The tax returns do not, ordi-
narily, show an inter-plant breakdown, but only the total cor-
porate activity in the State.

The method adopted to fill this large gap involved a pre-
liminary analysis of the tax laws of the eleven Southeastern
states. The purpose of this analysis was to develop a list of the
kinds of information that would be needed before it would be

possible to compute a hypothetical tax burden for a hypothetical
corporation in each of the states. This step was followed by ex-
tensive correspondence and personal interviews with officials of
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THE TAX CALCULATIONS

IfCorporationA,aforeigncorporationcharteredintheState
of Delaware and currently conducting its manufacturing opera-

tions in several locations outside the area of analysis, currently

engaged in the manufacture of metal products for use in home

and ifdustry' were to locate a new plant alternatively in each

of the eleven southeastern states, what would the corporation's

total tax bill be in each of the states if it were to calculate its

taxes according to strict statutory interpretation? This is the

kind of question that defines the analytical problem for each of

the three hypothetical corporations. Detailed exhibits and textual

explanations describing the actual calculations made in order to

on*o,"I' the question are shown in Appendix B and in chapter

VII. The ensuing discussion is merely a generalized representa-

tion of the troubles experienced and the techniques adopted.

9. In gpite of the care with which these detaileil statistics were 
- 
accumuhted'. it wu

rwry to n&ke * ..*L"' oi-:'*ift*.*a- oti-"-to as the hvpothetieal tax bills
ye omputed- tfr."" "r"'liplii""A "" J".t "f 

tn" *-p"taii""s shown in Appendix B.

Ll3

theprimarymoclelcorporations.Thesecontactswereestablished

^tili" 
f"u.is, the North Carolina plant and the head office' and in

'utt-"ur", *ltt tt" top administraiive personnel and their assist-

ants. It was thus possible, in most cases' to fill in the needed

data from the actual operating statisties of the primary model

l]'porations. In one or two cases' however' the corporations did

,r"t-*oi"t"in their records in such a way as to yield the informa-

ii*--"""a"d, simply because they were not faced with the

,'."",.itv of.complying with the manifold curiosities of all the

;;;; .tutot", of the Southeastern states. In these cases, esti-

-ut", were made with the assistance of corporate officials'e

Ttreproductofthislaborwasacomprehensivesetoffigures
ro" "".i, 

of the three dummy corporations that is a blend of the
-nvp"it 

"ti""l 
and the real. It is felt, rather hopefully, to be sure,

lfrrt tftu blend is an auspicious one, and that the hypothetical

pir"t_ of the hypothetical corpbrations are things of substance

iuirr", than things of pure fantasy' If the substance is further

ioorro to be the stuff that promises a long and mutually satis-

i;t* relationship between industry, people, resources' and

gtu"rr,*"ttt, the technique will receive its full iustification'
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TEpes of tanes considereil
Although it was recognized as desirable to test the effects of

aII taxes by means of the hypothetical corporation approach,
practical considerations necessitated the omission of two impor-
tant types of corporate tax levies. These were the sales tax (and
the associated use tax), and the unemployment insurance tax.

There would have been some theoretical justification for con-
sidering the burden of sales taxes paid on purchases made by
the hypothetical corporations as well as the burden of sales
taxes paid (if any) on sales made by the hypothetical corpora-
tions. As indicated earlier, the traditional theory of shifting and
incidence, as applied to sales and use taxes, holds that a sales
tax paid by the seller of a commodity normally will in part be
shifted to the purchaser in the form of a price increase (or,
conceivably, to the several factors of production in the form of a
lower price for the things or services purchased by the "tax-
payer") and in part be retained by the corporation making the
actual payment of the tax.

The practical difficulties in quantifying this shifting, or even
of proving that it takes place at all, are very great indeed. It
would, of course, have been possible to adopt the usual assump-
tion that all sales taxes are passed on to the purchaser of the
item subject to tax, so that corporate burdens would have been
related to corporate purchases. Aside from the possible inva-
lidity of this assumption, the task of hypothesizing realistically
about the kinds of purchases taxable under various sales tax
iaws seemed quite out of proportion to the possible increase in
purity that would result. In most states, sales and use taxation is
filled with special, ad, hoc decisions and administrative interpre-
tations that do not easily lend themselves to generalization.

Unemployment insurance taxes are often omitted from tax
burden studies (and from many official listings of tax collec-
tions) on the grounds that they are not true taxes. The argu-
ment is that such contributions, along with contributions to Fed-
eral Old Age and Survivors' Insurance, are more in the nature of
insurance premium payments or direct transfer payments than
of tax payments as such.ro This reasoning was not adopted as

a justification for omitting these levies from the present study.

10. Se uold M. Grove, FiMrcing Govmment, Esry Eolt end ConDany, New York,
thiril edition, r.950, DD, 327-328.
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on the contrary, and in spite of terminological confusion on the

point, there is every reason for including the unemployment in-

.u.un". contributions of corporations in an interstate compari-

son of tax burdens. The omission is explained, once ag:ain, by

the practical difficulties associated with developing a realistic

hypothesis that could be uniformly applied to all of the states

involved in the comparison. The difficulties come from the com-

mon use of experience ratings to determine the rate at which

corporate contributions are'made. For new plants of the types

und"r present consideration it would have been extremely diffi-

cult to develop a convincing unemployment "experience" for the
period of time required to permit a combination of this levy with
other taxes in the determination of a total burden. Rather than
resort to sheer guesswork and the wildest sort of estimation, it
was decided to omit the levy altogether.

With these two exceptions, an attempt was made to compute

the tax burdens associated with all kinds of taxes (and quasi-

taxes) that would be levied upon corporations of the types

under consideration. These included levies generally classified as

income taxes, ftanchise taxes, general ad valorem property
taxes, taxes on intangible personal property (when subject to
separate taxation), business licenses, corporate organization and

entrance fees (or taxes), and selected reporting and recording
fees. With one exception, taxes were not counted in the total if
they were less than $5.00 in annual amount. The exception was
made in the case of the intangibles tax, and this merely as a con-
cession to the controversial character of this tax in North
Carolina.

The selection of reporting and recording fees was based upon
the distinction between the general and the selective character
of the requirements. Only the former type was included- Thus, if
state law required a corporation to file an annual report of its
corporate condition and accompany such filing with an annual
fee, the fee was included in the total. If, however, state law
required the payment of a fee as a companion to the filing of a
report of a change in the corporation's authorized capital stock,
the fee was not included in the total.lr All taxes were calculated

t75

11. The entire category of -fe- is sometime omitted, since a tre fe fu roppoled to be
just enou8h in ambut to 1n5r for t:le costs of administering the irerrction, ffliug, or
whatever, However, tnA rttitude reflets the poiut of view of tte ---ing ruthoritv. Fe
ue not count€d bice ao n&, teome is prcducorl To the orpqrtln, fe of all
hinds ere just s budewe as other forms of compulrcry rnynsts to tln goverl-
ment, end are Dmlrcrl!' included in a measurement of tax bvrilm-
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to the nearest dollar. The corporations involved in the analysis
were not such as to be concerned with the several special types
of taxes levied by most states (such as chain store taxes, gross
receipts taxes, or severance taxes), so that these were not sub.
ject to test in the present approaeh. As in the other approaches
that comprise this impact study, the taxes considered were those
that normally apply to eorporations. Even though personal taxes
(personal income tax, death and gift taxes, for example) may
be important in the determination of industrial location, they
were considered to lie beyond the scope of the hypothetical cor-
poration approach, and, indeed, of the entire impact study.

The locatiotwl probtem

Since it was the aim of the hypothetical corporation approach
to measure tax burdens in all of the Southeastern states, at least
one locational problem was easily Solved. It was clearly neeessary
to place each of the three hypothetical corporations in each of the
eleven Southeastern states.l2 This is not to say that it was con-
sidered likely that the types of firms involved would find each of
these states equally attractive on non-tax grounds. But each state
appeared to be a Wssibte location on grounds of technology and
a potentialW swnd location from the point of view of market
and other economic criteria. Thus, if it were possible to quantify
all of the non-tax factors and establish clear interstate differ-
entials, the consideration of the tax factors would show how
large the tax differentials would have to be to offset the pulls of
the non-tax factors.

But it is obviously not possible to talk about the burdens for
a hypothetical taxpayer in any one of the states. Levies imposed
by county, city, and district units can create large differences in
tax burdens within the same'state. The comparison of a high
Iocal tax location in one state with a low local tax location in
another would clearly bias the answers, u,nless, of course, th'ere
'were sorw reason to m"ypose that a cnporati,otl of th,e type se-
Lected would, frflt. such locatinns attractiae on rwwtar grounds.
But the existence of intrastate variation means that it is not
enough to locate the plants "somewhere in Louisiana" or "some-
where in Arkansas".

12. The stat€, I defined in the Surueg of Cunmt Bwircs. United State Department ol
Commerce, are Alabana, Arkansas, I'loride, Gorgia, Kohrcky, Louisiana, MississiDpi,
North Carclbr, South Carolina, Tenaessee, aad Yirednia
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This intrastate variation in tax burdens would not cause any

severe analytical problems if it were possible to measure the

iocal differences in burdens with precision. This does tend to be

lh" .rr. with such levies as business licenses and fees of various

kinds, for it is generally possible to find references in the state

statutes or the county and municipal ordinances that define the

i"uy in more or less definite terms' In these cases' the research

is laborious, but it is not impossible.
But the major cause of intrastate variation in tax burdens is

the ad valorem property tax. With this levy there are three ele-

ments of variation: the tax rates, the ratio of assessed to market

t alue, and the pattern of exemptions.rs
Tax rate variations are easily accounted for, since rates are

published and uniformly applied to all taxpayers within each

taxing jurisdiction. If full representation were desired in any

on" ,Lt", it would suffice to select a location anywhere in each of

the uniform tax rate areas of the state to test the effects of tax
rate differences on total tax burdens. In some states it might be

mechanically difficult to apply this method because of the large

number of such uniform rate areas, so that some system of

sampling would have to be devised. But, once again, the task

would not be impossible.
Ttre exemption structure, too, is relatively easily handled'

Whether the exemptions are eoncerned with the type of tax-
payer (such as the total exemption of churches, schools, et
eetera), or the type of property (household furniture, intangi-
ble personal property, all personal property, specified types of
inventories, et cetera), they are usually spelled out in the law
of the state or in local ord.inances under state permissive
statutes. As such, they are both observable and uniform within
the jurisdiction involved. The number of measures required to
give total representation to this factor would be dictated by the
number of uniform exemption areas in a given state.

The treatment of assessment ratios, however, presents quite
a different problem. It is true that state laws usually do require
assessment uniformity, and often announce the level at which
this uniformity is to be established. But it is safe to say that the
requirements are never perfectly fulfilled and rarely approxi-
mated. Since the market valuation is itself the product of a
13. fn many etates the patt€m of smptions is not a source of intrastate variation, fry the

umptiions are prescribed bi state law and unifomly applied throughout-the- strte'-In
sme cs6' howiver' the prlecription is in general iemJ and gives the local iuisdlc'
fion euthority to pemit or prchibit the exoption.
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subjective valuation process, the assessment ratio is never pub-

lished os a fa.ct. Nor can it be expected to be uniform in its appli-
cation. It is possible for assessment ratios to show almost infinite
variation, limited only by thc number of parcels of property sub-
ject to assessment. In the case of the assessment-ratio element

of property tax variation, then, it would be necessary to deter-

mine the assessment ratio of every parcel of property in the

assessment jurisdiction if complete coverage were desired. There
is no such thing as a uniform assessment area in the sense that
there is a uniform tax rate area and a uniform exemption area.

Even with a sampling operation to determine a "representative"
assessment ratio (or a series of representative assessment ratios
for different classes of property) the number of items in a uni-
verse as large as that of most assessment iurisdictions would
present an impossible problem for a study such as this.

Much of the variation to be noted in local assessment ratios
for any one assessment jurisdiction is, of course, associated with
the fact that different types of property are being compared' The

assessment ratio for residential property is different from that
for factories, and the assessment ratio for large factories is
different from that for small factories. To be sure, this problem

should not bother the analyst engaged in the hypothetical cor-
poration approach, for the dummy that is being moved around
the universe is assumed to be the same kind of dummy wherever
it is located. The possibility remains, however, that even within
a single assessment jurisdiction the assessment ratio may vary
ba location At least it cannot be maintained, without proof, that
the assessment ratio does rmf vary by location. It is possible, in
other words, that a manufacturing plant located at one point in
a given county would have quite a different assessment ratio
than if it were located at another point in the same county'

Any research dealing with property tax burdens must begin

with an appreciation of the fact that the base of the property tax
is subjectively determined. The tax is not, ordinarily, based upon

a tangible obiect or a discoverable event, ip the sense in which
these terms nay be applied to an income tax or a sales tax. It
is based upon a hypothesis and is, by nature, conditional. If a

piece of property were sold at'a given time and under certain
circirmstances, what would, it sell for? This is the kind of ques-

tion the property tax administrator must try to answer. The

ineome tax administrator, qo the other hand, need only alk what
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the taxpay er o*tunlly ilzil earn during the period in question.la

T; i";;. tax administrator must discover. The property tax

administrator must invent. From the practical point of view,

lf,"t"tot", pred,icti'on of property tax liability is an extremely

i"r""do.r* adventure indeed. It is especially so if the properW

for which taxes are to be predicted does not even exist. All that

"*r, 
."u.ooubly be expected is an honest attempt to discover what

itr* g"rr"rul assessment practiee seems to be as applied to the

ivp"i of property in question for location as close to the hypo-

thetical corporation as possible'---or" 
of the techniques that might have been adopted to solve

the locational problem is that used by Professor Heer in his

"tuay 
ol a selected. manufacturing company in six Southeastern

states..u This consists of the calculation of the property tzx bills

;i;h" hypothetical corporation for all cities (or at least for all

principai-cities) of each state. Assuming that the corporation

iitt to"ut" in a city, it is possible to compare cities in compa-

rable positions on the tax bill scale (lowest tax bill cities, highest

tax li1 cities, median tax bill cities, mean tax bill cities).
professor Heer selected the median tax city in each state as a

representative location for his hypothetical corporation. The

-"ai"tt tax bill city is the middle city on the scale of tax bills, so

that as nrany cities have property tax bills greafer than that of

the median city as have property tax bills less than that of the

median city.
This calculation of tax bills is, of necessity, based upon the

assumption that the assessment ratio of each city is uniformly
applied within the city, or at least that the reported assessment

"riio 
tor the city (which may be an average ratio) properly

applies to the kind of properby owned by the hypothetical cor-
poration. The assessment ratio is then multiplied by the reported
aggiegate tax rate to obtain an effective tax rate, which is then

applied to the assumed market value of the taxable property of
the taxpayer to obtain the general property tax bill for that
city. In the Heer study the assessment ratio used to determine

14. In our monetary wiety tbe runings re wully reeived i8 money. Tbe reney F-- L-lr"Jtt"J.".""a in &rtaiu wavs) ihea beme-tlre tgnsible.thlng that.b Mured
il;;; cee, however, the thinir'reived u ircme ue gods and seryie' h tbae
*i ttt. incme ts administEtot's job cleelv spDroximat€s thst of tLe I'Ert€rtt tar

"ai-i.ist"eto.'" 
job, for uJ mut "irL 

(W -ot" oi le eubjetive prgcFs)- tlm rel
irme to €tablish " -o..v equivd@L 'ltis is true, at lessl' where it is n?t lrcible
to p8y tax6 wiih pigg, lmve of bl€d, ud &yg of work on the public nads'

16- Cfrerce IIer, fre Biil o! Setecterl Awtutvi*g Ctporotin,i?-Sts SPthattd
St Li, tu C6*itte, Ndrth Csoline Sttt" fbn-ti.g Bcrd' Rcletah, 19{6' Eim*
gnphe4 rsgln
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the effective tax rate was obtained from the appropriate state

volume of The Corporati'on Ta* Seru'ice, State and' Lom'L, pab-

lished by the Commerce Clearing House, Inc.16

For present purposes there are several difficulties with the

Heer technique. In the first place, it commits the corporation to

a location inside the corporate boundaries of a city in eaeh of the

states to be tested. one of the clearest locational conclusions of
the present study, as indicated by interviews with corporate offi-

cials and as suggested by the present location of the primary
model corporations in North carolina, is that city location is
not required for the kinds of corporations involved in the analy-

sis. There is even reason to believe that city locations are actually

undesirable for these Plants.
Secondly, by basing the location on some measure of general

property tax bills (whether high, low, median, or mean city tax
niu*), the technique assumes a greater significance for the loca-

tional impact of the general property tax than can readily be

supported on realistic grounds. It implies that the hypothetical

corporation always decides to loeate at the median tax bill city
in each state, even if this eity is, in some states, totally un-

acceptable on other locational grounds. Thus, to the ertent that
this approach emphasizes the influence of the general property

tax on the locational decision (simply by neglecting all other

considerations and by insisting on "scale eomparability" in all
of the states), part of the problem of tax burden comparison is

assumed away before the computations really begin.

Finally, of course, the results are subject to the severe criti-
cism (which, in some form or other, may be assessed to all
studies dealing with this subject) that the published figures for
assessment ratios may bear no relationship to existing assess-

ment practices in the jurisdiction reporting'l7
The locational technique adopted by Joe Summers Floyd in

his study entitled Effects of To,nattotu on Inl,ltstrinl Locati'on,r8

solves some of the problems left by the Heer study, although the

methods are basically the same. once again, the information on

assessment ratios is obtained primarily from published sources:

16. ibiil, D.27.
1?- Such published figum are usully bsed upol reports made by asas$rs and stat€-'- i.".""-"-"m"1"r". -r. ""il" 

;;;; ai let,- th"t - are strong pressur* upon lcal
ss*so* to relrcr[ asessment ritic at' or even above, thos.e precribed, by ,law or
iiiilJ"A-t""O1io"al, *" -ttowfr the ictuat level is commonly reognized to be well
ili"J-tn"t fiel""* ri .""*-*heE i"uo..t" Gsffiat studie have been-conducted'
i:hi, t*d.o.y to overutgie the reputed MsE@t nti,o bas ben clearly indicated.

tg- op- cit., DD. 6356.
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Commerce Clearing House, State Tar Re'porter and Prentice-

Hall, State anil Local Tan: Seruiees, although a questionnaire

method is used to obtain some types of information' The loca-

tional emphasis of the Floyd study is also upon urban sites, with,

however, the additional refinement that a limited number of

nrral sites adiacent to the selectecl cities is also included. Not

all cities are listed as possible sites, however, for it is recogrrized

that smaller cities migfrt contain an inadequate labor supply for

the types of plants involved in the study' Metropolitan centers

""" 
ul* ruled out, ,.because special economic conditions aopear to

inflnence their industrial growth."le Thus, at least one im'portant

non-tax variable is recognized as having locational significance'

But to the extent that other non-tax factors are omitted in the

locational decision, the overemphasis of the role of the propertl'

tax remains as a strong possibility.2o

fn some of the calculations Dr. Floyrl analyzes tax burdens

atthehieh.low,andmediantaxbilllocations,anddoesnotre-
strict himself to a single urban site in each state' The high antl

low bills are not, of course, the highest and lowest for the entire

state, but merelv for those locations permitted by the assump-

tions. Although this use of city loeations diminishes the effec-

tiveness of the criticism that the locations are too strongly in-

fluenced by propertv tax burdens, it is still important to r€co$:

nize a severe difficultv in interpreting the results' Should a high

tax location in one state necessarily be compared with a high

tax location in another state, or should a high tax location in one

state be compared with a low tax location or a median tax loca-

tion in another state? Arguments of statistical comparability
are not sufficient to answer these questions, for it may be that
if property taxes are considered to be relatively insignificant
in the locational decision the corporation would choose, as a

ibid., p. 54.
The criticism is of the appropriateness of the technique for the- ?rescnt lt&ilu' The

i"i""i.ii--L-i*i.a by-Ftrti gl"€ + rather dltgrqn! pur[Dse to thq ?qslmPLion'q lnan
weuld bc lwtitred here.
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matter of strong, non-tax preference, a high tax location in one
state and a low tax location in another.2l

Because of these common diffieulties, the method adopted in
the present study is quite differently oriented. It begins with the
assumption that local property taxes are unknown, and proceeds
on the assumption that specific locations in each state are deter-
mined almost entirely without reference to local property tax
differentials. The only reference to local property taxes in the
locational decision is contained in the decision to locate the
hypothetieal plants outside incorporated municipalities. But
even this decision is not based upon a cql,wlati,on of property tax
differentials between municipal and non-municipal sites, but
simply on the observation that municipal property taxes are
generally higher than non-municipal properby taxes in the same
state and on the conclusion that city services and urban facilities
are not considered important by the industries in question. In
the present study these observations were supported in discus-
sions with officials of the primary model corporations.

In its de-emphasis of local property tax differentials as a
strong factor influencing location, this study undoubtedly errs
in the opposite direction to that of the Heer and Floyd studies.
It does so especially in the case of those states characterized by
extensive overlapping of local jurisdictional boundaries. In states
heavily committed to government by special district, a taxpayer
may be subject to taxation by as many as ten independent dis-
tricts on one side of a country road and only three on the other.
This fact can be easily established for a limited number of possi-
ble locations, so that the corporation contemplating a plant loca-
tion may very well give important consideration to the over-
lapping of tax levies in making its final choice. However, even
this feature of local government should not be given undue
weight, Special district units often exhibit large appetites for
taxable assessed values of industrial property, particularly

21. Eveu if the ardytiel prcblem is approached primuily fm the point of view of the
conpntion, s in t.he Floyd study, the tehnique of clmsiDg a locltion (or a 8eri€s oflmtiona) 

-on 
tbe basb of the local tax situation appem to be unsatisfactory. In thory.

1 tet of the inpect of I@l tax difrerence in any one stlte shoutd begin with carefullisting ol all rreible sit€-the possibilitie defined in non-tax tems-with doliLr
amoults of lonS:-m twsue and expense associated with eh roking. The availability.
of s suitable lebor eupply will, of course, be one of neny sui:h deisive elements. Then-,
and- o-nly, tho, should lcal property tsxes be ingertcd to guide the fnal choice. It may
well be that a very high property tsx bill will be qulte insufrcient to offset the extreme
non-tax advantagG of I particular locatlon. ThIs implied wiileration of proDerty taxesas t residul etaot in the intraEtate locational decigion may or may .ot ionform to
actual @rpoFtte prutlce, but lt ls an eseential anellzticsl dryie where the tst iE to
b€ a' tcr.tcL To rdopt this line of reaeoning is, after rll, to epply the same log.icaltmcrork to the Prqbllqcl of intrertate locatiqn so to tbe ppblems-of iaterstat4 locq;tid.
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wheretheprocessofinjestionisfacilitatedbyliberaldistrict
,nn.*utiorrlu*r. This mltability of district boundaries tends to

;;;;;;t the futilitv of detailed calculations based upon the pt'es-

arzt district map, so that property tax burdens at this level enter

if," 
"ut"otus 

onty in the vague and imprecise world of future

possibilities.
The technique used in the present study represents an attempt

to imitate, in an admittedly rough and impure way, the locattOnal

decisions of the types of hrms used as models for the analysis.

To this end, it was necessary to gain an understanding, albeit a

rather primitive one, of the iocational problems of the industries

ir, qou*iiorr. This was attempted through the primary model cor-

fo"utionr, all of whom hal been involved in recent locational

clecisions ancl all of whom had the problems in the front of their

"o'po'"t"minds.Fromratherextensiveinterviewswithcor-porate officials, presidents, general managers' comptrollers' plant

*"rrugurr, locaiion specialists, and others' it was possible to

develop a list of econlmic, sociological, topographical' and geo-

graphical factors considered to be important i",t1" choice of

industrial sites for the plants in question' The following is a

Summarylistingofthet.i''a*ofquestionsconsideredinthese
interviews:

1. transportation out-finished products :

(a) rail
" (b) truck

(c) air
(d) postal

2. 
'transportation in-raw materials and supplies

(a) rail
(b) truck
(c) air
(d) postal

3. transportation in and 6u1-psrsonnel
(a) rail
(b) road
(c) air

4- labor availabilitY
(a) skilled
(b) semi-skilled
(c) unskilled
(d) tqtal needed now and for expansion
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(e) seasonal variation
(f) plant training possibilities
(s) male
(h) female

5. "urban" services
(a) police
(b) fire
(c) sewers and other industrial waste disposal problems
(d) water
(e) power-electrieity and gas
(f) other

6. desirable to locate i'n city?
7. desirable to locate near citY?
8. preference for large or small community?
9. prestige location?

10. location and raw materials
11. location and markets
12. wage rate

(a) prevailing
(b) potential
(c) organized or unorganized labor
(d) effects of industrial concentration on wage rate

13. near other industries?
(a) wage rate (see above)
(b) availability of services, trucking, postal, et cetera
(c) repair and machine shop and other supporting industry

14. other locational eonsiderations
With this interview material as background, the preliminary

choice of plant sites was rnade from road, rail, and topogtaphi'
cal maps (on which were also described cities and towns, county
boundaries, airport facilities, and so on) for each of the eleven

Southeastern states. In this choice, valuable assistance was ob-

tained from a large North Carolina firm of industrial contrac-
tors with wide and detailed experience in the Southeastern states
and with an intimate knowledge of the locational problems of the
industries selected for analysis.

fn conjunction with other inquiries, these preliminary loca-

tions were checked with various correspondents in each of the
Southeastern states, all of whom had some familiarity with lo-

cal conditions. Since the identity of the firms (and, indeed, the

specific character of the industries) had to be concealed, it was
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nns,sihle to make use of these checks only to guard against the
v"--- -

Ir".t*t sort of errors in interpreting property tax burdens' and

i" ,t"ia the disasters of locating a plant on a military reserva-

tion or on soil with seriously erosive tendencies' As a result of

these checks' some small adjustments were made' but' on the

*ir"f", the preliminary choices were -found 
to be satisfactory'

in ui** of tt " 
timl limitations with which this stucly was

faced,itwaspossibletoselectonlyonesiteforeachhypothetical
.irpo"utio" in each of the Southeastern states' a total of 33

;ilifr" locations. It is not .suggested that the sites selected are

iiu orrrv ones that would have been possible in each of the states.

In some cases' several locations would have satisfied the condi-

tions imposed. It is not even suggested that the sites selected

are the best (on ,ror,-tu* grounds) of all those available' for this

;;"il-;;e iequired a much more careful analvsis than was

possible. (It is prJably true that even a diligent official of a

large corporation wouli, in all honesty' be unwilling to claim

thathehadselectedthebestofallpossiblesites.Evenwiththe
best intentions, the best equipment, and the most pragmatic of

interests, it would be impossible to examine all sites which

*ishi .oti.fy u gi,,e" set of conditions applicable to the three

hypothetical corporations in question) ' It is claimed' however'

that the locations are appropriate to the industries in question,

that they are capable of iotntUttg all of the important-industrial

requirements, ana it at they are locations which might well be

selected by firms contempiating location in the Southeastern

states.Itisthusfeltthatthemethodusedimitatestheform,if
not the internity, of the corporate approach to locational prob-

lems.

P ropertg ton t ech'nique s

As stated earlier, the property tax bill of a corporate tax-

payer depends upon three thi"g"t the type of property-subject

to taxation, the assessed valuation placed upon the taxable prop-

erty, and the aggregate tax rate applied to the assessed value

base. For ttre most p*art, the type of property subject to taxation

was easily determined from the law and explanatory material

in the appropriate volumes of Commerce Clearing House' Sfa'fe

Tar Reporter.In those cases in which the state laws perrnt't a

county to grant certain exemptions (as, for example' to new

industries for a period of flve or ten years), an attempt was
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made, through correspondence with county and state offieials,
to find out whether the county had chosen to grant the exemp-
tion or not. Most of these attempts were successful, but where
it was impossible to establish contact with the appropriate offi-
cials it was simply assumed that the exemption would be avail-
able to the hypothetical corporations.

The determination of the appropriate assessed valuation for
the hypothetical corporation was, of course, the most difficult
phase of the property tax calculations. It was first assumed that
the market value of the taxable property was the same as the
book value of the property. It is felt that this assumption does
not do particular violence to reality, since all of the plants are
assumed to have been newly constructed. Ordinarily, the rela-
tionship between book value and market value is fairly close
under these circumstances. Furthermore, the same assumption
was applied in all states, so that any slight distortion in the cal-
culations for a given state would tend to be made insignificant
in a comparative analysis.

The assessment ratios to apply to these assumed market
values were determined, where possible, by correspondence. A
first opinion was obtained from a state-wide officer or agency
closely aequainted with property tax matters in the state. In
some cases this was an equalization agency, in some cases it was
an administrative agency responsible for administering a state
property tax levy, and in some cases it was a state research
agency. These opinions were checked by correspondence with
the individuals who would be responsible for assessing the prop-
erty of sueh a corporation at the selected locations. Where the
revenue organization of state and local governments do not pro-
vide for a state-wide agency that can be expected to have any
particular knowledge of the local assessment situation, an at-
tempt was made to obtain the information from university re-
search organizations or individual university faculty members
known to have worhed in the property tax and assessment field.
Here, too, checks were applied through correspondence with lo-
cal assessing officers, where possible.

In all correspondence requesting information on property
tax assessment ratios the request was made as specific as pos-

sible. This included a brief description of the plant and a de-

seription of the location of the plant in the state in question. For
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example, the verbal description of Corporation B in the State

of Alabama was as follows:
"Plant B is a manufacturing plant owned by a foreign eor-

poration and manufacturin*g 
-a- 

complete line of electrical
I"a iili"a pioa""t.-ro" "t"-i" home^and industry' Late in
1,954 the "o*ptni ;;;;tlJ construction of a- plant in
Builer counts, e,tuiiii-ii-i tiiiito" 2 to 70 miles south-

uest of Greenuiil{;l;;;*",-t" the general aicini'ta o! U.' S'

ir;;h;;";.ei. 6"itiior,* l'."t" started at the new plant in
November, 1954."

This description was follo*ed by a detailed breakdown of the

real and personal property of the corporation assumed to have

a taxable situs in the State- Provision was made for reporting

assessment ratios separately for the major types of p.roperty

(land, buildings, -t"hin"ry and equipment' inventories) ' since

it was recognized. that these ratios are often markedly different

even within the same assessment jurisdiction and as applied to

the same taxPaYer-
No great purity can be claimed for the results of this assess-

ment Ltio determination. No doubt many of the figures are in-

dicative more of the assessor's hopes than of his accomplish-

ments. Short of a full-scale investigation of assessment practices'

however, with elaborate sampling of industrial assessments in

each jurisdiction, followed by a "scientific" determination of

market values, purity in this fietd is a virtue which must be ad-

mired from a very great distance. And even with such a display

of analytical energy, final purity must prove an illusion' Answers

based \pon m,eox,'tff ement must refer to property already. located

in the jurisdictions in question' But the assessment ratio that

would be applied to a new plant may, through conscious.or un-

conscious processes' be quite different from that applied to

establishments with longer histories in the jurisdiction' The

only sure technique *oold involve the actual construction of a

new plant with the assigned characteristics' IMhen the opera-

tions of such a plant had actually begun, and when the flrst
year's property taxes had actually been paid' the subjective

processes of assessment would be an historical event' and meas-

urement would. be both possible and relevant' For the first
year, at leas! purity would have been attained' To this extent'

lf .oo"r", trre meitrod rvould no longer be hypothetical in

character.
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The appropriate tax rates to apply to the assessed value bases

were determined through the same correspondence used to de-

termine assessment ratios. In view of the fact that tax rates

imposed by the several levels of government levying property

taxes at the same location are often applied to different bases

(because of different exemption patterns or assessment ratios) '
it was necessary to determine the rates separately levied by each

taxing jurisdiction. All levels of property taxation were con-

sidered---state, county, and district. All locations were outside

incorporated municipalities, so that no account was taken of

city tax rates or city assessment ratios'
iien dates and assessment dates for property taxation were

found to be quite different for the several states being com-

pared. For purposes of simplification, therefore, all property was

assumed to be assessed as of ttt" end of the corporate accounting

period, in every case, December 31, 1955' In some cases the base

is statutorily defined in terms of an average throughout the

year (as, for example' average inventories) ' A number of differ-

lnt averaging periods are specified in the several state laws' but

for present purposes it was assumed that the proper average

to use in all such cases was the average of the figures for the

beginning and end of the calendar year'
The temporary property tax exemptions granted by some

states and countie. "r 
att inducement to industrial location were

taken into account in computing property tax bills' These tem-

porary exemptions made it necessary to compute t'uo property

Lx bills in such cases: one to show property taxes during the

exemptionperiod,andonetoshowpropertytaxbillsafterthe
expirition of ttr" exemption period. The manner in which these

twotaxbillswerecombinedtoprovideasinglemeasureoftax
burdens is described below.

Other ton tech'niques

In the calculation of other hypothetical tax bills the primary

sourcematerialwasthestatetaxlawsandtheexplanatory
material, including legal opinions and court decisions, published

by commerce clearing House. This material, however, was sup-

piemented with an analysis of regulations (if any) published

ilv the applicable administrative agencies. In all cases' the data

oi ttt" hypothetical corporation were fitted into the most recent

tax forms which the corporations would be required to file with
state and local government agencies'
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The calculation of staie income taxes provided the largest num-

ber of mechanical difficulties. It did so partially because of the

iomplications involved in applying the allocation formulae to the

moclel corporations and pu.iiotty because of the fact that other

iu*., u." permitted as deductions in the calculation of taxable

*i in.o*". Two features of the present calculations brought

ufrout changes in the total of other taxes' The first of these was

lhe inclusion of qualification ancl entrance fees' Since these are

ion""-una-tor-all" levies, they hacl to be counted as part of the

burden for the first year but not for the second and subsequent

;;;;- The second was the temporary property tax exem^ptions

grantecl by some states and counties' For the period of such

i*"*ption* the income tax must be relatively high' because the

amount of other taxes deductible in the determination of tax-

utt" ir,."*e is relatively low. After the expiration of the ex-

".otio" 
period, the amtunt of other taxes increases' so that'

other things being equal, the income tax must decrease' Thus'

in all states levying an income tax at least two' and sometimes

three,calculation**u."recluiredtoaccountforthevaryinglevel
of deductible "other taxes"'

In the application of allocation formulae for income tax pur-

poses it was assumed, lvith one or two exceptions' that the aloca-

iion ratio must be applied only to unitary net income' In theory'

of course, all non_uriiLry net income direcily allocable to domes-

tic operations must m aaaea to allocated unitary net income to

arrive at a final figure for taxable income' but the assumption

maintained throughout that all non-unitary income was-directly

allocable to f oreignstates made it unnecessary to make the usual

adjustments.
The exception to the assumption that the allocation ratio

must be applied to unitary income only was made in those cases

in which the allocation formula contained a gross receipts factor

andinwhichthetaxformsoradministrativeregulationsseemed
to inclicate the appropriateness of this method' For a manufac-

turing or selling enteiptlse the distinction between gross receipts

and sales is usually the distinction between income from what-

ever source earned and income earned from the principal busi-

ness of the enterprise. It is usually assumed that' if the income

to be allocated by the formula method excludes non-unitary in-

come (sometimes called non-business income), the factor in the

formulawhichmo,stnearlyreflectsthedistributionofthese
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sources of income should also exclude non-unitary income. It is

assumed, in the opposite sense' that where a sales factor appears

in the allocation formula, and where sales are defined narrowly
to apply to the principal business of the taxpayer, the income

that must be allocated by the formula is unitary income only.

conversely, it is maintained that, if a gross receipts factor ap-

pears in the allocation formula, the income that must be allocated

Ly the formula is both unitary and non-unitary income. Although
there is some question as to whether such an interpretation is

constitutionally justified, it seems to be the interpretation which
has received most support in state administrative practices.

one other important assumption was made in the calculations

of state and local taxes. This related to the timing of the tax
liability. For simplification purposes it was assumed that all
taxes except the qualification taxes are due and payable on De-

cember 31 for application to the activities of the year just com-

pleted. Qualification taxes were assumed to be due and payable

at the beginning of the first calendar year of operations'

No attempt was made to calculate federal income taxes (or,

for that matter, ony federal taxes) except where such calcula-

tion was essential to the determination of state tax liability. In
some states federal income taxes are allowed as deductions in the

derivation of state taxable net income. where necessaty, the cal-

culations of interdependent taxes \ryere made by accepted

"approximation formulae", as explained in Appendix B'
The omission of federal income taxes is a serious one in the

sense that the illustrated differentials in total state and local

tax burdens as between the several states considered are not

necessarily lh€ effecti.ue differentials upon which corporate deci-

sions are based. All state taxes considered in this analysis are,

of eourse, fully deductible in the derivation of a federal taxable

net income. since all hypothetical corporations would be subject

to federal taxation at the 52 percent combined normal and surtax
rates, an approximation to the effective tax differentials would

be obtained if all annual interstate differentials were multiplied
by .48. Federal income taxes were not calculated in the present

analydis because of the difrculty of allocating a federal income

tax for the entire corporation to all of the states involved in the

total corporate operation. The choice of. hypothetical corpora-

tions with interstate income provides a str.ong element of 'real-
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ism for the state and local tax calculations, but it prohibits the

""ry "al"otation 
of total tax burdens for individual portions of

the total corPoration.

S ummari,z atiun t ecfuniques

The calculations of the hypothetieal corporation approach are

usually limited to a single year. The total tax burden calculated

for one state for that year is simply compared with the total tax

burden calculated for another state or for a series of other states.

If any implications about the corporate activities are drawn

from such comparisons, they are necessarily based upon the as-

sumption that the pattern of tax differentials for a single year

*1ri" reproduced in succeeding years into the indefinite future,

or at least that the single year figures represent the best esti-

mates of future differentials which are, by nature, unknown and

unknowable.
If the only problems of a present interpretation of future tax

burdens were those concerned with the uncertain character of

political decisions and administrative operations, and those asso-

"iut"a 
with the inevitable uncertainties of corporate income and

expenses, it may very well be that the single.year calculation,

based upon present laws and present corporate statistics, would

provide the best estimate of future tax burdens' But these

are not the only problems' It must be recoguized that eristing
tax laws indicate a definite pattern of variable future tax
burdens. Thus, opportunities to make use of rapid amortiza-

tion for so-called emergency facilities have reference to the fu-
ture and have definite time limits attached. To this extent, the

future is fully calculable. Similarly, the temporary property tax
exemptions granted new plants by some states and counties have

definite tirne limits attached. A firm receiving such an exemption

knows, with reasonable certainty, that the exemption will not

extend. beyond five years (for example) from the time the prop-

erty is constructed or purchased. Qualification fees, although

often small in amount, are known to be "once-and-for-all" levie.g

that will not be repeated once they have been paid. some states'

too, have made use of temporary "surtaxes" to supplement their
corporate income taxes in order to meet a temporary budget

deficit. Although these have often been extended beyond the time
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of scheduled elimination, they still contain more or less definite

time limits and should be made a part of the comparative tax
calculus.

In the present study an attempt was made to account for all
of these variable but predictable elements. only with respect

to the treatment of emergency amortization was the refinement

found to create more difficulties than benefits, and this largely

because of the problems of scheduling a realistic amortization
and depreciation pattern in conjunction with a plan for the ac-

quisition of new facilities of an "emergency" character' This

variable element was not, therefore, included in the calcula-

tions.22 At the tiine these calculations were made, no state in the

Southeast was levying a temporary surtax applicable to manu-

facturing corporations, so that this, too, is not represented in the

study.2s Practically speaking, therefore, the only variable-predic-
table elements included in the ealcirlations are the qualification

taxes levied by all eleven southeastern states and the temporary
property tax exemptions granted by some of the states.ea

The inclusion of these variable elements means that a single-
year calculation is no longer adequate. It requires little predic-

tive ability to conclude that the tax bills will be different in the

second year than they were in the first year, even assuming

all of the ,,non-predictable" elements to be constant. They will
be difterent because there will be no qualification taxes in the

second year and because the state income tax calculations (if
any), will contain fewer deductions. If a five-year property tax
exemption is allowed, the taxes in the sixth year will differ from

This is not to sy that no consideration was given to the ropid amortization -of emer-
g^J"iv'?"iif-itG "id 

to the fact that some staies a1low this as a deduction while others
["-"tt. tft" influence of emergency amortization as a predictable fluctuation element
;'""';;;;;;d, ;;w"ter, bv the assumption that acquisitions of new emersencv facilities
jiii itiii"rt-iir";'retir&ent" of the property on the,books of the corporation rvith the
;*;"i;;;; of 

-tUe mpia amortization schedules. In effect, the mpid amortizatio-n ehuge
;;-;;;; "-""*tt.i 

This assumption, of course, !s quite unrealistic, but it-is. not
;ffi.;;;; i""or"" gpt distortion * the amounts charSeable to this item are relativelv

"'-?fi.'i"-ti. ""*1f 
o.* ht4)othetical corporation,- no rapid mortizatio,n was shown,

;;;ii.-;"#;t-^"a"t -tp""itlon for this hypothetical corpomtion has adopted a policy
iiLtiili 1tt" use ot such olrportunities at both federal and state levels'

Bv H, B. 113, the Emergency Revenue Act of 1956, Mississippi extended i'us "temporarv"
;'"fi ;i -liq. u "n additibt to the corporate income tax rate, for & period of two
Llii^rJio.-ii".or*t*i"g corporations are, however, speifically exmpted from the

Drovisions. of the surtax.
In the study made by Flovd (op- cit., p. 60),-temporary property tsx exenrptio-ns.were
iit-iJ"JiJJ"O t""""rl "if "pi** that the choice of plant sit€ is not tvpicallv infru-
lii"i-[i-i"-p".*y st diEerentials." Whether this contention is factually correct or
iii,-ft-t ii.l-r-t-n"t ilie state th&t have adop_ted the tempora,ry sem-ptiol device.have
done so in & ottefrpt to provide an industrial attraction, It is not, therefore, to be so

iJ"A'ifi:aiiti"""A-jt is stiti a debatable question as to whether l}a.e totol tax differentials
;;;;'i"t-;;;-;t"c ml^at"t"i.t l@tion. Yet an advance o pnori-deisior-in-the nesa-
lf". 

"ftd'",ta 
*l 5e psmitted to disam the entite study of tar difrerentials' The exclu'

;i;;;i-t*. nmt 6irct attempt to lure industry is thw a serious prejudsment of the
qu6tion.
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those in the fifth year by the amount of the exemption, adjusted

to reflect the interactinj effects of the exemption and the income

tax base.
It rvould be possible to show the interstate tax companson ln

thesecasesbyasimplejuxtapositionofthecalculationsforthe
several states to" comparable time periods' Thus' Siate A' with a

five-year property tax exemption, could be compared with State

B, with no property tax exJmption, by computing three sets of

t.*es for .".h. th" total tax bills could be compared for-the first

v"r., *ft"t, the total bills in each state would include qualification

i**"*. The total tax bills could then be compared for the second

through fifth years (on an annual basis), when the tax bills

would contain a property tax exemption in State A but not in

state B and when neither tax bill would contain qualification

taxes. Finally, the total tax bills could be compared for the sixth

and subsequent years (on an annual basis), when the tax bills

of neither state would contain a property tax exemption' After

the first year, State B's total tax bill could be assumed to be eon-

stant, on the further assumption that the second year's caleulated

taxes would provide the best estimate of future annual tax bur-

dens. After the sixth year, state A's tax bill could be assumrd to

be constant, for the same reason. The assumption of constancy

could also be applied to state A's tax bill for the second through

fifth years. The ievel of this interim tax burden would' of course'

be lower than that applying to the sixth and subsequent years'

to reflect the propert' ir" *-ption available during the earlier

years.
Such a multi-period comparison is not without its uses' and

is, in fact, exposed as part of the expianatory material- of the
following chapter. But it leaves one rather large question un-

answered. If State A has a s'bstontiml'Lu lowet tax bill thEu

State B during the period of tax exemption,'is the difrerential
enough to offset tnei6nt1* higher tax bills in State A_after t1e

expiration of the exemption period? It is iustrthis kind 9f cuqs-

tion that must be answered if any test is to be provided of the

advisability of utilizing such temporary exemptions as agents.of

industrial attraction.
This problem was solved in the present study by a calculation

which reduces an irregular stream of tax payments to a single
present value. In this calculation, two patterns of tax burdens

through time were utilized. The first represents those states per-
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mitting no temporary property tax exemption or other special
provision to change the tax bill in a predictable fashion beyond
the qualification taxes of the first year. This pattern may be
labeled the "constant-state" pattern. The term is a slight mis-
nomer, of course, as a variation is involved in the passage from
the first to the second years. The second pattern represents states
that do have temporary property tax exemptions that change
the tax bill in a predictable fashion. This may be labeled the
"variable-state" pattern. For a "constant state" two sets of tax
calculations are required: the first to show the first year's tax
bill, and the second to show the second year's tax bill and that of
each subsequent year. For a "variable state" three sets of tax
calculations are required: the first to show the first year's tax
bill, the second to show the second year's tax bill and that of
each year for which the temporary situation exists (for example,
the five-year period of property tax exemption), and the third
to show the tax bill for the first year after the temporary sit-
uation and for every year thereafter. These two patterns are
schematically illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.

In Figure 1 the time periods in years are indicated on the
horizontal axis, and dollars of taxes are indicated on the vertical
axis. The figures on the horizontal axis represent the enil of each
time period, so that year 1 stretches from the point 0 to the
point 1. The first year's taxes, exclusive of the qualification

Tcrr oF PEirEluttY ST rti HciE

tltr PltrError PErrcrotrt ScrtEt
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taxes, are given by the vertical distance AL (:oD). These are

,ssumed to ne aue at the end of the first year' or at the point

on the horizontal axis indicated by the figure 1' To these must

be added the qualification taxes, shown by the vertical distance

DQ, so that the total tax bill of the first year is equal to the

u.rii."t distance OQ. The qualiflcation taxes are assumed to be

payable at the begi'nning of the first year, or at the point 0 in

the Figure.
The second year's taxes are measured by the vertical distance

BR (: AT) . These, too, are assumed to be payable at the enil of,

the second year, or at the point indicated as 2 on the horizontal

axis. The second year's taxes are greater than the first year's

taxeS (excluding the qualification taxes) by an amount L]' This

is accounted for entirely by the corporate income tax. Tho cor-

porate income tax is lower in the first year because_of the fact
itrt ttru inclusion of a qualification tax provides a larger total
deduction and hence a smaller income tax base. when the quali-

flcation taxes are ineluded in the first year's measure of total

taxes, the total is, of course, greater than that of the second

year's taxes.
The pattern of Figure 1 thus shows a single payment of DQ

(the qualification taxes) at the beginning of the first year; a sin-
gle payment of AL at the end of the first year; and a perpetuity

serils with annual payments of BR. The first payment of the
perpetuity series is made at the end of the second year (point B
on the horizontal axis). The term of the perpetuityr begins at
the beginning of the second year (point A on the horizontal
axis).

The present value of the irregular stream of tax payments

represented by the line QDLTP on Figure 1 is the gum of thrce
items, as follows:

1. the present value of a deferred perpetuity payable aunually
at the end of each interest period, with the term deferred
for one year;

2. the present value of a single payment due in one year;
3. The amount of the single'payment qualification tax due

now.
The present value of the deferred perpetuity item is found by
eomputing the present value of a simple perpetuity at the end of
the first year and then discounting this present value for one

year to the presenl
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Figure2describesthepatternfora..variable.taxstate,''that
is, on1 permitting a prope;ty tax exemption (in this case'-for five

yea"s). ttu prop"riy t.* e*"*ption extends through the fifth

y*r,'*o ttrat tfre first payment after- the expiration of the ex-

Lmption period applies to year 6 and is due at the end' of the

*i"ift vuu*. The total tax biil of the corporation at the end of the

sixth year is shown by the vertieal WZ (:VY) ' The fifth year's

taxes 
-(as 

well as those for the second, third' and fourth years)

are shown by the vertical distance vx (:BR, :AT). The dif-

fereoce between the fifth year's taxes and the sixth year's taxes

(shownbytheverticaldistanceXY)isexplainedbytheaddi-
tional property tax burden, partially offset by an income tax

reduction. once again, the firsl year,s taxes (excluding the quali-

fication taxes) are shown by the vertical distance AL (:OD)'
The qualification tax itself is shown by the distance DQ' and the

totalhrst year's tax is shown by the distance OQ'
-- 

itt" puti"to of Figure 2 thus shovrs a single payment of DQ

(the qualification taxes) at the beginning of the first year; a

single^payment of AL at the end of the first year; an annuity

."*i"* iitt rot orl payments of BR for four years payable at

the ends of years i, 3, 4, and 5; and a perpetuity series with
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annual payments of WZ' The first payment of the p-e-rpetuity

series is made at the ""4 
of the sixth year (point W on the

horizontar axis). tn"1er* of the perpetuity begins at the begin-

ning of the sixth vuu" 
-ipoi"t 

V on th9 horizontal axis) ' The term

of the annuity begins tt tt'u beginning of the second year and

ends at the end ot tft" nttft v"ut (points A a'd V' respectively'

on the horizontal axis) '
Tire present value of the irregular stream of tax payments

representecl by 'uhe fl"u qOlfXyp is the sum or four items' as

follows:
l.thepresentvalueofadeferreclperpetuitypayableannually

at the end of each interest period' with the term deferred

for five Years;
2.thepresentvalueofacleferredannuitypayableannually

at the encl of each interest perrod' with the term deferred

for one year and extending for four years;

3. the present value of a single payment due in .one .year;
4. the amount of the single-payment qualification tax due

nOW. , c

As with the "constant-state" pattern' the easiest vray to find the

o."*""t value of tne Jeterred perpetuity item is to 
-fi^nd 

the pres-

ent value of , .i-pf" pttp"t"iiv at tne-ena of the fifth year and

then discount this present value for five years to the_present'

Similarly, the easieit way to find the present value of the de-

ferred annuity item is to fincl the present value of a simple an-

nuity at the end of if'e ntst y"tt u"d then to cliscount this present

value to the Present
The algebra for the sets of

"constant-state" Pattern and
calculations applicable to both the

the "variable-state" pattern is as

follows:
I.(a) A:the cleferred present value of a perpetuity

R:ih;;;;;;itax in the PerPetuitY series

i:the rate of interest
R

A:_
i

- (1)

(b) P:the present value of a deferred perpetuiW

n:the number of interest periods from the
present to'ti; iii!'-i"ni"e of the term of
the PerpetuitY

P:A(l+i)-' -(2)
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II.(a) for "constant-tax" states
V:the present value of a single payment due

at the end of the first year
B:the payment due at the end of the first

year
n:1

v:B (l+i) -"
(b) for "variable-tax" states

- (3)

(1)
L:the deferred present value of an annuity
C:the annual tax in the annuity series
n:the term of the annuity

a. at i: 1-(1+i)-
I

L:C(a, at i) - (4)

- (5)
(3)
X:the present value of a single payment due

at the end of the first year
E:the payment due at the end of the first

year
n:1

x:E (lal; -. - (6)

III. Q:qualification tax, payable at the beginning
of the first year

IV. T:total present value of a stream of irreg-
ular tax payments
(a) for'qconstant-tax" states

T:P+V+Q
(b) for "variable-tax" states

T:P+S+X+Q

(2)
S:the present value of a deferred annuity
n-the number of interest periods from the

present to the beginning of the term of
the annuity

s:L(1+i)-

- (7)

- (8)
'When the streams of tax payments for the group of "constant-

tax" states and the streams of tax payments for the several
groups of "variable-tax" states had been reduced to present value
terms by these methods, the results were fully comparable. The
comparison was mad.e by listing the total "present-value" tax
bills for all of the eleven Southeastern states and ranking the
states according to the size of these bills, with the highest tax-
bill state shown as number 1 and the lowest as number 11.
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Finally, a simple index number was constructed with the "pres-
ent-value" tax bill of North Carolina equal to 100. All other
states in the comparison rvere then related to this base figure
for an easy comparison of the magnitude of the differences

between the states.:r
As can be seen from the two patterns illustrated in Figures

I and 2, the calculations are based upon the assumption that the

"unpredictable" burdens of the future are the same as the bur-
clens computed for the current year. The only changes over time
that are admitted are those that can be "predicted" from an

observation of Ttresent laws and practices. In effect, it is assumed

that, with the exception of these predictable changes, the pres-

ent pattern of tax burdens provides the best available estimate
of the future pattern of tax burdens. This, of course' is the
assumption implicit in most analyses of comparative tax bur-
dens by the hypothetical corporation method.

The objection may still be raised, however, that one "pre-
clictable" element has been omitted. This has to do with the de-

preciation schedule assumed for the property of the hypothet-
ical corporations. If we were to imagine the calculations of
future taxes to apply only to the property in existence at the
beginning of the first year, it would be necessary to illustrate a

cleclining book value as the property is gradually depreciated.
To do so would, of course, require an assumption that at some

time the book value would be zero or that the property of the
enterprise would be sold when the book value reached an arbi-
trary "scrap value". Under these assumptions, the patterns in
Figures 1 and 2 would be much more complicated, for annual
depreciation charges and book value of property enter into the
calculations of many taxes in an interdependent fashion. Thus,

a gradually declining book value should (other things being
equal) result in a gradually cleclining assessed value and a grad-
ually declining property tax bill. This, in turn, would produce

a gradually increasing income tax, for the property tax deduc-

tion would be diminishing year by year. In addition, however,
the allocation ratio would have to be computed annually in many
states, so that the depreciation schedule would exert another
kind of influence on the income tax bill over time. Furthermore,
the book value and assessed value of property are often used as

alternative bases for the franchise tax. business licenses, and

25. See Chapter YII, below, for these comparisom.
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other taxes, so that these, too, would have to be annually com-
puted. Finally, the pattern would not be that of a perpetuity, but
would have a time period to correspond to the assumed life of
the property.

The impossibility of making such detailed and elaborate cal-
culations in a study such as this would seem to provide sufficient
justification for the simplified analysis adopted for present pur-
poses. But further justification comes from the fact that we are
concerned not with the taxes associated with the exisiting Wok
erty of the corporation, but with the taxes associated with the
abstract thing which is the corporation itself, as represented in
the domestic state by the plant in question. While the assump
tion that all property will be replaced in perpetuity (in terms of
dollar amounts) as it is depreciated on the books of the cor-
poration is unquestionably unrealistic, it probably commits no
greater error than the assumption that none of it will be replaced
until the entire structure finally collapses to the ground.

The treatment accorded the three hypothetical corporations
may, however, somewhat overstate the property tax burdens in
the temporary exemption states. All of these states provide an
initial exemption for property newly constructed- But they also
provided a continuing exemption for any property added to the
existing structure. The assumption of perpetual replacement
would thus mean that the corporations were able to obtain ex-
emption for the new property added every year. This refinement
was not, however, incorporated into the calculations. To this
extent the property tax bills for Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi
and South Carolina may be slightly overstated in the third
period.

It must also be mentioned that the interest rate used for the
present value calculations was arbitrarily set at 5 percent. In
theory, the rate of interest in this situation should represent
the earnings associated with the use of 91.00 in capital funds,
or, conversely, the earnings foregone as a result of having to pay
out $1.00 in taxes. No attempt was made to calculate this interest
rate on a realistic basis for each of the hypothetical corporations.
The rate of 5 percent should thus be thought of as illustrative
and probably conservative (that is, low). It was, of course,
uniformly applied in all cases.
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METHODOLOGICAL CONCLUSIONS

The results of applying the hypothetical corporation approach
to the tax structures of the eleven Southeastern states are showrr
in the following chapter. These results are, to say the least, dra-
matic. But the drama of the results should not be permitted to
obscure the limitations of the analysis. Although there are a
number of such limitations, perhaps the most important of them
consists of the treatment accorded the property tax element of
the total tax bills. The problems of property tax analysis have
always presented the greatest hazards for the hypothetical
corporation approach and they probably always will until com-
plete and dependable assessment information is made available
for all taxing jurisdictions.

This and other limitations make it necessary to emphasize,
once again, the fact that the tax bills shown for each of the three
hypothetical corporations in each of the eleven Southeastern
states may or may not be the tax bills that would actually be
presented to a new firm if it chose one of the locations selected
for the present analysis. But in th,e hypothetical corpwatiun
ayyroach, the sigwifi.mnt problems are considered to be concenrcd
with the Wpm,run^ce of th,e tun stracttr,re bef ore th,e film locates
its new plnnt rather thnn with the f act of the tar structure after
the fi,rm locates 'its netn pl,ont.If the techniques developed in the
present study are reasonably accurate facsimiles of the tech-
niques pursued by many businesses, who must, with some ex-
ceptions, be faced with the same data limitations, the answers
exhibited in the following chapter may be interpreted as the tax
components of an industrial location decision.



CHAPTER VIi

THE HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION APPROACH_
THE RESULTS

In this description of the results of the hypothetical corpora-
tion approach, an attempt has been made to develop each of the
three cases in a parallel fashion. Each begins with a brief de-

scription of the hypothetical corporation and its hypothetical
plant. Part of this description consists of a list of the locations
selected for each of the plants in each of the eleven Southeastern
states. The rest of the explanation for each corporation is

arranged around a series of eight tables. These tables do, indeed,
carry the burden of the narrative. The tables are divided into
two groups, the first three forming one series and the next five
forming a second series. The flrst'group might be called the
"exclamatory tables", for it is in these that the final results of
the interstate comparison are displayed. The second group might
be c.alled the "explanatory tables", for it is with the help of these
that the reasons for the differences are explored and analyzed.

It would, of ?ourse, be impossible to document every detail of
the extensive calculations required to arrive at the answers dis-
played in the present chapter. The calculations themselves are
shown, in sufficient detail to permit reworking, in Appendix B.

Where possible, the source of the information is attached to the
calculations. In most cases, the source was the law itself and the
explanatory material published in Commerce Clearing House,

State Tur Repwter} The most important omission in the docu-

mentation is a reference to the source of the assessed value in-
formation that served as the foundation of the property tax
calculations. In some instances it was found that the information
would not be provided, at least with the candor expected, without
the assurance of anonymity. In general, however, such informa-
tion was obtained from local assessors, state assessment agen-

cies, state research agencies, university research bureaus, local
banks, published analyses of assessment ratios, and individuals .

known to be familiar with property tax processes in the locality
in question.

1. The calculations were made during December of 1955 and the first six months of 1956.

They natually refiect the information available during this period. An attemDt wa3
made to adjwt all salculations to embqdv chang* made up to Julv l,- 1956, althouah
some of the minor change instituted by the 1956 asions of some state leSislatures may
Yery well hsve ben misged.
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The methocls of the hypothetical corporation analysis are de-

scribed, in considerable cletail, in Chapter VI' This explanatory

material should be considered an integral part of the expository

material of the present chapter. No attempt is made in the

present chapter to re-explore the techniques of analysis or to

redevelop the timitations to which the analysis is subject'

The exposition of the sources of interstate variation is' for

Hypothetical Corporation A, as exhaustive as possible' An at-

tempt is made to carry the explanation back to the tax laws of

the several states as well as to the instructions and regulations

which form a part of the tax structures of these states. since

many of these sources of variation have the same effects upon

all three hypothetical corporations, the same detailed explanation

is not offered for Hypottretical Corporations B and C as is oftered

for Hypothetical Corporation A' For Corporations B and C the

"*plut 
ution is restricted to the relatively important elements

urrd to those factors that act upo4 the taxpayers differently

than in the case of the Hypothetical Corporation A. In this sense,

Hypothetical Corporation A may be consiclered to be an explana-

tory model.

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION A

The corTtoration qnd, its Plnmts

Hypothetical Corporation A is an enterprise engaged- in the

manufacture of metal proclucts for home ancl industry' The total

assets of the corporation amount to $22,500,000, w^ith $8'325'000

of this represented by inventories, and with fixed assets (net of

clepreciation) amounting to $6,0?5,000.2 Inventories comprise

50.685 percent of the corporation's current assets' The gross

sales of the corporation amount to $18,139,636, with cost of sales

of $13,501,893. The net profit before all taxes is $2,988,864'
The company's selling operations are conducted by salesmen

who work from the company's main plant and executive offices

located in a state outside the area of the eleven southeastern

states, and by orders received directly from customers at the

head office. sales are nationwide and are, for the most part, to
retail outlets. The company satisfies some industrial demand'

All salesmen are employees of Corporation A.
It is assumed that iust prior to the beginning of the 1955 tax

year Corporation A began manufacturing operations in a newly-

l. Tlott statistisl ilscriptinn of Hypothetical corporation A is found in Exhibits 1-8,

inclusive, Appenilir B,
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constructed plant, alternatively located in each of the eleven
Southeastern states, specializing in the manufacture of one of
the company's products. It is assumed, further, that the company
operates only two plants: the old plant outside the area of
analysis, and the new plant inside the area of analysis. The old
plant was constructed before 1900, so that, in spite of additions
and improvements, the "foreign" real property of Corporation
A is heavily depreciated on the books of the enterprise. In con-
trast, of course, the new plant shows only one year of deprecia-
tion at the end of 1955.

Orders are received at the new plant by direct teletype from
the head office. The goods are then shipped directly from the
inventories maintained at the plant. The company maintains no
warehousing facilities other than those at the manufacturing
Iocations. No sales offices are maintained other than those that
are part of the head office.

In terms of the relationship between the new plant and the
total enterprise, the company shows a disproportionately heavy
concentration of property at the new plant. Since inventories
are directly related to output and sales, the heavy allocation of
the total book value of property to the new plant is not explained
by the inventory element. It is, rather, a product of the depre-
ciation policy of the company with respect to its fixed assets and
of the fact that there is a wide difference in the ages of the new
plant and the old plant. Approximately 23 percent of the total
book value of the company is located at the new plant, although
year-end inventory at the new plant is only about 8 percent of
total inventory. In view of the fact that the company is able to
make use of relatively low-wage labor at the new plant as com-
pared with that at the old plant (partially as a result of the skills
required and partially as a result of prevailing wage rate differ-
entials), the payroll associated with the new plant is only
approximately 6 percent of the total payroll. This differential,
naturally, is reflected in manufacturing costs, which are, at the
new plant, just undei 10 percent of total manufacturing costs.
Since the company maintains no sales organization other than
that at its head office, the sales that could be allocated to the
state containing the new plant on the basis of the location of
sales offices would, of course, be zero. In terms of the ilesti,nntion
of the company's sales, however (by which is meant the location
of the company's custogrers), approximately 5 percent of the
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total sales might be allocated to the state containing the new
plant. If, finally, sales are defined according to the point of manu-
facture of the prodticts involved, approximately 11 percent of
total sales of $18,139,636 might be allocatecl to the "domestic"
state.s

The specific locations selected for the new plant of Hypothet-
ical Corporation A in the eleven Southeastern states are as

follows:
North Carolina:

Alabama:

Arkansas:

Florida:

Georgia:

t
Kentucky:

Louisiana:

Mississippi:

South Carolina: Marion County, 2 to 10 miles west of Mar-
ion, in the general vicinity of U. S. High-
way 76;

Tennessee: Madison County, 2 to 10 miles northeast of
Jackson, in the general vicinity of U. S-

Highway 70;
3. In the future, the state containing: the new plant (which mighl tle any one of the

eleven Southeastern stats) will be labeled "the domstie state", and the state containing
the old plut will be labeled "the foreign state-"

Moore County, 2 to 10 miles southwest of
Southern Pines, in the general vicinity of
U. S. Highway 1;
Houston County, 2 to 10 miles west of Do-
than, in the general vicinity of U. S' High-
way 84;
Garland County, 2 to 10 miles southlvest of
Hot Springs, in the general vicinity of U. S.

Highway 270;
Orange County, 2 to 10 miles west of Or-
lando, in the general vicinity of State High-
way 50;
Thomas County, 2 to 10 miles east of
Thomasville, in the general vicinity of U. S.

Highway 84;
Fayette County, 2 to 10 miles north of
Lexington, in the general vicinity of U. S-

Highway 25;
Caddo Parish, 2 to 10 miles west of Shreve-
port, in the general vicinity of U. S. High-
way 79-80;
Adams County, 2 to 10 miles sourth of Nat-
chez, in the general vicinity of U. S. High-
way 61-65;
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Virginia:

Trip lliplcr oF SIATE AND LocAL Taxns ri.r

Albemarle County, 2 to 10 miles east of
Charlottesville, in the general vicinity of
U. S. Highway 250.

None of the locations is inside the boundaries of these or other
incorporated municipalities.

H Ap othetical tax e s-t otal.
Table 1 shows the total taxes paid by llypothetical Corpora-

tion A in each of the eleven Southeastern states, for three
periods, under the assumptions which deflne the hypothetical
corporation approach. It also shotus that the ton bills f or North
Carolhru are substantiaIy higlLer th,on th,ose for any other state
i,n the com'porison The interstate differenees are particularly
striking in the first two periods, reflecting, among other things,
the effects of temporary property tax exemptions in some of the
states. The first period includes qualification taxes and other
"once-and-for-all" levies. In this year, a high of $64,308 for
North Carolina is matched by a low of $19,717 for Alabama. The
Virginia burdens come closest to those of North Carolina,
appearing as $50,668. The differences in total annual tax bills are
somewhat less staggering for the third period-the period after
all temporary property tax exemptions have expired. For this
period, North Carolina's tax bill of $63,813 is almost the same
as Mississippi's tax bill of $63,100. From this level, however,
the tax bills of the remaining states fall off rapidly, with Ala-
bama still enjoying the low position on the list with a tax bill
of only $23,346.

In Table 2 the tax bills of these three periods are reduced to
a single present value by techniques deseribed in the preceding
chapter, and the values expressed as an index with North Caro-
lina equal to 100. Column 3 of Table 2 shows the rank of each

state on the list, with the number 1 rank assigned to the highest
tax state and the number 11 rank assigrred to the lowest tax
state.

I'able 2 sh,outs North Carolina in undkisytt'ted fi'rst pasition. The
tax burden on Hypothetical Corporation A in Mississippi, the
second-ranking state on the list, is just 90 percent of that in
North Carolina. As compared with states other than North
Carolina, Mississippi itself is relatively high, for the state that
is third on the list (Virginia) shows an index of only 78.
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TABLE 1

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION A

TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVEN SOUTEEASTERN STATES FOR THREE PERIODS

Fint Period I Second Period 2 Third Perioda

Sta tes Rank for Rank for
Column (5)

(6)

Total
Taxes

(5)

Total
Taxes

(3)
olumn (3

(4)

NORTH CAROLINA
Alabama. . . .

Arkansas .. . .

f lorloa.. .,
Georgia.
KentuckY. . . .

Louisiana
MississiPPi . .

South Carolina
Tennessee. .

Virginia. ...

$64,308
19,?17
28,641
31,384
38,20r
29,224
22, l9r
38 ,405
37 ,371
46,320
50,668

$63 ,813
16 ,409
28,530
30,985
38,191
29 , 189
2l,630
3?,930

46 ,001
49.677

$63 ,813
23,346
28, 530
30,985
38,191
29, 189
5r,536
63,100
40 ,687
4ri,001
49,677

tl
I
7

8
10

2

I
11

9
7
4
8

10
5
6

2

I
11
10
8
7
9

2
6
5

NOTES: rFirst year in dom€tic state. Tax6 include quatification taxes and other "onceand-for-
all" levies.

zeti." ttre n.st year aDd until the expiration of temporary.property tax exemptiom, if any.
sAfter the expiiatiou of tempoBry property tax exemptions, if any'

TABLE 2

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION A

PRESENT VALUE OF TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES

States

NORTH CAROLINA
Alabama .

Arkansas .

Floridr . .

Georgia. .

Kentucky. .

Louisiana.
Miwisippi.
South Carolina. . ... .

Tennessee.
Virginia.

Total
Prwnt
Valuer

(1)

sr,276,756
416,662

71,224
620,099
763 ,830
583,815
800,355

1 , 153,503
799,080
920,340
994,532

Total
Present Value

as an Index
(North Carolina

:100)
(2)

100.0
32.6
44 -7
48. ri
59.8
45.7
62.7
90. 3
62.6
't2 -l

Rank for
Coluru (2)

(3)

II
lo
8
7
9

6

NOTES: rPresent value of all tare for thre periods.

When all taxes are considered, and when all ternporary ex-

emptions ale taken into account, Alabama appears to extract
the smallest number of tax dollars from Corporation A- Its
present value measure is only about 33 percent of that for North
Carolina. It should be noted, however, that f otn states (Florida,
Kentucky, Arkansas, and Alabama) impose tax burdens that are
Iess th,un holl those levied by North Carolina.

Table 3 presents the interstate comparison in a slightly differ-
ent way. The total tax bills for each state for the third period
of the analysis are relatd to five tax burden measures. Since the
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TABLE 3

HYPOTSETICAL CORPORATION A

TOTAL TAXESI IN ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES AS A PERCENT OF VARIOUS

MEASURES OF TAX BUR'DENS

Stats

Total Taxs
as a Percent

of Gros
Reeipts2

(1)

Total Tax€
as a Percent

of Total
Payroll3

(2)

Total Tax6
as a Percent

of Total
Propertya

(3)

Total 'Iaxes
ss a Percent
of Msnufae
tuiDg Costs

(4)

as a Percent
o{ Allocated
Taf,able Net

Pro6tso
(5)

NORTII CAROLINA......
Alabama.
Arkanss.
Florida. .

Georgia .

Kentucky.
Louisiane. .'.:....
Misisippi...
South Carolina.
Teunme.
Virginia.

6.5
2.4
2.9
3.1
3.9
3.0

6.4
4.L
4.7
5.0

20 .3

9.1
9.8

t2.l
9.3

t6.4
20.o
t2.9
14.6
15.8

2.0
7

.9
1.0
L.2

o
t.o
2.0
1.3
1,4
1.6

,1.8
!.7
2.1
2.5
2.9
2.2
3.9
4.7
3.0
3.4
9.7

26.5
s.7

11. 6

15. 8
12.0
2r.5
25.9
lo. o
19 .6
19.3

NorES: i[H:"u i"""tilTii".m sals e*ordius to the location of the customen ("iletination"

,;"1?:",i1'#/"&"St?,9:n1,"ree or ..direct', and "indirect" labor asociated with
- -iranutacturiug at dom6tic pl?gt' -.r"sr?ti"ijliri[L';i6 *i;;-"r bnd, depreciable property, and yaer+nd inventorv at

sManufactuing cets include materi8l bou-qht .for manufactue' slarie and wages' and

other manuiacturing costa at domstrc pranE' 
'oTotal net p.ont ttii?e-iiidi"c"-e. t"i and before federal iocome tax allocated to

domstic'srate'l*f ,'gitl$:1":1"*i,r*H"ir':**;"-ntltl S;;Ei''fi%1v-;".?Ji3::
[l?,',it:;l$:""*'

peripateticplantofCorporationAisassumedtohaveidenti-
cal characteiistics in each of the eleven Southeastern states, the

measures themselves are' of course' perfectly comparable' The

table merely provides another means of expressing the differ-

ences that are described in column 5 of Table 1' As such' it adds

litile to the description of interstate tax burdens. Its main use-

fulness,inconjunctionwiththecomparabletablesforCorpora-
liorr* n and C; is in the analysis of differences in the burdens

between the three hypothetical corporations within any of the

eleven states in the study. only in the case of the last of the

measures shown in Table 3 (column 5-total taxes as a percent

of allocated taxable net profits) is a significant addition made

to the interstate analysis. In this eolumn, total taxes are ex-

pressedasapercentofthenetincomet,hatwau|'d'bataxable
under the income tax laws of each of the states if each state

madeuseofanallocationformulaapproximatingtheso-called
..Massachusetts formula". If it may be assumed, for purposes of

this analysis, that the Massachusetts formula is the "correct"

formula for the allocation of interstate income, the burden

*"u.or"*"ntofcolumnS,TableSmaybeassumedtobebased
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Llpolr an accllrate representation of the net profits of the cor-

poration associatecl with its activities in the domestic state.r

l-rom Table 3 it can be seen that North carolina, at the top of

the scale, extracts in taxes approximately 6'5 percent of the

Nortlr Carolina gross receipts of Corporation A; Alabama, at

the bottom of the scale, extracts approximately 2'4 percent of

the Alabama gross receipts. The median state (in this case'

South Carolina), extracts approximately 4.1 percent of the gross

receipts in that state.

H y'pothetical tun es-b?J tUP e

For a corporation with the characteristics of Hypothetical
corporation A there can be no doubt about the severity of the

burdens imposed by the North carolina tax structttre. An un-

clerstanditrg of the reasons for this relative severity requires,

as a first step, the separation of the individual taxes that go to

rnake up the total tax burciens in each of the states' This sep-

ara,tion is shown in Table 4 for each of the three periods'5 For
North Carolina, surprisingly, the ad valorem property tax is the

largest single tax paid by Corporation A, accounting fot 54

percent of the total state and local tax bill in the second and third
periods. Income and property taxes combined account for over

92 percent of the North Carolina total.
As compared with the other states, however, the percentage

of the total tax bill accounted for by ad valorem property taxes
is not uncommonly high. All states except Alabama and Ken-
tucky impose state and local property taxes that account for
more than half of the total tax bills. In Alabama the property
tax accounts for approximately 42 percent of the total tax, and
in Kentucky for approximately 49 percent. In both Alabama
and Kentucky, however, the property tax is still the largest
single tax paid by the corporation. In Virginia, the local property
tax accottnts for 41 percent of the total levy, but the state tax
on "capital not otherwise taxed" is, in reality, a property tax-
When the state levy is added to the local levy, the Virginia prop-
erty tax burden amounts to 53 percent of the total. In the Louis-

The assumption of the "correctness" of the Masachuretts fomula is advancecl here for
calculation purposes only, to provide a common standard of net profit merourement for
each state. It is maintalned ihroughout this report that there is no such thing as the
"corr€t" formula' It is' in fact' maintained that debate on thcse grounds is futile' in
view of the lact that the allocation of somethi[g which is, by nature, unitary is a logical
impssibility.
Two typ6 of states are reprcented in Table 4: those making use of temporary proD-
erty tax exemptions (the so-called "variable tax" states) and those not making use of
temporary prope.ty tax exemptions (the so+alled "@Lstant tax" states). Alabama is
a4 example of the former ; North Carolina is an qample of the latter,

4.



NORTH CAROLINA{
1. Qualification
2. Franchise....
3. Intangible.
4. Property.
5. fncome.

Total.. -

ALABAMAs
1. Qualification
2. Filing Fe. . ...
3. Corporation Permit.. -..
4. BwinwLicens..-.-.-
5. Franchise...
6. Property.
7. fncome...

Total. . -

ARKANSAS4
1. Qualificstion
2. Franchise.. -

3. Property.
4. fncome...-

Total. . .

FLORIDAl
1. Charter Fe. ---.. - - - -. -

2. BwinmLire-.....-
3- Franchise...
4, Intangible.
5. Property.

Total . . .
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TABLE 4

HIPOTHETICAL CORPORATION A

TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES BY TYPE OF TAX, FOR
THREE PERIODS

States and Type of Tax

Period C)ne I Period Twoz Period Three3

Tax
(1)

Percent of
Total Tax

(2)
Tax
(3)

Percent of
Total Tax

(4)
Tax

( o,

Percent of
Total Tax

(6)

500
4,953

!2
34,553
24,270

0.8

0.1
53 -7
97.7

' 'i;ess
32

34,553
24,275

' 'i.i
o.l

t4.1
38.O

'i,gis
a2

34,553
24.275

7.8
0.1

54. I
38.0

I 64,308 100.0 63 ,81 100-o 00. 0

3,305
10

100
300

8,091
2,9t7
4.994

16.8
0.1
0.5
l-o

41. 0
14.8
25.5

ioo
300

8,O91
2,917
5,001

100
300

8,091
9,866
4,987

0.4
1.3

42.3
2r.4

o.6
1.8

49.3
17.8
30.5

t9,717 100.0 16.,109 100.o 23,546 100. I

111
9E0

16 ,048
Lr,602

0.4
s.4

aD.u
40.2

"'980
16,048
11.602

"'t:i
56.3
40.3

'' 
9S0

16,048
11 .502

" 3:i
56.3
40.3

28.641 100.0 28.590 100-o 28,530 100. 0

I 399
150
750

I
30,084

1.3
0.5

0.0
95.9

150
750

I
30,084

o.5
2.4
0.o

9?- I

150
?50

30,804

0.5

0.0
97.r

$ 3r,384 100. I 30.985 lfi).0 30.985 100.0

l0
I,000

3
30,743
6,455

0.0
2.6
0.0

80. 5
16.9

1,000
3

30, ?33
6.455

' ' i; ooo'

30,733
6,455

2.6
0.0

80. 5
16,9

2-6
0.o

80.5
16.9

38 .20t 100.0 38,19r 100.o 38,191 100.0

35
33

4,048
L4,274
t 0,834

0.1
0.1

13 .9
48.8g7.l

" "it
4,04E

14,271
lo,E34

o.1
13.9
tt8.9
3?.1

4,048
14,274
10,834

0.1
13.9
48.9
x7.l

29,224 100 .0 29. r89 roo.0 29.189 100. 0

562
2,951

13 ,382
5,296

2.5
13 .3
60.3
25.9

"'r;$i
13,S82
6,297

ii:6'
61.9
21-5

'i',iii
43,355

5,230
84. I
10. I

22.191 100. 0 2l 10(}.o 5l ,536 99.9

GEORGIA4
1. Qualifietion2. Franchise...
3. Intangibles.
4. Property.
5. fncome....

Total. . .

KENTUCKY{
l. Qualification2. Intangible-
3. Franchise.
4. Property.
5. Income....

Total. . .

LOUISIANA6
1. Capital Stock-..--- --..
2, Franchise....
3. Property..
4. Income....

Total...-.-.
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Period One I Period Two2 Period Thre3

States and TYPe of Tax

MISSISSIPPI5
1. Qualification . ;.Z. Factory lnspec[lon r ees

3, Franchise
4, Property.
5, fncome.

Total . . .

SOUTH CAROLINAT
1. Qualincation .

!. Annual Filing Fee. .

3- Franchise.
4. Property.
5. Income..

Total . .

TENNESSEE]
1- Qualification
2- Annual RePorting Fees
3. Franchise.
4. Property.
5. Excise-.

Total . . .

VIRGINIAl
l. Entrance Fee. . ......
2. Annual Registration. .

3. LocalProperty.......
4. Capital Not Otherwise

Taxed. . .

5. Income-

Total...

Tax
(1)

$ soo
200

5,246
7,551

24 ,908

$ 38,405

320
150

4 ,954
29,309
11,587

$ 46.320

$ r,000
25

20,476

5,905
23,262

q !9.9q8

Tax
(3)

Percent of
Total Tax

(z)

s"iso
4,954

29 ,309ll . 588

Percent o[
Total Tax

(6)

1.3
0.5

13.7
19.?
64.9

99. 9

200
5,246
7 ,55r

24 .933

io
1,o77

2t,3t7
14 ,918

0.5
13.8
r9.9
65.7

0.0
2.9

57 .1
40.0

0.3
10. 8
63.7

0.1
41.2

lt.9
46.8

'o.o
2-6

60.7
36. 6

100. 0

200
5,246

32,98r
24,673

150
4,554

29 ,309
tl ,588

8.3
52.3
39. 1

99.9 63 . 100 100.0

0.1
0.0
2-9

57 .0
39.9

$50
l0

1,o77
2t,3t7
14,9r7

99.9

o.7
0.3

to.7
63.3
25.O

2.0
0.0

40.4

0-3
10.8
64.7
25.2

0.1
41.2

1l -9
46.8

tt.7
45-9

25
20,476

5,905

20,476

5,905
26,271

100.0 100.0

NOTES: rFirst year of localion in domatic state. Taxes include "onceand-for-all" Qualifi@tion
levies.

2Period after first year of location in domBtic state. Includ6 temporary property tax
exemption, if any.

3Period after expiration of temporary property tax exemption-
1" Constant-tax " state
5" Variable-tax" state

iana structure, the property tax has an 84 percent importance
for Corporation A. Georgia is only slightly below this, with a
property tax that accounts for 80 percent of the corporation's
Georgia taxes. The highest state in this respect is, of course'
Florida. Since Florida levies no state income tax, the property
tax accounts for 9? percent of the total tax bill of Hypothetical
Corporation A.

For all states but Florida and Alabama, the income tax stands
second in importance to the property tax in the magnitude of
the burdens which it imposes. In Alabama the franchise tax paid
by Corporation A is larger than the income tax. For the other
states the percentage of total tax represented by income taxes
range from 10 percent in Louisiana to 40 percent in Arkansas.
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In North Carolina, the income tax paid by Corporation A repre-

sents 38 percent of its total tax burden'

Franchise taxes play an important role in Alabama' at least

with ,esp"ct to the burdens imposed upon Corporation A' for

they represent 35 percent of the total tax' Kentucky and Ten-

nessee stand next on this list, levying franchise taxes that ac-

count for L3 and 11 percent, respectively, of the total taxes'

Nortrt carolina and Mississippi occupy the next step, each im-

posing franchise taxes that are 8 percent of the total' The Arkan-

sas franchise tax accounts for 4 percent of the Arkansas total'

and in Floricla, Georgia, and South Carolina the franchise tax

"..ountu 
for approximately 3 percent of the total' The Virginia

franchise tax is levied on domestic corporations only' so that

Hypothetieal Corporation A pays no franchise tax in that State'

I is clear that the primary responsibility for any- differences

that exist between the tax burdend imposed by these eleven states

must be placed upon either the property tax or the income tax'

Taken toi'ether, these two taxes account for more than 85 per-

cent of the total tax burdens imposed by all of the states, with

Alabamaasthesingleexception'Indeed'inallbutthreestates'
they represent more than 90 percent of the total tax' In North

Carolina the property tax and the income tax combined repre-

sent gZ p"t""rrt of the total tax paid by Corporation A'

(a) Income twes
InTableSthecorporatenetincometaxissingledoutforde-

taileci examinatioo. it 
" 

table is designed to show the origins of

the most important differences in the income tax burdens as

between the ten states concerned. The income t1x naVlents of

CorporationA,shownincolumnl,arecollectedfromthedata
oi 

"ofu*tt 
5 of Table 4. The ranks shown in column 2 indicate

ifrat North Carolina imposes upon this corporation the second

highest income taxes of the ten states. The three highest states

iilisti**ippi, North Carolina, and Virginia) are very similar

*ittr t""p""t to the income tax obligations they impose upon

Corporutlon A. From this high plateau the values fall off rapidly,

for the income tax of the fourth ranking state (South Carolina)

is well below that of the third. Alabama occupies the lowest posi-

lion, with an income tax of $4,98?' This tax compares with Mis-

.i.*ipni'* tax of 524,673 and North Carolina's tax of 824'275'

,rra inaicates the extreme variability of the tax burdens imposed

bytheincometaxstatutesoftheSoutheasternstates.
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In the determination of state ineome tax liability for a corpo-

ration of the type considered here, there are three major factors

that are likely to create differences between the states' The

first of these is the method by whieh the income of the entire

corporation is allocated to the taxing state' The second is the

decluctions allowed from gross income. And the third is the tax

rate. All three of these factors are represented in Table 5'

Of the three high-tax states (Mississippi, North Carolina' and

Virginia), the highest allocation ratio for a corporation sr-rch

as Hypothetical Corporation A is that produced by the Virginia
iu*. 

-gy 
the Virginia formula, approximately 1?'8 percent of the

total taxable net income of the Corporation is subject to the Vir-
ginia income tax. This figure compares with 1?'0 percent in Mis-

Jissippi, and 16.6 percent in North Carolina' At the other ex-

treme are Arkansas, with a ratio of 9.6 percent, and Georgia'

with a ratio of 6.6 Percent.
It must be remembered that corporation A is exactly the same

in each of the eleven states' In spite of the fact that Corporation

A is assumed to sell the same quantity of its product in each of

the states, and in spite of the fact that it is assumed to have con-

structed the same plant, with the same productive capacity' the

same costs, and the same investment in each of the states' Vir-
ginia law declares that 17.8 percent of the corporate net profits

should be associated with the plant, while Georgia law declares

that only 6.6 percent of the corporate net profits should be asso-

ciated with the plant. With a variation as extreme as this' it is
impossible not to feel that some states of the southeast consider

the allocation ratio as a revenue-collecting device, whereas others

think of it as an excellent means of attracting industrial enter-

prises. fn any event, the importance of the allocation ratio as a

source of variation in income tax burdens can hardly be denied-

In this interpretation, the effects of the Virginia allocation

formula are particularly interesting- For Corporation A, Vir-
ginia manages to make use of the most demanding allocation

formula of any of the southeastern states.6 The formula is a turo-

factor thing, based upon the distribution of the corporation's

6. Tltl" statement is true only upon the ass@ptions which lie behind the presert .calcula-
tions. In Virginia law, an allocation by sepante *counting is preferred (S.ection 58-

rsi.i, C"d" oi virgio;i). To this exteni, Virginia's allocation approach would be more
libml than many otber "t"t*. 

fo. purpose !f tto.-o"-pie. however, it was assumed
that sepuate "o"ootti.di"i'iittJ"J"iri.,-".a 

that the._- tofuiuie method would have to
be applied in all cass.



TABLE 6

IIYPOTflETICAL CORPONATION A

INCOME TAX DATAI FOR ELEVEN SOUTHEASTDRN STATES

1'ar

(1)

Rgnk for
Column (5)

Tax Rate
(In Percent)

(7)

Federal
Income Tax
Deduction
Allowed

(8)

f.,
H|r

Fl

E
Fo
Fl

U)
Fl

Ft

P
z

r
l.
€
X
Itla

z

No
Yes
No

"'N,; '

Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

NORTH CAROLINA.
Alabams

$24,276
4,98?

11,602
" " '6;.i;5"

l0 ,8s4
6,280

24,678
14, 897
11 ,688
2S,ZIL

(6)

,|

6

9
8

10t

4
I

D

ItoS
4

6snd7
4

2toG
D
s.?6
o

Rank for I Altocated
Column (8) | Net Income

(4) | (5).

10 | 161,S66
6 | 161,920
8 | 190,?59
2 | 420, S91
7 | 297,984
6 | 809,022
r | 465,428

Rank for I Ratio (In
Column (1) I Percent)

2 | 16.556?
10 | 14.5961
6 I 9.5880

8 I 6.6820
7 | 14.1808
I I u.64?s
1 I 1?.00194 | 11.96284 | 11.9628
6 | 12.808?
3 I 1?,7699

NOTES: tFor thlrd Period onty
2No income tax levied
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property and upon the distribution of the corporation's gross

receipts. The allocation ratio is computed with the following

data:
". . the tax imposed by this chapter shall be on 'such 

pro-

portion of the uniito net i"come of suctr corporation' as the

I;it;;;k"t vatue-ol ltte reat estate and other physrcat as-

sets in this State;;"iil';;i" ot trt" 
"iose 

of the taxable

year and ttre amount of the gross receipts in this State

during that veari:i" -*h';;t-p"i'ti""' bears, to tlg--i?tul

fair market value oi all the real "ttui" 
and other physical

assets within t"d;;il;ifrtit stutt on the date of the close

of the taxable v;;';;Jirte-amount of the total gross re-

ceipts within "ti *iiitoui ti'" stutt aoii"g that vear' of

suCh corPoration. '"?
Most of the states it, iitit study have included a property factor

in their allocation formulae' In aLL cnses in which tlt'r's propertg

f actor' (rwears * tin oUo"ation f ormntl'a f or CoT poration A there

'is a tend'enclJ far the allocation rutto to be high' This effect' of

course, results, from the nature of the corporation itself and the

relationship between its new plant and its old plant'

The fact that Virginia's property factor is stated in terms

of the ,,fair market rialue" of property may help to ease the bur-

den of the property factor for an enterprise such as Corporation

A. This fact may ul*o *u"t that the allocation ratio shown for

Virginia in Table iis slightly overstated' It may reasonablv be

assumed that the book value of corporation A for the new plant

in Virginia is approximately equal to the fair market value of

that property- It t ui not reasonably be assumed that the book

value of the oid p;; in the foreign state is approximately equal

to the fair market value of that property. For the old property'

the book value undoubtedly understates it'" tuit market value of

the property. In ift" nt"tl"t calculations' however' no attempt

wasmadetoestimate^thefairmarketvalueofthepropertyof
Corporation A, since this would have been a major undertaking

in itself. Instead, the book value was assumed to reflect the fair

market value as ;;tt"d by Virginia law and as practiced in

Virginia administration'8 To this extent' the Virginia ratio for

Corporation e *tv U" somewhat higher than it should be'

Most of tt e anocaiion formulae of the states studied include at

least one factor tf,ut h"t the effect of tempering the inflating

7.
I

Section 58-131-1' Code of Virginia'
ii"'nf"'.-l*1":ffi'*-;'*:ir,g"g.-1"-.T3"i::iu,nyffi .""J#-x;fl rlf;"rl[J;
X-*ejr*,t., ";h frud: il*-t"{ il i,i $?rT:iil"'i,J"i""u.'*i" mainraine4 rhe

ii"i""ipiitti--"s held to be rebuttable'
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effects of the property faetor. In many cases, this is a sales or a
gross receipts faetor. For Virginia, however, these tempering
effects are reduced by the defuui,tion of gross receipts in the Vir-
ginia law. It is held that gross receipts

". . . shall include all receipts from persons, firms, corpora-
tions, partnerships and associations, who or which are
in_ this state, wherever paid, and all rece,i,Ttts from sales,
ushereaer made, of goods, zos,reE and, merchandi,se rn6nu-
factured, ot' which origi,nated, in this State."s

This means that, for Corporation A, the gross receipts assigned
to Virginia include all those receipts from sales to Virginia cus-
tomers (the "destination" definition) and all those receipts from
the sale of goods manufacturecl in Virginia, whereaer they are
sold,.ao If the "destination" definition had been used without
adjustment, the gross receipts element in the formula would
have been approximately 5.4 percent. With the additional allo-
cation by "point of manufacture", the gross receipts element is
increased to approximately 13.5 percent.rr The effects of the high
property ratio are thus partially offset by the effects of the lower
gross receipts ratio, but not by as much as they would have been
if the gross receipts factor had been normally defined.

In spite of the fact that the Mississippi allocation formula is
a three-factor formula (propertS payroll, and sales), while the
North Carolina formula is only a two-factor formula (property
and manufacturing costs), the Mississippi formula yields a
slightly higher allocation ratio than does the North Carolina
formula.

The Mississippi approach is statutorily declared in Section
9220-\2 (1) (c) of the Code of Mississippi, which states that, in
the case of multi-state income ". . . the portion of such taxable
income attributed to sources within the state may be deter-
mined by processes or formulas of general apportionment,
prescribed by the commissioner, with the approval of the gov-
emor." Article 247, State of Mississippi, Income Tan La,w and,
Regulnti,ons, as amended November 31, 1954, specifies the three-
factor formula. In the definitions of the three factors, the speci.fic
enclusion of hnentori,es from the property factor does most to
9.

10.
Setion 68-131.1, Code of Yirginia. Italics added.
The sale€ of -the seond part of this deffnition must, of come, be adjusted to deletethe -sale - 

made in Virginia from the Yirg:inia plant, since thse are ilready includedin the "detination" part of the.ilefinition- -

The fomula does not consist of a! rrithnetical average of the gross receipts andthe Dropertv -ratios. virginia gr6s reipts are added to -the virginii, prop""ty -tJr th.
!@sator of tbe ratio; and totsl gre reipts are added to totgt properti for thedaominator of the ratio.
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inflatetheallocationratioforCor.porationA.Thisexclusionhas
the net effect of restricting the property factor to the reaL prop-

erty of Corporation A, the type of property that is heavily- repre-

sentedirrtlreclomesticstateandlightlyrepresented'inthefor.
eign state. This element is only slightly offset by the fact that the

nr-"p"ttu factor is defined to include a capitalized rental- element

iu.nrui rent multipiied by 8), all of which is assignable to the

foreign state for CorPoration A'- 
Ch" Mississippi sales factor is, basically' defined according to

ttre iipoint of origin" approach. The language used is as follows:

{ . .^ gross receipts shall be assig'ned to that office' agency or

place of business at which a binding sale' or agreement to sell'

h"st oc"u"s,,.r.: By this clefinition, the sales factor for corpora-

tion A woulcl be zero, since no office or agency is maintained in

the domestic state. The allocation ratio for Mississippi would

thus be much lower than it actually is' But the deflnition con-

tains a Proviso, as follows:"-;-_. 
.-provided that, when gootls are shippea o;r, 

-$-et-i-y,erea
from a ptace oi'il'r'ri"".-, irarehouse or-inventory within
one state to a customet within the same state' the gross

""."iptt 
f.o* .tia-sale shall be assigned to -that state re-

;ilffi "f-iti" 
situs of the agreement to sell''"l3

1i*, tir" rates tacio""tot Missi-*sippi is enlarged by the assign-

menttoMississippiofallofthosesalesmadeinMississippifrom
It 

" 
Wti**i.*ippi plant. While these are not large' they do prevent

this factor from falling to zero for Corporation A'
The reasons for the obvious severity of the North carolina

allocation formula have, in effect, already been explained' The

very high property factor for this corporation (approximately

Zg.f percent) is oniy partially offset by a relatively low manufac-

turing cost factor iapproximately 9'6 percent) ' As has already

beenexplained,themanufacturingcostfactorisrelativelylow
becauseoftheinfluenceofthepayrollelementandthefactthat
payrollsaresubstantia]lylowerintheclomesticstatethaninthe
io.uigt state. As compared with the other states' North Caro-

lina,s allocation formula yields a relatively high ratio primarily

because it does not include a sales factor for this manufacturing

corporation. Of the ten states leqying an income tax in the

Souiheast, only North Carolina, South Carolina, and Arkansas

do not make any provisions for the inclusion of a sales or gross

L2.

13.

Article 24?, Stste of MississipPi,
November 30, 1964-

loc. ciL

f ncome Tax Law ud Regulations, gs amended
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receipts factor in their allocation formulae. With any of the
possible definitions of sales or gross receipts the inclusion of this
factor for an enterprise such as Corporation A exerts a down-
ward pull to the property factor.

The two states with the lowest allocation ratios are Aikansas
(approximately 9.6 percent) and Georgia (approximately 6.6
percent). As compared with the North Carolina formula, both
of these are obviously extremely lenient.

The Arkansas formula is more than a little indefinite in its
language. The relevant statutory language is as follows:

". . the portion of such taxable income attributable to
sources within the state may be determined by processes
or formulas of general apportionment prescribed by the
Commissioner with the approval of the Governor."ra

The prescribed formula appears in the instructions attached to
the corporate income tax return. Two sections of these instruc-
tions appear to be relevant to Corporation A. The first reads as
follows:

"When income of a foreign corporation is derived from the
sale of personal property produced within and sold without
the State, . . . the net income from sources within the State
will be determined by taking that portion of the total net
income that the cost of production within the State of
Arkansas bears to the total cost of production."

By this inptruction, the allocation ratio for Corporation A would
consist of the single factor of manufacturing costs. However,
another section of the instructions requires the use of "gross
sales.. . when it is impossible to determine the amount of income
of a foreign corporation derived from within the state." Either
of these sections could apply to Hypothetical Corporation A. On
the assumption that the special case takes precedenee over the
general case, the present calculations were based upon the for-
mer section. The allocation ratio was, in other words, assumed
to be the single ratio of manufacturing costs. If the g'ross re-
ceipts ratio had been used (however this might be defined), the
allocation ratio for Arkansas would have been even smaller than
that actually used ip the calculations.
' Section 92-3113, of the Code of Georgia indicates that the allo-

cation formula must consist of the three factors of property,
payroll, and sales, although these are not the-terms employed in
the law. The property factor, however, is not the high property

, factor of the North Carolina law and of the laws of most other

l,f. Sefion t1-2O2O (! (a), Arkansas St8tutes,
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states. It is, in fact, restricted to irtaentory, measured as the

average of the *o",hlt inventories' It is' in other words' just

the reverse of the Mississippi property factor, which specifically

exclucles inventory. The Ceorgia formula thus consists of the

three very low factors for Corporation A: the inventory ratio

of approximately 8.2 percent; the gross receipts (in this case'

"sales by destination") ratio of approximately 5'4 percent; and

the payroll ratio of approximately 6'1 percent'

The only ott er staie that requires particular mention with

respect to its allocation formula is South Carolina' The formula

for South Carolina is almost the same as that for North Carolina'

Both formulae consist of the two factors of property and manu-

facturing "ostr. 
y.i, t* "" be seen in Table 5' North Carolina

ranksthirdintheseverityofitsallocationformula,whileSouth
Carolina ranks only seventh' The reason for this difference of

rank must, onviouJtv, lie in the d'ef'ni'tions of the factors that

make up the formulae.
The most important difference lies in the definitions of the

property factor and, in particular, in the definition of the aatue

of property to be used ln the calculations' In this respect the

Norttr Carolina law reads as follows:
"the word 'value' as applied to property, other than inven-

tories shall mean origifil cost plus additions and rmprove-

ments Less reserae for depreci(t'tion'"1i'
The contrastins raigoug"-?ot the South Carolina law is as

follows:
"Tangible property shall be taken at its actual value rvhich'

in the case of p;i"til';;i";-;; appraised for purpose of

inventory, a.p.""6Uon, deplgtion . 
oi other purposes' shall

'be the highest ;;;;t'"i-i"r'i"rt it has been so val.ued or

appraised una *t-icf, in other cases shall be deemed to be

its book ootuu iuiiiiiui-"ii ana"ction f or d,eprecintion' de-

9tt"tion, or obsolescence ' ' '"16 -

In North cu.otin"l i;;;tii is valued at book value after the

deduction of a"pt""i*tion teser"e' In South Carolina' property is

valuedatbookvdruebleforet,]nedeductionofdepreciationre-
serve. For Corporation A it is precisely this element-of. deprecia-

tion that describes the most important difference between the

new plant in the domestic state and the old plant in the foreign

state. In the calculation of the North Carolina property factor'

the slightly depreciated plant in North Carolina appears as the

GlJio. 105-134' II' r ia) (ii)' North Carolina General Statutes' itatie added'

16. Section 65-232' Coile of South Carolina' italics added'
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numerator, and the heavily depreciated plant in the foreign
state appears as part of the denominator. In adding back the
depreciation reserves to move from the North Carolina formula
to the South Carolina formula, a larger amount is added to the
denominator than is added to the numerator. The South Carolina
property factor is thus bound to be smaller than the North Caro-
lina property factor. The North Carolina property factor is
23.5234 percent, while the South Carolina property factor is only
14.3166 percent. In other respects the two formulae are identi-
cal, so that this difference is carried into the final allocation
ratios, where North Carolina's ratio appears as 16.bbb7 percent
and South Carolina's as 11.9523 percent. It is clear that even a
small difference in the specific deflnitions of the factors that com-
prise the formulae can create large differences in the results.

There is no need to describe in detail the allocation formulae of
the remaining states. These might, however, be summarized as
follows. The terms used are those adopted as shorthand descrip-
tions for purposes of the present study rather than those which
appear in the laws. Where the terms are identical for two or
more states, the figures entering into the calculations are also
identical.

Alabama makes use of a three-factor formula consisting of
property (measured as an annual average), manufacturing
costs, and sales allocated to the point of manufacture. The re-
sulting Alabama ratio is 14.5961 percent.

Kentuchy makes use of a three-factor formula consisting of
property (measured as an annual average), manufacturing
costs, and sales allocated to the point of origin of the sales. If
one of the factors is zero (as is the sales factor in the present
case), the sum of the remaining factors is clivided by the num-
ber of factors remaining. The resulting Kentucky ratio is
14.1803 percent.

Louisiana makes use of a three-factor formula consisting of
property (measured at year-end), payroll, and sales allocated to
the point of destination of the sale. The resulting Louisiana ratio
is 11.6473 percent.

Tennessee makes use of a three-factor formula consisting of
property (measured at year-end), manufacturing costs, and
sales allocated to the point of destination of the sale. The resurt-
ing Tennessee ratio is 12.808? percent.
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Column 5 of Table 5 shows the results of applying the appro-

priate allocation ratio-tf the total net income of the corporation

toderivethefinaltaxbase.Itistothesefiguresthatthetaxrates
are aPPlied.

Table 5 also inclicates those states that permit the deduction

of fecleral income taxes in the derivation of the state tax base'

If Corporation A rvere to locaie a plant in Alabama' it would pay

a total income tax of $1,326,156; of which $L66,224 would be

allowecl as a deduction iot purposes of computing Alabama state

incometaxliability.InLouisiana,thefecleralincometaxwould
amount to $1,311,49?, of which $L52,754 would be allowed as a

cleduction for p,rrposes of the Louisiana income tax' In Ken-

t.,"r.v, the federal income tax would be $1,323,117' of this'

gtii,gzz would be permitted as a Kentucky state income tax

deduction. It is interesting to note that Alabama imposes the

lo'west income tax of the ten states considered' Louisiana im-

po*"* trr" second lowest income tax. And Kentucky imposes the

fourih lowest income tax' The alloutance of the federal income

tax d,ecluction is wzclothterJly of great im'Twrtnmce in establish'

ing the low tur status of these states'

There are, of course, many other differences between the in-

come tax laws of the ten Southeastern states that make use of

this tax. The great majority of these differences were felt to

be of minor importance for a manufacturing corporation and

were, for the most part, removed from consideration by means

of simplifying assumptions about the characteristics of the

hypothetical corporation. One other item of some importance was

considered- This was the statutory treatment given to the amor-

tization of emergency facilities' The states are evenly divided

in this respect, in that five states permit the deduction of so-

called "rapid- amortization" in the same manner as does the

federal law, whereas five states do not permit this deduction'

The states granting the deduction, either by statute or by ad-

ministrativeinterp-retation,areNorthCarolina,Kentucky,Vir-
ginia, Georgia urrai Al"bu*a' The states not granting this deduc-

tion are south curotirru, Mississippi, Tennessee, Arkansas, and

Louisiana- For Hypothetical Corporation A' the rapid amorti-

zation item amounts to approximately $27'000'
Finally, Table 5 shows the tax rates levied by each of the ten

income tax states of the Southeast' It can rendit;y be seen that'

ercept f or Kentucky, N ortlt, Caroli'na 'bn'poses a higherincome tan
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rate than any other state of the Southeasf. In Kentucky the rate
is a two-step progression, with 5 pereent imposed upon the first
$25,000 of taxable net income, and 7 percent imposed upon in-
come in excess of 925,000. With the exception of the "graduated-
rate" states, the lowest income tax rate of the group is the 3
percent levy imposed by Alabama. The Mississippi tax rates are
graduated upward from 2 percent on the flrst 95,000 of taxable
net income to 6 percent on all taxable net income in excess of
$10,000. For a corporation such as Corporation A, the top rate
bracket is, of course, the most important. The allocated, taxable
net income of Corporation A in Mississippi is $420,391. 925,000
of this is taxable at rates ranging from 2 percent to 5 percent.
But $395,391 is taxable at the maximum 6 percent rate, to pro-
duce an effectiae rate of almost 5.9 percent. For corporations
with large taxable net income, the.effective rate is, of necessity,
close to the maximum rate. It may thus be maintained that, for
Corporation A, Mississippi's tax rate is almost the same as
North Carolina's. The same thing may be said about the Ken-
tucky tax rate system, although only two rates are involved in
the progression. For Corporation A the 5 percent rate is levied
on the first $25,000 of taxable income, while the 7 percent rate
is levied on the remaining $136,920 of taxable income. These
levies produce an effective rate of approximately 6.?0 percent.
By this calculation, Kentucky Ievies a h;i,gher rate than does
North Carolina. Arkansas' graduated scale ranges from 1 per-
cent to 5 percent, with the 5 percent rate applied to g214,041 of
the total taxable income of $239,041. The effective rate imposed
by Arkansas is thus about 4.8 percent.

North, Carol'inn's position aa second, highest'income tar state
in the Southeast for Hgpotheti,cal Corporatian A is iltus to be
explni,ned, as tlrc resalt of (L) on alloco,tinn formtu,ln that is
heaai,IE uteighteil with the property elemant; (Z) a high tun
rate; ond, (3) f or corrlryrison with same other states, the nbserwe
of a f ederd incame tar d,eduction. It'is,'in other uords, the result
of a cunspiracy of all of the basic elemnnts of a state income ton
structure.

(b\ PropertE tnres
Table 6 provided a limited amount of analytical material for

the ad valorem property taxes paid by Hypothetical Corporation
A in the eleven Southeastern states. As in the case of the cor-
porate net income tax, North Carolina stands in second position
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for the property tax burdens imposed upon Corporatio,n A' This

ii-., no*"ver, it is Louisiana that is in first position' Mississippi

unaVirgi"ia,bothhighincometaxstates,areinthirdandeighth
ioJti*t, respectively, in the property tax rankings' Louisiana is

I.,nrtuntiutly higher than North Carolina in the property tax

iiriin*, but the ninth position ranking of the former on the in-

cometaxlistingmatesthisunderstandable.Itisalsoimportant
io ,'ot" that the data of Table 6 relate to gte third, peri,od only,

representing the property tax burdens of each state after the

sr''piration of all temporiry property tat erem'pt'iozls' Louisiana

nr., of course, been a leading exponent of temporary property

tax exemptions as a d.evice to attract new industry to the state'

For the year after the expiration of this temporary exemption'

itr. nroourty tax in Louisiana is $43'355' as compared with

North Carolina's property tax burden of $34'553' For the ten

yuurc au"ing which th" p'oputty tax exemption is in effect'

iro*"uu., the North Carolina burden of $34'553 must be com-

frrua *ittt ttt" Louisiana burden of only $13'382'u
There are two main parts to every property tax burden: the

assessed valuation and it'e aggregate tax rate' North Carolina's

position in both of these rankings is dramatic' Of the eleven

itut"* represented, North Carolina has by far the highest

assessed valuation for Hypothetical Corporation A' But' with

tfr. .*."ption of Kentucky, North Carolina has by far the lowest

ugg."gui" tax rate levied upon Corporation A' Kentucky imposes

a series of difterent rates on different types of property' but the

effective rate for the third period is approximately 15-5 mills'

or a little lower than the aggregate rate for North Carolina'

The figures of eolumn 3' Table 6 are' in turn' a blend of two

factors: the assessment ratio and the pattern of exemptions'

Colurnn 9 shows the ratio of assessed value to book value for

each of the states, at the location selected for the manufacturing

plant of Hypothetical Corporation A' In many cases' of course'

a different assessment tttio it applied to different types of

property. The ratios shown in column 9 are the effective ratios

which apply to total taxable property in the third 
- 

period'

Column 11 shows the book value base of the tax for each of the

states. These ut" ih" figures to which the several assessment

ratios are applied to derive the assessed values shown in column

1?- Similar comparisons nr:r be nad-e --'- ii..-piop."tv tax fuus for rrcriod
figures for Periods one c tto'

t1',,.8" 
t nl lin;. " :""fl i.tr -"H fff "::"llyi*
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TABLE 6

NYPOTHETICAL CONPORATION A

AD VALOREM PROPERTY TAX DATAI FOR ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Ratio of
Asgessed

State
Rank for

Column (1
(2\

Assessed
Valuation2

(s)

Rank for
rmn (3)
(4)

Aggregate
Tax Rateg
(In MiUe)

(5)

16. 50
25.00
52.50
38.00
38.25
15.48
25.50
41.08
58. 50
s0. 50
39.60

State
Tax Rate
(In Mills)

('t \

None
o.ou
None
None
0.25
5i 000

4.00
None
None
None

Tempora
Value to

Book Value
(In Percent)

(e)

65.208
15.000
9.445

24.9t1
25,019
38.?05?
53.49?
25.000
r6.800
30.000
2t.L10

Rank for
Book Value
of Taxable
Property

(r1)

$3 ,2r1 ,454
2,6St ,462
3 ,236 ,454
s,178,153
8 ,21 1 ,454
3 ,2 11 ,4548
3 , 1?8, 153
3 ,211,454
2 ,5r2,656
3 ,203 , 16S
2 ,449, 1S8

Rank

(6)

for
r (5)

(ro)

H

F

C)
F;

cl)
Fl

Fl

F
z

14

Fr
Fl
X
El
U)

z

D

NONTH CAROLINA..
Alabama.

$84,553
9,868

16 ,048
30 ,084
30 , ?89
t4,274
43 ,855
92 ,981
24,694
29,309
20,476

2
tt
9

10
1

7
6
a

$2,094,111
394,718
305,681
791 ,689
803 ,4?8
92r ,849

I , ?00,213
802,863
422,126
960 ,946
518, S78

I
10
11

7

2
b
9

8

10
9
2

11
8

1
a

I
10
tl
7

2

o

8

None
10 Years
None
None
None
None

10 Yearg
5 Years
5 Years
None
None

NOTES: lFor third period only.
2Excludes intangible personal property if intangibles tax aeparately levied.
slnclude tax rate for 8tate (if any), county, rchool digtrict (if eny), and other gpecial districte (if any).
rFor state levy only, Asaesed valuation lor county:$480,868.
tEffective rate. (Total state end local tax divided by Etatelevy asgesed valuatlon) multiplied by 1000,
6Rate applier to ell property but land and improvements, 8nd intangible personal property. Stat€ tax on land and improvements:.50 mills.

State tax on cash on hand:2.50 mills. State tax on bank balance:I.00 mill.
7(Total state-lev;r assffied value divided by total book value) multiplied by 100.
sSubject to taxation by state.
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3.Differencesbetweenthefiguresofcolumnllthusindicatethe
differences in the policies of the eleven states as to the kind of

fropetty considered to be taxable under the general property

tax levy.
As was to be expected, the variations in assessment ratios are

extreme.ls They range from North Carolina's high of about 65

percent to Arkansas' low of about 9 percent'le The two high

,t"t"" (North Carolina and Louisiana) are uery high' Most of

the states fall between the 20 percent and the 30 percent levels.

Although the correlation is by no means perfect, a comparison

of the ranks in column 10 with the ranks in column 6 shows that

those states with high assessment ratios tend to have low aggre-

gate tax rates. Alabama is a disturbing element, in that it stands

l-ow in both rankings. A rough indication of the importance of

variations in the assessment ratios in determining the variations

in the assessed valuation base of the property tax is given by a

comparison of columns 10 and 4 of Table 6' This comparison

shows that the ranks of the states are not changed by the ex-

emption pattern implied by column 11' In other words, the ranks

of the eleven states in terms of assessment ratios are the same

as the ranks of the eleven states in terms of assessed tsaltwtions.

If the ranks had been different, the differences could have been

attributed to the only other thing that determines the assessed

valuations: the book value of taxable property shown in column

11.
Differences in the basic book value of taxable property come

primarily from differences in statutory exemptions, although in

"o*u "r."* 
they come from differences in administrative prac-

tices not justified by statutory construction. Most of these differ-

ences are, for Corporation A, easily explained by the treatment

accorded intangible personal property and the method of valuing

inventories. There are, in this sense, four basic book values for
corporation A. The first results from the valuation of inventory

tS- th" tem "assessment ratio" is usually taken to mean the ratio of assessed value to
market value. f" tni" *", h*"t"", ii it ttk"t to mean the ratio of- asscsed vahre to
book value, or tt.."",iriiii";-;'h;;Itr;-";t".t * r"* s that of the hvpothetical model

t.1'e book ""to. i" ".""J..ijv'"rr".-t.-1f,. 
ilarket value- Although this assrrmption is not

tcchnic&llv valia, tne iaii'if,"ill ii ooito*tv applied to all states tends to ninimize
the distortion.

19- The assessment ratio for Arkansas is probably not on a par with that.for North caG
-- fir", -i" te*" of tft" 

-"""Ga.""" witli sbich it may be accepted- The 
-estimate 

%
obtained trom .4r*q;sa:s-'iitii st"aE, Report of CJmmittee to Studv Rat-io of 1955

Arkansas ea varorem-iropeiiy As"osm"nts to 1954 F,eal Estate Sales, 1956, mimo-,
ft-h;fu" rrr, p- r. t^t.- ""ii-"io 

thqselv6 gre probably accurate enorrgt. IJnfortu-
neteltr, however, th.v- reier o.ty to real prorrcrty" Since it was impossible to obtain
sesiment tatio ctimaiei froni other "oo..& 

to Arkansas, it was nffGsarv to !s-
sqre that the real pi"puiiv ratiog were egually applicable to personal propertlr'
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at its year-end figure, combined with an exemption of intangible
personal property. This treatment is represented by Georgia,

Kentucky, Mlssissippi, and North Carolina. The second basic

book value results from the valuation of inventory at its year-

end figure, but with no exemption permitted for intangible per-

sonal property. This treatment is represented by Arkansas' The

third basic book value results from the valuation of inventory

at an average level throughout the year,20 combined with an

exemption of intangible personal property. This treatment is

represented by Florida and Louisiana. The fourth basic book

value results from the valuation of inventory at an average

level throughout the year, but with no exemption permitted for
intangible personal property. This treatment is represented by

Tennessee. since, in this case, year-end inventories are larger

than average inventories, the book value of taxable property is

highest for the second of these calculations. And since the differ-

ence between average inventories and year-end inventories ex-

ceeds the intangibles exemption, the second highest book value

results from the first of these calculations. North carolina is thus

in the group of states falling into the second-highest category of

the four. Hypothetical Corporation A receives no exemptions

from Arkansas and Tennessee. Because intangibles are exempted

from the general property tax laws only so that they may be

subjected to separate ad valorem levy in Georgia, Kentucky'
North Carolina, and Florida, the Corporation receives no final
exemption in any of these states. of those mentioned, only

Louisiana and Mississippi levy no tax on intangible personal

property.- 
The remaining states-Alabama, South Carolina, and Virginia

-do have statutory or administrative exemptions that apply to

Hypothetical corporation A. section 2 (m) of Title 51 of the

code of Alabama provides that "all manufactured articles .

in the hands of the producer or manufacturer thereof, when

stored at or near the place of manufacture or within the county

where same was manufactured or produced, shall be exempt for
twelve months after its production or manufacture." For Cor-

poration A, this provision has the effect of exempting all of the

work in process and 80 percent of the flnished goods inventory.

IO.l. ifr. present analysis the tem "average inventorv" wac taken Lo.1neln. inventorv
--' if tiili n-"ei..i"g "r'15l ijir"iiiii l**iJ.v "t ttt. !"a of the vear, the -total divided

bv 2. This assumption *it-?iiit"i""l tor 
-simptification purposei even where the law

ii""i'n""lti reguirid a Bonthly or other tgiodic average of inv€ntory'
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In acldition, Section 2 (1) of Title 51 of the Code of Alabama

;;";i;* that "All raw material ' ' ' produced during the cur-

rent calendar year' when stocked at any plant or furnace' for

manufacturing purposes in Alabama" shall be exempt from ad

valorem property taxation' This provision has the effect of

exempting 60 percent of the raw materials inventory of Cor-

poration A.
south carolina does not have any statutory provisions for

permanerrt exemptions that woulcl apply to Corporation A' It is

nevertheless apparent, from published material2l and from

friuut. declaralions by administrative officials that, for all prac-

tical purposes, manufacturing inventory is exempt' All calcula-

tions were made on this assumption'
The Virginia treatment does not produce a true exemption

for Corporation A. The base of the local property tax (in book

value terms) is $2,449,133. If the base of the state levy on
.,capital not otherwise taxed" is added to this general property

tax tase, the result is g3,236,454. Considering both levies, it is

clear that virginia is in the same class as Arkansas with respect

tothedefinitionofthebookvaluebaseoftheadvaloremprop-
urtvt**.ThisVirginiatreatmentissomethingofacuriosityin
p"opertv taxation. It begins with the constitutional provision

that..NoStatepropertytaxforStatepurposesshallbelevied
on real estate or tangible personal property, except the rolling

stock of public service corporations."22 Faced with this prohibi-

tion, the Virginia Leg'islature has indulged in semantic manip-

ulation to levy a state tax on, principally, inventories and in-

tangible personal property. This deed is accomplished' in part'

by the following Provision:
"All capital of any trade or bus-iness of any person, flrm or

"oipotrtlot, "*"ept 
the ^capital of any trade or business

*fti"f, is otirerwise specifically taxed or specifically exempt
from taxatiott, *ituU^ne deemed to be intangible personal
propertY."23

Sefiion sti-szg of the Code of Virginia defines tangible personal

property and lists 15 items embraced by the definition' Manu-

facturer,s inventories and intangibles are not included on the

list, so that, by indireetion, these are declared to be intangible
personal property and available for the leqy of a state tax' In the

21, Griffenhagen and Asmiate' op. cit" p' l0'
22. Section 1?1, Article X[I' Virginia Constitution'
23. Sction 68-410, Code of Virginia
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present analysis, however, this tax has been treated as a separate
levy and has not been classified with taxes on intangible personal
property.

It thus appears that the only states of the Southeast granting
substantial permanent exemptions to a manufacturing corpora-
tion of the type represented by Hypothetical Corporation A are
Alabama and South Carolina. The partial, statutory exemption
of inventories in Alabama, and the total, non-statutory exemp-
tion of inventories in South Carolina are the only significant
sources of differences in the book value base of the property tax
as illustrated in column 11 of Table 6.2a

Four of the eleven states of the Southeast permit temporary
exemptions from property taxation for a new manufacturing
plant of the type represented by Corporation A. The four states
are Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina. The
first two grant temporary exemptions for a ten-year period after
the construction of the new plant, while the last two grant five-
year exemptions. In no case does the exemption apply to all
property taxes.

The most sweeping of these temporary exemptions is provided
by the Louisiana Constitution, as follows:

"The State Board of Commerce and Industry with the ap-
proval of the Governor may contract with the owner of any
new manufacturing establishment in the State . . . for the
exemption from taxation of any such new manufacturing
establishment . . . upon such terms and conditions as said
Board with the approval of the Governor may deem to the
best interest of the state . . . . No exemption from taxes shall
be granted under the authority of this paragraph for a
longer initial period than five (5) calendar years succeeding
the date of any such contract; provided, that upon appliea-
tion within ninety (90) days before the expiration of the
initial period of five (5) years, and upon proper showing
o a full compliance with the contract of exemption by the
contractee, any exemption granted under the authority of
this paragraph shall be renewed for an additional period of
five (5) calendar years."25

This constitutional provision would, of course, exempt dI prop-
erty of a qualifying enterprise from all property taxation. But
by rules of the State Board of Commerce and Industry this con-

stitutional largess has been somewhat tempered. Rule 4 states

24. It mEt be remembered th&t this statmmt apDlies only to l{ypothetical Corporation A.
Tbe pattem of exemptiona for othq tvp6 of erterprise among the eleven gtate is a
mrch more heterogeneous one th". tbst ghom here.

25. Setion ,1, Article X, Louisiana Costitutin.
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that..Theownerwillnotbegr.antedexemptionastothelandon
whichplantsarelocated.',AndRuleSstatesthat..Rawmaterials
in couise of manufacture wili not be exempted. stocks of finished

froducts will not be exempted." The exemption, however' does

^pplv 
to all levels of government in Louisiana'

The temporary exemption granted by Mississippi, on the other

hand, applies only to counties and municipalities' It does not

uppfv to iite State levy of 4 mills. The exemption provision is as

follows:
"County boards of supervisors ' -' are hereby authorized
uii"..nipo*ui"a, 

-ir, -tfruir 
discretion, to 

- 
grant exemp-tions

from advalorem taxation, except state ad valorem taxatlon'
or *ii tt"gible property used in, or nece-ssary to the pP,era-

tion of the manuii"fui."r, . hereinafter enumerated by

"rut.u., 
but not ;i;;1il;roducts thereof ' ' ' for a period

not to exceed five (5) Years .":6
There follows a tonL ii"i of 

"nt"rprises 
for which this exemption

is available, one of *fti"t describes the character of Hypothetical

Corporation A. Thus, the Mississippi temporary property tax

exemption does not apply to state taxes, and it does not apply to

the products of the firms receiving the exemption'

The ten-year Alabama exemption is also restricted' but in a

different way. The language of the statute is as follows:

"For the purpose of developing a market for Alabama pine

and other trees and the products thereof, lnd oJ encourag-
ing th" 

"ott"ttociiott, 
extbnsion and. operatigl of plart-ts' in-

a-o-*t.i"* ""d tacloti"* itt the State of Alabama for the
manufacture or pioauction of pulp, paper' ' : tld for the
manufacture, production or process-ing of- any trade or com-

,"ili"I ;*ier,is,-muterirls oi supplies whether or not such

;;ti;l"*, materiils or supplies aie sp-ecifically named here-

i";-. l. irt" a*p*it"*f o?^tuu"ttue iiherebv author-ized and

e*po*e.ed td exempt from all a-d valorem taxes for state

i;,iT".;;;;.td to tetttit anv and all such taxes which are' or
ituv nu assessed. thereon,-each such factor-y and-plant ' ' '
ioi " 

p"iioa of"ot 
""ceeding 

ten years from the date of

"o*pf"lio" 
of sucft iactory oiptant-' - ' but in no event the

land on which *""n pit"t br fa^ctory shall be located ' ' ' '"27

ttti* p.o"i*io" appti*io tft" State 6'5 miil levy only' But Section

3, Title 51 of the Code of Alabama rnakes the same provisions

with respect to "taxes assessed for all county and municipal

purposes, except for any schools and school district pur-

po*". . . . ." In other words, for the five-year period of this exemp-

26. Section 9?03, Code of fisissiPPi.
Section 6, Title 61, Gode ot Alsbama'
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tion, Corporation A is subject to State tax only on the value of
its land. It is likewise subject to general county tax only on the
value of its land. It is subject to a county levy for school district
purposes on all of its property (less the permanent exemptions
referred to above). And it is subject to school district levy on
all of. its property (less the same exemptions) .

The temporary exemption in South Carolina is the result of a
large number of separate enactments designed to apply to in-
dividual counties. Hypothetical Corporation A, in South Caro-
Iina, is located in Marion County, the relevant provisions are as
follows:

"All new manufacturing establishments located in any of
the counties named in this section shall be exempt from all
county taxes, except for school purposes, for five years from
the time of their establishment provided such establish-
ments: (1) have a capital of. . . (c) one hundred thousand
dollars in Greenwood and Marion Counties. . . ."28

The South Carolina exemption is somewhat more cautious than
the exemptions of ihe other three states. It is, to be sure, a total
exemption in the sense that all types of property are included.
But it is a five-year exemption only, and it does not apply to
levies for school purposes.

The net annual tax saving (for state bnd local purposes) pro-
duced by these temporary exemptions is, in some cases, sub-
stantial. The following figures represent the difference between
the total tax bills of the second and third periods for the states
involved, so that the effects of the property tax upon the income
tax are taken into account in the calculations. For Alabama, the
net annual saving is $6,937 for a ten-year period. For Louisiana,
the net annual saving is 929,906 for a ten-year period. For Mis-
sissippi, the net annual saving is 925,170 for a five-year period.
And for South Carolina, the net annual saving is $3,356 for a
five-year period. . For convenience, these annual savings were
redueed to present values, by the calculation, in each case, of the
present value of an annuity for the time period involved, at an
assumed rate of interest of 5 percent. This restatement would
tend to indicate the present meaning of the temporary exemp-
tions to Corporation A as it contemplated location in one of
these states. For Alabama, the present value of the temporary
property tax exemption is $53,566. For Louisiana, the present

?8. Sesliou 65-1524, Gode of South Carolira
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value is $230,926. For Mississippi, the present value is $108'973.
And for South Carolina, the present value is $14,530.

With the possible exception of South Carolina, these tem-
porary exemptions are thus worthy of serious consideration by
a corporation contemplating location in one of the Southeastern
states. Expressed in this fashion, of course, the savings are not
fully comparable on an interstate basis. The amount of the
annual saving is largely a function of the tax rates and assess-

ment practices in the states involved. The annual saving is basecl

only upon what the corporation uould' lt'aue 'qn;id if, under the
prevailing rates and assessment practices, it had not been able

to obtain the exemption. But it must be noted that the exemp-
tions themselves may be instrumental in determining the tax
rate and, perhaps, the level of the assessment ratio. With the per-
manent fractionalization of the property tax base which these
temporary exemptions imply, it may be that the taxing juris-
dictions must make up the lost revenue by increasing the ad
valorem tax rutes. This possibility in itself would make the
exemption appear larger. If this is the case, and if the high rates
are assumed to continue into the period when the exemptions
no longer apply to a parti,cular corporati'on, the corporation
receiving the exemption may find its early economic advantage
soon whittled away by high tax rates and high assessment ratios.
This may, in part, be the reason for the extremely large jump
in the property tax bill of Corporation A as between period two
and period three in Louisiana. It may, in others words, illus-
trate the fact that Corporation A is paying for its own tax
exemption. The fact that the property tax bill in Louisiana is
increased nrore thn;n tluree times upon the expiration of the ex-
emption period is undoubtedly due, in part, to the fact that the
exemption has eroded the tax base and made necessary unusually
high tax rates. To the extent that these higher rates apply to
other taxpayers not so fortunately situated, there would still be

a saving for the exempt corporation. But this saving may be

much less than the handbills would suggest.

(c) Frmclr,ise Tanes

Table 7 gives information to explain the differences in fran-
chise tax burdens as between the eleven Southeastern states. In
this listing, Alabama takes the first position. In a fleld of ten
(Virginia levies a franc.hise tax 94 domestic corporations only),
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North Carolina stands in fourth position' However, with only

a $1.00 difference in Corporation A's franchise tax as between

North carolina and Tennessee, the third and fourth positions

might be considered to be the same. Florida, Arkansas, Georgia,

and South Carolina are grouped at the bottom of the scale'

significantly below the next highest state.'
Column 3 of Table 7 describes the variations in the base of

the franchise tax before an allocation ratio is applied. With the

exception of Alabama, which does not make use of an allocation

formula for franchise tax purposes' the states of the Southeast

appear to inake use of four kinds of franchise tax measures'

Kentucky stands alone at the top of the list in this respect, with
a "before-allocation" base of $30,25?,500' The Kentucky cor-

poration license (franchise) tax is based upon the value of the

capital stock of the subject corporation, as, indeed, are the taxes

of a number of other states.2s Administratively, however, the

"value of capital stock" is taken, by Kentucky Regulation CO-5'

to be mnrltet valae. fire market value (estimated) of the capital

stock of Corporation A is, of course substantially higher than

the par value of the stock.
lVo*tr Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Ten-

nessee are groupeil at the second level, each defining the base of

the tax in such a way as to point to the net rvorth of Hypotheti-

cal corporation A. In almost all of these cases the law requires

that the tdx be based upon issued and outstanding capital stock,

surplus, and undivided profits.3o Tennessee includes borrowed

"rpit 
l with these items. However, Corporation A was assumed

to have no borrowed caPital.
The base of the 

"rroorl 
license fee (franchise tax) in South

carolina is a variation on the net worth theme. section 65-604

of the code of south carolina, specifies the base of the tax as

capital stock and paid-in surplus. As such, the tax base is smaller

than the net worth measure by the amount of earned surplus

and surplus reserve accounts. This specification makes a good

deal of difference to the size of the base. The south carolina
definition of the "before.allocation" base yields a figure that is
approximately half that produced by the North carolina net

worth definition.

Setion 13?.0?0,,Kentuclv Rwiseil Statuts'
Sectlon 106-22 (2),.North Clrolina Gaeral S-tatut€s;--S-etlon 92'80?' Code- of- Georgis;
#;i;; ii;frlE,'i;"i"'i;; n&t-"1iii-st.-iit*; secuon 

'g312, code of MissisEippi; section

124E,22, AodQ of Tenneasgs

29-
30.
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Arkansas and Florida statutes agree that the franchise base

should be measured by the par value of outstanding capital

stock.st In further eliminating net worth items these states

naturally place themselves lower on the list of the rankings

whichrelatetothe..before-allocation''base.Inthesecasesthe
base is approximately one-third that of North Carolina'

AllstatesbutAlabamahavedesignedtheirfranchisetaxlaws
to include a formula allocation of the total corporate base' In

thedefinitionsofwhatconstitutesapropermethodofallocation
thdre is much less uniformity than in the definitions of the base

it""rt. rn the rankings of the allocation ratios (column 4, Table

Z), North Carolina sltands third, behind Kentucky and Florida'

Louisiana's ratio, of about 10 pereent' stands at the bottom of

the list.
Moststatesusetwo-factorformulaefortheallocationofthe

franchise base, as contrasted with the eommon three-factor

formulaeofincometaxallocation.Andinalmostallcases,these
allocation percentages are higher for the franchise tax than

trr*v ""* 
tor the inclme tax. North carolina and south carolina

make use of the same property-manufacturing cost formulae

forfranchisetaxpo'po*"'asforincometaxpurposes'sothat
lr,u 

"llo"ution 
ratios for both taxes are the same: 16.5557 per-

;;;ii;; North carolina, and 11.9523 percent for south caro-

lina. Once again, the difierence between the states is explained

l"lft" fact that the South Carolina property faetor is defined

u*g"or"property-thatis,beforethedeductionofdepreciation

""*lruu-*nile 
North'Carolina's properb5r factor is defined as

n"t prop.tty. Tennessee also makes use of a property-manufac-

turing *"t io"*ola. The ratio is slightly lower than North Caro-

lin"a; however, because the North Carolina property ratio is

based upon average inventories' $lhereas the Tennessee ratio is

based upon year-end inventories'$2 fire Tennessee franchise tax

ratio is, however, higher than the Tennessee income tax ratio'

Cuotgi", Mississippi, and Arkans-as also impose franchise tax

.fi""iti"" ratios that are higher than the corresponding income

iuo,utio*. Arkansas is a "one-factor" statg basing its ailoca-

tion on property alone' The Arkansas ratio is lower than the

31--.--1. s'".tt"" 84-1801-2, Arkanss statut6; anil Setion @8'33' Florida Statutes'

32. While avenge inveltorie in the dometic-.state-le srllc thsn year-end inventories

in the dmstrc "o'"'-iiitv 
are not "",l"ti:l "--tto 

io the dometic state as thev are

.for the mpanv u a vhole' As a yesult' the 8v6;aia-v;toi rotio is higher than the

i**oa iliotorY zctio'
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North carolina ratio, in spite of the inflating effect of the prop-

erty factor, because the Arkansas "formula" calls for an allo-

cation by the distribution of "real and personal property"'33

Georgia combines property and "business done" (assumed to

mean "sales by destination"), while Mississippi combines gross

receipts and property. The Louisiana formula makes use of sales

and total assets. This formula produces an allocation ratio for
the franchise tax that is lower than that produced for the income

tax.
Kentucky has the dubious honor of having the most compli-

cated allocation formula for franchise tax purposes, although the

statutory language is more obtuse than it needs to be. The Ken-

tucky formula consists of two factors: a "business" factor and

a property factor. The business factor is determined by adding

sales, purchases, and payrolls, and dividing the total by 2' The

dollar amount of property is added to the amount so obtained.

This figuring is done separately for the company's domestic

operations and for the company as a whole. The final alloca-

tion ratio is obtained by dividing the Kentucky total by the total
for the entire company. By this devious route, Kentucky pro-

duces the second highest allocation ratio for corporation A. The

Florida franchise tax law makes no provision for an allocation
of the base, but it is clear that some allocation must be permitted.
The formula is apparently administratively determined to fit
each case, but there is some indication that a property base is
preferred for manufacturing corporations. This base was used

in the present calculations.
The North carolina franchise tax law provides for a credit

against the tax due of the amount of the intangibles tax paid

during the preceding franchise tax year.sa In all cases it was

assumed that the intangibtes tax paid during the year for which
the calculations were made was the same as that paid during
the preceding year. For Hypothetical corporation A the intangi-
bles tax and, consequently, the franchise tax credit, amounts
to $32.

column 6 of Table ? shows the franchise tax base just before
the application of the tax rates. The fact that there is more uni-
formity to these figures than to the "before-allocation" figures
indicates that the difference in allocation ratios tend to offset
the differences in the "before-allocation" figures.
33. Section 84-1801.2, Arkuw Statut6.
34. Section 105-122 (4), North Carolitra General Statutes.
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For flre most part, the significance of the figures of eolumn

8, the franchise tax rates, is obvious. Two states use gradu-

ated rates. The Florida rates range from $10 to $1,000, de-

pending upon the size of the base. For Hypothetical corporation
.4. tfr" levy was $?50. The Georgia rates range from $10 to $5'000'
For l{ypottretical Corporation A the levy was $1,000' The high-
est percentage levy is imposed by Alabama. North carolina
stands in third position in this respect, along with Louisiana

and Tennessee.

(d't Misc ell'aneous lea'ies

Table 8 shows a number of miscellaneous taxes and fees paid

by Hypothetical corporation A. All states levy a qualification

or entrance fee as a prerequisite to doing business in the domes-

tic state. These are, of course, "once-and-for-all" levies. Alabama

imposes the only severe tax in this area. The base of the Ala-
bama qualification tax is the same as that for the franchise tax
with rates graduated from 25 percent of the first $100 of base to

1/10 of I percent of the amount of the base in excess of $1,000.

In column 6 of Table 8, Alabama is shown to levy $400 of "other
taxes". These consist of an annual corporation permit of $100'

and annual business licenses of $300. The latter amount is split
two ways, with $200 going to the State of Alabama and $100
going to Houston county. Alabama-s filing fee is a "once-and-for-
all" levy and accompanies the filing of qualification documents.

Florida's business licenses resemble Alabama's in that the amount
is split two ways. In this case, $100 goes to the state of Florida,
and$50 goes to orange county. Alabama and Florida are the only

two states levying business licenses on a manufacturing plant.

The $200 item shown for Mississippi is an annual factory in-

spection fee, imposed upon manufacturing enterprises with more

than 300 employees. Tennessee imposes an annual reporting fee,

based upon the authorized capital stock of the enterprise. In this

case, the tax is at the maximum level of $150' The $25 item

shown for virginia is an annual registration fee. The larger
item shown for Virginia, in column 6, has already been de-

scribed. It is the levy on "capital not otherwise taxed" and is, in
realrty, a property tax levied by the State. Although it has a

legal resemblance to an intangibles tax, it is, in fact a tax
upon inventories and other items of tangible personal property

as well as upon intangible personal property.
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TABLE 8

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION A

MISCELLANEOUS TAXES FOR ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Qualification
Taxe r

(1)

Rank for
Column (1)

(2)

Intaagible
Taxe

(3)

$ 500
3 ,305

111
399
l0

562
500.

320
I,000

8

ll
l0

q
7
2

NOTES: tFirst Period only 
-2Corooration Permit:$100

B -oslieue--$ilOo
3Busines licem
aFactory iroPetion fe
sCaoital nof othawie taxed

ConcltLsions for Hapathetical Corporati'on A

The characteristics of Hypothetical Corporation A are such

that the North carolina tax structnre imposes burdens that are

significantly heavier than those imposed by any other Southeast-

ern state. As might be expected from the broad outlines of the

North Carolina tax structure, this comparative position is de-

termined, to a considerable extent, by the North carolina cor-

porate income tax, and, in particular' by the manner in which

ihe statutory formula for the allocation of the income of multi-
state corporations impinges upon an enterprise with dispor-

tionately large amounts of its property in North Carolina'
But the whole burden of guilt cannot be placed upon the cor-

porate net income tax. The ad valorem property tax must cer-

lainly share a good portion of the blame- Contrary to the usual

theory, the property tax burdens imposed upon l{ypothetical
Corporation A, far from compensating for the high burdens

associated with the North carolina income tax, actually add to
these burdens and force North Carolina farther away from the

other states of the southeast. The results of the Hypothetical
Corporation A analysis clearly do not support the common con-

tention that North carolina property tax burdens are relatively
low because of the centralization of governmental functions and
because of the emphasis upon state level taxes which this cen-

tralization produces.
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No one factor may be singled out as the cause of North Car-

olina,s unfavorable standing with respect to the statutory bur-

dens imposed upon an enterprise of the type represented by

Corporaiion A, North Carolina does not, by any means' stand at

the iop of the rankings for every element that contributes to

the toial impaet of state and local taxes. But in those cases in

which North carolina falls to more agTeeable levels, it does not,

in most cases, fall very far. Furthermore, in such cases' North

Carolina tends to relinquish its position at the top of the scale

to states that are close to the bottom of the scale for other ele-

ments in the tax structure. For example, the property tax bur-

dens in Louisiana, in the third period, exceed those of North

carolina. But Louisiana's income tax is the second Iowest among

the ten states, while North carolina's ineome tax is the second

highest. Mississippi levies income taxes that are slightly higher

than those levied by North carolina. But Mississippi compen-

sates by levying property and franchise taxes that are substan-

tially lower than those levied by North carolina. virginia's
income allocation formula is more severe than that of North
carolina. But North carolina's higher income taxrate more than

compensates for the allocation formula advantage'
In terms of the total tax burdens imposed upon Hypothetical

corporation A, North carolina stands with Mississippi and Lou-

isiana as a relatively high tax state. south carolina, Tennessee,

and virginia are located on the second level, but considerably

below that of the three high states. Albama, Arkansas, Florida,

Georgia, and Kentucky are grouped on the lowest level' With
the exception of Georgia, all of the states in this lowest group

have total tax burdens which are less than half those imposed by

Nqrth carolina. In the face of this evidence, and on the assump-

tions which are an inherent part of the hypothetical corporation

approach, it seems clear that Hypothetical Corporation A could

fi'n-d, in the states of the southeast, a more benign tax atmosphere

than that offered by the State of North Carolina'

HYPOTHFTICAL CORPORATION B

The Corpwation and its Plnnts
Hypothetical Corporation B is an enterprise engaged in the

manufacture of many kinds of electrical products for use in

home and industry. The corporation is one of a small number of
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large firms producing competitive products in specialized plants

in many states of the united States. The total assets of the cor-

poration amount to $750,000,000, with $205,725,000 represented

ty inventories, and with fixed assets (net of depreciation)

amounting to $234,900,000. The gross sales of the corporation

amount to $1,064,394,929, with cost of sales of $770,888,481' The

net profit before all taxes is $143,325'323-
The company's selling operations are highly decentralized

and take a different form for each of the company's major types

of products. company salesmen are attached to district sales

offices which are widely dispersed across the United States. For
some products, all sales are made through distributors who are

otherwise unconnected with Hypothetical Corporation B.

It is assumed that just prior to the beginning of the 1955 tax
year Corporation B began manufacturing operations in a newly-

constructed plant, alternatively located in each of the eleven

Southeastern states, specializing in the manufactttre of one of
the company's many products. Although Corporation B operates

many plants in many states, it is assumed that the hypothetical
new plant in question is the only manufacturing plant in each of
the eleven Southeastern states. The selling operations in each of
the states are, of course, assumed to reflect the sales of th'e m-
tire corporation and not merely the sales of the product manLl-

factured in the domestic state.
Of the company's total property, approximately 1.2 percent

is located at the newly-constructed plant in the domestic state.

Contrary to the pattern exhibited by Corporation A, however,
the inventory ratio for Corporation B is almost the same as the
total property ratio. In the present case, even more than in the
earlier case, the corporation is able to make use of domestic
labor at wages signilicantly below those paid at other plants
operated by Corporation B. This wage pattern is due, in part, to
the fact that the product requires the use of only a minimum
amount of skilled labor, a larg'er amount of semi-skilled labor,
and a great deal of unskilled labor; and, in part, to the inter-
regional wage differentials for the same grades of labor. In
terms of the relationship between the characteristics of the com-
pany and its state and local tax bill in each of the Southeastern
states, this wage factor is undoubtedly the most importanb sin-
gle feature of the case. It produces a relatively low (about .09
percent) payroll ratio in the domestic state (that is, domestic
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lows:
North Carolina:

Alabama:

Arkansas:

Floricla:

Georgia:

KentuckY:

Louisiana:

MississiPpi:

U. S. HighwaY 231;

Ouachiia Parish, 2 to 10 miles

Monroe, in the general vicinitY
HighwaY 165;
Lauderdale CountY, 2 to 10 miles

Meiidian, in the general vicinitY
HighwaY 80;

Tnr IupLcr oF SrArE AND LocAL Tlxns rN

payroll as a percent of total payroll), and a low (about '23 per-

""rrt) 
*trrufacturing cost ratio in the domestic state'

Although seiling ituv "ot 
be considered to be the company's

pri".inrf'Uusiness in the domestic state' it does conduct.domes-

tic sales activities by almost any definition of the term "sales"'

In terms of the "desiination" definition, Corporation B conducts

"ppro*i*utely 
L.2 percent of its total sales in the domestic

state.Intermsofthe"point-of-origin"definition,corporation
B conducts uppto*i*tteiy 'a8 percent of its total sales in the

domestic state. AnJ i' ierms- of the "point-of-manufacture"

deflnition, Oorporation B "sells" approximately '26 percent of

its product in 1ne domestic state' These sales statistics are ex-

tremely important in an interpretation of comparative tax bur-

dens for CorPoration B'
The specific tocations selected for the new plant of Hypothet-

ical Corporation g in ihe eleven Southeastern states are as fol-

Coluilbus County, 2 to 10 miles south of

Whiteville, in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighwaY 701;
Butler County, 2 to 10 miles southwest of

Greenville, in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighwaY 31;
Jefferson County, 2 to 10 miles northeast

of pirr" Bluff, in the general vicinity of

U. S. Highway 79;
Alachua County, 2 to 10 miles north of

Gainesvilte, in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighrvaY 441;

Ware County, 2 to 10 miles west of Way-

cross, in the general vicinity of U' S' High-

way 82;
Warren County, 2 to 10 miles southeast of

Bowling Green, in the general vicinity of

south of
of U. S.

west of
of U. S.
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South Carolina: Crangeburg County,2to 10 miles southeast
of Orangeburg, in the general vicinity of
U. S. Highway 178;

Tennessee: Montgomery County, 2 to 10 miles south
of Clarksville, in the general vicinity of
State Highway 48;

Virginia: Freclerick County, 2 to 10 miles north of
Winchester, in the general vicinity of U. S.

Highway 522.

None of the locations is inside the bounclaries of these or other
incorporated municipalities.

H y 7t o tlt eti,cul tan e s-tot aI
Table 9 shows the total taxes that woulcl be paid by Hypothet-

ical Corporation B in each of the eleven Southeastern states for
three periocls, under the assumptions r'.rhich define the hypothet-
ical approach. Tuble g also shous thut, f or Tteri'ocls 1 and 2, three
states (V'il'ginia,, Lotr,isiana,, and Georgia) int'7tose heaa'ier tar
burdens u.pon C'orptaration B tlLtutt does Nort'it' Caroli'na. In the
th,ird period, these three states ure ioined, by Mi'ssissi'ypi, to
'place .Vor"th Carolina i,n fi,fth, Ttosition, i,n the ranki'ngs.

In l.erms of the total third period taxes imposed upon Hypo-
thetical Corporation B, the eleven Southeastern states fall into
three clearly defined groups. The first of the groups, consisting
of Virginia, Lottisiana, and Mississippi, includes the high-tax
states. The second of the groups, consisting of Georgia, North
Carolina, ancl Tennessee, includes the medium-tax states. And
the third of the grollps, consisting of Florida, Kentucky, South
Carolina, Arkansas, and Alabama, inclttdes the low-tax states.
If allowances are made for the inadequacies of the raw mate-
rials of the analysis, the differences between the states in each
group may, with some exceptions at the two extremes, be con-
sidered to be insiguificant. But the differences between the
grolrps do appear to be significant a.nd can ha.rclly be said to be

the result of possible methodological inadequacies. For Corpora-
tion B, North Carolina appears to be unequivocally in the sec-
ond tier.

In Table 10 the tax bills of the three periods are expressed as
a series of present values, calculated by techniques described in
the preceding chapter- The present values are expressed as an
index with North Carolina equal to 100. Column 3 of Table l-0
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shows the rank of each state on the list' with the number l-

rank assigned to the highest tax state and the number 11 rank

assigned to the lowest tax state'
Tile present value index of Table 10 shows that North Caro-

lina imposes very much lower tax burdens on Corporation B

thancloesVirginia,thehighest-taxstateonthelist'TheVir-
ginia burdens are' in faet, nearly half as large again as those

of North Carolina. Louisiana burdens are approximately 128

fercent of those of North Carolina, and the Mississippi burdens

are almost 120 percent of those of North Carolina' At the other

end of the scale, the Alabama burdens are just over one third

TABLE 9

HYPqTSETICAL CORPORATTON B

TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVEN SOIITIIEASTERN STATES FOR TIIREE PERIODS

Third PeriodsFiet Psiodl

Rgnk for for
r (o,Totet

Taxe
(1)

RgukTotal
Tax6

(5)

Total
Tax€

(3)
(1

81,296
80,959
46,247
56,355
84,286
54,390
89,398
72,690
45,169
80,562

125.540

3 80,796
sl,?03
46,090
55,326
a4,276
54,365

Lt2,A2
l0:l,378
,18,050
80,242

120,v1

4
1l

9

3
8
2
D

10
a
I

o
l1
10,|

4
8

3
9
6
I

E0,796
25,882
46,090
55,326
81,276
54,355
88,83E
72,L30
45,119
80,242

120,il1

4
ll
I

6
2
6

10
5
I

Virginia. . . .

aliflcation tax6 atrd other "onceand-for-
all" levies- --. ^.^harir t'r cremotions. if anv.,"t?lt, ,1"""1".h 

""ar 
and uutil the qpiration of temporary.propertv tax demptions' if anv'

.i i i! I iii'li" rii".""iio" 
- 

"t tu-p"iitv'p'ioperw tax eiem p tio ns' if anv'

TABLE 10

HYP TEETICAL CORPORATION B

PRESENT VALUE OF'TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Rank lor
Column (2)

(3)

100.0
36.8
67.O
68.5

104.3
67.9

128.2
119.6
58.7
99.8

149.6

o
1t
10

4
8

3
I
6
1

fr6iES, tp"o"nt value of all tzrse for three periodg'

tl,616,420
594, 190
921,99?

l 107,530
1.6E5,5:10
r. oE?,135
2,O71,818
t,932,772

948,513
1,605,160
2,115,a76
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those imposed by North Carolina, while the Arkansas and South
Carolina burdens are about 57 percent and 59 percent, respec-
tively, of those imposed by North Carolina. In this case, Tennes-
see is the median state. The North Carolina present value index
is just a little higher than the median index value.

Table 11 completes the description of the impact of total taxes
in the eleven Southeastern states. It expresses, in a different
way, the same comparisons contained in Table 10.

It will be immediately apparent that there are some impor-
tant differences between the impact of taxes upon Hypothetical
Corporation A and the impact of taxes upon Hypothetical Cor-
poration B. The North Carolina tax structure clearly appears in
a much more favorable light in the Corporation B comparison
than it did in the Corporation A comparison, although it is still
true that more states had tax burdens lower than those of North
Carolina than had tax burdens higher than those of North Car-
olina. The reasons for the results displayed in Tables 9, 10, and
11, as well as the reasons for the shifts of ranks as between
Corporation A and Corporation B, are developed in Tables l-2
to 16, inclusive, and in the accompanying text.

TABLE 11

HYPOTHETICAL CORPOBATION B

rorAl, rAxDs' rN BLEvE*;:.tl#*:1"*I*.;il3."*: A pERcENr oF vARrous

State

Total Taxes
as a Percent

of Gros
Receipts2

(r)

Total Taxes
as a Percent
of Manufac-

as a Percent
of Allocated
Taxable Net

Profitso
(5)

NORTE CAROLTNA......
Alabama -
Arkanw.
Florida. .
Gorgia.
Ko.tuck3r- - -. -
LOUtslaB.
Misisippi-...
South Carclin8.
Tennm.
v lrgrbB -

0.6
o.2
0.4
0.4
o.7
0.4
0.9
0.9
0.4
o.6
0.9

39.9
15.6
22.7
27.3
4l-6
26.4

51.0
25.7
39.6
59. 5

t-7
0.6
0.9
1.1
1.7
1.1
2.9
2.1
1.0
1.6
2.5

4.4
t.7
3.0
4.6
3.0
6.1
5.6
2.6
4-4
6.6

tr.4
4.5
6.2

11-9
7.7
0.1

13 .8
6.4

11.6
15.9

NOTES: r?hird period only.zGros reipts from sale according to the loetion of the customers ("destination"
dednitiou) in dometic state.

rPa3noll includes slarie and wages of "diret" and "indirect" labor associated with
_ mnufacfuring at domstic plant.

'Prc-perty includm book value of land, depreiable property, and year-end invenrory ar
dometic Dlaot.sMulfactwing mts include material bought for manufacture, slarie and wages, and

,_ other manufactucing costs at domestic plant.
oTo-tal net profit befoie state income tai and before fed.eral income tax allocated to

dooetic state by the application of the arithmetiel average of the " property-ratio "(yar4nd iqventory), the "payrolt-ratio", and the'.sl*ratio" (by "point of-origin"
definition).

Total Taxe
& a Percent

of Total
Prcpertya

(3)
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Hypothetical tanes-b?l ttlp e

As the flrst step in the creveropment of an explanation of the

pattern of interstat"-tu* burclens imposed upon Corporation B'

Table 12 shows titu i"ajuiJoui t"*"t tftut go to make up the total

burdens in each #;'f;;-;ach of the tax periods' together

with the p.r.","ur" of uutf' tax to the total tax for that period'

For corporation B it " 
,ot". of the property tax- and the income

tax in North Cu'oti"u-ore just the reverse of those for Cor-

poration A. For Cor-poratiol A ll" property tax represented 54

percent of the ,o'ui-Nottft Carolina bo'd"tt' and the income tax

represented gs p"'"*i-;i th" total burden' For Corporation B'

however, trre proplity to*- 
'up'"tents 

only 35 percent of the

North Carolina noii""'-iuitereas the income tax represents 60

"L""""t 
of the North Carolina burden'

For most of the";le-;; Southeastern states the ad valorem

property tax remains th" *ost important source of state and

local tax burdens' At o*ouf' Florida leads the field in this re-

spect, with appro*it"ut"it 98 percent of the total burden repre-

sented by propertr iu* l"ui"*' iouisiana is also high on the list'

with ?9 percent ot-lt' totul burden.in the form of property

taxes. In addition i'" n";iiland Louisiana' Arkansas' Georgia'

Kentucky, ana wri*-sir*ippi ufuo levy properry .taxe;.that 
are

larger than anv ";;;-L;' 
In this-respect all six of the- states

repeat the pattern""i fftnltft"tical Corporation A' Only Georgia

changes its positioi^*ig"-in"u"tlv' For borporation A the Geor-

gia property tax 
'"p'"-'u"t"A 

80 percent of the total tax' while

for corpor"tio, n, irre Georgia properw tax represent oniy 5l

percent of the total'
For all of the re*ai,'ing states except Alabama the income

tax is the largest il;i;6;: Tl9 three highest states^ in this

percentage "o*pu'i*oi-are 
Virginia' with ?3 percent of the to-

tal represer.t"a lv'ii;;;;91es1 South Carolina' with 6? per-

cent of its total represented by income taxes; and North Caro-

lina, with ao petJJ"i of it* total representecl by income taxes'

Florida, of 
"oo"t", 

i"vies no income tax' For Corporation B as

for Corporation i, ;i;;*" emphasizes the franchise tax'

Considering trre ";;;; Southeastern states as a whole' it is

clear that trt"*" i"* l" i*p"tt"nt shift in emphasis as between

Corporation e utia-Cotpo*"tio" B' For almost every state the

percentage of tota'i iu*"* 
'"p'"sented 

by the corporate net in-

come tax is ndgtr t* Co'potation B tiran for Corporation A'

Arid for almost;;";t state the percentage of total taxes rep-
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TABLE 12

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION B

TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVtsN SOUTHEASTERN STATES BY TYPT'; OF TAX' FOR

THREE PERIODS

rwo2 
I

P*"^t tf I

Total ltas 
I
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States and TYPe of Ta:i

Period One I PerioC Two2 | Pcriod

Tax
(1)

Percent of
Total Tax

(2)
Tax
(3)

'ercent ol
lotal Tax

(4)
'f ax
(5)

Total. . .....
KENTUCKY{
1. Qualincation. ...
2. Intangibles. . .. .

3. Franchise......-
4. Property. . . . ...
5. Income.........

Total........
LOUISIANA5
1. Capital Stock. . -
2. Fraochise.... .. -

3. Properf,y.......
4. Inome.......-.

Total. . ..... -

NORTH CAROi,INA{
l. Qualincatiou. .. . ..
Z. Franchise
i. Intangibles. .....
4. Property.
5. Income

Total...

ALABAMAs
1. Qualification . .. . .

2. Fiting F"9 . ' .,
3. Corporation Permrt
4. Busin6s ,,lcenses. . '

5- Franchise........
6. Property.
?, Income.

Total.... .....

ARKANSAS4
1, Qualification
2. Franchise.
3. PropertY.
4, Income.

Total.. '

FLORIDA4
1. CharterFee. .-.. ...-
2. Busines Liceuses... . -.
3. Francbise.
4. Intangibles
5- Property.

Total . . .

GEORGIA4
1. Qualification.2. Franchise.
3. Intangibles.
4- PropertY.
5. Income...

500
4,204

l12
27,933
48,547

81.296

5,067
10

100
300

12 ,495
4,257
8,736

.6

.l
34.4
59.'I

4,204
Llz

27,933
48,547

5.2

34.6
60. I

4,2C1
7LZ

27,9:13

!:!47
!9.12L

......
100
300

12,495
LO,O72
I,736

t 00.0 t 80,796 100.0

l.o
40.4

?8.2

100
300

tz,495
4,257
8.7;16

.1
t-2

48.3
16 -4
33 .8

30.959 100. 0 25,882 100. r 3l .703

r__ 46.39L

$ I,029
150
750

5
54,t-21

$ _1q.!_25

197
I,208

s0,364
14,518

$10
!,250

1l
43, 118
39,897

q- E4'?!q

$35
113

5,643
27,779
20,820

4.q9q

972
6,187

64,765
L7,534

89.398

2.6
65.6
31 .4

1 ,208
30,354
14, 5r8

2.6
65.9
31.5

1 ,208
30 ,364
14, 518

!q,!gq

' iio
750

5
54,42I

55.326

100 .0 46 .090 100.0

1.8

.0
96-6

$ iio,t50

54,421

.3
1.4

.o
98.4

100. 0 55,326 100.0

.0
1.5

.0

47.3

1,250
11

43.118
t9,897

1.5
.o

5l-z

1 ,250ll
43,118
39,897

$ 84,276100. 0 84.276

_2
10.4
il .l
38.3

100.0

.2
10. 4
51. r
38 .3

$" ii3
27,779
20.820

113
5,643

27,779
20,820

54.955100. 01 54 ,355 100- I

1.0
6.9

19.6

$ 6,187
64,765
17,886

7.O
72.9
20.1

' '0, iez
89,105
t7,5.eo

trz.82299.9 $ 88 -838 100.0

Percent of
Total Tax

(6)

i.z
.l

34.6
60.1

a
39. 4
31.8
27.6

.o
98.4

I ,00,0

1.6
o

51.2

100.0

t_lrz,8n-



TABLE 12 (continued)

Period Oner Period Two2 Period Threea

Stat6 and ?YPe of Tax
Tax
(1)

Percent of
Total Tax

(2)
Tax
(3)

Percent of
Total Tax

(4)
Tax
(5)

Percent of
Total Tax

(6)

4. ProPcrtY
5. Income..

Total.

SOUTII CAROLINA5

l: RHfilllffi'l" "*3. Franchise.... '. . ' .

4. Properw.
5. Income.

Total. . . - -.

TENNESSEE4
1. Qualifr@tion. .

2. Reporting Fe
3. Franehise.... '
4. Property. . -..
5. fncome.,..-.-

Total..--.-
VIRGINIAl

500
200

10,202
23,359
38.369

.3
14.0

52.8

200
LO,202
25,559
38,369

' :i
14. I
s2.4
53.2

zo0
t0,202
54,617
38,359

.2
9.9

52. 8
37. I

130 100. 0 103 .378 100. 0

''' :0 "

30. 5
67.1

50
10

1,129
lt,724
s2.256

.l

.0
2.5

26.O
7t,4

10
|,129

It,724
32,266

" ":0
2-5

26.0
71.5

iio
1,129

14,655
32,256

45,169 100.0 45. 119 100.0 $ 48,050 100.

9.1
39. 7
51 .0

s20
150

7,339
31 ,837
40.916

.4

.2
9.r

39. 5
au.6

150
7,SA9

31 ,8il7
40,916

.2
9.1

39.7
5l .0

' "'i6o
7,339

31,8S7
40, 916

80,562 100.0 s 80.242 100. o 80,242 100. 0

t 5,000
25

11 ,146

2l,460
E7,909

4.0
.0

8.9

t7.l
?0. 0

i "tE
' 

11 ,146

2t,460
87.913

17.8
72.9

i" zs
11,146

2l,460
87.913

.0
9.2

17.8
72.9

125,540 100. 0 120.544 99.9 544 ooa
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NO'fES: .ati:lr"f. of location in domestic state' Tax€ include "onceand-for-atl" Quatification

2Period after hFt year of location in domestic state' Includes teaporary property tax

"".?iii"frt#a,lii?.lioo or temporarv propertv tax exemption'
l" Comtant-tax " statc'
s"VariablFtax" state.

resented by the ad valorem property tax is Louser for Corpora-

tionBthanforCorporationA.Insomestatesthisshiftisex.
tremely important, as, for example' in Virginia, where the in-

come tax representation shifts from 47 percent for Corporation

A to ?3 percent for Corporation B while the property tax rep-

resentati;n shifts from 53 percent for Corporation A to 28 per-

cent for corporation B. In some other states the shift is of little
importance.

in those cases in which the shift in emphasis from the prop-

erty tax to the income tax is very large, the explanation for the

shiit must be advanced, in large part' in terms of the effects

of the allocation formulae and the assessment ratios. But in
every case part of the explanation lies in the fact that Corpora-

tion B is q. csrt"what d,ifrercnt enterpri'se than Corporntt'on A'
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For Corporation A the ratio of gross sales to net property is

g50.524 percent. F";';""p;;ation B the same ratio is 504'663

percent. For Corpo,ttio" A the ratio of gross sales to total

assets is 80.621 p"t"u"f' For Corporation B the same ratio is

141.911 percent. f'ot tjotp"tation A the ratio of net income to

total assets is 7.133 percent' For Corporation B the same ratio is

10.033 percent. All of these comparative ratios indicate that

Corporation A is 
"ft""u"l"ti'ed 

bv relatively heavy concentra-

tions of property,#itii"-C"tporatiln B is charaeterized by rela-

tively high earnings' For B the income tax base tends to be ex-

pr"d"a ,t tftu expense of the property tax base'

'--it urru event, th" ,"'potsibiiity for interstate differences rn

total tax burdens *ott tiiff be explained largely in terms of the

"n""t. 
of the income tax and the property tax'

(a) Income tares

Table 13 provides the necessary clata for an interpretation of

the effects of the corporate net income taxes of ten Southeastern

states upon Hypoif,itituf Corporation B' In Table 13' North

Carolina's position in this comparison can be seen at a glance'

North Carolina ilnoses th" *""o"a highest income tax^burden

on Corporation e,^in-*pit" of the factlhat the North Carolina

allocation ratio is 
"""""iua 

by the allocation ratios of four other

states. North Curofitut i"totn" tax is' with the excentigl of the

graduated ,ut. ,t,u"iure of Kentucky' the highest of the ten

states imPosing net income taxes'
The position of Vi'g1tia in the income tax tabulation is par-

ticularly striking. The." income tax burden in Virginia is almost

80 per cent higher-if't" the income tax burden in North Caro-

lina, in spite of ti" i'"t that the Virginia income tax rate is

only five percent u* "o"tp"ed 
with thJ North Carolina'rate of

6 per cent. The Virginia income tax-is 10 times larger than the

income tax imposJd-fv ef"furna' Although the North Carolina

tax stands well above its nearest rival lTennessee)' the Vir-

ginia levY is trulY formidable' -.
A compari.on of No'th Carolina and Virginia in the deriva-

tion of their respl"ti"u-i""o*e tax bases for corporation B pro-

duces a cleur ansl""t to tft" question of why Virginia's income

tax on Corporation g i' so much higher than North Carolina's'

The total gross income for Corpo'"iio" B is identical for each

state-$302 ,204,6i;. The total deductions are almost the same

ineachstate,TheVirginiadeductionsare'infact'alittlehigher
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than the North Carolina deductions' simply because the deducti-

ble taxes paid in Vi;;il;;t; somewhat higher than those paid

in North Carolina' ii Nottt' Carolina the net income figure is

$L2g,774,242. In ViG"i* ttt" net income figure is $129'773'860'

i';o; ir,fNotilt c"t;li;; figure is deducted non-unitarv income

of g8,758,194, to ;;; 
-t igot" .for unitarv net income of

$121,016,048. No sich deduction is permitted in the Virginia

calculation, in viewli tfte tact that the allocation formula con-

tains a gross income factor'tt The North Carolina total net in-

come is thus a fittfe smaffer than the Virginia total net income'

The large differences arise, however' in tfre determination of

that portion ot totJn"i i""o*" considered to be taxable in each

state. Nortf, Curofi"t,-"rr ift" basis^^of its property-rnanufactur-

ing cost formula, ;;;*;t that '66860 percent of the total net

income of Corporaii"" g is taxable in North Carolina' Virginia

assumes that 1.354io-pu..u"t of the total net income is taxable

in Virginia. For Corioration A -Virginia's 
allocation formula

was the *o*t O"*""alits of any of the allocation formulae of the

Southeastern states. fot Co"ioration B the same thing is true

to an even greater extent'

In the Virginia allocation formula the gross re-ceipts element

operates with particular severity in the case of Corporation B'

Corporation S *"fh i20gg percent of its total product to custo-

mersinVirginia.Thisislhuh"g"=toftheindividual..sales
factors" for this *"**tio"' t"J it is part of the Virginia

formula. But the V"itgi;;;"t*"t" adds to these sales all of the

sales made from the products manufactured at the Virginia

plant (except for thos-e already accounted for as sales within

Virginia), wherever the customers are located or wherever the

sales are consummated'3B

It might be thought that North Carolina's allocation ratio

would be larger if,*i tft" allocation ratios of those states mak-

ing use of the tft'L"-tt"tor formula of property' payroll (or

manufactu"irrg "o**l;;"d 
sales' Tennessee' however' makes

use of such a ttrree-tactor formula' yet its allocation ratio is

higher than that "i N"ttf' Carolina' The Tennessee ratio is com-

po-sea of the following three factors:

ar. ,h," t*tmenr sftms to be justified b, t*" _bi?_H ij" 
t,r"r?l:i?*t"."r,::i:: if,:* 

*;iit["J*r'tt "9"'T,Xfti'SnlHST"";'t.';;# 
ili rT"""1"; oi""""n corporation

,r- b""-'"lT,l:rtT* be pointetl-""t llllYlg-"ia law Dermits separ8te'ac@uDtitrs' so

that the ue of the all@ation foruula iu tnee''&ailpr5t-iit"v soinewhat ovemtate the

vlitnt income tal IEYD€DI"
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1. Tangible property (year-end inventory) . , l.L744percent
2. Manufacturing Costs .Zg44percent
3. Gross sales ("destination" definition) . . . . 1.2089 percent

The arithmetical average of these three factors is .8209 per-
cent. The North Carolina formula, on the other hand, is com-
posed of the following two factors:

1. Tangible Property (average inventory) . . . .1.1028 percent
2. Manufacturing Costs . . .ZgL|percent

The arithmetical average of these two factors is .6686 percent.
In other usords, in thi,s case the additi,on of the sales factor ac-
hnllE seraes to.'inu.ease the allocation ratio. This feature of
Hypothetical Corporation B is extremely important in interpret-
ing the variation of tax burdens between the states an(I partic-
ularly in interpreti,ng North Carol;ina's posi,tion in the rankings.

Hypothetical Corporation B is a very large, nation-wide en-
terprise. If it is assumed that only one of its many plants is to
be located in North Carolina (and the other states of the com-
parison), it may very well be that the particular sales ratio
exeeeds a particular manufacturing cost ratio or a particular
property ratio. It may also be that this woulil be considereil suf -
ficient euid,ence in North Carol;ina to justifg the assum,pti,on that
the principul business of Hgpothetical Corporation B in the
d.omestic state i,s selli,ng rather thon manrufacturing. There is
apparently no clear formula in the North Carolina practice for
the determination of the principal business of the taxpayer, but
it must be assumed that Hypothetical Corporation B is a mar-
ginal case. If it were classified as a selling corporation, the
allocation formula would consist of the arithmetical average of
property (1.1028 percent) and sales by the "point-of-origin"
definition (.4823 percent). The arithmetical average of these
ratios would be .79255 percent, or considerably higher than
that which resulted from the assumption that the corporation,s
principal business in North Carolina is manufacturing. If this
higher ratio were, in fact, the proper ratio, the North Carolina
income tax for the third period would be 957,547 instead of the
848,547 shown in Table 13. The total tax for North Carolina
would be $89,796. North Carolina's position in the interstate
ranking would be changed from fifth to fourth, while Georgia's
would be changed from fourth to fifth.

As shown in Table 13, North Carolina has the fifth highest
allocation ratio. In euery case, the higher ratios in Georgin,
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Louisiana, Tennessee, and' Vi'rgi'nia are etplai'ned' by -the fact

tltot these states i,nctid,e a sales f actot' of some sot't i'n thei'r aIIo'

cation formulae.

(b) ProPertY tares

The property tax comparison is ,shown in Table 14' North

Carolina's position in seventh place in the third-period property

tax ranking, i* t""oonted for primarily by the fact^that the tax

rate imposed upon Corporation B is ihe lowest of any in the

eleven Southeastern staies' This low rate is partially offset by

a relatively high assessed valuation (the third highest in tho

third Period).
The temporary property tax exemptions permitted by Ala-

bama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina are' once

again, of considerr;L 
-i*p;;tance, in terms of the totai dollar

savings which "rJl,tuotues' 
In Alabama' the exemption pro-

vides a ,t"t 
"rrn.,*l 

^-;;i;; 
oi $s,gzr for a ten-vear period' The

present value of tft" """iitv formed by these savings'^if a five

percent rate of i"il*tt is assumed' amounts to $44'948' The

Louisiana law provides an exemption that amounts to a net

saving of $23,984 f". y"ut for a ten-year period' f.or a present

value of $185,198. The five-year propertv exe-mptl'n in Mis-

sissippi amounts to a net annual saving of $31'248' The present

value of the Mississippi saving is $135'28?' The smaller exemp-

tion in South Carolina amounts to only $2'931 in -net 
annual

savings. Over a period of five years the South Carolina exemp-

tion has t p""."ollralue of 6iz,ooo' Aside from (or perhaps

because of) the exemptions, Louisiana and Mississippi are high

property tax states, standing first-and' second' respectively' in

the ranking"- n'o, 
-C*poration B South Carolina and Alabama

are low p"opu.ty tax states, primarily because of the liberal

permanent exemptions provide-d by each'

Itisclearthat.thepictureofpropertytaxationfor-Hypothet.
ical Corpor"tion g jo's support the theory that low 

-North 
Car-

olina property taxes tend to compensate for high North Caro-

lina income taxes. Of the four states with higher total taxes than

North carolina i""-tir" p*sent value index of Table 10), three

of them impose lower income taxes on Corporation B than does

North Carolina- The same three states' however' impose much

higher property [t*"t on Corporation B than does North Car-

olina. Only in tft" ""*" 
of Viiginia does the theory fail to re-

ceive suppott- vitgi"iu't p'opuity tax levy is a good deal lower
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TABLE 14

EYPOTEETICAL CORPORATION B

AD VALOR,EM PROPER,TY TAX DATAI FON, ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Tax
(r)

Book Value
of Taxable
Propsrty

(11)

$4,892 ,865
2,285,92L
4,99?,865
4,626,929
4,892,866
4 ,892 ,8668
4,626,892
4,892,865
2 ,180,865
4,630,829
2,ts6,467

t-

EI

E

o
r.t

U)
d
P
F:T

z

o
t:

NORTH CAROLINA..
Alabama.
Arkenscr. .

Tsnuguee,
Vtrg{nia

$2?,938
10,o72
80,s64
64,42L
49 ,118
27,7'.r9
80 ,106
64,6t ?
14,666
8r ,88?
11,146

NOTES: rFor thlrd period only.
2Excludes intangible personal property if intangibles tax separately levied,alncluds t&x rate for stste (if any),county,8chool djglriq!--(if any), and other special districh (if any).
aFor stat€ levy only. As€ssed valution for county:$994,592.sEffectivorste. (Total state snd loel tax divided by statFlevy mesed valuation) multiplied by 1000.
0R8_te applies to all property- bqt_land.gnd improvementa, and intBngible per8onel property. State tax on land and improvements:.50 mills

Stst€ tax on cash on hand:2.50 mills. State tax on bank balance:1.00 mill-
7(Total strtFlevy aaswed valuatio! divided by total book value) multiplied by 100.
sSubject.to taxation by state.

H
x
tii

z

Rank ror I .rou*"a I R",r ro. l#*'ff"?:: I nunr ro. I tfJHi* lr"-,
:olurn (t)l valuationr 

lcotum 
(3)l (InIvlius) 

1""1?i 
(6)l (rn}'ilb) 

lExe;
9lf9.0ll0lNonelNone
9 | 2r.o I I I 6.50 lroYer
s I r9.ol 10 lNone lNotre I 30,057
9 | 2r.0 | I | 6.50 ll0Yearsl 21.000
I | 41.01 2 lNone lNone I 14.818
4 | 41.0 | 2 | None I None | 29,9064 | 41.0 | 2 | None I None I 29,906
6 I 86.261 6 | 0.26 I None I 26.0002 | 1?.2061 1l I s.oOo I None I gs,Oooz
r | 8{.68s1 6 | 6.?6 ll0Yearel 69,9806 | 44.861 1 I 4.00 | 6Yegrel 26,000
r | 8{.68s1 6 | 6.?6 ll0Yeerel 69,9806 | 44.861 1 I 4.00 | 6Yegrel 26,00011 I 40.001 4 | None I SYearsl 16.8007 | 27.6 | 7 | None I None | 26.0007 | 27.6 | ? | None I None | 26.000

10 | 24.01 8 lNone fNone | 21.757

41.0 | 2 | None I None
86.261 6 | 0.26 I None
1?.2061 1l | 6.000 | None

Aswed
Value to

Book Value
(In Percent)

(e)

7
ll

6
B
4
8
Iq
9
6

10

L,ZZ8,2L8
866 ,886

L,t57,707
464.896

I
I

1l
4

I
I
6

l0
5
8



EYiOTHETICAL CORPOBATION B

IV N^TAI FOR ELEVEN BOUTHEASTERN STATES
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,1?6,00
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519,175
429,L75
226,855
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Base Atter
Allocatlon

(8)
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than that of North Carolina, but the Virginia income tax is
much higher. These results are, of collrse, the opposite of those
found for Hypothetical Corporation A.
(c) Franchise ta*

Table 15 shows the origins of the interstate variation in fran-
chise taxes imposed upon Hypothetical Corporation B. As was
the case for Corporation A, Alabama levies the highest fran-
chise tax of any of the eleven Southeastern states, even thoug:h
it does not make use of the largest franchise tax base. The
highest base belongs to Kentucky, largely because the Kentucky
tax assumes the value of the franchise to be defined by the mar-
ket value of the capital stock of the corporation.

The only feature of Table 15 that is different from Table ?
(the franchise tax table for Corporation A) is the calculation
of the Tennessee franchise tax priyment. The Tennessee law
provides that ". . . the measure of the tax hereby imposed shall
in no case be less than the value of the real and tangible per-
sonal property owned or used by such corporation in the
state - . ."37 If the Tennessee allocation formula had been ap-
plied to the net worth of Corporation B, the base of the tax
li.ould have been 93,023,109. The alternative property base is
$4,892,865. The requirement that the larger of the two be
selected as the base of the franchise tax means, for Corporation
B, the aband.onment of the allocation method and the applica-
tion of the rate of 9.15 per 9100 to the property base.38

(d\ Miscellaneous leaies
It is not unusual for states to place maximum limits on many

of the miscellaneous taxes which they levy. This is especially
true of such items as business licenses, qualifieation taxes, and
feer of various kinds. Table 16 shows a number of these miscel-
laneous levies for Hypothetical Corporation B. The f.act that
many of the tax payments are exactly the same as those for
Hypothetical Corporation A is the result, mainly of the effects
of statutory maximum provisions. Of the eleven states imposing
qualification taxes, for example, six states levy the same tax on

37. Setion 1248.22, Code of Tennq*e-
18- Otben of the eleven Southeastern stit6 pmvide for alternative methods of deternining

the tax base for fnnchise tax purlme. M6t of thse specify that the base shsll in no
ee be lss than the assessed valuation of the taxpayer's property in the state in ques-
tiou. In all cases for Corpor&tion B, bowever, tbe ass*sed valuation is considerably
ls than the franchise tax base re detemined by the use of the appropr.iate allocation
forinula. Section 105-122 of the North Canliua Genersl Statuts provide, in subsection(4), for a third eventuality. It ig held that tbe bse shall not be ". les than its
total actual investment in tangible prcIprty in this Statc. .,'In this case, t@, the
allcated base is greater than the boot vrlue of tangible prcperty aft€r the deduction of
Fortg:&96.
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Corporation B as on Corporation A' These are North Carolina'

C"o.giu, Kentucky, Mississippi, South Carolina' and Tennessee'

The same thing is true of the business licenses paid to Alabama

uni rto.lar as well as to all of the filing fees and factory inspec-

tion fees. The fact that the total taxes for Corporation B are

fllritu" than the total taxes for Corporation A makes these

ii"-onatrrrt" levies less important, percentagewise' for B than

for A.

Conclttsions f or Hupothetical. CorTtoration B

The resr-rlts for Hypothetical Corporation B are different from

the results fo. Hvptinetical Corporation A for two reasons' In

if,e nrst place, Hypothetical Corporation B has different corpo-

rate characteristics than does Hypothetical corporation A' In
lhu ,""ond place, Hypothetical Corporation B is placed in differ-

ent locations in the ieven Southeastern states than is Hypothet-

ical CorPoration A.
The most important difference between Corporation A and

Corporation B, aside from the difference in the sizes of the two

enterprises, is the higher ratio of earnings to investment for

Co.poration B than for Corporation A' This difference shows

up ir, -unv of the results, fut is of primary importance in the

calculation of income tar allocation ratios' Since North Caro-

lina,sallocationformula(formanufacturingenterprises)does
not include a sales factor, ancL since domestic sales were very

small for Corporation A (by any of the definitions)' North Car-

TABLE 16

IYPOTIIETTCAL CORPORATION B

MISCEIJ,ANEOUS TAXES FOR ELEVEN SOUTIIEASTERN STATES

Intangible
Taxes

_ (3)

E 1r2

Other
Taxe

(5)

s noo,

Filing
Fe
(4)

Tennes*.

$ 5oo
5, 067

197
1 ,029

10
35

912
500

50
320

5.000

2004

zl,ieou

5
I
8
3

i1
10

9
1
2

NOTES: tFint Period only -2Coroontion Permit :5100
Buinwlicrc:$3003Buinsliem

aFactory impetion fe
6baPitai not otuswke taxed
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olina was placed at a severe disadvantage in the comparisons.
For Corporation B, however, the absence of a sales factor
operated to North carolina's advantage. corporation B sells

products from its many plants in North carolina but, under

ihu 6ro*ptions of the case, produces only one product in North
carolina. Thus, the sales factor tends to be relatively large and,

in many cases at least, exerts an upwurd pull to the other fac-
tors in the allocation formula'

As pointed out above, however, this apparent advantage of
North carolina must be interpreted with caution. At same point,

presumably, the sales activity of a corporation in North caro-
iina exceeds the manufacturing activity of the corporation to

such an extent that there must be a switch from the "manufac-
turer's" formula to the "seller's" formula. Whether this point

is reached in the case of Corporation B is not known' In any

event, the use of the "point-of-origin" definition in the North
carolina law would provide a considerably lighter burden than

would the use of the "destination" definition'
The relevance of the separate accounting provisions to the in-

terstate comparison of tax burdens for corporation B must also

be reiterated. All other states of the southeast, with the single

exception of Tennessee, permit the use of separate accounting

techniques in the determination of the tax base for income tax
porpo*L*. North Carolina, by the provisions of Section 105-134

of trr" General statutes, permits the use of separate accounting
only for purposes of granting relief and only upon a successful
persuasion of the North carolina Tax Review Board. If it were
possible for Hypothetical corporation B to maintain its rec-

ords in such a way as to satisfy the tax administrators of the

other southeastern states of the "accuracy" of the allocation'

the allocation formula utilized in the present calculations would

not apply. In every case the income tax burdens would be less

(in some cases, wbstantiallE less) than those included in the
present calculations.

The importance of the speeific location of the manufacturing
plant and the relationship between this location and the prop-

erty tax liability of the corporation are brought into sharp

focus by the comparison of the results of the corporation A and

corporation B analyses. Although North carolina still finds it
difficult to compete, in property tax levies, with states granting
liberal permanent exemptions (notably, Alabama and South

carolina), and although North carolina still finds it difficult to
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compete, in total taxes levied, with states granting an income

tax deduction for federal income taxes and with states making

use of extremely low income tax rates' the low North Carolina

property tax for Corporation B does go a long way towards

making North Carolina's position more palatable than that

shown for CorPoration A'

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION C

The corPoration and i'ts Plants

Hypothetical Corporation C is an enterprise engaged in the

manufacture ancl sale of electronic products for use in home

and industrv. ffre total assets of the corporation amount to

$15,000,000 with $4,399,8?5 represented by inventories' and

with fixed assets tnJ of depreciation) amounting to 85'1,24'375'

Thegrosssalesofthecorporationamountto$25,129'829'with
cost of sales of gli,igr'rdr' The net profit before all taxes is

$2,185,917.
The corporation's selling operations are arranged around the

following:
(1) a sales department at the main plant and executive of-

fices in the foreign state;

(2) a sales manager attached, to- the manufacturing Blant

in the Ao*"*ii" state and similar sales managers at-

tached t" ;th;; manufacturing plants in other foreign

states;
(3) sales offices in a middle western state and a far western

state for regional sales;

(4) manufacturer's agents operating in various geographi-

cal areas of the United States'

Thedistinctionbetweenthesalesjurisdictionofthemanufac.
turer's agents and that of the company's staff is almost entire-

ly geographical. All of the Southeastern states are served by an

tgJrrt"*o*f.ing from an office maintained just outside the geo-

graphical 
"onnt"* 

of the eleven Southeastern states' The prod-

ucts of Hypothetical Corporation C are sold primarily-to manu-

facturers of eleJrical and electronic equipment -and 
to local

jobbers of ,"pfu""t""nt parts' Orders are received by the sev-

eral plants t"d;;;;;'itt ut" 
-m1de 

from inventories held at

the plants to. trori gooas made to specifications), shipments

are made Af""tiv lo-"*to*"t*' Approximately 20 percent of
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the goods produced in the domestic state are shipped to ware
houses owned by Corporation C at its home plant and in th,
middlewest.

It is assumed that just prior to the beginning of the lgbl
tax year Corporation C began manufacturing operations in :
newly-constructed plant, alternatively located in each of th,
eleven southeastern states, specializing in the manufacture of i
small number of the company's many proclucts. The companl
operates two plants in foreign states and one plant in the domes
tic state.

Approximately 16.6 percent of the company's total propertl
is Iocated at the domestic plant. The land and improvements a.
one of the foreign plants are leased rather than owned by Hypo.
thetical corporation c. The inventory ratio is slighily lower
than the total property ratio. rnventories at the domestic planr
represent approximately 18 percent of total inventories. Cor.
poration c is similar to corporations A and B in that it is ablr
to take full advantage of lower wage rates and an abundance
of unskilled and semi-skilled labor in the domestic state. Thr
payroll ratio for Corporation C is thus well below the severa
property ratios. Domestic payrolls aceount for only approxi.
mately 8.5 percent of total payrolls. Manufacturing costs at th<
domestic plant are 11.3 percent of total manufacturing costs
Sales in the domestic state are very small. The company main.
tains no sales office in the eleven Southeastern states, so thal
the measure of sales according to the ..point-of-origin" defini-
tion is zero. Sales measured by the "destination,, definition are
also small, eonsisting almost entirely of sales to jobbers of re-
placement parts- Approximately .0T percent of Corporation
C's total sales are allocable to the domestic state by the ,,desti-
nation" definition. Sales defined according to the ,,point-of-
manufacture" definition are, naturally, somewhat larger, re-
flecting the manufacturing activity in the domestic state. Ap-
proximately 11.3 per cent of total sales are allocable to the do-
mestic state by this "point-of-manufacture" definition.

The specific locations selected for the new plant of Hypothet-
ical Corporation C in the eleven Southeastern states are as fol-
lows:

North Carolina: Avery County, 2 to 10 miles south of New-
Iand, in the general vicinity of U. S. High-
way 194;
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Alabama:

Arkansas:

Florida:

Georgia:

KentuckY:

Louisiana:

MississiPPi:

Virginia:
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Marengo County, 2 to L0 miles south of
Demop-olis, in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighwaY 43;
Faulkner Count5', 2 to 10 miles south of

Conway, in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighwaY 65;
Columbia County, 2 to 10 miles northwest
of Lake City, in the general vicinity of
U. S. HighwaY 90;
Gilmer County, 2 to 10 miles south of Elli-
jay, in the general vicinity of State High-
way 5;
Montgomery County, 2 to 10 miles north-
west of Mount Sterling, in the general

vicinity of U- S. HighwaY 460;
Lincoln County, 2 to 10 miles south of
Ruston. in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighwaY 167;
Carroll County, 2 to 10 miles east of Green-

wood, in the general vicinity of U' S' High-
waY 82;

south carolina: Florence county, 2 to 10 miles north of
Lake City, in the general vicinity of U' S'

HighwaY 52;
Tennessee: Wi]son bounty, 2 to 10 miles west of Leb-

anon, in the general vicinity of U' S' High-
way 70 North;
Appomattox County, 2 to 10 miles west of
Appomattox, in the general viciniff of
U. S. HighwaY 460.

None of the l0cations is inside the boundaries of these or other

incorporated municiPalities-

H a p oth etic aL tar e s-total
Table 17 shows the total taxes paid by Hypothetical corpo-

ration c in each of the eleven southeastern states for three pe-

riods, under the assumptions which define the hypothetical cor-

po"uiion approach. tanle 1? shows, as in the earlier examples'

the total taxes paid by th" 
"otporation 

in the three periods of

the analysis. In the third period North Carolina's total tax bur-

den is exceeded by the tax burdens of Virginia and Mississippi'

It should be noted, however, that in the first and second periods
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the Mississippi tax is very low. For the third period, after the
expiration of all temporary property tax exemptions, there is
obviously little to choose between the three high-tax states, Vir-
ginia, Mississippi, and North Carolina. The interstate variation
for Hypothetical Corporation C is hardly as great as that for
Hypothetical Corporations A or B. The state with the lowest
third-period tax bill is Florida, with a total burden approxi-
mately half that imposed by North Carolina. Alabama is in ap-
proximately the same position as Florida in this third period.

TABLE 1?

HYPOTTIETICAL COBPORATION C

TOTAL TAXES IN ELEVEN SOTITIIEASTERN STATES FOR TIIREE PERIODS

First Psiodt Seond Paiodc Third Periodr

for
r(l

Rank forRank Totsl
Taxes

(5)(4)

nk for
tmn (5)
(6)

NOBTI{ CAR,OLINA.... . .

Algbsm..
4rkrnss..................
F'lorida. .

Georgh..
Kenhrchr.
Inisiana.
Mi(i€ippi.
South Carolina .
Tmesse.
Virginia....

$25,613
10,945
17, 104
l1,839
2r,tzs
13,948
to,L67
13, 108
18,,169
20,365
27,126

t0
6
I
3

l1
8
5
4
1

2
ll

o
9
3

l0
8
6
4
I

3
l0

8
ll

D
9
4
I
6
7
2

$25,rr7
11,5:t0
17,068
11,082
21, US
13,913
21,994
26,962
20,192
20,o47
26,t32

NOTES: rFirat-yar-in dometic stats Tu6 inelude qulidcation tax6 and other ..oneand-for-
all" levi€.

?After the fiEt year and-until the expintion of temponry-propelty tax uemptions, if any.sAfter the expiratioa of tempoery property tax exempli6ns, if iny.

TABLE 18

HYPOTSETICAL CORPORATION C

PRESENT VALUE OF TOTAL TAXqS IN F:I,EVEN SOUTIIEASTERN STATES

Stat€s

NORTE CAROLINA.......
Aleb3h^....
Arkss.
Floridr. ...
Gorgi8......r.mbtcry... ..
Io-irisaa.
Misisippi..
Soutb Cmlina.
Tmwee....
Viryiuir

2
lt

E
10
4
9
7
3
6
o
I

Total
Tax€

(3)

f25,117
9,205

17,068
11,032
2l,ll3
l:t,913
9,931

12,610
18,120
20,o47
26,r52

Total
Pre3mt
Valuer

(1)

$502,836
214,395
341,366
n0,947
42,,270
274,255
346,959
477,6V2
399;97E
401,254
523,634

Total
Present Value

as an fndex
(North Carolina

:100)
(2)

100.0
42.6
67.9
43.9
84.0
65.3
69.0
95.O
79.5
?9.8

104. I

NOTES: rPresent value of all til6 for the peiods.
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The annual taxes shown in Table 77 ate collected and ex-

pr"*"a as a series of present value flgures in Table 18' The

irnti"g of Mississippi in this table is particularly interesting'

Wilt; index ot gi.^gsz, Mississippi is the third ranking state'

*itttot"ttaxburdensalmostthesameasthoseofNorthCaro-
lina.InTablel?,however,Mississippiexhibitsthehighestthird
;;;t"d taxes. This shift of position from first to third is due

entirely to the t"*potutv pioperty tax exemption granted by

the Mississippi law. even tfrough Hypothetical Corporation C

could expect to pay the State of Mississippi $26'962 in total

iu*"* uu..y year in perpetuity, the scheclule of such payments

Ao"s not begin untii nve years after the location in the new

state. During the five-year period (and after the first year)'

Hvpotheticti Co.porutitn C would pay annual taxes to Missis-

sippi of only $12,610. This advantage in the early 
-years 

is

enough to place Mississippi below North Carolina and Virginia,

both "non-exemption" ,Lt"*, in the long-run present value

measure. At the other end of the scale approximately the same

thing is true for Alabama and Florida' Florida enjoys the ad-

vantage for the third-period comparison (Table 17) ' -but 
the

tempoiary exemptions granted by Alabama for the first ten

v"ut* of it e pltnt's location serve to place Alabama in the low

position in terms of the present value index'

With the Virginia index only 4 percent above the North Car-

olina index, North Carolina might reasonably be assumed to

stand in first or second position for Hypothetieal Corporation

C.Themarginoferrorassociatedwiththeestimationofprop-
erty tax burdens could certainly account for the difference be-

tween these two states. The same would be true for Mississippi'

so that all three states can, for these purposes, be considered

in joint occupancy of first place' From the Mississippi index

number there is a shatp brlak to the next level, oceupied by

Georgia, Tennessee, Soutft Carolina, and Louisiana' None of

these states can, however, be counted as serious competitors for

the dubious honor of the number one position in the rankings.

Arkansas stands on a step by itself in this comparison' with a

total tax burden about two-ttriras as large as that of North Car-

olina. The lowest step is occupied, not unexpectedly' by Alabama'

Florida, and Kentu^cky- For Hypothetical Corporation C the

median state is South Carolina, with a total tax burden about

80 percent as large as that of North Carqlil-a' The high tax

i

i

:

I
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?ABLE T9

HYPMHETICAL CORPORATION C
TOTAL TAXE.SI IN ELEVEN.SOUTIIEASTERN STATES AS A PERCENT OF VARIOUMEASURES Or. TAX BURDENS

Total Taxs
as a Percent

of Gros
Receipts 2

(1)

Total Taxs
as a Percent

of Total
Property a

(3)

Total Taxe as a Percenr
of Alloets
Taxable Ne

Profitso
(6)

18.1
8,S

12.3

15 -?to.2
15. I
19. 5
14.6
15.4
18.4

153.3
70.4

104.2
67.A

t28.9
E4.9

ts4.Z
164.6
124.7
t22.4
159.5

as a Percent
of Manufae
ilrin?tostsr

7t
0.6
0.8
0.5
1.0
o.7
r.1
1.3
1.0
1.0
1.3

?otal Taxeg
as a Perent

of Total
PalEoll3

(2)

position of North carorina, estabrished for Hypotheticar cor-poration A, is emphaticalry conflrmed for Hypotheticar cor-poration C.
Table 1g shows the total taxes imposed by each state as a per_cent of five figures that are often uied to measure tax burdens.Since the measures_ are perfecily comparable (with the excep_tion of the net profit measur"J,if,"lrnkings implied by Table

lrroil'irlu"nticat 
with those ;i";;- ror t"ne A;;;-;i.iod in

Hypothetical taxes_bA tApe
?he breakdown of total taxes shown in_Table 20 is especiallyimportant as an aid to ,;d;;;;;irr" ,n" position of NorthCarolina in the rankings. W;;;;;;;;"t tu tie retnrh:e- t,iwitoy_

'y:" o! pr-operta taxes and, n"om"' ta,res, North caror:ina,sstatus for Corporat: C^ls euactig- th, ,ro"rw of that shownf or CorToration A- tr'or Corporati""" e tn" property tax repre_sented 54 percent oj the^ toiar tal,-attd the income t'ax repre-sented 38 percent. For Corporation C-*" property tax repre_sents 88 pereent of the totaf tax, 
""0 it " i";o;;; 

"rp""*.nt"54 percent of the total tax. Thiu e;r;;ration C pattern is, fur-

z-l
1.0
1.5
0.9
1.8
1.2
1.9
2.8
t.7
1.7
2.2

1.6
o.7
1.1
o.7
1.3
0.9
1.4
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.6
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thermore, unique among the eleven states. No other state of the

Southeast levies income tax burdens that are, in this propor-
tional sense, as high as those of North Carolina- Arkansas comes

closest, with a 52 percent representation for the income tax and

a 45 percent representation for the property tax' And in only

one additional state (Kentucky) does the income tax imposed

upon Corporation C exceed the property tax imposed upon Cor-
poration C. Louisiana, for example, collects 83 percent of its
total tax from Corporation C in the form of property taxes (in
the third period). Georgia collects 78 percent in the form of
property taxes. Mississippi collects 74 percent in the form of
property taxes. Florida, of course, collects 94 percent of its total
tax from Corporation C in the form of property taxes.

On the surface, this distribution of tax burdens between in-
come and property taxes for the eleven (or, omitting Florida,
ten) Southeastern states appears to provide excellent support
for the theory that North Carolina levies low property taxes to
offset its high income taxes. But North Carolina's position close
to the top of the rankings in terms of total tax burdens clearly
indicates that the offset is not great enough. Furthermore, as

will be shown in detail presently, the fact that North Carolina's
property taxes account for a relatively small percentage of the
North Carolina total tax is not an indication that the North
Carolina property tax is an insignificant levy as compared with
the property tax levies of other states. In nny euent, it is clear
that th,e reasons f or North Carol.,ina's hi,gh total tan leu'ies upom
HApotheti,cal Corporation C must be somewhat di,fferent front
the reasons f or the high leaies upon Hypothetical Corporation A.

(a) Income tanes

The corporate income tax imposed by North Carolina is by
far the highest of any imposed upon Hypothetical Corporation
C by the ten Southeastern states. The second highest income
tax levy belongs to Virginia, but this is only about 80 .percent
as severe as the North Carolina tax. Six out of the ten states
levy income taxes that are less than half those levied by North
Carolina upon Corporation C. Two states (Louisiana and Ala.
bama) extract less than 25 percent as much as North Carolina
by means of this tax.
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TABLE 20

HYPOTHETTCAL CORPOBATION C

TOTAL TAXES IN DLEVEN SOUIIIEASTERN STATES BY TYPE OF TAX''FOR
THREE PERIODS

Period Orer Period Two2 Period Thr*3

States and Type of Tax

NORTH CAROLINA{
l. Qualification2. Fmnchise.
3. Intangibles.
4. Property.
5. Income........:. .. ..

Total.. .

ALABAMAs
1. Qualificstion2. Filioc F€. . . . . . . . . . .

3. Corporation Permit.. .

1. Bwine Lienses... . .

5. Franchise.
6. Property.
7. fncome.... . .

Total. . . '.
ARKANSASI
1. Qulifietion.
2. Fmnchise... .

3. Property....

500
2,035

11
I,554

19,513

Tax
(5)

Percent of
Total TaxTax

(1)

1.1
3.3

45. 6
15.1
35. r

2-O
7-9

.0

52.4

100.0

15.9
.l
.9

2.7
sa.2
t2.7
29.5

o

:.e
2:6

36.3
32.2
28.O

Tax
(3)

i,i,tslt
9 ,554

Lg,617

Percent of
Total Tax

(4)

99. 9

100, 1

Percent of
Total Tax

(6)

8.1
.o

38 .0
53.8

100.0

100

lo0. o

i.i
45. I
52.2

1.4
4.5

si. r

'i'.,
.0

78.1
20.7

":i
43 .6
8.1

48.2

r00. 0

100.0

"'i.E'
4.5

'' ii:i'

1.2
.0

78.1
20.7

! .1
43-6
.8.1
48.2

1. Qulification2. Inteugibles.
3. fmnchise.
4- Property.
5. fnome.

Total.. .

LOUISIANTs
1. Capital Stock. .. .. .. .. .

2- Fnnchise...
3. Prcperty.
4. fnome.. -.

Tbtal.. .

100. 0

25,613

|,743
10

100
800

4, 185
r ,386
3,230

$ 10,954

36
454

7,703
8,911

s 17,104

io.iez '

$ 11,339

10
250

I
16 ,49E
4,864

2t,tz3

11
6,067
I,L25
6,710

13,948

:.:.....
100
300

4 ,185
3,716
s.229

150
6.00

'io.s8z

ll .032

i 'tbo
I

16,498
4.364

2l,113

'"' ii.
6 ,067
|,725
6 ,710

13 .913
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TABLE 20 (continued)

NOTES: rFint ycr of lmtion in domestic state. Taxes include "oneand-for-atl" Qulification
levie.

2Period after fnt yer of location in domestic stste- Includq tempomry property tar
qemptioa, if aBy.

rPeriod ;fter ixpintion of temporary property tu qenption.
{"Comtant-tar" state
5"Variabltstar" state

Table 21 presents a detailed analysis of the income taxes
levied by the ten income-tax states of the Southeast- The rea'
sons for North Carolina's pre-eminence in this field are quite
clear. The first reason is that North Carolina has designed an
allocation formula for multi-state corporations of the type rep'
resented by Corporation C that assigns more of the total cor'
porate income to the domestic state than does the allocation
formula of any other Southeastern state. The second reason is
that North Carolina makes use of the highest income tax rate
of any state of the Southeast, with the single exception of Ken-
tucky, whose graduated rate structure produces an effective in-
come tax rate of approximately 6.5 percent. The third reason
may be applied only to the comparison of North Carolina with
Alabama, Kentuck5r, and Louisiana. In each of these cases the

265

Stats and TYPe of Tax

Period One I Period Twoz Period Thre3

Tax
(1)

Percent of
Total Tax

(2)
Tax
(3)

Perert oi
'fotal'Iax

(4)
Tax
(5)

Percent of
Total Tax

(6)

MISSISSIPPIs
1. Qualifica-tion..'.- - -'
2. Factory lNpecnon !e
3. Franchise..
4, ProPerty
5. Incom€.

Total. . .

SOUTH CAROLINA5

l: 3l""lllf$if;li F;
3. Franchise..
4. Property-
5. fncome.

TENNESSEE4
1. Qualifrcation-.... .. .

2. Iieporting Fe. .... - .
3. Francbise- ' -. . .. . .. .

4. Prop€rty.
5. Income...

Total...

500
200
928

5,468
6 ,012

3.8
1.5
7.1

41.7
45.9

200
928

5,468
6 ,014

1.6

43.4
47 -7

' 
zoo
928

19,877
5,957

.7

't8.7
22.L

t lo8 00.0 12.610 100.1 26 99.9

-
$50

10
580

7 ,92'I
9,902

.1
J.t

42.9
53 .6

r0
580

7,927
9,903

.1
3.1

43.0
53.8

10
580

9,951
9 ,891

':0
2.8

48.7
48.4

r8 ,469 100. 0 t8,420 100.0 20.432 99. I

320
82

2 ,391
12, 163
5,409

Ll.7
59 .7
26.6

"dt
2,391

12,163
5,411

-4
11.9
60.7
27.O

$82
2,391

12,163
5,4tr

1l .9
60.7
27.O

20 ,365 100. 0 20,o47 100.0 20.04'I 100.0

I 1,000

10,662

4,648
10 . ?91

.1
39.3

l7.l
39.8

i" "' zi
10,662

4,648
10,797

.1
40.8

17 -8
41- 3

$25
l0,662

4,644
LO,797

.l
40.8

t7.8
41 .3

5 27,126 100.0 $ 26,132 100-0 26.t92 100.0
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TABLE 2I

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION C

INCOME TAX DATAT FOR' ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES

Tax

(1)

Rank lor
Column (l)

(2)

Allocation
Ratio (In
Percent)

(3)

Rank for
Column (3)

(4)

9
4
8

10

s

Allocated
Net Income

(6)

Rank for
Column (5)

(6)

Tax Rete
(In Percent)

(?)

Federal
Income Tax
Deduction
Allowed

(8)

hl

H

Fl

4
U)
Fl

Fl
EI

z
H

tr{oo
ri
Fl
X
H
a

No
Yes
No"i.r; '

Ys
Ye
No
No
No
No

NORTH CAROLINA,
Alabama. ,
Arkansas.
tr'loridar.
Georgia. , .

Kentucky. . .

Tannes8oe
Vlrginlo. .

'''ioe;oii
102,996
69,898

108,46E
197,814
144,288
2L6,912

I
2$r8,617

3,229
8,911

"i;i6i'
6, ?10
2,796
6,967
0,891
6,411

LO,797

8
6

10
6
d
7
o

13.5??9
12.8099
1l.2600

" " 
6: ie;i

t2,2t72
8.3986
6.6?40

11.8148
9.8068

lz. ?561

$225,286
10?,643
LAI,2t4

I
8

'6
q

10
7
s
o,

NOTES: rf'or tblrd Period onlY
2No income tax levied
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allorvance of a deduction for federal income taxes substantiall9

#ii"".-ift" gaps between each of the states and North Carolina'
""fr-o.,t, caro-lina's two_factor allocation formula works a par-

ti.u#r,"rdship (in the interstate comparison) upon Hypothet-

ffiffi*"ion c r"cuuse of the absence of a sales factor- Be-

causecorporationcisamanufacturerwith,primarily'an'in'
d,ustrial demand, ,ttd- b"""ote the bulk of the company's sales

are to customers outsi'ile the Southeastern states' and because

the companv *,it't'itt*."o "t"t 
organization withi'n the South'

;;;th; saies factor must have a diminishing effect upon any

allocation formula' Even the definition of sales based upon the

locationofthemanufacturingactivitycannotoffsettheadvan-
tages of a ,,true" sales factor, for the company produces, in the

domestic state, a pt"a*t *ittt " relatively low value and a

relatively fo* -"it-"p' Significantly' even Virginia's rather

,"q"iritir" use of lrr"-*.r". factor in a two-factor allocatiori

formulacannotmatchthefailureoftheNorthCarolinaformula
to permit the inclusion of a sales factor'
-- 

fn" absence of a sales factor is not' of course the only source

of inequality in the income allocation formula' South Carolina's

formulaisthesameasNorthcarolina's,inthatitconsistsof
a property factor and a manufacturing cost factor' But' as in

the other cases' the fact that South Carolina's formula is based

upon gross property rather than net property gives the South

Carolina formula tie advantage through the prope-rty -factor'
Kentucky's formula consists of the three factors of sales (by

"point of origin"), property, and payroll' But sinc3.the sales

factor is zero ir, tiris case, 
-and 

since Kentucky insists that in

such cases onty ttrose factors showing positive values may be

used in the formula, the sales factor is, in effect' of no impor-

tance. But the Kentucky formula achieves its advantage over

theNorthCarolinaformulabythesubstitutionofapwroll
factor (8.5385 percent) for a manufacturing cos-t- factot'

(11.2600 percent). Alabama's formula results in a similar ratio

to that determined by the North Carolina formula' Alabama

makes use of prop""tv and manufacturing costs (both of which

are in the North Carolina formula) and adds sales measured

by the location of the manufacturing establishment' In the Ala-

bama formula the sales factor is thus the highest of the three

sales factors commonly used in allocation formulae' It is' in fact'

almost exactly the same as the manufacturing cost factor' But

Alabama includes two lbw factors and one high factor (prop-
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erty) and divides the total of the three ratios by three. North
Carolina allows only one low factor to offset the high factor and
divides the total of the two ratios by two. Thus, although other
elements conspire to provide North Carolina with a high allo-
cation ratio for Hypothetical Corporation C, the absence of the
sales factor in the North Carolina formula is undoubtedly the
most important cause of the interstate differences exhibited in
Table 21.

(b) PropertE tares
In conjunction lvith Table 21, Table 22 shows the extent to

which the North Carolina theory of "compensating property
taxes" may be said to apply to Hypothetical Corporation C. It
is clear that if the theory applies at all it applies imperfectly
and partially. In terms of total property tax burdens, in the
third period, North Carolina does, indeed, appear to fare rather
well in the comparison. At least North Carolina does not stand
rvith the very high property tax states (Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and, to a lesser extent, Tennessee). North Carolina,
is, however, fairly clearly established on the second level with
Florida, South Carolina, and Virginia. The second level is lo-
cated well above the low property tax level, on which are located
Alabama, Arkansas, and Kentucky.

North Carolina's medium-level property taxes for Hypothet-
ical Corporation C are the result, primarily, of a low aggregate
tax rate. This rate is just sliehtly below that of Tennessee and
somewhat above the effective Kentucky rate of 12.28 mills. But
it is well below the aggregate rates in the majority of states.
Not unexpectedly, however, these low property tax rates are
opposed by relatively high assessment ratios. For Hypothetical
Corporation C only Tennessee and Virginia assess at higher
ratios than does North Carolina.

In the comparative property tax bills of Hypothetical Cor-
poration C there are thus some elements that suggest the va-
lidity of the "compensation" theory. But it is also clear that
these compensating elements are not sufficient to offset thd
large differences created by the corporyate net income tax.

The temporary property tax exemptions permitted by four
of the eleven states seem particularly important in the case of
Corporation C. Alabama's exemption produces a net annual sav-
ing of 82,325 for a ten-year period. This stream of annual ex-
emptions has a present value of $17,953. In Louisiana the prop-
erty tax exemption produces a net annual saving of $12,063 for
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TABLE 22

HYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION C

PROPERTY TAX DATAl FOR ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN S'IATES

z
F]

t.
z

P
zE
d

U)

-.
Fl
tr

F]

z
a2
F]
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TABLE 23

EYPOTHETICAL CORPORATION C

FRANCHISE TAX DATAT FOR ELEVEN SOUTIIEASTER'N STATES
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ten years' Expressed in terms of its present value' this saving

amottnts to $93,147' The net annual saving from the Mississippi

exemption is $14,352 for fir'e years' or a present value of

S62,136. The South Carolina treatment provides a net annual

S"i"t""t it,012 for five years' with a present value of $8'710'

@) Ft'utt'chise tax

The franchise tax bills of corporation c, as described in

Table 23, do not constitute a majoi burclen on the Corporation'

In some cases' itoo*""t, they are far from inconsequential'

North Carolina's trancttise tax bui'clens are exceeded only by

those of Alabama t"J- t"tt""ssee' and of these' only the Ala-

bama burdens are significantly greater'

The most interesii-ig and r"vealing part of Table 23 is column

g, ,;o;ng the francilise tax allocation ratios for nine states'

For North Carolina the allocation ratio for franchise tax pur-

poses is the same as the allocation ratio for income tax pur-

poses. Most other ;t;;t' hot"u"'' clrop the three-factor for-

mulae of the income tax and make nse of two-factor formulae

for the allocation of the franchise tax base' The result is that

three other states if'fotiau, Kentucky' and Tennessee) construct

higher allocation ratios than does North Carolina'

(d) Mis c eUo,neous leu'ies

The levies shown in Table 24 are of the same type as those

shown in Tables s ""J 
rO for Corporations A and B' respectively'

No further discussion of these taxes and fees seems necessary

at this Point-

Conclusions for HUpotheticaL Corporation C

There can be no question of the fact that North Carolina is

ahigh.taxstatefor^anenterprisesuchasHypotheticalCor-
poration C. In a somewhat iess dramatic way' the example of

Corporation C has this feature in common with the example of

Corporation A-
AlthoughthehishtaxstatusofNorthCarolinaforHypothet-

ical Corporutior, di* ihe resr-rlt of all of the elements that enter

intothecleterminationofastatutorytaxbill,thegreatestre-
sponsibility -uv ooaoobtedly be placed upon the method used

to determin" tttu pottio" of if'" total income of the corporation

which is considered to have been earned within North Caro-

lina. More *p*in""ffv, th" tu*ponsibility may be placed upon

the failure of the North carolina allocaiion formula to include
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NORTH CAROLINA......
Alabama.
ArkaNas.
Fiorida- .

Gorgia.
I(entuclq/...-.
Louisiana-..
Misissippi....
South Carolim.
Tennesee
Virginia. .
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TABLE 24

EYPOTEDTICAL CORPORATICN C

MISCETLANEOUS TAXES I.OR ELEVEN SO{ITEEASTERN STATES

Filing
Fees
(4)

Otber
Taxes

(5)

Intangible
Tax6

NOTES: lFiEt period only
2Cor?oration permit :$100
Bwins license:$300

3BwiDs li@ns*
{Factory inspection fee
5Capital not othdwise taxed

a sales factor. This is the one outstanding conclusion of the
third example of the hypothetical corporation approach.

Although it is true that North Carolina collects a relatively
small percentage of the total tax in the form of ad valorem
property taxes, the excessive burden of the income tax quite
overcomes whaiever liberalizing effects are associated with the
property tax. Furthermore, the absolute amount of property
taxes paid by Corporation C in North Carolina is by no means

small. Even neglecting the temporary property tax exemptions
allowed by four of the eleven states, North Carolina's property
tax burdens are higher than those of five other states of the
Southeast. The results of the analysis of Hypothetical Corpora-
tion C eonfirm those of the analysis of Hypothetical Corporation
A in showing that it is not enough to base the claim of low
property tax burdens Lrpon a hasty observation of the property
tax rates. For both corporations these rates are comparatively
low. The North Carolina practice of assessing at relatively high
levels, hotrever, tends to prevent the property tax from fulfilline
its errand of mercy in the North Carolina tax structure.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FINDINGS

The results of the preceding analysis show that the state anc

local tax structure of North Carolina appears' in comparisor
with the tax structures of other Southeastern states, to weigl
heavily upon the kinds of enterprises towards which North Car'
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olina should, from the point of view of industrial development'

"*irlirit 
acquisitive tendencies' Although the results of the Hypo-

tfr"ii""f Corporation B analysis seem to modify this conclttsion

,o*"*ttrt, il is necessary to guard against the complacency

*fri"ft such relatively comfortable results might induce' To the

;;;;;l that the position of North carotina is determined bv the

rn"tfroa. of allocating unitary income for purposes of the cor-

po.ate inccme tax, the calculations have two important features

irrni"it, rvhen subjected to closer scrutiny, tend to disturb the

itu"quiffitv which often accompanies the discovery of medium-

i"l""*itv iax burdens. Although these features apply to all of

it " "*"*pies 
selected for the present analysis, they are partic-

.rlartv signiflcant for the tlypottretical Corporation B compari-

son. Both of these clisturbing features come from assumptions

made about the relationship between the subject corporations

and the tax laws of the Southeastern states'

Thefirstoftheseassumptionsisthatitisimpossibletoadapt
the accounting methods of the corporations to a system of sep-

arate accounting in orcler to determine the income earned in

a given state. The assumption was made, not so much on the

nasis of a realistic interpretation of corporate accounting prac-

tices and possibilities, but on the basis of a desire to test the

effects of statutory allocation formulae and on the feeling that

it would be impossible to know whether separate accounting

techniques would be given the approval of administrative au-

thorities. If this assumption is unrealistic, the tax bills of vir-
tually all of the income-iaxing states except North Carolina and

Tennessee must be held to be overstated. North carolina and

Tennessee clo not permit the use of separate accounting tech-

niques for manufacturing enterprises unless the application of
the allocation formulae produces gross inaccuracies and demon-

strable injustices. In view of the peculiarly extravagant de-

rnands placed upon Corporation B by the Virginia allocation

formula (for example), there is certainly every reason to expect

that the clesi,re for separate accounting is indeed strong'
The second of these assumptions is that the principal business

of each of the hypothetical corporations in each of the South-
eastern states is mon;u'facturing. This assumption is probably

safe enough for Corporations A and C, although it may or may

not fit the character of Corporation B. North Carolina, South

Carolina, and Tennessee are the states that would be signi-
ficantly affected by the distinction between manufacturing and

:*r
4iil
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selling. With the present assumptions, North Carolina imposes

the heaviest burdens of these three states upon corporation B.

with the assumption that corporation B is a selling corpora-

tion, North Carolina's burclens would be increased'

There is one further reason why the results of the Hypothet-

ical corporation B analysis should be subjected to further
scrutiny and, perhaps, to qualitative amendment' As stated in

the preamble to the analysis, Corporation B is a large, nation-

wide concern with manufacturing plants in many states of the

union. It would not be unreasonable to expect, and certainly
not unreasonable to hope, that an enterprise such as this would

construct ttoo or more plants in any one of the southeastern
states. If this were done, and if no comparable changes in local

sales occurred, the corporation would clearly become a mantl-

facturing enterprise in the domestic state. Furthermore, the

enlargement of the plant accounts and the other accounts asso-

ciated with manufacturing activity would increase the impor-

tance of the sales factor as a modifying influence in the income

allocation formula. In the preceding calculations North caro-

lina was not especially damaged by the absence of a sales factor
forcorporationB,forthesimplereasonthatthesalesfactor
was relatively large. But an expansion of the "manufacturing"
factors would tend to restore the sales factor as a liberalizing
elementandplaceNorthCarolinaatadisadvantageascom-
pared with those states which include sales factors in their allo-

cation formulae. rf, because of North carolina's "medium-tax"
status, North carolina were able to persuade corporation B of

the desirability (in terms of taxes) of a fi,rst location, it might

find it difficult to persuade the corporation of the desirability
of a second location. To put it another way, Corporation B may

decide, if taxes are of significant concern to a corporation such

asthis,toexeicisekeencorporateforesightandloeat'ehoth
plants in another state- Thus, the results of the Corporation B

analysis are not as unlike those of the Corporation A and the

Corporation C analyses as they might at first appear' Because

Corporation B is a much larger enterprise, and because it manu-

faetures and sells on a national scale, it requires larger invest-

ments in plant and equipment in the domestic state to produce

the kinds of answers *tto*" for the two smaller subjects of this

hypothetical analYsis-- 
tfr" i*portance of the corporation income tax allocation for-

mula for each of the three hypothetical corporations is indicated
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in Tables 25 ancl 26 and in the accompanying text' The tables

*.*-"o".tructecl on the assumption that taxable income in

ll"rlfr Carolina is determined by means of a formula approx-

i*"ti"" ihat of the so_calied 
,,Massachusetts formula". The for-

;;; i; made up of a propertv factor- (with values determined

,i irr" ""4 
of the fiscal year), a payroll factor' and a sales faci

i"r"-i*ftft the location of tftt sale determined by the location of

the office or agency administering the sale) ' Thus' the tbrmula

differs from the North Carolina formula in three respects: (1)

it includes, for manufacturers, a sales factor; (2) it substitutes

" 
prtt"ff factor tor a manuiacturing cost factor; and (3) it

measures property values at a year-end figure rather than at an

annual average figure'
Table 25 shows the income taxes and the total taxes that the

ttrr"e ttvpothetical lo'poratio ns tttoukl pay in North Carolina

;;,^;";; were altocaied by the Massachusetts formula. For

Corlpotution A the shift from the 16'555? percent allocation

ratio of the present two-factor formula to the 9'8391 percent

allocation ratio of the Massachusetts formula would reduce the

corporation's income tax by $9,848, or by approximately 40'6

n"- .-"t. This ctrop i'tr' tlt'e- inco'me tar biIL f or Corporation A

would, be the eqwiiatent of a d'ecrease in th'e income tan rote

from tIrc p:'esent 6 percent leael to a leael of 3'5658 percent'

For Corporation B the shift from the present North Carolina

alloeation ratio of sog6 pu.""nt to the Massachusetts formula

allocatiqn ratio of .fSa+ put""nt would reduee the corporation's

income tax by $6,18t, o' nv approximately l21 percent'3e ?his

rlrop in the lncoii 
'tar ai\ fi' Corpo''ation B tuotr'-Id be the

-eqriiuatent 
of a d,ect'ease in' tlt'e 'income tar rate from the present

6 percent Leuel to a leuel of 5'235!+ percent'

For Corporation C ttre snitt from the present North Carolina

allocation ratio of lg-577g perceni to the Massachttsetts formula

allocation ratio of 8.3?69 percent would reduce the corporation's

income tax by gS,iig or by approximately 38'3 percpnt' ?his

it;rop i.n the in'coie tan bitt fir Co'poration C would be the

equiaalent of a d'ecrease in the'income tar rute from t'he present

6 percent leael to a leael of 3'7018 percent'

The income taxes calculated by means of the Massachusetts

formula were added to the other taxes paid by the three corpo-

rations in North Carolina and new present values determined'

sr. Th" ad.ition of a sales factor for .cor-p_oration,,B reduces the allocation,ra.tio in North

carclina only because it is the,.point+f+rigin"i.h-iiiiJl i-tt"t i" """a. If 
the "d*Lina-

tion" definition f.i-U*t ti"La, int ratio would have been increqaed'
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On the assumption that there were no changes in the tax bur-
dens imposed by other Southeastern states, a new present value
index was calculated for each hypothetical corporation. These
index numbers are shown in Table 26.

For Hypothetical Corporation A the shift from the present
statutory formula in North Carolina to the Massachusetts for-
mula would move North Carolina from a high first position in
the rankings to a solid second position. North Carolina's total
tax burdens would lie between those of Mississippi and Yir-
ginia. Mississippi's tax burdens would be approximately 7 per-
cent higher than those of North Carolina, and Virginia's tax
burdens would.be approximately 8 percent lower. By the pres-
ent statutory formula, however, Mississippi's tax burdens are
approximately 10 percent lower than those of North Carolina,
and Virginia's tax burdens are approximately 22 percent lower.
All other states would, of course; be moved up in the present
value index by comparable amounts. In the rankings, North
Carolina would exchange places with Missi,ssippi. All other
ranks would remain the same. Thus, although North Carolina
would still have to be considered a high-tax state for Hypothet-
ical Corporation A, the shift to a Massachusetts formula for
the allocation of the corporation's net income would substan-
tially reduce the severity of the Norbh Carolina levies as com-
pared with those of the other Southeastern states.

For Hypothetical Corporation B the shift from the statutory
forrnula to the Massachusetts formula would cause North Car-
olina to change positions with Tennessee in the present value
rankings. Tennessee would move from sixth position to fifth
position and North Carolina would move from fifth position to
sixth position. From a position of virtual equality, Tennessee
would move to a position approximately 8 percent above that of
North Carolina. The other states would retain their ranks but
would increase their present value index numbers as shown by
the difference between column 5 and 6 of Table 26.

The most spectacular effects of the shift from the statutory
formula to the Massachusetts formula would be associated with
Hypothetical Corporation C. In this case North Carolina would
fall from second position (and very close to first position) to
sixth position. Under the statutory formula only Virginia im-
poses heavier burdens on Corlioration C than does North Caro-
lina. Under the Massaehusetts formula, Virg:inia, Mississippi,
Georgia, Tennessee, and South Carolina would impose heavier
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burclens on Corporation C than would North Carolina. The
Louisiana burdens would be approximately 6 percent lower than
the North Carolina burdens. At the low end of the scale, of
course, Alabama would still impose only about half the burden
imposed by North Carolina.

But the significance of the results of the hypothetical cor-
poration analysit is not restricted to the corporate net income
tax. The role of the property tax is an extremely important one

for all three hypothetical corporations. In general terms, and
on'the basis of other evi{ence, it may be concluded that while
property taxation in North Carolina may comprise a relatively
small part of the total state and local tax structure (as com-
pared with other Southeastern siates) , 'it does not necessarily

fottout tlm,t att tarpayers receiae equnl benefits from this distri-
bution of the total tar bu'rdens. On the contrary, the analysis of
the three hypothetical corporations tends to show that, for
these particular corporat'ions and for the particular locations
selected, North Carolina appears to be a relatively high prop-
erty tax state. This conclusion does not destroy the argument
that total burdens (for all taxpayers taken as a unit) de-empha-
size property taxes and other local levies. And it certainly does

not suggest the undesirability of North Carolina's unique sys-

tem of centralized revenue collection. But it does tend to weaken
the argument of the offsetting effects of income taxes and prop-
erty taxes as this argument is presented to particular busi-
ness enterprises.

It would, of course, be folly to claim that the locations selected

for each of the hypothetical enterprises, either in North Car-
olina or any other Southeastern state, are "representative" of
the countless property tax burdens that might be found in any
one state. It would, undoubtedly, be possible to discover many
North Carolina locations for which the property tax burdens
would be substantially ti,ghter than those shown for the three
corporatigns. And it would, undoubtedly, be possible to fintl lo-
cations in each of the other Southeastern states for which the
property tax burdens would be substantially heaaier than those
shown for the three corporations. But it is proper' to insist that
the properW tax burdens illustrated in the preceding analysis
are those which might very easily be discovered by an enterprise
exploring locational possibilities in the Southeastern states.
Based upon the admittedly extreme assumption that specifi'c loca'
tional deeisions tend to be based upon factors not immediately
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concerned. with property tax burdens, the analysis purports to

il"u-tuuuo"ably faithful reproduction of the photographs that

*r,tfO be clevelopecl in such iocational explorations'
" A; results o1 tt u hypothetical corporation approach show

o.-,it" "*arsively 
that ii 

-North 
carolina is interested in provid-

i;;"; t"t of facial features for its state and local tax svstem

that will enable it t" t"rnp"te effectively with other states of the

Southeasb it must -tt"*pt to match the gratuities provided by

other states' As compu'ld *ith-the- North Carolina structure'

these grattiitl". 
"orr*iJi, 

i" tit" ad valorem property tax' of such

things as low assessment ratios; permanent exemptions apply-

ing specifically to manufacturers, such as exemptions of inven-

t"ii"* helcl at the plant less than one year' or' in some cases'

allinventories;andtemporarypropertytaxexemptionsofthe
sort provicled by Alabama, Louisiana' Mississippi' ?ttd South

Carolina. In the fleld of income taxation the gratuities consist

"i.t"n 
things as low tax rates, the allowance of federal income

ir* a"ao"tions, flat dollar exemptions' and the use of sales or

gro*r r"."ipts factors in the allocation forrnula' the substitution

of a payroll factor for a manufacturing cost factor in the alloca-

iio" tottnula, and the definition of the property factor as gross

p-o..iu rather than net property' Some opportunities for com-

;;ni;; exist in the area of ?ranchise taxation, althoush these

possibilitiesmustbeconsideretltoberelativelyunimportant.
fite ti.t is, of course, far from exhaustive'

It must be clear, too, that the problems of engaging in a

beauty contest with states such as Virginia' Mississippi'-and' in

some cases, Georg:ia, are quite different from the problems of

engaging in a contest vrith states such as Alabama' Arkansas'

Floricla, and Kentucky- The differences between North Carolina

and the latter group of states are so severe as to require exten-

sive plastic .utg"ri to produce approximaiely equal tax attrac-

tions. But the ctitiet",,ce" between North Carolina and other

relatively high-tax states would seem to require little more than

an adjustm*t of the make-up and, perhaps' a change of per-

fume.



CHAPTER VIII
THE ACTUAL COR.PORATION APPROACH

THE METHOD

The actual corporation approach was designed to serve as a
supplement to the hypothetical corporation approach and to
offer additional evidence of interstate differences in tax burdens
within the Southeastern states. But -while the hypothetical cor-
poration approach w-as aimed at the problems that would face
a corporation contemplating the location of a new branch plant
in one of the Southeastern states, the actual corporation ap-
proach was aimed at the problems facing enterprises long-
established in North Carolina and with branch plants in one or
more of the other Southeasteru states.

As in the case of the hypothetical corporation approach, the
techniques of the actual corporation approach are highly selec-
tive in character. They are, in fact, seleetive in two dimensions:
with respect to the types of enterprises studied and with respect
to the particular states involved in the analysis. Because of the
high selectivity of the approach it is not possible to use the
answers obtained as the basis of free generalization. On the
contrary, the answers are relevant only for enterprises whose
characteristics closely approximate those of the corpcration
subjected to analysis. Even small differences in corporate charac-
teristies may, under certain circumstances, appreciably change
the results.

One of the most important features of the actual corporation
approach which serves to establish the uniqueness of the results
is its realistic foundation. The approach is "actual" in two
senses. In the first plaee, it is based upon an examination of
actual corporations. In the second place, it attempts to discover
and to analyze the taxes actually paid by the subject corpora-
tions. The fact that all such figures must be disguised to pre-
serve the precious anonymity of the eorporations does not dis-'
turb this essential realism, for the disguise must be uniformly
applied to preserve the basic statistical relationships.

It has-already been pointed out in other portions of this report
that the'final determination of a tax payment depends upon the
workings of the total tax system, from the passage of the law
to the administrative act of collection. At least one of these
steps in the functioning oJ the total system involves a pinpoint.
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ing of the individual taxpayer, by which the subject is given

.nec.ial treal.ment ancl by which a tax liability is' so to speak'

iiil"l-*"a" for the case. The results of such specal treatment

;;;" favorabie or unfavorable for the taxpayer' but it-is clear

that the action cannot serve as the basis of precedent and cannot

t u ututyr"A within the strict confines of the written law'
""s,"r'",p"cialtreatmentmaytaketheformofadetailedaudit

ny"tf,e aiministrative agency, by which the taxpayer is placed

under a microscope ancl, it is to be hopecl' subjected to intensive

irru".tigution by the techniques of dissection and assay that are

ifr" *o.t ing tools of the tax auditor. The administrative impos-

.-iniUtu of conducting such detailed auclits for any large number

of taxpayers every y.rt *""tts that those not subjected to ex-

i*inuiion are able, for a time, to evade the statutory require-

ments. The mere possibility of such examination may' of course'

have some effect upon the inciclence of evasion' but in view of

the typical success of auclit programs as revenue-collecting de-

ui""", it i, dim"olt to believe that the "fear" of examination is a

substantial deterrent for all corporate taxpayers'

The specal treatment may also take the form of a successful

plea by the taxpayer for a special interpretation of the law'

bu"i, u plea may be based upon the conviction that the letter of

lhu lu*-"trrnot be made to apply in every detail to the^charac-

teristics of a unique enterprise. In such cases, it is the function

of the administrator to come as close as possible to the intent

of the law as it might be applied to a situation not envisaged

in the legislative pr-o"".."*. Nevertheless, the results are likely

to apply only to the firm in question or to a very small number

of similar firms.
Finally, the special treatment may take the form of action

outside the law or under those sections of the law providing for
unspecified exceptions to the general rule' Decisions by the ad-

ministrator or quasi-admiriistrative agency to grant large tax

reductions to some corporations may be made on the basis of
certain assumptions about the desirability of having the enter-

prise locate a manufacturing plant or sales outlet within the

taxing jurisdiction in question or they may be made for other'
less defensible, reason*. Altho.,gh it is impossible to chronicle

these cases in any complete way, they undoubtedly occur with
considerable frequency, especially within those states that con-

sicler themselves hungry for the sweet meats of industrial lo-
cation.
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In all of these cases of special treatment, the determination of
a tax burden becomes an ad hoc action, applying to one taxpayer
and to one tax liability only. Certainly the advantages or dis-
advantages of special treatment do not accrue equally to all cor-
porations. Corporate audit programs are generally directed to
the relatively large corporations from whom the largest dollar
gains might be expected.l A plea to the administrator for a
special interpretation of the law depends, for its success, upon
satisfactory proof of uniqueness, and such proof, of course, is
available to only a few corporate enterprises. Pleas for special
treatment outside the law are likely td be successful only if the
corporation has something'important to offer to the economy of
the state or locality, and if it is able to capitalize on a strong
bargaining position. The further fact that such pleas often re-
quire lengthy and elaborate preparation tends to increase the
bias in the direction of the relatively large corporation.

The actual corporation approach, based, as it is, upon taxes
aetually and finally paid, automatically takes into account all of
these elements of special consideration whenever they are pres-
ent. Thus, if the corporations selected for analysis have been
fortunate (or unfortunate) enough to become the recipients
of a personalized tax bill, the assumption that the answers apply
to all or many other flrms can be dangerously misleading. The
actual corporation approach is not well equipped to cope with
this difficulty. In this sense, it is the obverse of the hypothetical
corporation approach, which is ill-equipped to cope with any-
thing but the strict application of the tax laws.2

The selection of sample corporat'ions
In the selection of enterprises for treatment by the actual

corporation approach little attention was paid to any special
administrative treatment accorded the enterprises considered. It
was restricted to a consideration of those firms which had been
subjected to an audit by the North Carolina Department of
Revenue sometime during the preceding five years. This was
done purely in an attempt to minimize the work of corrobora-
tion by the Tax Study Commission. No exploration was made of

1. Altboug:h tbis pnctice is probably more colruor than b gensaUy admitted, it can
hardly be defended a sound administrative trclicy. Certainly the audit program should
be spread over as many tyD6 of ent€rpris* as pwible, and its purpose should be
just I much tbe relief of those overpeying their taxe s the detection of those under-
paying. The conc€ntntion upon revenue-producing audits is, of course, the inevitable
accompaniment of a common unwillingnes to provide the nec*ary funds for the total
administrative job.

2. The reDrsentative Bample apprcach stands with the actul corlloration approach in
this matter. Indeed" the repreentative sample approach is nothing more than the actual
corporation appuch made repectable by the rmdom seletion of a large sample.
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the possibility that the firms had received other forms of relief

_.ifrnf" to ihem in North Carolina or in the other states of

their oPerations'"^-n..uu..oftheselectivecharacteroftheactualcorporation

upproo.it, it is extremely important to choose enterprises that

irir,r,*t"'a significant problem in North carolina's tax struc-

ii,." ""a 
that have not been adequately treated in other portions

oi- tt u study. One of the impoitant factors considered in the

selection of the corporation. tot the present study was' of

.oii.r", the possible connection between tax burdens and indus-

iriJ fo""tlon. tn this respect, too, the purpose of the approach

might be compared wittr that of the hypothetical corporation

upirouaft. In the present case, however, the analysis was aimed

oi'ttru contention that unless North Carolina tax burdens are

revised it will be necessary for some enterprises which have

long been a patt of the North Carolina economy to move out of

tf,"".t.tu, oi at least to plan nelv construction in other' less

burdensome states, while permitting North Carolina facilities

io die the natural death of depreciation and obsolescence'

on the surface, it is as difficult to appraise these arguments

containing the implicit or explicit threat of exodus as it is to

appraise the arguments containing the threat of non-entrance' It
istobeexpectedthatafirmwithanestablishecllocationshould
make strenuous attempts to reduce its total tax payments as

one of its largest "*p"t." items' The threat of relocation is

merely one of the many weapons in the corporate arsenal that

*igni be directed to this p.oll"*' It may or may not have real

sub]stance. But it is likely to be an effective weapon' if it is pos-

sible to present a convincing case to show that tax burdens in

North Carolina are significantly heavier than those of other

states with equal locational advantages' An enterprise that is

firmly established in a particular community can do irreparable

damage to the ."onorny of that community n'ith a sudden de-

cision to cease operations in favor of another site' The bargain-

ing power of an existing enterprise can thtts be great' even

though it may not be tfre tinA of operation considered to be

most desirable from the point of vierv of a well-balanced and

growing economy. It may be that the enterprise is not the type

that would be ardently wooed if it were considering a netn loca-

tion in North carolina. But the fact remains that the enterprise

is there and that it is an integral part of the economic and social

structure of the community- The community does have legiti-
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mate grounds for anxiety when the threat of relocation is pre-
sented. This threat is likely to be even more potent when the
industrial pattern of the state is one of great dispersion into a
number of "one- or two-company towns", in which the economy
of the local community is heavily dependent upon the prosperity
of the dominant industry. This, of corlrse, does tend to be the
character of North Carolina's industrial structure.

But the threat of relocation is not necessarily to be equated
with the danger of relocation. There are many deterrents to the
removal of a large and complex business enterprise. In many
cases these must be offset by very substantial tax advantages
if the threat is to become a reality. Not the least of these de-
terrents is the cost of transporting inventory and the probable
loss of value in the sale of fixed assets, to say nothing of the
difficulty and expense of training a new labor force and estab-
Iishing new lines of supply. The strength of the deterrents will,
of course, depend upon the kind of enterprise involved and upon
the age and condition of the existing facilities. It will also de-
pend upon the advantages to be gained by the possible exploita-
tion of new techniques requiring the construction of new facili-
ties and the use of different types of labor.s Whether these
deterrents should be judged sufficient to justify a clearly exces-
sive tax burden, however, is largely a question of equity rather
-fhan a problem of industrial location.

The necessity of relocating all or part of existing North Caro-
lina facilities as a result of significant and continuing interstate
tax differentials has been strongly argued by members of the
tobacco and textile industries in North Carolina, as well as by
the representatives of many other industries that are, perhaps,
less important in the total economy of the State. Clearly, if the
dangers are real, they must be of considerable interest to those
concerned with the tax policies of the State. Even though these
industries do not appear to be able to support the requirecl eco-
nomic expansion of North Carolina, the loss of any significant
portion of either industry would be an economic tragedy of
major proportions.

For these reasons, an early interest was expressed in adapting
the.actual corporation approach of the present study to these

3. It nay be that tu differentials will operete as a trigger mechanism in this regard.
fn a search for a more favorsble tax climate the corporation may discover other advan-
tags of a non-tax vriety that vill hasten the relocation. Tax burdens may even
stimulate the discovery of uew prcduction techniques that will make the sacrifice of the
old pJant lms important. Such was the effret of the eighteenth-century tax on rvhiskey
digtillere, cited in $eligman, op. Qit., fntJoductlqrn,
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arguments, in an attempt to test the validity of the contentions

It It signincant tax differentials cio exist between those states

representing comparable iocal'ionai opportunities for-these in-

dustries.Itwassoonfouncl,however,thaiitlvouldbeimpos-
sible io make tise of the tobacco industry as the source of in-

fo|mation for zrli. irctual corporirtion analysis' The problems were

;;*;; ;t"se of clisguise' As is well known' the industrv is

il"ru.t"t"ti"ecl by a ielatively smail number of large manufac-

turers. For this r.e[isol1 al,rne, 'disguise would be extremely

aim".tft. In a,ldition' the piactices of the major producers of

il".* products cliffer in iorne important respects, particularly

inthemannerirrwhichtoilaccoisdriedarrdprocessedbefore
the manufac'turing operatiotr begins' Here' too' the selection of

a parbicuiar illustration woulcl help to disguise the identi^uy of

the co-operating entelprise' tr'inally, disguise would be made im-

n"..lbf" by the ftrci that tire major companies manufacture in

a limited number of stal'es clther than North Carolina' so that

the mere designa'uion of the st'ates to be compared with North

C*oiir.u -r."ui.l immedi;rtely point to the actual corporation

involved. It would, presumably, be possibie to disguise the sta-

tisticsvrhilerevealingtheiclerrtityofthecoi:porationwithout
doing a great disserv-ice to the subject, but the disguise would

havetobesothicka,stoclisturbthebasicrelationshipsand
vitiate the entire actual corporation approach'a

The textile industry, or, 1k * other hand, appeared to be well

suited to the disguise requirements of the actual corporation

approach. The industry shows a much greater diversity of

pi'iar.cts producecl in specializeci plants than does the tobacco

inclusiry. And in spibe of recent trends toward consolidation'

Lhe industry coutains a reiatively large number of firms op-

erating in several of the Southeastern states' Thus' because of

the ease wibh which the enterprises could be disguised, and be-

cause of the importance of the industry in North Carolina's

economy, a number of textile manufacturing corporations were

tested, on a prelimiriary basis, for possible inclusion in this

portion of the impact study. In a number of cases' the pre-

liminary investigaiion indicated that the enterprises did not

have plants in North Carolina and other Southeastern states

that would satisfv the fairly rigid comparative standards estab-

a. fo f* Sumem Floyd, op. cit., passim, thse is a com-parative analysis- of 
-tax 

bu-
dens impo*d upon a tobacio compiny, treated s a bvpothctical corporation' i1'9 qtT-
ber of loeations in roo" sl"o"tt"ui;il;'!t;te' l" u"*"9-"".1'"'ll'*:,9:' K-"*::1"i,J':Ttl]li;ber of loeations in four Southeestern staEs' s Glrv€'r 

ti'di."""'it"'"-"ti;ed- up as the
;d -ir";h -C;;lina. 

the hv'pothetical tax bills for Nor
highqt (pp- 80 and 85).
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lished for this actual corporation approach. Two textile corpora-
tions were selected from the group, however, to provide a tax
burden comparison, for this type of enterprise, between North
Carolina and two other Southeastern states. Both of the enter-
prises selected are domestic corporations.

An attempt was made to include a number of furniture manu-
facturers. in this portion of the impact study. Once again, the
motive was to measure interstate tax differentials for an indus-
try that has been extremely important in the historical develop-
ment of the North Carolina economy. In the short space of time
available for this portion of the study it was impossible to fincl
a corporation operating a plant in North Carolina that was
similar to other plants operated by the same corporation in
other states of the Southeast. The furniture industry is not
strongly represented in most of the other Southeastern states,
at least to anything like the extent of its representation in
North Carolina. The present study is, of course, limited to this
geographical area, so that no further attempt was made to in-
clude this industry in the actual corporation approach. It should
be noted, however, that an opportunity exists for a later analysis
by these methods, since all of the other analytical requirements
appeared to be fulfilled in a number of cases for the furniture
industry.

As the study progressed, it became apparent that it would be
desirable to have further information on the impact of taxes on
retail establishments in the eleven Southeastern states. The
reasons for this interest were elearly unconnected with the prob-
lems of industrial location. Retail establishments (particularly
of the type selected for this study) must locate close to or in
the middle of the markets they are designed to serve, and al-
though a particular corporation might be influenced by the
apparently burdensome tax impositions of a particular locality,
it is not likely that markets will long go unserved because of the
nature of the tax burdens placed upon commercial establish-
ments. The interest in this comparative analysis stemmed,
rather, from the restricted scope of the hypothetical corporation
approach. The hypothetical models were all models of manufac-
turing enterprises. As a result of that analysis, some major tax
differentials were exposed. The question arose, then, as to
whether the same differentials might be associated with the tax-
ation of retail establishments as a business type at the opposite
end of the scale from manufacturing enterprises. Such informa-
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tion wotrld, it was felt, be useful in analyzingthe sources of the

ainlru.ttiufs associatecl with the tax burdens on manufacturing

Jntopritut, so that it woulcl be possible, with some rather

rf""ii"e assump'uions, to find out whether the differentials were

t.".t"fft descriptive of differentials in business taxation' or

whether they were uniquely associated with manufacturing

oper'atio,,s.obviously,thecorrsiclerationofretailestablishments
u^t,orr" 

"orrta 
provide only the gentlest sort of hint' but it was felt

lnri tfr* nint migtrt be suggestive of other lines of inquiry'

The best approach to this problem would have involved the

constrlction of an additional hypothetical corporation to repre-

sent tfre kind of retail corporation for which a test was desired'

Unfortunately, however, the decision to consider the retail case

cametoolatetopermittheelaboratemachinationsthatcom.
p"i*u ttt" hypotheiical corporation approach' As an alternative'
'th"n, ot, exploration was made, in the present approa-ch' of a
,rn-L". of retail establishments that were known to have op-

erations in other states' The final selection was based' primarily'

on the number of states inclucled in the operating area of the

.ntu"poi*". As wide a coverage as possible was desired in order

to provide a more reasonable comparison lvith the findings of

the hypothetical corporation approach' Even so' of course' the

methods of the two approaches are somewhat different' so that

a direct and unqualified comparison of the results is dangerous'

Finally, an attempi was made to consider a relatively small

enterprise of the machine shop varieiy' It has frequeltly been

stated that the development of heavy and medium industry re-

quires the supporting development of a machine shop industry'
io permit ready "".&" 

to repair and maintenance facilities' It
is probably true that this type of enterprise tends to follow any

significant industrial clevelopment, in much the same way that
retail establishments follow the growbh of market areas. Never-

theless, it was thought to be desirable to test the effects of the

tax laws upon such enterprises, if only to explore the tax con-

tent of the survival problems which many such firms experience

in new locations or in the early years of their existence. Two

such enterprises were examined in some detail, and the neces-

sary calculations carried to completion in the case of one of
them. Regrettably, however, the case studies could not be pre-

sented with the kind of rigor necessary in a study of this kind'
so that both were removed from the list of corporations con-

sidered in the actual corporation approach.
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In the methods used in the present study the selection of
corporations and the selection of piants to represent those cor-
porations lvere simultaneous acbs. The basic purpose of the ap-
proach, of course, was to compare the tax burdens imposed upon
different pianis of the same corporat'ion, when the plants were
located in different states <.rf the Southeast. To this extent, the
purpose of the actual corporation approach closely resembles
that of the representative sample approach, in those cases in
vrhich the latter is co4cerned with an interstate comparison. But
the difterence belwedn the two approaches is a very important
one. Because tire sample approaih was basecl upon a random
selection of corporations, the comparison of tax burdens betwee4
states for a given corporation was often a comparison of very
unlike activities. In some cases, for example, the comparisons
of the representaiive sample approach were based upon the tax
burdens on the manufacturing activity of the corporation in one
state, the clistributive activities of the same corporation in an-
other state, and the retail selling aciivities of the same corpora-
tion in another slate. In other cases, the interstate comparison
for a given corporation was a comparison of one kind of manu-
facturing in one state rvith a very different kind of manufac-
turing in another sLate. It was these wide differences between
the things being compared that made it difficult to apply the
usual measures of tax burdens to the plants (and to the cor-
porations) involved in the representative sample approach. The
loose construction of the yardstick itself, as applied to different
kinds of situations, was, incleed, the greatesb single limitation of
the representative sample approach.

The actual corporation approach was designed to solve some
of these problems of measurement. The technique required the
selection of similar plants in the several states being compared,
so that the measures coulcl be expected to mean approximately
the same thing in each case. The plants were required to be of
similar size, to produce the same kinds of products, to be of ap-
proximately the same age, and to be similar in practically all
important charaeteristics except the taxes paid for each. The
only other requiremeht was that one of the plants be located in
North Carolina. The specific selections were necessarily made
on a trial and error basis, with the incidence of "error" being
rather high.
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The states considet'ed

The selection of the corporations and piants automatically

involved the selection of the states for which tax burdens would

u..ur.otot.d.Thus,ActualCorporationL,thefirstofthetextile
iranufacturers illustrated in the ensuing analysis' produced a

simple, two-state comparison. The actual corporation studied

"p-rrtit 
a number of textile plants in these and other states'

ii" t*o plants selected. were those in North carolina and Ala-

bama. The comparison for' Actual Corporation M' the other

goin"" pig from the textile industry, was also a two-state com-

i.risott. fn ttti. case, the two states were North Carolina and

!"rif, Carolina. Corporatio' N is the retail corporation. The

"orpor.tio' 
holds a ioreign charter .nd operates retail outlets

oi ii," variety chain store type in many states of the united

states. of those operated in the eleven Southeastern states of

lh" pr"*"nt study, it was possible to analyze the tax burdens for
selected stores in ten states. The one state for which an analysis

was impossible was Arkansas.
The relatively small number of states represented in the actual

corporation approach (at least for the textile examples) can be

joriin"a if it can be shown that a relocation of existing facili-

ii", o, a location of new facilities is likely to gravitate to a state

in which the corporation now has a piant and which it has found

to possess an invigorating tax atmosphere' Naturally' such a

proposition cannot be proved, but it is by no means improbable'

it is certainly clear that location in such states is possible' for
the evidence of the operating plant is almost irrefutable. And

although the corporation is not likely to restrict its considera-

tion to the states in which it is currently operating, it is still
true that the evidence, on all subjects pertaining to plant loca-

tion, is likely to be more readily available in a larger volume for
a state in which the corporation has had some extensive indus-

trial experience.

Tlte tares considered
In the actual corporation approach it was possible to be a

little more flexible than in the hlpothetical corporation approach

with respect to the taxes considered, although, in general, the

same restrictions were found to apply. For example, it was

found to be possible to include all taxes-state, local, and fed-

eral-for Corporation N, the retail corporation' The only ex-

ception was in the case of sales and use taxes' These were found
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to be included in the cost of goods purchased and were unavail-
able as a segregated item without extensive searching. In any
event, these taxes would be relatively small for the firm in
question. (Sales taxes paid by the corporation on its soles were
not included as part of the measure of the corporation's tax
burdens on the assumption that all or part of the amount would
be passed on to the purchasers.) 5 The measure of total taxes did,
however, include payroll taxes and federal income taxes, both
of which were omitted from the hypothetical analysis and from
the representative sample analysis. In order to permit a com-
parison of the results of the actual with the results of the hypo-
thetical, however, the measurements are shown both ways for
Corporation N-with payroll and federal income taxes, and
without them.

It was possible to consider federal taxes for Corporation N be-
cause, after detailed examination, it was found that the corpo-
ration maintains its records separately for each store in its
system, with head office expenses and federal income taxes
spread back over the many stores in the system by thoroughly
respectable accounting practices. The corporation has an incen-
tive to exercise proper care in its internal allocation system
partly because the manager of each store is paid a commission
based upon the year's performance as indicated by net profits.
This adequate system of separate accounting, plus the fact that
all stores operate in essentially the same way and sell essentially
the same items, made it possible to rely upon the corporation's
own allocation of federal income taxes (and other head office
items) to the individual stores in the comparison.

It was not possible to follow this method in the case of the
two textile corporations. In neither instance was a separate
accgunting system deemed adequate for the determination of a
net profit figure and a federal income tax figure to be associated
with each manufacturing plant under examination. It would
have been extremely difficult (in pure theory, impossible) to
allocate the federal income tax to the several states in which the
corporations operate, let alone to allocate the federal income tax
to the individual plants in the system. Consequently, the taxes
considered for the two textile corporations were the same as
those considered in the hypothetical and representative sample
approaches. These were state income taxes, state franchise
taxes, state and local property taxes, intangibles taxes, business

5. See Chapter I, above, for furthqg retrarks on this subject.
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licenses of all kinds, and miscellaneous reporting fees' No quali-

ficationtaxeswereinvolvecl,sincebothcorporationshad.been
;;;;,il in both states for some time prior to the analvsis'

The collection ol the data

Inviewofthefactthatthecorporationsselectedforanalysis
were asked to Oo mosf of the *oik, the labor of collecting the

necessary data was minimized in the present approach' It was

also made easy by the fact that all of the corporations- offered

;; ;r;" trreir ruuest co'operation to the Tax Studv Commis-

sion in the actual corporation project' 
-r:-^.-."-"Crr" 

process of data- collection began with lengthy discussions

"f 
1;; project with officials of each of the corporations'G In one

case these discttssions had to be conducted by correspondence'

but in both of the others they were by direct conversation' With

;;*;;;;it*inarv discussions it was possible to devise a separate

questionnaire for each corporation, to apply to the particular

characteristics of the planis being compared. The information

requested on tftese quistionnair"* t"tt into three broad cate-

;;;il; *itt tttu first two overlapping somewhat in their intent'

A; th; first set of questions an attempt was mlde- to develop

statisticsthatwouldindicatethecomparabilityof.theplantsin
question. In the two textile cases these questions included such

items as the age of the plants, the amount of depreciable prop-

erty at each plani (measurea both gross and net of deprecia-

tion), the number of employees at each plant' the floor space of

each plant, the numbei of units produced per year at each

plant, and so on-
The seconcl set of questions requested a number of operating

statistics to. prrrpor"s of constructing the measures of tax

burden.sincetheplantswerenotidentical,itwas,of-course'
impossible to comfare the total dollars of taxes paid for one

plant with the total dollars of taxes paid for another' It was' in

other word*, ,r"""rru"y to develop tft" same kind of ratios used

in the representative sampie approach' The figures useful for

this purpose could also be irsed to establish the comparability of

the two plants, so that to this extent there was an overlapping

of the two categories of questions' The corporations were asked

to answer both of these categories of questions for the plants

usedinthecomparisonandforthetotalactivitiesofthecor-
porations in the states in which the plants were located' This

LE *u.. of preliminarv discusgions wer-e held in the Droc*s of selecting the corpora-

tlou for inclusion in the study and in the p.*o" of- 
""r,Jo-"-ittg 

the individul plants of

ach ounration for the comparison'
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request was designed to facilitate the allocation of state-wide
taxes to the individual plants in the analysis. Since this alloca-
tion was not necessary for Corporation N (the retail corpora-
tion), these dual figures were not requested for this eorporation.

The third set of questions concerned the taxes paid by the
corporations. In both of the textile cases it was necessary to
break this tax information down into two sub-categories, the
first to show those taxes that could be directly associated with
the plants in question (property taxes, bgsiness licenses,
etcetera), and the second to show those taxes that could not be
directly associated with the plants in question (state-wide levies
such as income and franchise taxes). In the ease of the retail
corporation this breakdown was not necessary, since it was
possible to accept, for all taxes, the separate accounting system
devised by the corporation itself.

Eaeh of the corporations was asked to prepare answers to
the questionnaires for three separate years. In each case these
were the three most recently completed fiscal years. As indi-
cated above, this comparison over time is particularly important
in the case of the actual corporation approach, for a single
year might be quite Lrnrepresentative. It might, for example
include an extra assessment applying to a number of previous
years of the corporation's operations, or it might include a re-
fund applying to the same period. It would havb been desirable,
of course, to have had figures for a five-year period, or even
longer, but it was felt that the imposition upon the guinea-pig
corporations \Mas already severe enough. With the three-year
data it was possible to detect any major irregularities in the
tax figures and to track them down with reasonable success.

The final step in the data-collection phase of the actual cor-
poration approach involved a careful check of the questionnaire
replies against the several tax returns filed by the corporations
with the North Carolina Department of Revenue. Since the de-
tail of the questionnaires was much more elaborate than the
detail of the tax returns, the check could serve only to establish
the reasonableness of the questionnaire replies and to assist in
picking out any inconsistencies in the state-wide figures. The
few inconsistencies that did appear were insigniflcant. They
were, however, resolved by further correspondence with the
subject companies.
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T he teclt'rr'i,ques o f calculati'on

The calculation of tax burden measures was' by the nature of

thematerial,somewhaidifferentforeachofthecorporations
i""tfr" study, although the methods -were similar for the two

textile corporations. The first step in each case involved the

"noifiaf"" 
of " "airgoise factor" to all of the figures reported

on the questronna,t"*I Th" factor used was clifferent for each of

;;;-;;-;"t.tions, but it was uniformlv appliecl to each of the

Rg.,ru. provicled by each of the corporations'"-ir," *rv unusual feature of the calcula.tions for the trpo textile

""rp"r"ti""s 
was the computation of an "apportionment ratio"

i"rt.1, of the states in which the plants were located. This ap-

p"rtl"t-.tt ratio was applied to the so-called "non-direct" taxes

-those 
taxes not directfu'associated with the plants in question

-so 
that the tax uurden associated wlth ind'iaidual plants could

be constructed from data that related to the total operations for

the corporation in *"tt "t 
the states' The ratio was constructed

from an unweighted average of property (including land' de-

preciable assets net of depreciation, and inventories measured

as a monthly average through the year), number of employees'

total annuat payrotl, sales value of product produced' and eost

of manufacturing. iach of these figures was given separately

for the plant and for the entire state containing the plant' so

that separate ratios for each could be computed' These indi-

vidual ratios were then added, antl the total was divided by the

numberofinclividualratios.Sincemostoftheindividualratios
were similar for both textile corporations, the resulting average

ratio is probably fairly accurate as a representation of the role

playeclnvtireindividualplantsinthetotalactivitiesofthecor-
po.ations in each of the ,trt"*. In one case (Actual Corporation

L) the operations in the foreign state (Alabama) were-limited

to the plant involved in the comparison' The apportionment
ratio in this case was, of collrse' 100 percent' In neither case

did the corporation conduct selling operations in the state in
quesl:ion, .o thut it was not necessary to adjust the ratios for the

effects of such operations in the "non-direct" tax liabiliW of

the corporations. The object, of course' was not to ealculate a

"proper" method of allocating interstate income for corporate

income tax purposes, but to allocate the income and franehise

taxes actually paid in a given state (through whatever. alloca-

tion formulae were involved in such payment) to the individual
plants in the state systen. It was assumed that the influence
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of total sales upon this intrastate apportionment was reflected
in the sales value of the product produced.

Finally, for the two textile corporations, the "direct" taxes
were added to the apportioned "non-direct" taxes and the total
was related to several measures of tax burden. For these cor-
porations the ratios constructed rvere total taxes divided by the
number of units of the product produced, total taxes as a per-
cent of the book value of physical property, total taxes as a
percent of total annual payroll, total taxes as a percent of sales
value of product produced, and total taxes as a percent of manu-
facturing costs. These ratio measures of tax burden were then
expressed as an index, with the North Carolina measure as-
sumed equal to 100.

For Actual Corporation N, the calculations were necessarily
somewhat different. As has already been mentioned, it was not
necessary to distinguish between "direct" and "non-direct"
taxes, so that no intrastate apportionment of state-wide taxes
was necessary. There were, however, two categories of "total"
taxes: total state and local taxes (omitting, however,. state pay-
roll taxes), and t<ltal (all) taxes. Separate calculations were
ma.de for each category. Each of the measures of total taxes
was related, for each of the ten stores in the comparison, to
five separate measurement bases. There were gross profits,
salaries and wages, net profits before taxes (before all taxes in
the measurement of total tax burdens, and before all state and
local tares in the measurement of state and local tax burdens),
unadjusted book value of physical property, and adjusted book
value of physical property. The property adjustment was de-
signed to account for the fact that the corporation leases all of
the stores included in the present analysis. The adjustment
consisted simply of muliiplying the annua.l rental charge for
each store by 8.t The ratios resulting from these calculations
were expressed as an index series, wiih the North Carolina
ratio expressed as 100. For easy comparison, these index num-
bers were ranked, with the highest state shown as 1 and the
lowest shown as 10.

For all of these actual corporations the calculations were
carried out separately for each of the three years for which
the data were submitted. A fourth set of calculations was then
made to represent the entire three-year period. In this set the

1. This method of "capitalizing" rentals to arrive at an €timated value is commonly used
by those state requiring the iaclusion of a capitalized rental figure in their income
allocation fomulae. It i8, of couse, strictly an approximation, but it was dmed
satisf&ctory for Drost Durlross.
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average taxes paid over the period were expressed as a percent
of the average of the three-year values for the several denomi-
nators. These results, too, are shown in index form.

THE RESULTS

The results of the calculations made in the actual corporation
approach are shown separately for each of the three corpora-
tions.

Actunl Corporati,on L
Actual Corporation L is a textile manufacturing corporation

producing a variety of textile products in a number of South-
eastern states. It is chartered in North Carolina. The taxes
analyzed in the present study are those which apply to the
corporation's manufacturing plant in Alabama (Plant II in
State Y) and to one of the corporation's manufacturing plants
in North Carolina (Plant I in State X). Table l- shows selected
plant statistics for both Plant I and Plant II for the calendar
year ending December 31, 1953. Tables 2 and 3 show similar
statistics for the years 1954 and 1"955, respectively.

From Table 1 it can be seen that the North Carolina plant and
the Alabama plant are similar in the size of their operations. In
terms of the book value of real property, to be sure, the North

TABLE 1

ACTUAL CORPORATION L
GENERAL STATISTICS FOR TWO TEXTILE PI^ANTS. IN NORTI{ CAROLINA AND

Plant II
asa

Perent of
Plant I

(5)

$ 22O,4O2

$17,691,318
$ 9,856,102

$ 7,835,217
2,295,937

2,942
7,606,002

E9,428,066

,555,139
z,019,825

t,248,450

Plant fI in
State Yz

$ 29,804

11 ,719,641
6,081,763

$ 5,637,879
2,454,69L

2,913
7,661,4/L4

7E,662,7

,97a,5t7
,891,998

I,200,317

Plant I r a
Perent of
Totel in
State X

(3)

16.6

20.7
?5.2
16.4
9.6

20.4
19.4

24-7
25.0

100.0

100.o
100.0

100.o
100.0
100.0
100.0

13. 5

66.2
61.?

72.O
106.9

99. O
100.7

88.0

93.0
96.5

96,1

NOTES: rstate X: North Carolina
zState Y: AlabamasAvege of month\r figrres

ALABAMA_FOR TIIE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31,1953

Plant I in
State Xr

(1)



8,993,959
2,391,U21

2,699
6,190 ,707

29,N1

I,651,781
6,3(r2,149

6,it49,582
3,30!',016

2,9U
7 ,086,577
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TABLE z

ACTUAL COBPOEATION L

GENERAL STATISTICS FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NOR?H CAROLINA AND
ALABAMA_FOR TEE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER,31. 1954

Phnt f in
State Xt

(r)

Pbnt f in
Stste X r

(1)

Pknt If ia
Stat€ Yt

(2)

?2't'64

I,847,6:t1
6,604,898

5,Sn,7AS
3,445,8A

2,981
E,U4,828

65,096,551 73,?ito,680

,497,AO4
,823, ?65

,ut,tu
8:t1

1,248,450 1,200,317

Plant II in
State Y2

(2)

Plant f ag e
Perent of
Total in
St te X

(3)

Plant II as a
Percent of
Total in
Stst€ Y

(4)

100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
1(X).0

100.0
100.0

100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0

Plant II
a8a

Percent of
Pbnt f

to,

14. I
63.1
66.6

59. 5
138.4
110.6
1o9.2

93.8

105.9
109.9

96. I

Plant II
asa

Percent of
Plant f

(5)

1l .3

63.8
69.0

06. o
160. ?
110.6
135.6

113. il

llg.6
112.1

96.1

NOTHI: rStat€ ](: North Caro[na2state Y: Alabama
tAYcBg€ of monthly figures

TABLE 3

ACTUAL COBPOBATION L
GENERAL STATISTICS FOR TWO TEXTII,E PLAtirTS. IN NOATE CAROLINA AND

Plent I s a
Psceat of
Total in
State X

(3)

198,132

18,526,541
9,421 ,061

9,106,480
2, 143 ,598

2,699
6,990,465

NOTSI: rgtrte X: North Carolioa
tStr0e Y: AlrbamarAmge ol moathly ASrrE

AI,ABAMA_FOR THE YEAR ENDINC DECEMBER, 81, 1956

Plant lI as a
Percent of
Total in
State Y

(4)
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Carolina plant is considerably larger. In land value, especially,

the criterion of similarity is not maintained, although relatively
small values are involved in both cases.

Table 4 shows the taxes paid by Corporation L in North
carolina and in Alabama as these are related to the operations

of Plants I and II. The ratios used to apportion the total "non-
direct" taxes to each of the plants were calculated from the
figures of Tables 1 to 3, inclusive, as the arithmetic average of
lines 1, 2,3,4,5,6,7,8, and 10, columns 3 and 4. The total taxes

related to the operation of Plant I in North Carolina thus
amounted to $434,065 in 1953. The comparable tax figure for
Plant II in Alabama is $103,844. Similar differences are

illustrated for the later Years'
The totat tar bills Ior the North Carolina site are approri-

mately f our times lnrger than th'e total tar bills for the Alnbo'mn
site.lt is clear that this difference is not explained by differences

in the size of the plants. Table 5 shows the total tax bills for the
three years, for each of the plants, expressed as percentages of
various plant statistics. From these measures it can be seen that
the tax burden imposed by Alabama is from 25 pereent to 30

percent of that imposed by North Carolina in 1953. In 1954, the
Alabama tax burden is from 24 percent to 35 percent of the
North Carolina burden. And in 1955, the burden measurements
range from 18 percent to 31 percent--once again, in favor of
Alabama.

The same pattern is described in Tables 6, 7, and 8, deseribing
the average tax burdens for the three year period 1953-1955'
inclusive. In this case, the five measures of tax burdens show
the impositions of Alabama to be between 22 percent and 32
percent of those of North Carolina. In view of the peculiarities
of the book value figures in this case, it is probably safe to say
that the tar burden u.pon this Corporation in Alabama is about
25 percent (plus or nt:inus 2 percentage points) of that in North
Carolina.

Unforbunately, the actual corporation approach is not well
suited to a detailed explanation of the reasons for these differ-
ences, but one or two general observations may be made- It is
clear, for example, that the differences do not arise in the busi-
ness license group or the "other 'non-direct' taxes" group, for
these two levies are ahnost completely offsetting in their effects.
Similarly, it is apparent that the differences do not come from
the franchise tax levies, for these are, to all intents and pur-
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poses, identical in the burdens which they impose. The differ-
ences clearly arise in the ar6as of the corporate net income tax
and the ad valorem property taxes.

For the three-year period of the present analysis, the average
sales value of the product produced at the Alabama plant was
103 percent of that at the North Carolina plant. The value of
the total product was, in other words, just a little higher in
Alabama than in North Carolina. Over the same period the
average state income tax payment to North Carolina was almost
five times that of the average state income tax payment to Ala-
bama. Although it is difficult to quantify the factors responsible
for this extreme difference in income tax burdens, the factors
themselves are only too obvious. In North Carolina Corporation
L is a domestic corporation. As such, it is subject to the pro-
visions of North Carolina General Statutes, Section 105-134, to
the effect that "Every corporation organized under the laws of
this State shall pay annually an income tax equivalent to six per-
cent of the entire net income, as herein defined, received by such
corporation during the income year." Unlike a foreign corpo-
ration, Actual Corporation L cannot, under North Carolina law,
determine that portion of its total net income assumed to be
earned within North Carolina and use this as the base to which
the six percent corporate income tax rate is applied. It is also
subject to the provisions of North Carolina General Statutes,
Section 105-146 which provides that a corporation such as this
may deduct the net income taxed under an income tax levied by
the state in whieh corporate business or property is located. As
a result, Corporation L is able to deduct all of the income subject
to income taxation in other states in developing the figure for
taxable net income in North Carolina. The same section also
states, however, that "In all cases a domestic corporation which
has an established business or investment in property in another
State which does not levy an income tax shall treat any income
or loss from such business or investment as though it occurred
from a business or investment in North Carolina.', Thus, all in-
come earned by Actual Corporation L and associated with its
activities in states not levying an income tax is fully taxable in
North Carolina as North Carolina income. Aetual Corporation L
operates in several such states.

In the 1955 session of the North Carolina General Assembly
an addition was made to Section I05-L47 of the General Stat-
utes. This provision substantially liberalized the treatment of



Type of Tax

,DIRECT'' TAXES
I Total Ptppeity Taxes..... .

2 Bu"ioeig"Lic"rises, etc... .. . . :. :. : : : :. . . : : .

3 TOTAL "DIRECT" TAXES.

'NON-DIRECT" TAXESS
4 gtate fncome Taxe.
6 Stst6 Franchlse Texes. . .

6 Oth€r "Non-Dlrect" Tsxor,,.

7 TOTAL "NON.DIRECT" TAXES,,.....
NON-DIRECT''' TAXES APPORTIONED{
8 Stste Income Taxes.
9 State FrEnchige Taxes.
0 Other "Non-Direct" Taxes, . .

r TOTAL "NON-DIRECT'' TAXES
APPORTIONED

2 TOTAL ALL TAXES.
(Line 3 ptus Line 11)

1(

Pl."t I i"
State X r

(1)

, 
?::'n:u.

53

Pt.r, il i"
State Y2

(2)

45,930
3 ,834

1t

Plant I in
State X I

(3)

":':'.?

Plant II in
State Y2

(4)

45, 930
4,972

1C

Pl""t I i"
State Xr

(5)

$ 248,095

55

Pl*t II l"
State Y2

(6)

$ 45,346
3 ,835

$ 246,455

$ 916,989
127,688
2t ,889

49,764

82,070
22,0t0

$

T

235,429

906 ,366
135 ,498
17, 919

$

E

50,842

t2,064
2L,629

$ 248,096

$ 45S,700
136 ,063
26,t27

$ 49,181

$ 16,455
1'9,801

$ 161,890
22,456
3,764

$ 1,066,966 64,080

s2, 070
22,0L0

459,782

57, 903
25, 609

3 ,386

83 ,698

12,064
2t,629

$ 615,890

$ 80,305
24,O8S
4,624

36,256

16,455
19,801

610187 54,080 86, 898 33 ,693 109, 012 36 ,2 56

434.065 103,844 s22,527 84,535 857,lO1 85,49?

TABLE 4

ACTUAL CORPORATION L

TAXES PAID FOR, TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NORTH CAROLINA AND ALABAMA, YEARS DNDING DECEMBER 31, 1953, 1954, AND 1955.

z
Hn

ts

F
z

zH
Fl

U2

d
Fl

Fa€

z
ud
P
Fl
6
a)

t\?

l2

NOTES: rshte X: North Carolina
?State Yi Alabama
3Total taxes for States X and Y applicable to all business done in each state.
4Apportionment ratios for State X: l95B 17.67oi 1954-18'9/e; 1955-17.77a
Alportionment rstios for Stste Y: l0o,07o for all yearg.



TABLE 5

ACTUAL CORPONATION L

COMPAR,ATIVE ANALYSIS OF TAXES PAID FOR, TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NOR,TII CAROLINA AND ALABAMA,
FOR TI{E YEARS ENDING DECEMBER 8I, 1953, 1964, AND 1955.,

ii:i

Year Ending December 81, 1968 Year Ending December 31, 1954 Year Ending December 31, 1955

Column (2)
BE sn Indox
(N,C-:100)

Stato Xr
(1)

Ststo Ys

(8)

State Xl
(7\

Column (8)
ag an Index
(N.P.:1e61

2t.t29
21 .09S
2l .987
91. 164
t7.

Fl

o
F:

a)
rlt
F:
H
Fz

o
r
|J

X
trja

z

t4. 869

1.187
1.866
4. 199
6.707

!r. s20

,806
.886

|.279
I .866

27,200

26.780
24.7'ts
90. 608
23 . ?{8

28. 128

24.162
29 .866
86.000
24.O25

$5.49

1.299
1. SSI
8, 120
6.961

$1.16

.274

.284

.972
1:052

NOTES: lDepreisble asets, plu land, plus evarago Inventories
zState X: North Carclina
3st8ts Y: Alrbam&

Column (6)
sc an Indox
(N.C,:r00)

(6)
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income earned in a foreign state by a domestic corporation.

ilri"" t" lgbb a North Carolina corporation operating in Ala-

Uu*u tfo" example) was permitted to deduct, for North Caro-

lina income tax purposes, only that amount of income subject

io-i"""tio1 in Aiabama. Since Alabama permits the deduction

of t"a""ut income taxes, the amount of income represented by

itre federat income tax was not "subject to taxation" in Ala-

bama. This income was not, therefore, permitted as a deduction

in the derivation of North carolina taxable net income. The

significant language added in 1955 is as follows: All of said net

TABLE 6

ACTUAL CORPORATION L

GENERALSTATISTICSFoRTwoTEXTILEPLANTS,INNORTIICARoLINAAND
ALABAMA: AVERAGE FOR THN,EE YEARS ENDING

I

4

7
E

Land.. .. .j: .....
Deoreiable Asets-Net. -.
Averase Inventoris... ..
Numbir of EmPloYs.
Total Annual PaYroll. .

Units of Product Prodl
Sal6 Value of Product
Cet of Manufacturing

Plaut I in
State Xr

(1)

2r.0,194
8,644,683
2,276,655

2,780
6,695,725

75,944,892
30,654,?39
28.489.622

Plant II in
State Y2

(2)

27,359
5,,li16,731
3,069,813

2,960
7,623,950

79.5A2,779
,5E5,676
,069,265

Phnt fI
a6a

PerceDt of
Plant I

(3)

13.o
62-9

134.8
106. 5
113.9
96.9

103.O
105.6

NOTES: rstate X: North Camliaa
2state Y: Alabamagih"eyer avenge of auul aYeng€ of monthly figures

TABLE 7

ACTUAL CORPORATION L

TAXES PAID FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NORTII CAROIJNA AND ALABAMA

AvERAGE ron tnnnn inaRs ENDTNG DEcEMBER s1' r9$' 1954' AND 1955'

..DIRECT'' TAXES
I Totsl Property Taxe-.
2 Businw Licen86, etc. .

3 Total "Direct" Taxe.--- - - - -

.. NON-DIRECT " TAXES_APPOR'TIONED
4 State Inome Tax.
5 Stste Franchi* Tax. . - -
6 Other "Non-DLet" Tu6-- - -

7 'fohl "Non-Dirtrt" Tu€-.

Plant I in
Sbte Xr

(1)

Plant If in
St3te Y?

(2',

45,735
,1, 194

49 ,929

20,196
2L,147

41,343

91,2728 TOTAL ALL TAXES-..

DECEMBER gl, 1953, 1954, AND 1955.

NOTES: rshte X: North Carolinr
2state Yr Atabrm
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TABLE 8

ACTUAL CORPORATION L
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TAXES PAID FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NOR,TFI

CAROITNA AND ALABAMA; AVERAGE FOR TIIREE YEARS ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1953, 1954, AND 1955.

Plmt I ia
Statc Xr

(1)

488.73

I.zLI
1.303
3.337
5.543

Column (2)
gs an Iudex
(N.C.:100)

(3)

Phnt fI in
State Y2

(2)

1

2

3

5

Total tar6 divided by units of product produced
(in tho@nds of lards). ....

Total tax6 I a per@t of sal6 value oI product
produed-

Total taxe a a ps(Ht of cGt of manufactuing. . .. .
Total taxs I s pseot of property3.... . .. ... . .. .. .
Total tu€ e a pscent of annual payroll...

25.380

23.94',1
23.331
32 .065
21. 595

NOTES: rstate X: North Carolins
sstate Y: Alzbam
sDepruiabla arets, plus land, plus average invotoris

income from such business or property in another state shall be
deemed taxed in such other state if any income tax is levied
thereon by sueh other state, regardles of any deductions, exemp-
tions or credits allowed or allowable under the laws of such
other state in computing the tax due to it." This provision was
made to apply to a taxpayer's taxable year beginning after De-
cember 31, 1954, so that the calculations for the present study
reflect the new provision for one of the three years.

In Alabama Actual Corporation L is a foreign corporation. As
such, it is taxable, under Alabama law, only upon that portion
of its total net income assumed to have been earned in Alabama.
This portion must be determined, if possible, by a system of
separate accounting.s If this is not possible, the determination
is made by the application of an allocation formula which is
the arithmetic average of (1) the ratio of the property owned
by the corporation in Alabama to the property owned by the
corporation ever5rwhere; (2) the ratio of manufacturing costs
incurred in Alabama to manufacturing costs incurred every-
where; and (3) the ratio of the corporation's sales made from
warehouses, stock or inventories located within Alabama to the
corporation's sales everywhere.e The formula itself is a fairly
common one and is not the source of great liberality in the Ala-
bama tax structure (although the fact that a sales factor is in-
cluded for a manufacturing corporation makes the allocation
formula much more liberal than the North Carolina formula
applied to foreign manufacturers). The important point is that

Alabama Inome Ts Regulotions 398-2.
loc. cit.

8.
q
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b-- --- -....r --=i&._=:,e.,-

mhether th"-"ttof*dtio" is-made by formula-or by separate ac-

counting it is clear in its attempts to permit a tax levy only

upon trrat portion of the total net income assumed to have been

"i*rr"a 
in Alabama. To this extent, the base of the North Caro-

lina income tax on corporation L is much wider than the base

of the Alabama income tax-
The base of the North Carolina income tax is wider in one

other important respect. The Alabama law permits the deduc-

iion of the federal net income tax in the determination of the

taxable net income in Alabama (in'this case, of course' a portion

of tt " total federal income tax assumed to be related to the

income earned in Alabama).r0 The North carolina law does not

permit this deduction. The magnitude of the present-day federal

ir,"o*" tax makes this an extremely important element in the

exptanation of the differences between the North carolina and

Alabama total tax burdens upon Actual Corporation L'
Finally, the income tax burden in North Carolina is signifi-

cantly heavier than that in Alabama because of the differences

in tax rates. North Carolina levies a tax of six percent on the

taxable net income, while Alabama levies a tax of only three

percent on the taxable net income.lr
As is well known, the North carolina state and local revenue

structure tends to emphasize taxes levied at the state level. since

the ad valorem property tax is, in most states, predominantly

a local levy, it might be thought that Actual corporation L
would find a partial offset for its relatively high North carolina
income taxes (as compared with those of Alabama) in relatively
low property tax levies. This toas d.efinitety not th.e case. For the

three-year period 1953-1955' inclusive, average annual property

taxes paid in Norbh Carolina by Corporation L for Plant I were

$243,326. In Alabama for the same period the average annual
property taxes (state and local) were $45,735' Part of this dif-
ferential can be explained, of course, by the fact that the book

value of the important taxable items (land, depreciable assets,

and inventories) was somewhat higher in North carolina than
in Alabama. But this cannot explain all of the differential. on
the three-year average basis, the property taxes paid by Cor-
poration L in North carolina amounted to 2.186 percent of the

book value of land, depreciable assets, and inventory (measured

as a three-year average of annual monthly average inventories).

Section 402, Title 51, Code of Alabua
Nortl carolina Genqal statute, sction 105-234, S*tion 398, Title 51, code of Alabua'

IO.

ll.
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On the same basis, the property taxes paid by Corporation L in
Alabama arnounted to only .536 percent of book value. Approxi-
mately the same relationship prevails for each of the three years
analyzed.

These relatively high North Carolina property tax burdens
are not the result of higher property tax rates in North Caro-
lina. In 1953, for example, the aggregate property tax rate in
Norih Carolina for Actual Corporation L, as applied to the
prpperty associated with Plant I, was g21.4g per 91,000 of as-
sessed value. In Alabama, the aggregate tax rate for the Cor-
poration's property at Plant fI was $86.00 per 91,000 of assessed
value. In 1954 the North Carolina rate was $19.5? per 91,000 of
assessed value; in Alabama, the rate was $Bg.gE per $1,000 of
assessed value. In 1955, the North Carolina rate was $21.?g per
$1,000 of assessed value; in Alabama the rate was $86.00 per
$1,000 of assessed value. In other words,.the Alabama property
tax rates applied to the property of Plant Ir were consistenily
higher than the North Carolina property tax rates applied to
the property of Plant I. In spite of this, the Alabama property
tax payments were substantially lower than those in North
Carolina.

The property tax component of the total tax differential is
thus to be explained entirely by differences in the property tax
base. Unfortunately, it was not possible, in this actual corpora-
tion approach, to distinguish, in any quantitative way, between
the effects of assessment practices and the effects of the exemp-
tion structure. But it should certainly be noted that the Alabama
structure does contain significant exemptions for a corporation
such as Actual Corporation L. In particular, Section 2 (m) of
Title 51 of the Code of Alabama provides that ..All manufac-
tured articles . . . in the hands of the producer or manufacturer
thereof, when stored at or near the place of manufacture or
within the county where same was manufactured or produced,
shall be exempt for twelve months after its production or manu-
facture." In addition, Alabama law provides that ,,All cotton
or agricultural products which have been raised or grown in
the State of Alabama, and which remain in the hands of the
producer thereof . . . and, for a period of one year in the hanils
of the pu,rchaser m. the manufacturer,, shall be exempt from
taxation. 12

E-SJloo 2(h), Title 61, Code of Alabme, itelie ed&d-
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In the North carolina law there are a number of provisions

of somewhat uncertain effect relating to the ad valorem taxation

oi cotton. Section 10b-298 (b) of the North Carolina General

itutot". provides that ". . . from the total value of cotton stored

i' trrir State there may be deducted by the owner thereof all

norru nae indebtedness incurred direc?1y for the purchase of said

"otto" 
and for the payment of which the cotton so purchased is

pi"aged as collateral." In addition, section 105-297 (15) of the

iiortr, Carolina General Statutes exempts "all cotton while srfb-

ject to transit privileges under Interstate Commerce Commis-

lion Tariffs.', Since the latter provision was inserted only in
the 1955 session of the General Assembly, its full effects are

not yet known. It is not, of course, reflected in the calculations

of the present study. The combined effects of these two statutory
provisions could, however, substantially reduce the ad valorem

iroperty tax liability associated with the cotton inventories of

many textile manufacturers in North Carolina'13

Actual CorPoration M
Actual corporation M is the second textile corporation ana-

lyzed in the actual corporation approach. It, too, is a domestic

Jorporation producing a wide variety of textile products in a
,ro-b". of plants spread throughout the southeastern states.

The taxes analyzed in the present study are those which apply
to one of the corporation's manufaeturing plants in North caro-
lina (Plant I in state X) and to one of the corporation's
manuiacturing plants in South Carolina (Plant II in State Y).
The tabular representation of general plant statistics and tax
analysis is similar to that shown above for Actual corporation
L. Thus, Table 9 shows selected plant statistics for both Plant
I and Plant II for the calendar year ending December 31, 1953,

while Tables 10 and 11 show the same information for years

1954 and 1955.
As can be seen from Tables 9, 10, and 11, the two plants

selected for analysis are slightly less comparable, in terms of
the size of their operations, than were the plants of Actual cor-
poration L. They do, however, produce comparable products' In
general, it may be said that Plant II in South carolina is some-
what smaller than Plant I in North Carolina, although this
clearly does not apply to the several figures concerned with the
book value of the assets at each location. The book value figures

13. h edditim, Setion 106-189 of tt€ Ncth Csoliua Gmeral Statutc providc e onlvear
e"opU"n of-"otto" and other fuE prcducts mrcil bg the trigiMl producn'
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(except for inventory) are 'somewhat higher for Plant II in
South Carolina, while the production figures are somewhat higher
for Plant I in North Carolina. It is not felt, however, that these
differences are sufficient to destroy the comparability of the tax
burdens for each plant.

Table 12 shows the taxes paid by Corporation M as related to
Plant I and Plant II in all three years of the present analysis.

TABLE 9

ACTUAL CORPOBATION M

GENERAL STATISTICS FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NORTIT CAROLINA AND
SOUTH CAROLINA, YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31. 1953.

Plaat If as a
Percent of

Plant I
(o,

to7.z
27.5

164.3
67.7

100.0
92.0

67.7

96.8
96;0

133 .7

NOTES: rstate X: North Carolina
2State Y: South Carolina
3Average of Monthly Figure

TABLE 10

ACTUAL CORPORATION M

GENERAL STATISTICS I.OR TWO TNXTILE PLANTS. IN NORTII CAROLINA AND

Phnt f in
State Xr

(r)

Plant f in
State X t

(1)

s 7,481,E54
I 3,346,991

$ 4,134,E63
$ 1,414,801

994
$ 3,482,963

t56,167 ,214

$rr,038, 582
$ 9,823,332

426,168

NOTES: rstate X: North Carolinatstate Y: South Carolina
3Average of Monthly Figurcq

Plant If in
State Y2

(2)

$ 7,969,920
t 1,327,311

t 6,642,609
| 1,210,E17

I,093
t s,ao4,672

104, 5.r:t ,302

I 8,996,191
$ 4,21o,975

569,750

Phnt If as a
Percent of

Plent I
(5)

7.4
7.1

7.',t
5-3
6.8
9-2

60.6
36.6

69. 8
69. 9
oo. D

54. E

106. 6
39.7

160.6
E5.6

110. o
94.9

66.9

81. 5
6:t.6'

LSg-7

I Plant I u a lPlant II 8s
I Pereot of I Percent of

Plant II in I Total in I Totel in
Shte Y2 I St8te X I State Y.8"'lr,?$*lr,?li"

7,275,r5r l$ 7,791,354
3,0e7,684 lS 829.4E0

7 .1 | 6r.2

$ 4,2s7,467 l$ e,got,gzg
$ 1,616,015 l9 1,094,684$ 1,616,015 lg 1,094,684 | 0.r I SO.e1,1931 r,r93l 7.5 | 58.4
$ 3,79r,776 If 3,488,649 | 9..1 | 5E.4

r82,490, rillr2s, 566,230

t2,o23,1L5 l$r1,637,297
10,456,245 lf 9,931,783{26,1681 569,7501 I ....

SOUTH CAROLINA, YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 91. 1954.
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TABLE 11

ACTUAL CORPORATION M

GENER,ALSTATISTICSFoRTwoTEXTILEPLANTS,INNoRTIICARoLINAAND
SOUTI{ CAROLINA, YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31' 1955.

Plant I in
State Xr

(r)

$ ?,408,45O
$ s,188,291

,857,619
,809,727
426, 168

Plant II in
Stste Y2

(2)

Plant I as a
Percent of
Total in
State X

(3)

rnt If
'ercen
Total
State

(4)

asa
ol
I

bnt If
Pe.cent

Plant
(5)

as
:of
in
Y

7.4

7.9
3.8
a.2
9.9

8.O
7.3

$ 4,220,160
t r,trl:133

$ 4,130,999

E ,613 ,7r4
I ,800,715

58 .7
41. r

66.2
82.9
5J.U

116.3
oo.o

161 .4
1?5. 6
100. o
100. 1

79 .0

95.4
80.3

133 .7

183,282 ,828 144 ,713, 148

$ 6,812,999
$ 2,182,086

r ,193
$ 4,136,263

t2,263,285
9,684,329

569, ?50

60. 5
56.7

NorES: ;sES +i 3:1"T 3i":i'ifi
3Avsage of MonthlY Figure

In each year the total North carolina taxes and the total south
carolina taxes were almost exactly the same. Total taxes were

a fraction lower in North Carolina in each year.

when the total tax bills are related to the several statistical
measures of tax burdens, the differences between the two states

are somewhat enlarged. The results of these comparisons are

shown in Table 13. With the exception of the property measures,

the tax burdens show up as higher in South Carolina than in
North Carolina. In 1953, the South Carolina tax burden was
from 4 percent to 48 percent higher than in North Carolina,
depending upon the measure selected- In 1954, South Carolina
taxes were from 8 percent to 53 percent higher. And in 1955,

South Carolina taxes were from 1 percent to 28 percent higher-
The same general pattern is exhibited in Tables 14, L5, and 16,

all of which relate to average taxes and average plant statistics
over the three-period 1953-1955, inelusive. Once again, if the
property measure is excluded, the South Carolina tax burdens
imposed upon Plant II show up as somewhat higher than the
North Carolina tax burdens imposed upon Plant I. In this case,
the burdens range from a low of 5 percent higher to a high of
42 percent higher.

In all such cases as this, when the several measures selected
to represent tax burdens do not agtee, the problem arises as to
which of the measures come closest to telling the best story



TABLE 12

ACTUAL COBPOBATION M

TAXES PAID FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS IN NORTII CAROLINA AND SOUTH CAROLINA,

@

€

o
Fl

rJ

(A
d

Fl
EI

z
F
o
F
Ft

H
tn

z

Iq

s

.NON.DIRECT
{ Stste Ir
6 Stata X
6 Otbor'

? Totnl "
(NON.DI
8 Strt€I Strts

10 Other

11 Totrl

a

,::r:i.r' 
-i:: 

:'-

YEARS ENDING DECEMBER SI, 1953, 1954, AND 1965

Type of Tax

Year Ending December 91, 1968 Yer Ending Decenber Sf , 1954 Yer Ending D*ember 31, 1955

Plant I ia
State Xl

Plant II in
Stste Y2

Plant I in
State X I

Plant II in' State Y2
Plant I in
State X I

Plant If in
State Y2

DIR,ECT" TAXES :

Total Prop€rty Taxes. , , .

Buinse License, ete.. .

Total "Direct" Taxes. ..

"NON.DIRECT" TAXESsI StsteIncomoTexeg....,..r 56;; r;;;hiiTarei. : : : : : : : : : . : : : :: : : : , .6 Otbor "Non-Dlreot" Toxm, , ,

? Totnl "Non-Dlrcct" Tars....
TNON.DIRECT " TAXES-APPORTIONED
8 Strte Incomc Trrsg. . .
I StrtsFrrnchlreTexe.

10 Other "Non.Dlt€ct" Trxer.,.
11 Totrl "Non-Dlret" Trre! Apportloned,. ,.

12 Total All Tore (llne 8, plu! lino 11)...... . .

98, 544 107, 146 111,840 il?l? ::i'::'
98, 544

1 ,021 , 8?6
t42,181

28 ,886

10?, 146

126 ,766
t6,772

92.454

84t,407
160,997
t9,969

111 ,840

22,722
14, 668

94,249

606, 696
l6l,769
28, 686

rt6,447

42,688
D,5rO

I , t87,89e

7?,668
10,806
1,811

148,628

72,601
9,694

612,878

2t,928
tl,028
L,157

I 87,286

I 12,929
8,287

686,999

87,920
1l,882
2,t11

48,469

27,489
3,789

00,u80 82,098 87,408 2t,2L6 61 ,446 91,258

188,824 t89,211 t 129,88? 198,066 1{6,696 116,706

NOTES: lStat€ X3 North Carolina
tStata Y: Soutb CcrolinslTot l tsx6 lor strt€ X end Y appllcrble to rll busin€ss done In ach state
rAppoltlonm€nt rstior lor stst€ X: 1968-7.67oi 1964-7.SVoi l96E-4.670
Apportlonmert rrtlos for stste Y: 1968-67.27ot 19e-66.9%; 1956-64.6%
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TABLE 18

ACTUAL COEPORATION M

Year Ending December 81, 1953 Year Ending Decsmber 81, 1954 Year Ending December 91, 1955

z
Fl

lc
t:
z
ts

z
Fl

a
Fl

P'a
Fl
Et

z
U)

'.1
dil
(n

Column (2)
as an Index
(N.C.:100)

State Y3

(5)

$r .27

t.479

I .620
1.694
4.026

Column (5)
as an Index
(N.C.:100)

State X2

(7)

Stste Y3

(8)

Column (8)
as an Index
(N.C-:100)

153.012

125. ?66

122.542
?2 .89S

107,994

$ .79

I .133

1 ,348
2.667
s,627

$1.0r

1. 196

1.516
I .691
9.64?

r27.848

105.560

112.989
61 .155

100. 667

148.019 I $.83
10s. 56? I l. 1?6

'81:6i? i l:3?i

NorES : l3r:ti"il:oK3lif,ttJ,tii,ti"d' 
prus average inv€ntorrff

gsiiie Yr South Carolino
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about the relative burdens of taxation. rn the present case, there
are reasons for supposing that the book value measures are not
truly representative of property values or of the ability to pay
taxes. If this measure is excluded, there ean be no question
about the fact that south carolina levied higher taxes on Actual
corporation M than did North carolina for the period under
consideration. Three of the rembining indicators are relatively
consistent, while the fourth (total taxes divided by units of the
product produced) amplifies the difference in the tax burdens
betweerr the two states. Although the products of the plants are
of fhe same type, it is apparent that those of plant If in souttr

TABLE T4

ACTUAL CORPORATION M
GENERAL STATISTICS FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NORTII CAROLINA AND

SOUTH CAROLINA: AVERAGE FoR THREE YEARS ENDING

I
2
3
4
5
o
7

Deprxiable Awts-Net.
Average fnventoris3... .

Number of Employeq.
Total Annual Pavioll.... .... .

Units gf ?roduct-p""a"".a iv""al"). .

Salq Value of Product Prodriced. . . .

Cmt of Manufacturing. . .

Plant I in
Stste X t

(1)

$ 4,S08,300
$ I,424,698

|,127
$ 3,801.,913
173,980,065
$ll,973,105
$10,363, r01

Plant If as a
Percent of

Plant I
(3)

I 6,806,827
5 1,495,862

1,160
$ 3,643,195
124,274,227
$10,965,590
$ I ,275,696

158.0
105. 0
t02.9
95.8
71.4
91 .6
89.5

NOTES; rState X: North Carolina2State Y: South Carolina3Threyer average of annual averages of monthly figures.

TABLE T5

ACTSAL CORPORATION M
TAXES PAID FOR, TWO TEXTILE PLANTS, IN NORTE CAROLINA AND SOUTII CARO-
LINA: AVERAGE FOR THREE YEARS ENDINC DECEMBER 91, 198s, 1954, AND t9E5

.DIRECT" TAXES
f Totql property Tue.. .
2 BusinsLicenses, etc...,. --

3 Total "Dirwt" Taxes...
" NON-DIRECT " TAXES-APPORTIONIED

Plant I in
State X I

(1)

| 59,711

$154,78?

Plant If in
State Yz

(2)

$111 ,47E

Erll,478

$ s?,634
7,223

s 44,857

$156,335

4 StatefnomeTu---..-
5 Stste Fmnchise Tar - - . .6 Other "NorDirut" Ta:

8

" Taxe
Total "Non-Direct" Taxe.

TOTAL ALL TAXES....

NOTES: rstate X: North Carolina,State Y: South Carolina

DECEMBER 31, 1953, 1954, AND 1955.
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TABLE 16

ACTUAL CORPORATION M

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TAXES PAID FOR TWO TEXTILE PLANTS' IN NORTH

ilil;NA AND SOUTII CAROLINA: AVERAGE FOR THREE YEARS ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1953, 1954' AND 1955'

Column (2) as an
Index (N.C.:100)

(3)

Total taxes divided bv units o[ product
'-oroa""ea (in thousands ^of 

yards) ' ' '
tJtJ t"i* is a Percent of sale value

Measure
Plant I in
State X I

(1)

$ .8e

L.293

1.494
2.700

4.O71

Plant II in
State Y 2

(z)

$1.26

7.426

1.685
1 .883

4.29L

1

2

4

- -oi product produced.. : '-.- "''
'ro-ta[taie ai a Percent of cost of

manulacturlng
Total taxe as a
Total tax6 as a

payroll......

141. 573

rLo.2a6

tlz-744
69.741

105.404
percent of Property3. . .

perceDt ot annuar

NOrES: lSHt: +: a[1"T""""":1ti"T
sDepreciable assets, pIB average Inventorreg

Carolinaareofarelativelyhighvalue.Thisisindicatedbythe
iu"t trrut while the North Carolina plant produced a large-r num-

l"r "t units of the producb, the output gap between the two

plants was narrowed when expressed in terms of the sales value

of tfru products produced. For this reason' then' it would seem'

io U" prop"r to give less weight to the yardage measure of out-

;;t t;" io the doltar measure of output. with this deletion the

results would show that the tar burd'en imposed upan ActlffiI

Cirporat'i'on M ba South Caroli,na xoas approrimateW 1o percent

(ptus or m'inus fiae percentage poi'nts) higher than that imposeil

by North Carol;ina-"The pattern of tax burdens imposed upon Actual Corporation

M by liorth Carolina and South Carolina is much closer to that

whichwouldbeexpectedfromanexaminationofthetotaltax
systemsofeachsta.tethanitwasintheanalysisofCorporation
L. Table 15 shows clearly that North carolina tax levies are

relatively heavy for state-level taxes and.are relatively-light for
local-level taxes. For the three-year period 1953-1955, inclusive,

Corporation M paid corporate net income taxes for Plant I in
Norttr Carolina of $46,83?, or nearly '40 percent of the average

sales value of the product produced at the plant' Over the same

period, the corporation paid corporate net income taxes for
Flant II in South Carolina of g3?,634, or approximately .34

percent of the average sales value of the product-produced at
Plant II. The property taxes associated with Plant I were' how-

ever, consiaeranty smaller than those associated with Plant II'
For. the three-year period the property taxes averaged $95'076
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for North Carolina, or about .80 percent of the average sales
value of the product; for South Carolina they averaged $111,478
or about 1.00 percent of the average sales value of the product.
In this case, then, the relative eentralization of functions and of
revenue instruments in North Carolina does produce the ex-
pected pattern in the tax burdens of Aetual Corporation M. ff
k interesting to note, horneoer, that the ad aalorem propertg tax
is the highest, tan paifl, in both states.

The effects of comparing the North Carolina income tax and
the South Carolina income tax are not nearly as dramatic as
were those associated with the North Carolina-Alabama com-
parison, if only because the results of the present analysis are
much closer together. For the same reason, it is more difficult
to pinpoint the reasons for the differences that do exist. Un-
doubtedly, one of the most important factors making for higher
income tax burdens in North Carolina than in South Carolina
is the difference in tax rates. For all but the last year in the
analysis the corporate income tax rate in South Carolina was 4.5
percent.la For 1955 the South Carolina rate was 5 percent.lE For
all three years, the North Carolina rate was, of course, 6 percent.

Neither state permits the deduction of the federal income tax
in the derivation of taxable net income. In fact, all of the pro-
visions with respect to allowable deductions are much the same
in both states, with the exception of those provisions in the
North Carolina law, that, for Corporation M, take the place of
the allocation formula.

Once again, however, it is necessary to emphasize the efrects
of the definition of the income tax base as this relates to the
income considered to be taxable by each of the states. In this
case, too, the corporation under examination is a domestic cor-
poration in North Carolina and a foreign corporation in South
Carolina. Once again, the corporation is subject to tax in North
Carolina on all of its ineome, wherever earned, with a deduction
allowed for income taxable under income tax statutes in other
states; whereas in South Carolina only that portion of the total
net income considered to have been earned in South Carolina is
subject to income taxation. The differences are not as great as

14. Setioa 66-222, Code of South Cemllna.
16. E B. 1304, Lam.o! 1966, chalgieat th€ co4nnte lncoEe t x rate frcm 4-6 pmt to

6 D€eDt, efetlve lor accmntlug: rsioils eaallne a.fter June gO, 1956. Thg Scounttngperlod ,for _Corpontion M eadg Dmber 81. The 4.5 percent iate is, oi ire, p
{etgd tn the arlier yean. E th9 arswers *e applied to preent-day u1rc.riaee, thm,tte iacoue tar rdvaBtaa€ ol South Gmllna mut be unden-tood to be ronsibat imrilertrhu that ghown in tbe prent uatvsis. Similarly, tbe totgt tax burdq di[p+rtltlDctreen Norlb Caroliae uil Soutb Geroline nust-b. widened aUchfly. -
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withCorporationL,however,partlybecausetheSouthCarolina

"iio."tio" 
formula is not as iiberal as that of Alabama. The

s;;it carolina formula is much the same as the North carolina

Io-r*otu, in that, for a manufacturing corporation' it does not

containasalesfactor.Itconsistsofthearithmetieaverageof
irr tt* ratio of the corporation's property in South Carolina

Htr,"'""tn;.;ti"";; propirtv 
""u'vwhete; 

and (2) the ratio of

the manufacturing costs incurred by the corporation in South

Carolina to the manufacturing costs incurred by the corporation

uu"rv*fr""".ro Even so, as uppti"O to Corporation M the South

cu,ori''' formula is rnore liberal than the North Carolina law'

since the latter does not permit the application of an allocation

tot*ofu to the'income of a domestic corporation'rl

The most important reason for the relatively high ad valorem

property tax levies of South Carolina was undoubtedly the high

level of the property tax rates. The aggregate levy applied to

lhu r.ru.*"d value ol tn" property at Plant I in North Carolina

in 1953 was $22.05 p"t 
-$r,6OO of assessed value; The South

Carolina rate was $16O'OZ per $1,000 of essessed value' In 1954

the North Carolina ratu *,* S21'58 per $1,000 of, assessed value;

the South Carolina rate was $98'00 per $1,000 of as1ery99 value'

In 1955 the North carolina rate was s22.01 per $1,000 of as-

sessed value; the South Carolina rate was $101'50 per $1'000 of

assessed value.
Itistobeexpectedthatpartofthepropertytaxdifferential

is accounted for by differences in assessment practices and by

differences in the exemption structures of the tWo taxing juris-

dictions. But without mgch more analysis it is impossible to say

howmuchofthedifferenceshouldbeattributedtotheseele.
ments of the property tax base' Perhaps the most important

statutory "*.-ptior, 
in South Carolina as applied to Actual Cor-

poration M is that granting exemption !o ""-l agricultural prod-
-ucts 

in this state,,.18 And although the law itself makes no pro-

vision for the exemption of manufacturers' inventories, the

practice seems to be one of almost complete administrative ex-

emption3e

16. Setioa 66-23t. Code of South Csroline'
l?.TheNortACmEaalawrequlrgtheapplicationofthedlocrti'on-lormulrtlatle

m6tic @qpntion ia ord""-to aaertline-tno *oiiti-aE*tloo fo-r-ircome emed
sDat tued in orbs ,t til-x&f,ti-.iiiiii" c.n*t st8tst6 ertion 10G14?.

l8.sectioD66-16$.*"*-withareiprocityDrovisiorforrgrlcolturrlproiluctalrcn
outside tbe Stlte of Soutb Carolina.

19. Grifferharo ud Ag8tri8ts, A x,aaort to the Sbta of W Cot&ttc $btt tot Conv

rdrior f956. D. f0-
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Actual Corporution N
The third of the corporations selected for analysis in the actual

corporation approach is the rebail corporation, holding a foreign
charter, and operating a large number of stores in many states
of the United States. Each of the stores is, to all intents and
purposes, an independent unit for which separate accounts are
kept and for which a separate net profit figure is caleulated. The
manager of each store receives a commission based upon the
profit record of the store for the preceding period. The taxes
subjected to analysis here are those associated with selected
stores in the following ten Southeastern states: Alabama, Flor-
ida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. Of the eleven states
selected for analysis in the impact study, only Arkansas is miss-
ing from the list of states studied in the actual corporation ap-
proach.

Because of the confidence which it was possible to place in
the system of separate accounting practiced by Actual Corpora-
tion N, it was possible to include within the scope of the analysis
all taxes paid by the Corporation except sales and use taxes.
However, so that the scope of the actual corporation approach
may be compared with that of the other quantitative approaches
of the present study, the results of the analysis are shown sep-
arately for (1) all taxes, and (2) all state and local taxes (ex-
cluding payroll taxes and sales and use taxes). Because of the
large volume of tabular material associated with this multi-
state corporation, only the final results are shown below.2o

Tables 17, 18, and 19 show, in index number form, the state
and local tax burdens imposed upon the individual stores of
Actual Corporation N in the 10 states selected for analysis. To
arrive at these index numbers, the total state and local taxes
paid by each of the stores was related to a series of figures
selected as measurement bases. In this way, a set of ratios was
derived to represent the state and local tax burden of each of
the stores. These ratios were then expressed as index num-
bers (with the North Carolina ratios assumed equal to 100) by
dividing each of the ratios by the corresponding North Carolina
ratio and multiplying the result by 100. The rank of each state
is shown to the right of each index column.

20. Detailed 6gure for ttig ce are sbom in Appendir C.
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ACTUAL CORPORATION N
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TABLE 18

ACTUAL CONPONATION N

TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL TAXEST AS A PERCENT OF YARIOUS CORPORATE FIGURES,
EXPRESSED AS AN INDEX (NORTH CAROLINA:roo), FOR RETAIL STORES IN TEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES.
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FOR THE YEAR ENDING JANUAR,Y 31, 1955
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TABLE 19

ACTUAL CONPORATION N
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EXPRESSED AS AN INDEX (NORTH CAROLINA:rOol' ron RETAIL STORES IN TEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES'
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TABLE 20

ACTUAL CORPORATION N

TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL TAXES' AS A PDR,CENT OF VARIOUSTCORPORATE FIGURES,
EXPRESSED AS AN INDEX (NORTH CAROLINA:100), FOR RETAIL STORES IN TEN SoUI'HEASTERN sTATEs,

AVERAGE FOR THREE YEARS ENDING JANUARY 3I, 1954, 1955, AND 1956
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FromTablelgitisclearthatNorthCarolinamustberanked
witt ttt" relatively high tax states from the point of view of the

kindofretailenterpr-isesrepresentedbyActualCorporationN.
In terms of the gross profit measure, North Carolina was the

highest taxing state of the group' South Carolina was next in

line, approximateiy two percentage points behind North Caro-

lina.Kentuckywasthelowesttaxingstateinthesecalculations'
i*porlng a tax burden (measured by gross profit) considerably

less than half that imposed by North Carolina' In the year end-

ing J"rruu"y 31, 1956, North Carolina extracted 2'63 percent of

th! sample store's gross profits, rvhile Kentucky, at the other end

of the burden scale, extracted only 1'10 percent'

Much the same pattern is shown by the other measures of tax

burden, with the exception of thai based upon net nrofi1 before

taxes. Particular note should be taken of column 9 of Table 19

showing the total state and local taxes paid as a percent of

ii u trooto value of the corporation's investment in each of the

stores.Althoughtherankingsofotherstatesaresomewhatdif.
ferent from those indicatetl by the gross profits measure' North

carolina is still at the top of the list. There is, however, a large

gup n"touu"n North Carolina and South Carolina' the State oc-

cupying second position in the rankings'
when this measure of the book value of property was adjusted

to inclucle a casually capitalized retrtal value, North Carolina's

position was somewirat improved' In column 7 of Table 19 it can

L. *.u1 that both south Carolina and Virginia imposed heavier

taxesuponCorporationNthandidNorthCarolina.Thischange
of rank from the rmaajrrstea book valtte list to the adjusted book

value list means' of cottrse, that rent for the North Carolina

store was higher, relative to bcok value, than was the rent for
the Virginia and the South Caro]ina stores. If these were .,pure,'

rental 
"hu"gu*, 

the adjustment of the book value figures would

add refinement to the tax burden meastlre' It is dangerous to

assume, however, that the higher rental charges in some states

were the result solely of more desirable premises or locations.

They may, in fact, liaae been d'u'e to hi'gher property tares 'i'n

th,eie states, in which case, of cozLrse, th'e denorninator -of, 
the

ratio fraction u;ou,Id' be enlarged by a tar item that shoztld' more

acctrr'atelE, be placecl in the nume'rator' Thus, to the extent that

differences in the rental factor are to be accounted for by dif-
ferences in the property tax burden, the effect on the distribu-
tions of tax burdens u. b"t*."n these ten states should be less
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severe than that indicated by the movement from column g to
column 7. In terms of the measurements of burdens (as distinct
from the index number expressions and the rank figures), the
results probably should be assumed to lie somewhere between
those represented by the figures of column 9 and those of column
7 of Table 19.

In all three tables representing annual state and local tax
burdens the column illustrating total state and local taxes as a
percent of net profit before state and local taxes appears to be
perverse. It appears, in other words, to show quite different re-
sults from all of the other columns. In the present case this
relationship results frorn the fact that there is a tendency for
the ratio of net profit before taxes to book value to decrease as
the book value increases. In other words, the percentage return
on investment, before taxes, seems to decline as the investment
increases. The pattern is by no means uniform, but the tendency
is clear. Much the same thing is true of the relationship between
gross profit and net profit. As gross profit increases, the ratio of
net profit to gross profit tends to decline. Where this tendency
does exist, there is also a tendency for the states involved to
reverse their positions on the ranking scale, so that those which
appear relatively high on the scale of the gross profit and the
book value measures appear relatively low on the scale of the
net profit measure. Unfortunately, it was impossible to extend
the requirement of comparability to the net earnings ratios of
the individual stores, but it is clear that the laek of such com-
parability seriously impairs the usefulness of the net profit
measurement of tax burdens in the present case. It should also
be noted, as a further indication of the weakness of the net
profit measure in this case, that the rankings of the individual
states show rather violent changes from year to year on the net
profit scale, thus indicating the variability of net profits com-
puted on an annual basis.

The fact that North Carolina appears as a rather low tax
state by the net profit analysis makes the net profit figures an
extremely attractive measuring device if self-satisfaction and
complacency are to be the guiding principles of tax analysis.
Unfortunately, however, these provide rather thin justification
for the use of this measure in the present case. In theory, the
book value measure is much to be prefened to the net profit
measure, as long as it can reasonably be maintained that the
book value figures are comparable for the several units being
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compared' The preference for an asset measurement such as

this comes, of 
"oo.*, 

t'o* tft" fact that it is much more closely

related to the .o"""pi oi financial ability to pay taxes than is

an annual (or even a three-year average) net profit figure' For

Lorporttion N, it is believed that the book value figures show a

higi a"gr"e of comparability' The problems of depreciation are

minimized by the fict that ihe land and buildings are leased in

every case and, i" p"*, nv the fact that the largest single asset

value is inventory. itt"""ioty valuation is centralized and uni-

formforeachofthestores'Furthermore'itmustbesu-pBoseil
thatvarietystoreinventoryexhibitsconsiderableuniformity
with respect io volume (as related to sales) and type for the

severalstoresinachainstoresystem.Variationscouldexist.in
the valuation of leasehold improvements, because of the depre-

ciation element, but it should be noted that Corporation N began

the operations of all but three of the ten stores at approximately

the same time, so that, with uniform accounting practices ap-

prl"al" ,il, the differences in book value resulting from the

character of the depreciation policy are likely to be rather small'

The North Carolini Jore, incidenially' was among the maioriW

in this resPect.---There 
isl further reason for preferring the book value meas-

ure over the net profit measure in a case such as this' This reason

relates to the prof"nrc attitude of businessmen' In the consid-

eration of tax b"t;;;;, the calculus is much more likely to be in

terms of "how much is the return on my investment reduced

fv tfr""" taxes" than of "how much are these taxes going to

reduce my net profits"' When the managers of an enterprise

such as that of corporation N contemplate a new opcration in

" 
girr"r, location they undoubtedly give primary consideration to

the percentage return they may "*p""[ 
on their investment' If

they think of taxes at all, they think of them in the sense of

reducingthisreturn.Ifthisisthecorrectinterpretation,the
calculation for each state should begin with the determination

of the relationship (expressed as a ratio) between the net

profit before all taxes for each store and the total investrnent

for that store. The calculatioa should then proceed to show how

the tax structure of each state reiluces the profit ratio' This' of

course, is exactly the same thing as calculating the ratio of state

and local taxes to the book value of the property at each store

(assuming the latter properly to represent "investmenf,') '
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The objection might still be raised that it is possible for the
corporation to reduce its apset figure by increasing its annual
expenses. This reduction would be accomplished by reducing the
corporation's outnership of assets.and increasing its rental of
assets. while this is admittedly a danger in the unqualified ac-
ceptanee of the "investment" measure of tax burdens, it is not'believed to be of great importance in the present case. All of
the real assets of each store are rented by Actual corporation N.
The principal assets owned by the corporation are leasehold im-
provements and inventory, with the latter being the much larger
dollar fig:ure of the two. The stores are thus lomparable with
respebt to the relationship between the kind, of property owned
and the lcind of. property rented. If differences still-exist in the
quantity or qunlity of things rented, the analytical shift should
be'from the unadjusted book value measure to the adjusted book
value measure. But there is just as great a chance that differ-
ences in rental expenses come from property tax differentials
as from other value-influencing differentials. If property tax
ditrerentials are significant components of the rentai figures,
the shift should be away from the adjusted book value Rgures
toward the unadjusted book value figures.

Thus, although neither the book value measure nor the net
profit measure is perfectly satisfactory, there is mueh to com-
mend the former and litile to commend the latter. If net profits
eould be examined over a five- or ten-year period, the varue'of
the measure mighf, for this corporation, approximate that of the
book value measure, although many problems wourd still remain.
As it is, preference must be given to the unadjusted book value
rneasure of tax burdens, with supplementary attention given to
the adjusted book value measure. The gross profit and the
salaries and wages measures are useful ". *oppo"ting evidence.
AII five measures are, however, presented in the tabular materiar.' In only'one of the three years for which data were collected
did North carolina rank lower than first in this ten-state com-
parison of unadjusted book value measurements of tax bur-
deris.el For the year ending January 81, rgb5, North carorina
ranked fourth, falling well behind south carolina and slighily
behind Yirginia and Kentucky. For the whole period, the Nortir
Carolina burden upon Corporation N was measured. as 8.6?g
p€rcent of unadjusted book value. The south carolina burden was

21' To repeat' the meure are ranted 
- 
from lighet to lovst, with the itubious honor o!first plue going to tie state *itl iuJ uigfiiif --*i"""a t"i t"iaens * tb;-u"i,
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virtually the sam+-3.668 Bercent. The lowest of the 10 states
was Louisiana, with a measurement of L.807 percent of unad-
justed book value, or almost exactly half that shown for North
Carolina.

Similarly, in only one of the three years (1954) did North
carolina rank lower than first in the gross profit and the salari,es

and wages measures. In the year ending January 31, 1954, North
Carolina ranked sixth on the gross profit schedule and fifth on
the salaries and wages schedule. The aaerage Tneasuretnents of
burd,en for the three-year period, slt'ow North Curolina as first
inboth of these schedules. Although the rankings of other states
are somewhat different for each of these measures, the evidence
does seem to support that of the unadjusted book value calcu-

lations.
Tables 2l to 24, inclusive, show the same kind of data for

total taxes (except sales and use taxes). The maior additions
to the list of taxes considered are the federal income tax and
payroll taxes, although small amounts of miscellaneous federal
taxes are included for some of the stores. The first three of
these tables show, in index form, the positions of the several
states with respect to North Carolina, as determined by five
separate measures of tax burdens, for each of the three years
ending January 31, 1954, 1955, and 1956. The last of the tables
shows, by the same tabular techniques, the average tax burdens
over the three-year period.

In this comparison, North Carolina fares a little better as a
host to retail establishments of the kind illustrated by Aetual
Corporation N. By the preferred unadjusted book value meas-
urement, North Carolina ranked fourth in 1954 (behind Ken-
tucky, South Carolina, and, surprisingly, Alaba,ma). In 1965,

North Carolina ranked third (behind South Carolina and Ken-
tucky). And in 1956, North Carolina ranked first, with South
Carolina ranked as a close second. For the enti,re three-gear
period, North Caroli,na ranked third, uti'th KenhrckA in seconil
positi,on, approuimntelg 2 percent h'i,gher, and' with Suuth Coro-
Iinn first, appronimatelg 16 percent hi,gh,er.

With respect to North Carolina and, in broad outline at least,
with respect to the other states in the comparison, these results
are borne out by the gross profits and the salaries and wages
measures. With these measures, North Carolina ranked a con-
sistent second behind South Carolina's consistent first. Florida
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TABLE 2I

ACTUAL CONPOTAIION N
TOTAL TAXES Ag A PERCENT OF VARIOUS CORPORATE FIGURES,

EXPRESSED Ag AN INDEX (NORTII CAR,OLINA:I,OO), FOR RETAIL STON,ES IN TEN SOUTEEASTEN,N STATE8,
FOR TIIE YEAR ENDING JANUARY.ST, 196{,

NOTESI: l4veng€ Inveatoty, plur pbln|cr! rr!€tr otber thau inventory, plur ennual rmt muldplied by elghLrAverage Inventory. plur lhyeical arreta othetr then Involtory.
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' ACTUAI, COBFONATION N

TOTALITAXES AS A PERCENT OF VARIOUS CORPORATE FIGURES'
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and Tennessee shared ninth and tenth positions at various times,
with Florida not unexpectedly filling the last position for the
three-year period.

In terms of the meaning of the burdens for the corpqrA-
tion in question, the total tax measure is undoubtedly more
significant than the so-called siate-and-local tax measure. But
in terms of the comparability of the results with the 'other
quantitative approaches in the present impact study, the
state-and-local tax measure is the more significant. The fact
that the federal income tax is uniformly applied in all of the
states tends to place the burden of responsibility for changing:
the ranks as between the two levels of tax burdens upon the un-
employment insurance taxes. Many of the index numbers under
the state and local tax comparison were quite close, so that
a relatively small difference in unemployment taxes could change
the rankings under the total tax comparison. No attempt was
made to explore this responsibility, however, in spite of the fact
that the data would seem to warrant sueh exploration. The ex-
cuse, if it be such, was the ever-present time limitation.

Although the results of the application of the actual corpora-
tion techniques to Corporation N are far from definite and pre-
cise, there can be little question of the fact that North Carolina
tax burdens upon the retail corporation analyzed are relativeiy
heavy. By even the most liberal interpretations (exceptins the
perversities of the net profit measures), North Carolina stands
among the top three or four states in the Southeast in the bur-
dens it imposes upon enterprises of this kind. As far as the tax
burdens of Corporation N are concerned, there is probably little
to choose between North Carolina, South Carolina, and Ken-
tucky, although South Carolina should probably be given the
honor of first position. The other states, however, range from
"fairly close" to "much lower", with Florida, Tennessee, Mis-
sissippi, and Louisiana generally falling into the latter category.
This conclusion, at least, appears to be thoroughly defensible.

The results of the analysis of the selected stores of Corpora-
tion N seem to bear out, in a very rough way, the results of the
hypothetical eorporation approach. Considering only the rank of
the several states, and with some allowances for the character of
the data, it may be observed that North Carolina,s position wEs
quite consistent. For Hypothetical Corporation A, North Caro-
Iina occupied an undisputed first place among the states con-
sidered. For Ilypothetical Corporation B, the position of North
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Carolina could have been fourth, fifth, or sixth' And for 
-4ypo-

;ili;;i Corporation C, North Carolina's position could have

been either first, second, or third. For Actual Corporattol -\'
considering state and local taxes only, North carolina's position

could be either first or second among the ten states included

in the analYsis.- 
The analysis of the three hypothetical corporations and the

one actual corporation thus produces four separate rankings

for the ten or 
"l"rr"r, 

Southeastern states. In these four rankingis,

only Virginia and Mississippi are the constant companions,of

North carolina in the first five ranks. These three states appeaf

somewhere in the first five positions on the schetlules for all four
corporations. Tennessee, Louisiana, and Georgia ioin the group

twi-ce, and Alabama and south carolina appear on the list once

jn both cases, for Actual Corporation N' Alabama's position

in this comparison of ranks appears to be the most unususl'

For the thiee hypothetical manufaeturing corporations, 'AIa-

bama is in eleventh position twice and ninth''position (out of
tenstates)once,thusqualifyingasastategentlein,itstreat-.
ment of manufacturing enterp"ise.. In the case of the retail

enterprise, however, Aiabama "improves" its position b' molt-

i"g i"to fourth place, thus qualifying as a state somewhat harsh

in its treatment of retail Lnterprises. South Carolina, too, is
a consistent second division state for the manufaeturing cor-

porations (although marginally so in two eases), but'achieves

iorro""-op position for the retail corporation. Tennessee-and

Louisiana appear to impose significantly lighter burdens on the

retail eorpolatiotr than on the manufaeturing corporations; at

leastintermsoftheirrankingswithrespecttootherstates.
But it is impossible to say, on the basis of present-ly 

-ay-lilalte
evidence, *lr"th", these difrerences arise as a result of the dis-

tinction between retail and:manufacturing enterprlses' or as a

result of the distinction between actual taxes and hypothetical

taxes.- 
ih" data of Actual Corporation N do not provide clear evi-

dence that the interstate difrerentials shown to exist for the

three hypothetical corporations apply with equal force to thq

actual eorporation. There is evidence of consistency for some of
the states, particularly those at the top of the tax burden scale,

but for others the evidence is less convincing. North Carolina'

Virginia, and Mississippi appear to levy consistently- high bur-
dens upon both manufacturing and retail establisbments. A
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simple comparison of ranks is not, of course, enough to establish
total consistency, but it is roughly indicative of the spread of
the tax burdens within each state. Furthermore, when an at-
tempt is made to cross both industry lines and methodological
Iines, it is about the only kind of comparison which the data
will support. .

CONCLUSIONS
The preceding analysis of the actual tax burdens of three

actual corporations provides a reasonably elear picture of North
carolina's tax status. Although strict, quantitative interpreta-
tion must be rather narrowly circumscribed by the limitations
of the approach, it is possible to draw from the three cases one
or two conclusions which may have wider applicability. In this
respect, too, the conclusions of the actual corporation approach
support the conclusions of the hypothetical corporation ap_
proach.

Perhaps the most outstanding reveration relates to the ad
valorem property tax. For the three states compared in the
analysis of Actual corporations L and M, two opposite situ-
ations are described, one of which disturbs the common theory
that North carolina's ad valorem property tax levies are com-
paratively low, and the other of which supports this theory. In
the comparison of North Carolina and Alabama, the property
tax advantage was found to lie clearly with the latter. In the
comparison of North carolina and south carolina, the property
tax advantage was found to lie with the former. It was also
found, in both cases, that North carolina can claim substantially
lower aggregate property taxrates than those levied in the other
states. In the comparison with south carolina, these lower
North carolina rates were not offset by higher assessed values.
In the comparison with Alabama, the lower North carolina tax
rates were more than offset by higher assessed values. since the
lower ad valorem rates in North carolina tend to support the
theory of relatively light property tax impositions, it is ob-
viously necessary to emphasize the role of the assessed val'ue
base for a refutation (or a further support) of that theoly.

Although it is not possible to offer evidence of the relative im-
portance of the exemption structures and the asgessment ratios,
it is possible to observe that Alabama law contains more liberal
exemptions for textile manufacturers than either North caro-
lina or south carolina. rt may also be that the same social and
economic forces which provide the rationale for liberal statutory
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exemptions also provide the rationale for liberal (but non-statu-
tory) assessment practices. It is probable, intleed, that if a state
has chosen, for one reason or another, to grant special treatment
in its property tax laws to a particular kind of economib activity,
the assessors will also find the same reasons persuasive in the
administrative determination of an assessed valuation of what-
ever base remains in the law. This has, at least, proved to be
the case in many other situations, in the absence of a strong,
state-administered equalization program. Specific exemptions
and assessment practices are thus often reinforcing rather than
offsetting.

In any event, it is probably fair ts conclude that whenever the
exemption structure as applied to a particular type of enter-
prise is substantially more favorable than that of North Caro-
lina, the theory of North Carolina's property tax supremacy is
either questionable or completely invalid. It may be true that
the property tax in Alabama represents a larger percentage of
total state and local collections than it does in North Carolina.
But if the schedule of exemptions is different, and if assessment
practices tend to follow the lines of liberality indicated by the
schedule of exemptions (as it is here maintained they often do),
this fact may be meaningless for a particular firm. It is not here
implied that North Carolina's competitive solution in these
eases lies in the adoption of similar statutory exemptions or in
the pursuit of non-statutory techniques in the assessment pro-
gxarL But that the existence of these practices in other states'
invalidates the theory of North Carolina's property tax suprem-
acy in mflnu speci.fic instancQs is quite clearly indicated by the
hypothetical corporation approach and by the supporting find-
ings of the actual corporation approach.

In all three actual corporation cases the North Carolina in-
eome tax appeared as a relatively heavy instrument of taxation.
For both textile corporations the North Carolina income ta.x was
higher than that of the comparative state. The differences whlc'h
were found to exist in the hypothetieal corporation approach,
for foreign corporations, were also found to exist in the actual
corporation approach for a corporation domestic in North Caro-
lina and foreign in Alabama and South Carolina. In all cases,
the major factors creating these differences were the tax rate,
the deductibiliW of the federal income tax, and the determina.
tion of the taxable portion of the net income of an interstate
operation.

i
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Finally, it may be concluded that the contentions advanced
by some members of the textile industry in North Carolina that
other areas exist in the Southeast which are agreeable to textile
mAnufacture and that are blessed with substantially lower tax
burdens than those imposed by North Carolina are supported in
the case of Alabama. They are not supported, however, in the
case of South Carolina. It is to be hoped that it will be possible
to develop similar tests for other states and for other important
industries of the Southeast at some later date.



CHAPTER IX

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

THE INTERSTATE COMPARISON.

In an attempt to fulfill the legislative mandate expressed in
Resolution Number 49 0f the 1955 Session of the North caro-

lina General Assembly, emphasis was placed upon the hypo-

ttretieat corporation method for an exploration of interstate

differentials in tax burdens. By the application of the hypo-

thetical corporation method an attempt was made. to -test 
the

appearance of the tax struclures of the eleven-Southeastern

Siates and to clevelop the kincls of answers that might be obtained

by an energetie corporate official in the early stages'of the

calculus that lies netrina a planned industrial location. In ac-

cordance with these motives,'the results of the analysis were in-

terpreted purely in terms of the aPp:arent tax burdens rather

than in teims of the actu,al tax burdens imposed by the eleven

Southeastern states.
The results of the hypothetical corporation approach show

that Nolth carolina stands with one or two other southeastern

states in imposing especially heavy statutory tax burdens upon

manufaeturing corporations of the trne pglegted fo1 analysls'

ro, ott. of the three corporations analyzed the results_ard, to

be sure, somewhat *or" iarro"able for North Carolina' But the

u."o*piio"s behind the analysis introiluce their own nbteq,,of

disenciiantment for this case. In particular, the assumption thbt
methods of separate accounting are,. for technical reasons, not

available to the three hypothetical eorporations in the deter-

mination of taxable net income for income tax purposes js the

source of a possible overstatement of the tax burdens of all

states 
"*cupt 

North carolina and Tennessee. In additlot' oi
course, the assumption that all of the corporations are pnncr-
pally engaged in manufacturing in the southeastern states may

Le somewt at misleading. This assumption is probably safe

enough for Corporations A and C, but it may not fit the chaiac-

ter oi Corporation B. Finally, the assumptions of the hypoths-

tical corporation analysis which restrict each of the model cqf-

porations to a single plant in the ilomestic state may be particu-

iarly distorting in the case of Hypothetical Corporation B. Such

a corporation might find North carolina an attractive location
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for a first plant, but any subsequent expansion of manufactur-
ing operations would place North carolina at a serious disad-
vantage in terms of the tax burden comparison for the eleven
Southeastern states.

with these qualitative amendments the results of the hypothe-
tical corporation analysis may be taken to be virtually unani-
mous in their declarations of the severity of the North carolina
tax burdens upon foreign manufacturing corporations.

Although the actual corporation method was based upon an
analysis of somewhat different types of corporations than those
desig:ned for the hypothetical corporation method, the results
do tend to support the conclusion that the interstate differences
illustrated by the hypothetical analysis are real differences and
not merely the foncieil differences that can be produced by a
myopic examination of the tax laws. The actual corporation re-
sults also tend to show that the position of North carolina's
tax structure in the rankings of the southeastern states is at
Ieast as severe for large retail operations as for manufacturing
enterprises.

unfortunately, the evidence of the actual corporation method
is highly selective and not perfecily consistent with the thesis
of severity. For what they are worth, however, the interstate
comparisons of the representative sample method, themselves
based upon actual taxes rather than hypothetical taxes, tend
further to support thb findings of the hypothetical corporation
analysis. The representative sample method was based upon a
sample of all types of corporations with multi-state business, so
that it is not, of course, perfecfly comparable with the hypo_
thetical corporation sample. Nevertheless, the indications are
strong that North carolina's tax structure falls heavily upon
corporate business as compared with the tax structures of the
other Southeastern states.

when all of these individually inadequate pieces of evidence
are accumulated they provide as clear a portrait as it is possible
to paint on the rough canvas of tax burden analysis. The por_
trait shows North carolina's tax structure as one of the heaviest
corporate tax impositions in the Southeast.

The methods of analysis adopted for the present study also
offer imposing evidence of the origins of the severity of the
North carolina law. For all corporations the North carolina
income tax rate is, of course, a prime offender in this respect.
of the ten southeastern states levying a corporate income tax
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only Kentucky, with its two-step rate of 5 percent and 7 percent'

makes use of an income tax rate that is as high as that of North

Carolina. ;

For foreign corporations with multi-state income a chief cause

of the unfortunate appearance of the North Carolina tax struc-

ture is the statutory allocation formula by which ineome tax

liability is determin"a. r'o" manufacturing corporations tfe ab-

senceofasalestactorproducesaparticularhardship_atleast
intermsofthestatutoryconstruction.Forsellingcorporations
the absence of a manufacturing cost or a payroll faetol produces

the same hardship. For both manufacturing and selling- corpo-

rations the North Carolina approach to the problem of multi-

stateincome,whe"ebytheformulaisadjustedtothesituation'
mustcreatetheattitudethatNorthCarolinaattemptstolive
inthebestofattpossiuleworldsbyextractingtheconstitutional
maximum from foreign interstate corporations' The North Caro-

lina allocation rormuia is not necessarily "more incorrect" than

the formulae of other Southeastern states' All allocation for-

mulae are "incorrect" in the sense that they are based upon an

attempt to allocate something which cannot, by its very nature'

be logically allocated. But there can be no question about the

fact that North Carolina's allocation formula has a more de-

manding appearance than most of the allocation formulae em-

ployed by the Souiheastern states' The few states which' for

some corporations, make use of more demanding allocation for-

mulae than does North Carolina also permit the taxpayer the

alternative privilege of separate uccootttittg-" privilege which

can, in some cases] orrerriae all problems of statutory construe-

tion.
For domestic corporations the North Carolina treatment of

multi-state income-is- equally forbidding in its appearance' Al-

trr""gr, it is true, in thelegal sense, that businesses enjoy a cor-

porate existence ,t th" piit"ot" of the states from which they

receive their chart"r*, dh" exercise of the power of the char-

tering state to tax the income of the corporation wher-ever it is
earned has the appearance of extreme injustice' North Carolina's

permission of a deduction for income subiect to income taxation

in other states completely removes this injustice for many cor-

porations. But for corporations operating in states without cor-

porate income taxes the harsh appearance remains'

The efrects of the ad valorem property tax are somewhat more

difficult to determine. It is probably true that many corporations
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contempl4ting plant location in one or anotler of the southeast-
ern states tdtallx omit the property tax from their comparative
calculations, or at least grossly under-estimate the effects of this
tax upon corporafe'tax burdens. rir view of the enormous diffi-
culties associated with the attempt to obtain even remotely ac_
curate information abput assessment ratios, this omission is, of
course' perfectly understandable. on the surface, this omission
appears to operate to the disadvantage of North carolina. The
relative centralization of the North carolina revenue structure
tends to de-emphasize the property tax and other local levies in
favor of the income tax and other state-lever taxes. It is thus
argued that if a business fails to make a cpmplete survey of the
total tax bill, including the property tax component, it tends to
bias the results against North Carolina.

But the findings of the hypothetieal corporation analysis and
the actual corporation analysis tend to'indicate that this com-
fortable assumption is a dangerous perversion of rcality. For
sorne corporations i,t ma,y be completely i,naakd. North carolina's
-relatively low property tax rates are, in some instances, offset
by relatively high assessment ratios. Furthermore, it is difficult
to.persuade a potential North carolina taxpayer that North
carolina's centralized tax system provides a more congenial tax
atmosphere than does the system of a state that pr<lvides a total
or a substantial erernption. What is true of taxpayers as a group
may not be true of individual taxpayers. In view of the findings
of the present study, North carolina does itself a real disservice
in assuming that the only problems of property taxation are
the problems of advertising its comparative advantages in this
field. For some corporations the North Carolina property tax
burdens are not to be explained away so easily. ttiis argument
does not, of course, suggest that North Carolina's centralized
revenlle structure is in any sense unfortunate. on the contrary,
it emphasizes the beneflts to be gained from such centralization
and suggests that such benefits be uniformly distributed to all
taxpayers. The argument does, however, tend to disturb the
comfortable contention that North carolina's high income taxes
are alusays offset by relatively low property tax levies.

INTRASTATE COMPARISON
The fact that manufacturing corporations are subjected to

relatively heavy tax burdens in North carolina as compared
with those to which they are subjected in other southeastern
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states, should not be taken as automatic proof that manufactur-
ing corporations in North carolina are taxed more heavily th,on

other types of corporations within North caroli,na. The results
of the representatiue sample analgsis tend, to proae iust the re'
uerse.

In the classification of business types provided by the North
Carolina Departmeit of Tax Research there are six primary
classifications of manufacturing corporations. These six classifi-
cations are as follows:

1. Food and feed manufacturers
2. Forest products manufacturers
3. Mineral, chemical, and metals manufacturers
4. Textile manufacturers
5. Tobacco manufacturers
6. Other manufacturers.

with due consideration for all of the limitations of the method,

it is still clear that these six types of corporations are; on the
average, subjected to lighter burdens of state-and loeal taxation
than are other types of corporations in North Carolna. Of the
six, only tobacco manufacturers and food and feed manufactur-
ers seem able to elaim slightly heavier taxes than other manu-
facturing corporations. The same claims cannot be supported,
however, if these types are compared with most non'manttfac-
turing corporations.

One or two members of the trade classifieation are the com-

mon companions of the manufacturing corporations in the rel-
atively low-burden category. The clearest representatives of this
group are the beverage, food, and drug corporations. Within this
broad category are represented such trade corporations as be'v-

erage distributors, chain stores of'both the drug and grocery
types, drug and grocery wholesalers and iobbers, and so. on. The
beverage, food, and drug corporations are located, in the tax-
burden scale, just below the so-called "equipment and supplies"
group. This latter group includes corporations who trade in
building materials and supplies; business and offiee equipment
and supplies; electrical, heating:, and plumbing equipment and
supplies; industrial equipment and supplies; and so on.

The classifications subject to relatively high taxation in North
Carolina are €ven more clearly positioned. The two groups that
stand out in this respect are public ultilities and recreation and
amusement eorporations. The public utilities group is rather
more broadly defined thau it is in common usage. The group

i niil/t ii, Lrii

,ii I llr
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includes gas and electric utilities, telephone companies, trueking
companies, radio stations, and several others. In the basic class-
ification the group also includes railway corporations, although,
as explained above, railways were not included in the represen-
tative sample. The recreation and amusement category includes
theatres, film distributors, and theatre equipment and supply
companies, among others. These two primary categories are
closely followed by a large group of service corporations. These
include such enterprises as beauty shops, cafes and restaurants,
co-ops, hotels, real estate and rental corporations, laundry and
dry cleaning establishments, and other relatively small corpo-
rate enterprises.

The fact that some corporate groups are clearly established
in relatively high or relatively low positions on the scale of cor-
porate tax burdens within North Carolina is not, of course, proof
that all of the individual corporations making up the classi-
fications are similarly established. Some of the classifications
contain a large number of sub-classifications and it may be that
within a low-tax group some of these sub-groups tend to be
subjected to relatively high taxation. It may also be that sub-
stairtial variation exists within groups as between relatively
small corporations and relatively large corporations. The prob-
ability that a concealed classification by size of business op-
erations exists within the classification devised by the Depart-
ment of Tax Research emphasizes the possibility that there is
an important correlation between the size of the corporation and
the size of the tax burdens. Nevertheless, the present analysis
offers but scant support to either of these hypotheses, simply
because it was aimed at the variations between the primary
groups rather than at the reasons for variation within the
groups. The analysis does, however, provide the raw material
for many extremely fruitful studies in this direction.

From the point of view of North Carolina's industrial de-
velopment the manufacturing case is undoubtedly the most sig-
nificant. It is in this economic area that North Carolina must
search for its new elements of economic advance and to which
it must look for the fulfillment of its eeonomic and social am-
bitions. It may be concluded that the burdens of North Caro-
lina's tax structure upon such enterprises are generally greater
than the burdens imposed by other Southeastern states. In some
cases, indeed, the North Carolina burdens are substantinltg
greater. But it may also be concluded that the North Carolina
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.
tax structure treads with a relatively gentle step on manufac-
turing corporations as compared with other corporations within
North Carolina. The analytical dilemma which these compari-
sons produce could probably be resolved by an analysis of the
internal distribution of the tax strgctures of the other South-
eastern states. Although it cannot be proved in any clear, quan-
titative way by the findings of the present study, there are strong
indications that many of the other Southeastern states show
even more favoritism to manufacturing corporations than does

North Carolina. The policy dilemma which these comparisons
create can be resolved only by means of a decision as to the
legitimate functions of a state and local tax system.

THE OVERALL APPEARANCE OF THE NORTII CAROLINA
TAX STRUCTURE

Although they do not lead to a comparison of actual tax bur-
dens upon individual corporations, calculations of the overall'
pattern of taxation in states of potential industrial location must
be assumed to play a eonsiderable role in the locational decision.
Indeed, in many eases they may represent the entire role of
state and local taxes. Table 1 shows the first of such comparative
analyses for the eleven Southeastern states.

The figures of Table 1 describe, in broad outline, the extent
to which tax collections are centralized, i.e-, the extent to which
the tax-collecting function is concentrated in the state govern-

ment as opposed to the local governments. Total state and local
tax collections are shown in column 5. These total figures are
broken down into those taxes collected at the state level (column

1) and those taxes eollected at the local level (column 3). Col-

umn 2 shows the percentage of total state and local tax col-
lections represented by state taxes. North carolina's position in
the rankings for column 2 indicates a relatively high degree of
centralization. The Louisiana tax structure shows the highest
degree of centralization, with approximately ?6 percent of all
state and local taxes being collected by the state government'

South Carolina is in seeond position, with approximately 74 per-

cent of all state and local tax collections being made by the state
government. North Carolina is in third position- In North Caro-
lina approximately ?2 percent of all state and local tax collec-
tions aie made by the state government. The least centralized
of the eleven Southeastern states is Florida, where only 57 per-
cent of all taxes are collected by the state government. The

:l i:
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TABLE I
TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL TAX COLLECTIONS FOR, ELEVEN SOU?IIEASTERN STATES: 196.It

sowce: Bureau oI tbe census, srora and Local Giowrnmenr Raomue da r 96J, Table z, pp. l0-1g.
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figures of Table 1 do not, of course, give any indication as to the
degree of centralization of g:overnment expenili'ture. Many of the
taxes collected by state governments are distributed to local
governments for localiy-determined erpenditure. Other taxes
are ietained for expenditure by the state government. Although
figures are not here introduced to illustrate the point, North
Carolina shows up as an even more centralized fiscal structure
in terms of expenditure than it does in terms of tax collections.

Table 2 shows the breakdown of state-collected taxes for the
eleven Southeastern states, and-Table 3 shows the percentage
distribution of the state-collected taxes. It should be noted that
Tables 2 and,3 are based on 1954 data, while Table 1 is based
on 1953 data. The figures are thus not fully comparable. It is,
ho'wever, the percentage distribution shown in Table 3 that is
particularly important in the present study, so it was thought
desirable to include the latest available figures for this com-
parison.

It is clearly the corporate net income taxes (and, in some
states, the stateJevied property taxes) which are most signifi-
cant for the problem of industrial location. North Carolina's
relative emphasis upon corporate income taxes in the total state
tax system is indicated by the figures of column 5, Table 3. Ap-
proximately.l2 percent of North Carolina's state tax collections
come from the corporate net ineome tax. Virginia is a close

competitor in this respect, with a percentage representation for
the corporate net income tax of approximately 11 percent. Other
states, however, are substantially below the level of these two
states. The figures for Louisiana and Alabama are not com-
parable with those for the other Southeastern states with re-
spect to personal and corporate income tax collections. Florida,
of course, levies no corporate income tax.

Although about half of the North Carolina state tax collections
are made up of sales and gross receipts taxes, North Carolina is
in ninth position among the states of the Southeast in the extent
to which these levies are employed in the revenue structure.
Georgia collects over three-quarters of its state taxes from these
sources. North Carolina's personal income taxes make up a

large percentage of the State's total tax eollections. In these per-
centage tems, North Carolina's personal income tax collections
are exceeded by those of Virginia aRd Kentucky.
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TABLE 2

STATE TAX COLLECTIONS BY SOUR,CE, FOR ELEVEN SOUTHEASTERN STATES3 1964r
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Table 4 provides the same kind of information for rocar taxescollected. Once again, the figures are for 1gb3. p;pe-r-; taxesrepresent the most important source of tax 
".u"noi, for localgovernments in alr of the ereven southeastern states. But Northcarolina is far ahead of the other states in the extent to whichthe property tax is used as a source of locar gou."rr*.rriiax cot-lections' Almost 9b pe'cent of local government tax colectionsin North carolina come from p"op""fu taxes. south carolina isin second position in this 

"omp"rison. 
In south carorina rpp"o"-imatelv 90 percent of the rocai tax colrections ;.; *o;;;ted bythe property tax. Alabama is in the rowest position in trreserankings. Local governments in Alabama colrect ress than 66percent of their totar tax co[ections from property tax sources.Thus, while it is true that North carolina employs 

" ""triiu""l]centralized revenue structure, in the sense that u ,"trtiu"ty t""g"percentage of totar state and local tax coilections are hanited atthe state level, the locar revenue structure of the state sironstyemphasizes property tax collections.
when all state and rocar taxes are combined and expressed as ap.ercent of total population for each of the ereven Southeastern

states, North carorina tax burdens appear to be just higher thanthe median. This comparison is shown in Tabie b. per capitastate and local tax coilections in North carorina are exceededby those of four other southeastern states: Frorida, Louisiana,
Soglh Carolina, and Georgia.

rf, as earlier analysis has tended to show, North carorinaIevies relatively heavy corporate tax burdens, as compared withthose levied by other southeastern states, it may be maintained,as a very rough generalization, that such states as Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, South Carolina, Virginia and, perhan., tarr,nessee tend to offset reratively low corporate Ievies witir ret-
?ji-"."lv- high levies upon other taxpavers. rt seems equariy crearthat Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, and Mississippi tena io com-pensate by indulging in relatively low expendiiures, and, per_haps, by maintaining relatively low levels of governmentat
service.

Table 6 describes the revel of taxes for each of the erevensoutheastern states for every $1,000 of resident individuar in-eome in 1953. In this comparison, as in the comparison of p""
capita tax collections, North Carolina stands in fifth position,
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certain that the concessions would result in the early elevation
of the low income status of much of the North carolina popula-

tion, there might be some justification for such shifting of the
tax burclens within the North carolina revenue structure. under
such circumstances, justification would be phrased in terms of
the need for short-run sacrifices to permit long-run benefits' Un-
fortunately, this kind of selectivity is an elusive goal in the prac-
tical affairs of state and local taxation, and, unfortunately, it is
not possible to be certain that the tax concessions would ulti-
mately result in the economic elevation of North carolina's dis-

tressed population. It is thus clear that North carolina's tax at-
tractions should not be such as to impose additional economic

burdens upon those classes of the population who bear the pres-

ent burdens of North Carolina's depressed condition'
If tax attractions are to be provided for those types of enter-

prises considered to be desirable industrial immigrants, it would

be possible, of course, to shift part of the tax burdens to other
types of corporations considered to be insensitive to tax burden

differences or to be relatively undesirable from the economic
point of view. But this policy, too, must be cautiously advanced.

th. pr.r"trt impact analysis has shown that many of the most

desirable types of manufacturing enterprises are already sub-

ject to relatively light tax burdens within North carolina, even

though they may be more heavily taxed than similar corpora-
tions in other states of the southeast. Any further shift in tax
burdens would, of course, widen the equity gap in the North
carolina corporate tax structure. But the present analysis is

by no means married to the conclusion that a tax system must be

dlsigned to achieve perfect uniformity of tax burdens at the

u*p*." of all other objectives. on the contrary, it is based upon

the philosophy that a state tax system may' on technical and on

legal grounds, be functionally used to achieve those purposes

*|i"n1fr" people, through their elected representatives, consider

to be clesirable. The equity analysis and the method of expres-

sion applied. to the findings must not, therefore, be taken as

implied disparagement. If the industrial development of North
carolina is considered to be a desirable obiective, and if it is

felt that the present North carolina tax structure imposes bur-

dens which tend to prevent or seriously delay industrial develop-

ment, and if, in addition, there is general public agreement on

the objectives, there is every justification for a revision of the

tax structure no matter what the internal distribution of the
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present structure happens to be' At the same time' of course' the

findings of this impuct study make it especially important that

the revisions be *"4" 
"ott*ciously, 

deliberately, and through

legislative rather than administrative processes'

But aside entirety from the problems of equity and the prob-

lems of fiscal adequacy, there is nothing in the present report

that woulcl support an extravagant policy of large tax conces-

,ioo,topotentiatindustrialimmigrants'Theratheruneertain
relationship between industrial location and tax burden differ-

entials indicates the need for caution in any revision aimed at

it e ptobtetn of economic development' It may be that a very

s*uttnu*berofeconomicallydesirableenterpriseswouldbe
attracted by any practicable 1ax attractions. Furthermore, al-

though the tax burdens imposed upon corporate enterprises by

North Carolina upp"o" to bi substantially larger than those im-

posed upon corporate enterprises by other Southeastern states'

the fact that tax concessioni are by no rneans the sole proBerty

of North Carotina and the proUalitity that North Carolina's

economic developmenf fur,rrot proceed far at th,e erpense of t'}c:e

eeonomicaevetopmentofotherSoutheasternstatesraiseanim-
portant question as to the justification for engaging in a serious

iax competition with other Southeastern states'

Although ttre combination methodology utilized !n !he- 
present

stuayhastendedtoshowthatNorthCarolina'srelativelyheaw
tax burdens are 

-reai 
rather than imaginar-y' there -are 

still

;;#; l;;urr..ti"g that f or p articutnr. c orp or ations the North

Carolina tax structrire may bL heavier in appearance than in

tot. tft" tfrree hvpoiheticai corporations were constructed from

real-life models. 
-tftuv 

were, furthermore' constructed from

models recentlg tocatid in North Caroli,na. Tln 8, i'f tlw h'apo-

theticaltaxbitls*rr"p,op"rlgcarstru'cteil'i'tiscleart.hatthese-rireiiottons 
select;eil i tiorti Carolinn location in spite of the

relntiaelg f orblaiing aspect of the North Carolina lazo' One is

tempted to suggest ihut ttriu eviderce indicates the inconsequen-

tialnatureofthetaxburdenindeterminingindustriallocation.
This may, indeed, be part of the an-swer' But it is also knbwn

that at leasi two ff trr" real-life models for the three hypctheti-

ealcorporationswereabletoreceivesubstantialtaxrelieffrom
both state and local levels of government in North Carolina be-

fore the locational deeisicn was made' And for at least one of

themodelstherearestrongindicationsthataNorthCarolina
location would not long havl been considered if such relief from

:i. ,:jlif ri
'i!i 

i;

rt*. rli

. t1 .. :'/; ii

.i,i ','ilfi
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statutory rigors had not been possible. In these cases' then, the

"pp"r"nt 
tax burclens were quite different from the tax burdens

actually experienced
Wheiher such administrative relief would be available in other

states of the southeast is not known. The probability is that
other southeastern states are at least competitive with North
carolina in this respect. But it is fair to conclude, aside from
the dangerous precedents established and aside from the ques-

tionable justification of the practices on democratic grounds,

that the method of industrial attraction by administrative tax-
ation is ill-suited to the North carolina economy and to the

North Carolina tax Structure-
It is evident that the flrst requirement of North carolina in

its attempts at new industrial growth is for the development of

many relatively small or medium-size enterprises, able to take

advantage of North carolina's facilities for industrial dispersion

and able to offer enlarged incomes to North carolina's already

dispersed population. It has been demonstrated many times that

such enterprises are, on the whole, incapable of exploring all of
the possibilities of administrative relief and unwilling to risk
rn oft"o costly preparation when other, costless, opportunities
are available. Tfue models for the two hypothetieal corporations

referred to above did explore the possibilities, dicl seek such

relief, and did locate in North carolina. The number of enter-
prises, elements of potential strength in North carolina's in-

dustrial economy, that examined the tax laws, that did zot seek

administrative relief, and that did not locate in North carolina
will never be known. But the hypothetical corporation analysis

of the present study proves' as conclusively as possible' that
North carolina cannot afford to rely upon the device of admin-

istrative relief, whether sanctioned by law or not, as a method

of attracting new industry that is forced into skepticism by the

appearance of the North Carolina law.
- 
Rt tt " 

state level, the most important administrative instru-
ment of industrial attraction through tax adjustment is the

North carolina Tax Review Board. The primary statutory func-

tion of the Tax Review Board is defined in section 105-134 0f
the North carolina General statutes. Although other duties

have been assigned to this semi-administrative body, it is clear

that its main statutory duties are concerned with problems of
adjusting the necessarily general provisions of the law to the

palticular, and sometimes eurious, circumstances of individual
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corporations. These duties, in turn, are most importantly (al-

thoirgh not solely) related to the statutory provisions for the

allocation of multi-state income of foreign corporations in the

determination of that portion of the total net income to be sub-

jected to ineome taxation within North carolina. since these

*t"toto"y provisions also contain that portion of the North caro-

lina corporate tax law which creates the most ill will in the

businesJ community and which is, perhaps, the largest contribu-
tor to the demanding appearance of the North carolina tax
strusture, the functiotrr oi tt e North Carolina Tax Review Board

are extremely significant.
There can be no question about the need for some such agency

as the Tax Review Board. Nor can there be any question about

the legitimacy of the functions of such an agency in dealing

with the unusual situations that must arise in the allocation of
multi-state income. But in this capacity the review agency must

perform a purely ailmi,nistratiae action and must assume none of

lhe legislative prerogatives, The functions of the Tax Review

Board must, irr other words, be restricted to an interpretation
of the law, and must be based upon the principle that the law

cannot possibly be so arranged as to cover every conceivable

situation in which individual taxpayers find themselves. under

ihe present North Carolina allocation formula questions might

arise as to whether a corporation is legitimately classified as a

manufacturing corporation or a selling corporation' Questions

might arise as to the meaning of the so-called "sales by point-

of--originl, definition as applied to certain wpes of selling cor-
porati,ons. Or questions might arise as to the rneaning of the

property definition or the manufacturing cost definition as ap-

puea to-certain firyes of manufacturing corporations. The desig-

nation of an agency such as the Tax Review Board to review

the first-level decisions of the tax administrator is perfectly

proper and is recognized as being based upon sound adminis-

irative principles. It is even possible to justify, on the same

grounds, the pre-determination of income (and other) tax bur-

dens for corporations contemplating location within North car-
olina. In this sense' of eourse, the funetions of the review

agency must be restricted to a determination of the intent of

the lesislature in the act of developing a general allocation

statute.
But the moment the functions of the review agency are ex-

tended to permit the determination of a tax burden by the ap'
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plication of a special allocation formula (for example) in place
of the statutory allocation formula, a dangerous situation is
created. It is not enough to say that the legislature itself has
delegated its powers to the review agency by a statutory broad-
ening of the scope of such ageney beyond the purely interpreta-
tive activity. For when the legislature attempts to assign its
own policy functions to an administrative agency it shirks its
representative duties and constructs a government by men
rather than a government by laws. However well-intentioned
the men, and however beneficial the ultimate results, the prin-
ciple cannot be justified as a democratic institution. Every favor
granted a particular corporation by the permission of a ."non-
statutory" determination of tax burdens either reduces the total
tax collections or shifts the burdens to other shoulders. It qay
be that such favors result in the acquisition of new industry and
in the economic improvement of the state. But these ends are
not justifications for the means, for they involve the frustra-
tion of those demoeratic principles which hold that the people
be permitted to determine, through their elected representatiaes,
their own tax burclens and their own economic destiny.

Nor is it enough to claim that legislative activities by an ad-
ministrative body are necessary because the statutory allocation
formula is incorrectly applied to particular corporations. It is
often claimed, for example, that a particular formula does not
represent the income attributable to the taxing state because of
the unusual character of the taxpayer. Such claims are based
upon a total misinterpretation of the purpose of an allocation
formula. A formula which attempts to allocate so-called liunitary
income" cannot be i'correct" for otw corporation, for gnitary in-
come, by its very nature, cannot be assigned to the individual
portions of the operation which create- the income. An alloca-
tion formula is never more than a thing of convenience, de-
sigrred to meet the demands of an artificially designated political
boundary, however often attempts may be made to justify a
particular formula on rational grounds. If an allocation formula
is always and of necessity "incorrect" in this sense, it is not
possible to justify the claim that a particular formula is more
incorrect for one type of corporation than another. If there is
no concept of a perfect formula there can be no concept which
involves the establishment of degrees of perfection. Such claims
are thus little more than elaborate, and superficially plausibie,
attempts to justify gteater convenience, or.to permit adminis-
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trative flexibility without fear of political objection. It is_ this

belief in the possible inaea,wacy of an allocation formula as

applied to the particular corporation that has beeL the- founda-

ti'o'n of most such relief agencies. It is this belief that has been

the statutory foundation of the North Carolina Tax Review

Board through the language of Section 105-134 of the General

Statutes:
.,If any corporation believes that the method of allocatiou
oi apfiortioitrtt"trf h""6i"U"ior" described as administered
;; tfi; 

-Comrnissionei 
of Revenue has operated or will so

;;.;;; ;to.;;6i;;t it totaxation on a 
-greater-portion of

it-""i i".oie thi,n is reasonnbW attributable to business or
;*;i;s;i[tnn ti" Sto,t", it shall be entitled to file with the
irx n"eniew Board a petition setting forth t!r9- facts upon
*tti"tr its belief is bas-ed and its argument wittr- respect to
ii,?ii,riii."ti"noi tr,J 

"iiocution 
formula." (Italics added) .

such language creates the impression that the allocation for-
mula accurately reflects the North carolina portion of unitary
multi-state income in the maiori,tttr of cuses, but that it may not

be correct for a few peculiar corporations. In fact, howerrer' it
gives almost unlimited powers of tax burden determination to

the Tax Review Board, since it can be shown on logical grounds

that an allocation formula is neaer "correct".
But from the point of view of the present study, it is even

more important to recogxrize that such "legislation by adminis-

trative agency" is probably quite i,neffecti,tte in providing a sig-

nifibant tax attraction to any large number of potential indus-

trial immigrants. However generous the tax concessions of the

review agency, such coneessions can never hope to compensate

for a law that has a forbidding aspect. It is thei law itself that
is the observable instrument and that, supposedly, defines the

character of a tax structure. For every corporation attracted
to North carolina by a favorable concession by the Tax Review

Board, there may be hundreds which are turned aside by the

first examination of the statutes.
The need for a clearer and more circumscribed definition of

the area of responsibility of the North carolina Tax Review

Board would be even more apparent if the statutory formula
for the allocation of multi-state income were relaxed. such re-

laxation would unquestionably be supported by the findings of
the present report. But such iegislative action should also mean

that'fewer corporations would find it necessary to see-k aclminis-

trative relief through an appeal to the Tax Beview Board. un-
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fortunately, it is not possible to be confident that a reduction
in the number of requests for relief will automatically be asso.
ciated with a relaxation of the allocation formula. Businesses
have a natural motive to get the tax costs as low as possible,
and this motive is not disturbed by a change in the statutory
formula if an avenue of further relief remains. From the point
of view of the stability of the fiscal structure of the State and
from the point of view of the equity relationships in the North
Carolina tax structure it would seem to be essential to limit the
activities of the North Carolina Tax Review Board to those
purely administrative functions of interpreting the law in
specific instances not covered in detail by the language of the
law. In addition, it is important that provisions be made for the
publication of the actions taken by the Board. It may be, of
course, that much of the supporting material presented by
appealing corporations is of a private character and should not
be available for public inspection. But the tax relief granted
and the general reasons for the granting of the relief are mat-
ters of public concern affecting the purse of every taxpayer in
the State. There can be no legitimate excuse for secrecy in such
matters. There may, indeed, be excellent reason for candor, from
the point of view of industrial attraction as well as from the
point of view of a proper functioning of governmental institu-
tions. North Carolina has everything to gain from a policy of
revelation that will permit potential industrial immigrants to
determine, in advance and without the need for early negotia-
tion, the tax burdens to which they will be subjected. North
Carolina has everything to gain from a policy of making the
tax laws mean exactly *'hat they say.

Similar problems exist in the area of property taxation in
North Carolina. The difficulty of determining with reasonable
accuracy the property tax burdens which a locating enterprise
must look forward to must stand as a particular deterrent to a
North Carolina location. This difficulty attaches to the assess-
ment levels established by local officials rather than to the tax
rates, although even the latter might be more effectively adver-
tised. This study has not been directly concerned with a detailed
examination of ad valorem property taxation in North Caro-
lina. But it has been impossible to avoid the serious disparities
that exist in many counties of the State with respect to assess-
ment practices and assessment results. Once again, from an
equity point of view as well as from the point of view of the
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need for "certainty" in the tax structure, there is ample room

for improvement, either through a state-supported' state-wide

assessment study, or through the assumption of a larger share

of the agsessment function by the State government'

Finally, it is necessary to recall the policy emphasis. gf the

present siudv. The study was designed to produce quantitative

inr*"", thal would provide as sound a base as possible for

;;lt;y action. Needless to say, many of the answers are scientif-

il y unsatisfying. Such limitations were the inevitable com-

p""il"r of the raw materials aviilable for the construction of a

iomparison of tax burdens within and without the state. rt is
felt,-nevertheless, that the material of the present study repre-

senis the most comprehensive examination of the North Caro-

lina tax structure irom the corporate point of view- and' in
comparative terms, of the Southeastern states that has been

.o-pil"d in recent years. It must also be recognized that a fail-
o"" to take action to change an existing situation is just as

surely based upon a policy decision as is an action to introtluce

,*""iirrg changes to the tax structure. If inaction is rationalized

by the conclusion that the available evidence is not scientifrcally

t"t_".t, it should be insisted that equally "perfect" evidence be
-submittedto..prove,,theadequacyoftheexistingstructure.

iipoticv to introduce change in the state and local tax structure

is made to wait upon the accumulation of scientifically perfect

evidence in the ne6ulous area of tax burden analysis, it is likely

that the status quo will be preserved for rnany years to come'
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APPIIND T A

TABLE 1

CALCI]I,ATION OF ARITEMETIC ltrEAN. UEDIAN, STANDARD DEVIATION'
STANDARD ER,ROR OF TEE MEANS, AND VALIIE OF Z FOR TOTAL SAMPLE
OF TAX BUR,DENS IN NORTE CAROITNA BY TEE BOOtr VALI'E MEASI]REI

>x
(1)

>xr
(2)

(>x)l
(3)

86,18?.6026
I,6112,088.4786
0,940,850.m26

249,940.4866

(2x)1

N
(4)Type ol Burinee

A Arriculhrre md E trsctlve
B Coutnrctlon,
C Finaacer
D foodanilFoed
D For€stHuctr
F Mhcrs!, Chemlcsl, rnd Metah
G Tctdle
E Tobrcco Mauulachrro
I Other Mdnulacture
J MleceNlrrneous
X Pubni:Utility
L Rocreldon aail Amuaqeut
M Serder
N Automobile Tradel
O Bevgrrge, Food, and Drug
P Equipneut and SuPDlls
O Gercrrl Merchandirao
f, Urdrrif,ed Trsder

Totsl Sample

NdfEts: rTotrl rtrte
,Deletioa :
lDeledon :
rDeletinr
tDedotiDtr
oDel€dor
tl)eledon

?4,n1.7i2 2,L%,9f16.9'.n24

509.2392
I,56{.0083
9,488.91?6
2,096.2978
1,467.6994
t,220.5''12
2,104.8106

280,428.8009
111.06E.8929
467.267.5449
2g,587.6964

?61,161.6686
106,106.61176

2,a27,486.872L
1,606,66?.6616
I,A8E,862.4711
2,882,t45.2964
1,086,999.9081
2,,196,400.0000
2,682,876. t1616
6,689,81?.6289

2,104.8106
906.2960

6,475.9106
2,040.6106

19,895.?166
22,009.0089
9E,062.E6197
L 190.1887
6.005.49tU
8;88S.9868
?,436.091?

80,169.4620

,966.0167

gnd tocsl tsre! as a Derc€lt ol the b@k vrlue of tangible prop€rty.
L,217.62
I,160.00
I,040.91
2,24t.91
t'862.79
1,780.00

'!: . j

::i: :

#i
..i:i:

N 8044_:_:
22

rxx--
N

CALCI'L,ATIONS

I. AIabgfIC Mnrr{; IJ. MDrAr: m.

?.8L71.n2

8044.

w. grltDlrD EBaoB ot lm MEANS:

r 26.7689

{80*Fr

Med. (homarraV) :2.48 @: !.!f :1 so14 - ( ,*. /
: 26.?689

V. CAr6sL troN ot E:

Yrdstiou
WithinGwr 1,810,020.9671
Betweo-grouPc 2LO,62O.17?7

Totrl 2,|Ji,0,il1.1818 8(X8 .'.'.'......
z : r.r5t!8 bstg (u,883.6999\

\ 698.1668/':g

Degres
ol Free-

dom
8U26

l7

Vrrianc.
698.1668

12,488.6499{Fi
= .,ldl

18

187.t6
t,28t.u
6,662.46

499.841
480.08
88S.27
6Eit.6?
168.42
E7i2.11
s26.71

1,626;61
t,267.61
I,889.12
l;648.t2
I,042.69.
r ,580.00
L,6?c,.$
2,87a.88

8,969.{968
?6,890.8066

762,ffit.174L
8.n9.8168
4,1{6.1981
8,621.8195

20,87t.$W
I,z|1.2800

119,084.690t
10,628.11500
n2,,ffi.7il9

271,111.66|/l
76,221.1274
76.W.5L16
8.!; 146.8008
77.10?. E690

110,01?.4498
157,111.1019

-(T



6,152.r5€'4
8,396.8949
s .254.8706'326.8672

4,946.0046
662.9876

2.894.0940
I .801.0127

894.6473
49 ,075.1962
it.768.6916
8,291.86ru

47,423.4122
50?.2871
846.0?05'

15,821.{848
12.512.8886
. 4,784.9356

231.80
288.49
620.48
t92.76
206.42
118.20
250.76
107.87
r58.89
857.96
651.68
277,80

2,394.60
282.67
116.79
462.26
157.18
?22.26
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 2

CALCULATION OF ARITEMETIC MEAN, MEDIAN' STANDARD DEVIATION'
STANDARD ER,ROR, OF THE MEANS, AND VALUE OF Z FOR TOTAL SAMPLE OF'

TAX BURDENS IN NORTH CAROLINA BY THE GROSfI RECEIPTS MEASUREI

2xt
(2)

(tx)r
(3)

(Ex)2

N
(1)

C Finsnce
D Food and Feed
E Forest Products
F Miueml, Chmlcel, and
G Tstilea
Il Tobacco Manufacture
I Other Manufactue.
J Mircellaneousc
K Public Utility
L Recreation atrd Amus€ment
M Sewiceo
N Automobile Trtde
O Beversgs, Food, and Drug
P Equipment and Supplig
Q Genenil Merchaudire
R Uncluified Trade

Total Sample 7,663.92 l?8,487.3962

NOTES: rTotal rtate and l@l taxs as s perc€nt of 8toc r€c€iptt.
2Deletion ? 867.92
aDehtion : 1,062.8?
rDebtion : 576.68
lDdedon 2 ?n.276Deletlon: 236.?7

CALCULATIONS

IT. MDDUN:

N 8169 : 158tt. 6z2
Med. (from sf,tly) - .720

Type of Businw

A Agriculture and Extractiveu
B Coutroction

I. ABtrEuETrc MEAN;

7663.92

- 

- 2.88
8169

IY. ST NDABD ErBoB
OF TAA MEANI':

o 7.QO4

{FT {EEFI-
: '1t24

63,781.2400
8:t .226 .4801

270,U7.3a/'9
t? ,625.2t76
42,609.2761
13,s71.2100
62,880.6776
11.686.9869
?;8,682.t521

786.096.9616
304,240.4964

77 ,t72.8400
6,783,680.2600

tl,136.4289
l8,689.9041

121.087 -1076
r91 .888.?604
108,861.6076

III. STANDABD DEvtartoN:

"{T:G)-

?67. t89l
516.98.47

1,266.64?0
149. i1668
271.8968
160.228S
292.4678
44?.5,860
171.6097

10,986.4979
2,858.4635

964.6606
16,496.2980

r82.2198
72.6627

430.8680
628.6982
629.8648

>xx:-
N

85,682.917t

Ycrianc€
43.7669

1038.9284

v. CAt UIATToN oF z:

Yarirtion
Withinsoups 137,904-4?ll
Betseea-trcupl 17,576.698!l

?oal 156,181.114

Degreg
olFr*

dom
4161

L7

s163

z : l.16129 loslo /1,038.9281\
\ 1sJG6s /:sl
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' APPENDIX A

TABLE 8

CALCI]LATIONOFARITHMETICMDAN,MEDIAN,STANDARDDEVIATION'
STANDARD ERROR OF TEE MEIINS, AND VALUE OF Z FOR TOTAL SAMPLE OF

TAX BURDENS IN NORTE CAR'OLINA BY. TIIE PAYR,OI'I' MEASIUREI

2X2

(2\

N 2949

-:-:147622
Med. (bomarraY) :3.63

1.281.1742
L,976.94J7

L1.579.7611
8,?r9.8656
1. U6.3032
1,194.5520
2,O17.7074

879- t678
922.689.9

?.610.7t06
11:118.8251
6.086.9667

828,S10.96?9
14,460. &196
6.2L0.7927
6,6,1?.7108

18.92E.81?4
13: ?98.1268

(2x)2

(8)

(px),
N
(4)

Type ol Bugios

A Ariculture md Extractive2
B C6roructiont
C Financs
D F@d md Feed
E Foret Products
tr' Mlnsal, Chemical, aud Met
G Textile
E Tobacco MaBufacture
I Oths MsnulsctulsI Other Manulsctuls
J Misc8llsneous
K Public Utilitv
L Recreation and Amtment
M Servicer
N Autonobllo Trade
O Beverace, Food' end Drug
P Equiomentandsupplic
Q Gensal Mschandis
F. Unclasiied Tradec

Total Ssmple

NOTES: rTotal state end local t r€s aa r pscent ol payroll'
lDeletion : 429.38
sDeletion: 484.06
rDeletiou: 667.89

1,899.8S
il,103.gil

lDeletion : 1,974.00

CALCI]I"ATIONS

I. ABrrEuErtc MDAN: II. Mnou}I: III' STANDABD DEvrarroN:

282.677.29il
260,824,704L

9.105,489.8176
,142.664.0089
169:678.0864
106,815. 1296
42.804.8096

22.a76.ffi26
126:401.6809
258,765.6161

l. 400,908.9600
M.276.6T16

89,880,449.0809
!r.19O.659.8621
t:099.s10.8104
1,828. r20.3264
,1,972,687.80,t9
2,606,900.8681

488,875.1250

T, :;:.
!:1. r ii,,

>xx:-
N

25.611.28' :8.65
2949 

-

lV. STANDABD EBBoa
OE TEE MBANS:

a 20.8262

r*---7.X\-
":1 * -\N,

trToo;6F:E-7mii:E\E-:1--rr4, -\ ,r4, /
:20.&32

.r/ N-r V 2,9,19-1

: .388

V. CArtnrartoN oF z:

Variation

Y"H#Hr- ''3t3:13!.i33'
Total r,278'960.8016

Dsgrs
of Free-

dom
2,931

L7

,,r18

Vgriaoe
s68.6194

12,640.1410

r - 1.1512e ** (,r,H.iit)
: Ll39-

16,199.8896
6,761 .6718

7r ,0?3.8698
66.664.11466
2,t87 .7600
2,490.87LE
9.560.5?9S
1,642.$89
6,974,6119

g7,112.4209
60,836.8,150
t1,161.7157

880,62ir.8621
61,150.5891
sL,g6il .7612
26,052.8/'07
86, 186.2626

1?0,4?1.8089

631.58
610.71

L,7Q,.21
665.$l
411.92
826.06
665.06
161.25
955.58
608.69

l ,18t1. 60
6A6. t!

9,480.58
2,O17 -tl
1,(X8.,18
I,85e.08
2,229.98.
1,614.69



s20,t24.1568
814. il56.0i|76
684.926.2657
763,28?.5641
176,908.9166
251,4S6.64?6

2,019,892. ft151
29.414.9780
9l,669.7217

880,125.9831
1.190,958.5.t65

259,759.7663
2,0t0,745.t627
2,009,098.11832

266,it44.981O
727,414.4594

|,7AO,996.7772
5S4.167.8180

r,8?3. t0
I,685.32
4,860.22
1,917.94
8,020.44
2,6a8.26
5,909.54

6L1.12
2,t44.6L
1,624.81
6,409.49
2,298.19

t2,903.77
8,928.92
1,9t1.42
6,966.86

12,070.08
1.782-66

,881.80 113,616,662.6846

NOTES: lTotel state antl locrl trre aa I lrcrcent ol the n€t Droit sllocated bv the
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APPENDIX A

TABLE 4

CALCULATION OF ARITEMETIC MEAN, MEDIAN, STANDARD DEVHTION'
STANDARD ERR,OR OF TEE I{EANS, AND VALUE OF Z FOR TSTAI, SAMPLE

OF TAX BURDENS IN NORTE CAROLINA BY TEE NET PROEIT MN^SIIRET

>x2
(2\

(>x),
(3)

(>x),
N
(4)

L Rmeation snd Amu*ment
M Service
N Automotive Tnde
O Bevemge, Food, and Drug
P Equlpment and Supplie{
Q Geqeml Mschendise
R Unclasified Tradeo

Total Sample

Type of Businesa

A Agriculture and Extractive
B Cortuction
C F'imne
D Food and Feed
E Foret Products
F Minenl, Chemical, aod
G Te:tiler
II Tobscco Ma[uf.cture
I Other Manulacture
J Mi*ellanbou
K Public Utiliffa

89, ititl.30
: s7.65

2579

IV. STANDARD ERBoB
oF rxE MEANS:

o 66.6752

{F1 ,lz+ls
: L.847

3,510,002.2500
18,581,683.5024
2A,62L,7S8.tl/.84
18,904,682.2186
9,12S,06?. ?986
7,226,71t.&76

34.922,663.0116
261,660.4161

4{,599,962.0521
2,6.10,007.5961

41,081,662.0601
6,28r,677.276r

166,507,280.2129
79,636,848.1664
18,688,842.4164
48, 529,206.6996

145,685,6S4.2009

i1:i11:llllil

92,S68.4802
116,081.9102
186,6111.840?
20s,276.0770
?9,880.98?S
90,8S4.2?28

229, ?64.8619
10,89?.9340
rff!,80S.8629
66,1?0.8?81

388,989.8823
108,662.2996
607,690.8080
870,401.6193
126,461.8089
228,888.0460
627,8/16,1640
1,19,496.9486

666,829.8607

"Msslchustts formulr."
sDeletion: I,002.80
sDeletion : 1,6i18.58
{Deletion: 1,650.00
sDeletiore:1,025.93

I,100.q)

CALCI'LATIONS

f. Anrrmrenc Mr.rx: rI. M@raN:

N 2479

---:119022
Med. (from smy) : 18.09

Degrss
ol fle€-

don
2361

t7

Totgl 10,261,178.0026 2878

z : 1.15129 locrg (11908.6N9e)
\ 4260.869?,t: .614

rII. STaNDASD DBvrarroN:

r@:1- ,s?, - \ *t, /
:-g!.91!?

V. CArruLlrroN oF z:

Vc!i!tion
Igithi! rrouDg 10,058,?82.8289
BetweengrouPs 292'415.1787

Vglbnco
4,260,969?

11.908.6899

":{-(T)r
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APPENDIX A

EXIIIBIT 1

NORTE CAROLINA COII'r,fISSION FOR TEE STI'DY OF

TIIE REVENT]E STRUCTURE OF THE STATE
COBPORATION QUESTIONNAIR'E_BEVISEI)

Oode :.....-.----...-..

Corlrontion :----.

Iretmctiou:
Fill in the n8me of you corporatloa on the line above The_ questionnaire shoultl be

"oipi.*a 
ioi t'U" 

"o"p"i"tlon 
to- which the covering letter ie ad&esed'

It any of ttre quetions ds not relate to you corDoration, or if your corporation does

"oi"Ei"t r"-*il" oi OJ-.-iifi-f-rtia, iiliat€ trti-r""i by-mitinsi' the word "none" in

the apDroDrigte gpace.

It you sorDoration oDmt€ in North Csolina only, inilicrte this in question nmb€r l'
w; ;ostd-;ifr-ii; i;-b iil"i* -tii ,e*i"tns .qwition, hmeter, even though no ffgures
will be ebown for ststee other tban North Ccrcline.

All f,gureg gbown should sDDIy to tbe calenilar- ysr or to you ffgcal y-ear 
^eniling 

ia lhe
vw tndieted for ech c"rul-.-ro. srnple, s trscal v; etrfunq f"19 q.0-'--19.q4' or g frscal

iear ading ADril 30, 1954, should be indieted in the @lmE h€ded "Leb4-"

T&t(ea or other exFnse items applicable to prior yean but paid-during the Yeam considered

;o'ffi;';;;;;;;;i,[:L-";ie;";--be-incruded i4 v-ou amwes' rncorbe itms-apprrcable to

;#;*:;-b"t*i""a airii"i-hl-yiii-"o"gia.tin io tUl" qodrtionnaire ahulil be inclutted
in you anaw€B.

Show all fgures to ghs n38r6st dqllan

PLEASE REirgBlI TEE QITESTIONNAIRE NOT LATEB TEAN FEBRITARY 10, 1956' TO

LESLIE E. CARBERT, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCII
TAX STUDY COIIMISSION, ROO![ 663, BEVENUE BUILDING

RALEIGE, NOR,TE CAROLINA

1. What was the aature of your princlpal businese in-each of the followingStat€s. in 1964?
- D;;d;;;d""i pJai."""a o" 

-""*ir-ri renilered and indicate wheiher principal business

in e*h S-tste was- manutactuing, distribution, r€tail trsde' ets'

NORTE CAROLINA
Alabs,ma
Arkensss
Florids
Csrgia
Kentuclv
Louisigne
Xlssissippi
SoulhCmlin
Teanetse
Virstui8

2. Ad vrlorem taxe gaid or accrued

NORTECAR,OLINA
Alebua
Arhire
Florido
Gorgia
I(enf,ssly
Loisisna
{iastlsippi
Slouth Cmlina
Tenneag€e
IlirrbiB
al| other Stat€s

.Total of rll State:

f t:ri
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6.

State corDorution incomc taxcs paid or- ac-

".*a ifi"""ttiie t*xes that are based on
net income should be included here)

NORTII CAROLINA
Alabama
Arkansas
Flcrida
Gorgia
KentuckY
f,ouisiana
MiesissiDDi
South Carolina
Tennegge
Virginia
All other States

Total of all Stat:s

State an{t local franchi^se. or privilege taxes
;;J b;i;d license paid or accrued

NORTH CAROLINA
Alabema
Arkansas
Florida
Gmrgla
Kentucky
Louisiana
MiesissiPPi
South Carolina
Tennesree
Virginia
All other Stat6

Total of all States

Taxes on intangible, pgid or accrued, not
included in queation nqmber 2

NORTIT CAROLINA
Alaboma
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
MississiPPr
South Carcling
Tennesse
Virginis
All other Stats

Total of all States

other stete and local taxe paid or accrued
(Include such s truck and auto licenses'
,i""*"r"" tax6. etc. Do *ot include payroll
tax6. or sales and uEe taxs)

NORTII CAROLINA
Alabama
Arkansas
Florids
Georgia'
Kentucky
Louieiaaa
Mirsissippi
South.Carolina
Tennwee
Yirglnia
Al! other State

Total of all Stete
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Total state anil local taxes Dsid- or accrued
(Sum of quetions 2' S, 4' 6' and 'J aDove,

NORTII CAROLINA
Alabma
Arkrnss
Florida
Ghorsis
KentuckY
Louisiana
MississiPPi
South Caroline
Tennese
Vlrginia
All other Stat€

Totel of all Ststes

Federal income tgxes paid or accrued

365

9.

12. Bmk value of real and tangible- DgB^oDal
DrcDerty s of Deember 3l or end ol |r&ar
iei. itnctude inventorie, laDd, and net
Look vilue of dePr*isble a8set8')

NOR,TIT CAROLINA
. Alabmc

Arkansss
Florida
Georgia
KentuckY
Louisiana
![ississiPPi
South Carolina
Tennessee
Yirginia
All other State

Total of all States

Grua Reeipts. (Include income fron 8416,
*G, -v"iti*,' inter€t, dividends, cain
iro-sate of q€ta, etc-, whether th* iterc
are-ta:able or noi. Should be allocated by
fb-etion of busines done or service rendered,
nther t.ban by the Doint at which colletions
re mile. Sale ehould be allmted by foqg-
um "i tt" ofrce bv or through whieh srlc
ard mrde.)

NORTII CAROLINA
Alabua
Arkatrss
Florida
Gorgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
f isissippi
South Garclina
Tennesee
Yirginia
All other States

Total of sll Ststes

195419t3

;, l

li!!:: rli

t8.

;,rl{i
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lb. Total Payroll. (Total payroll asscisted with
the buslnce done in rspective stat6.
Salarie of executive pemonnel should be
included)

NORTE CAROLINA
Alabamo
Arkanss
Floridg

. Gorgie
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
South Carolina
Tenngse
Yirginia
All other Stats

Tot:l of all States

Toi I manufacturing ccts, including costsof inventoris used- Il detail is not av&ileble,
please estimate, and iudicate with an asteris[
whicb of the fgures is so estimated.

I6.

18.

NORTE CAROLINA
Alabma
Arkansag
Florida
Gorgio
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
South Carolina
Tennegsee
Yirg'inia
All other States

Total o! all States

Gross rentel Daid or rccmed on reat
DroDerty

NORTECAROLINA
Alabamo
Arkanau
florida
Gorgia
Keutuclcy
Louisiana
Mississippi
South Cuolina
Tennsgee
Virginia
AII other Stete

Total of all States

Gross rental paid or acerued on
tanaible pemaal DmIFrty

19.

NOBTE CAROLINA
Alabama
Arkanss
Florida
Gorgia
Kentrcky
Louisigna
Missisippi
South Carolina
Tennsge
Virginia
All other State

Total of all States
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20. Gross rental income fron real proDeltv

NORTII CAROLINA
Alsbama
Arkanss
Florida
Georgie
KentuckY
Louisiana
MissiseiPPi
South Carolina
Tennggee
Yirginis
All other Stat6

Total of all States

21. Gross rental income from tangible
Dersonal DroPerty

1963 | 1964
l-
I

1e63 | 1e64
I

24, Total net profit (or loss) ol the orlnntim befo-re gll taxes shom in quFgtiolg 8 gnd 9-" 
"-tri!.-rir,-o"la'ti 

t ""uie-i";i;;;; F"dtt"l iDcome ta! r€tum' plu totsl-of qu&
;ff;;. 'ff;il 6i"i-iii-i'""iii,i'i',-pr"" no"-t"raui' 

-i"-comi minus' unallowable deduc'

tions)

NOR?II CAROLINA
Alabama
Arkaneos
Florida
Gmrgia
KentuclY
Louisisna
MississiPPi
South Carolina
Tennesse
Virginia
All other States

Total of all Strte

22. Total selling costs, including advertising
dpens6, excluding cost of sals

23. Total expenses other than cst o( sale

1953 | 196tr

26. If you answer to question nube 26 wg "yes", describe tte exDangion or relmtion
briefly.

2?. Do you have any comments thet rould beln to cla-r$v vour anawerc P-l-lv' "f th"
aboYe qustions? Plgse indiete the queti'ons to wbich-y6ur commeBta apply' If rtldi'
tioaal ipace ls neded, attach rertmtc she.*g.





APPENDIX B

Calculations of Tax Burdens for Three Hypothetical

Corporations in Eleven Southeastern States.
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Tax Collections for

Ilypothetical CorPoration A
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APPENDIX B.I

rrrrlBrl 1

ETPOTEETICAL COBPOBATION A

Bolnrce Sheet, Yeor EniLtng December 3\ 1e55

ASSETS

Cesh ud Bank Belonces
: Notes and Accounts Brcivable

Less: Bad Debt Regeve

Net Rcelvable
Inventorist
fnvehent in Government Obligstiong
Other Inveshents . .. ..

Totsl Current Asets ........

FIXED ASSETS

Lsnd" .
Total Depreciable Assets.

Less: Depreciation Reerves.

Net Bmk Valuer .
Other Assetg

TOTAL ASSETS ......

LIABILTUES

Not€s end Accounts Payeble .

Accrued Federal Income Tsx .......
Accrued Stste lDcoue Taxe .........
Accrued ltenrs-Other

Totol Curent Liebilitie

NET WORTE

Prderred Stockd. .
Common Stockd. .
Eaned Suplus
Paid in Surplu
Resene for Contingencies
Othq Surplm Reerve

Total Net Worth ,

TOTAL LIABILITIES .

t 2,026,000
$ 4,820,000

720,000

s,600,000
8,826,000
2,250,000

226,000

s1€,,126,000

226,000
$14,000,000

8,825,000

6,1',16,000
6?5'000

$ 6?6,000
060,000
400,000
460,000

s22,600,000

t 2,4?6,000

$20,026,000

122,600,000

s 2,007.600
t.000,fito
9,016,000
3,O00,000

600,000
r,602,600

NOTES: .Se Exhibit 2
bSe Erblbit 3cland in Domestic State ...........,.....,.S 6?,000
Land in Foreiga State .. 168,000

Total Land ..,.S ,16"000

dAuthorized cepttal stnct .ffi
.Esttmated'Msrt€t Yglre" ol SbaE .....'t80,26?,600



APPENDIX B-I

EXIIIBIT 2

EYPOMETICAL COBPONATTON A

Dailor|o*o!NctBookValluco!Dcptlic,lablr-Aaceta,YeatEnitrtngDccemb.' '','955

Klnd ol PropertY

Cost or Oth€r
Bgsis s! of

Dec.91, 1966

(r)

Normal
Depreciadon
Allowed Prior
to Jsn. 1, 1965

(2'

Normel
Depreclotion
Allowable i!
Yerr ending

Doc. 91' 1966
(8)

Emergency
Arnortizctlon

to Jstr, l, 1966

(4)

Emeriency
Amortizrtion

for y€ar
ending Dec.

81, 1966
(6)

Accumulated
D6pr*iation
par Balance

Sheet

(6)

Net Book
Value per
Balcneo
Shoot

(7',t

PL.ANT I_FOR,EIGN.. ....

PLANT II_DOUESTIC
fnprovementl,
Buildins!.,,
Mmhiaely rnd EquipmoLt.
Power Plent EqulPmelt'.. ' '
Tools and Di€.,,
Furdhue and Fhtur€g'.. .

Automobllg.
Coorbucdon Work la Progrer'. '

TOTAL: PLANT8 I & II. . ... '.. '

tl1,600,000 $8,S80,548 s805,?26 967,66? $26,816 $8,780,666 $2,719,844

t 68,000
1 ,011,000

976,000
us,000
282,000
80,000
6,000

80,000

None | 9,4?e
12,768
l?,006
s,872
1,767
1,026
1,461
None

None None $ s,4?9
12,T6S
17,006
8,872
4,767
1,026
1,461
Non€

$ ls,ozr
998,217
96?,994
109,128
277,215
28,574
4,649

80,000

f2,600,000 Noas 54{,344 Noae None f{4,844 f2,466,666

11,! ,000,000 18,880,6tlE f860,069 f6?,667 t28,816 $8,825,000 s6,1?6,000

zo
trt
Fl

o
oF
z

z
F:|

t{
a)

'{
trl
a
F

l0
z
a)d

H
a)

-l99
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APPENDIX B-I

E]K,EIBIT 8

BYP TEETICAL CORMNATION A

Inocr,bry. To/r,I ard by Slal.oe

Type ol fnventory

Dometic fnv€ntory Foreiga fnventory Total Inventory

As of
January I

1966
(1)

As ot
D*ember
81, 1966

(?',)

Averaga for
Year Ending

December
sl, 1955

(8)

As of
Janusry 1

1955
(4)

Ac of
Dcember
81, 1955

(6)

Avsngs for
Year Ending
Decmber
gl, 1966

(6)

AE of
Janugry 1,

1966
(?)

As of
Deember
81, 1966

(E)

Average for
Yoar Erdlrg
Deember
81, 1966

(e)

Flnbhod Goodr. , .

Work b Procs,
Baw Matarlalr gud Supplle . ...,

l{02,062
161,020
88,2lrl

$468,196
16?,711
62,892

f486,678
164,866
66,66S

f4,690,081
I ,860,144

788,7E7

16,186,8r7
1,906,661

688,884

f4,907,94e
I,878,848

668,810

f6,oss,048
2,011,164

862,001

$6,664,012
2,074,262

696,726

$6, &19,627
2 ,012,7t1

721,898

l6s2,198 s698, ?98 1066,4e? ,T ,264,0t2 17 ,626,202 l?,446, lo? s7,896,208 t8,826,000r 98,rr0,604

NOTES: rTo Bslanca Sh€st-Erhtbit I
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APPENDIX B-I

EXEBIT tl

EYPOTEETICAL CIOBPOBATION A

Income Sthteilent, Yeor Emil'ing Decenber tI, 1955

l. Gro6s Sales '..

976

$18,139,636

13,60r,t93

Less: Cost of Sales
7;i I;";t "y 

Jinuary 1, 1966 .. ' $ ?'896,208
(b) Purehaseg for rsale
i;j A;"1- "f 

;.fiJ proa"ct" .... 13,e30,686

iu, Toral: (a)*(b)*(c) ... ' tr14?9{91
iEi rdJii'i"i"t"idb.ii*it ' 31, 1e66 8'326'000

2. Grms Profft .
l. Interest Received
4. Royalties Received
5. Di;ldends Received from Subsidiariea ....'
6. Diviilends Reeived-Other
?. Discounts Eanteil .
8. Miscellsnoua Iucone . . .

9. TOTAL GROSS TNCOUE .........

EXPENSES
10. Interst ExDense
ll. Tu€rd
12. Rents
13. Ofrcers' Selariee .
t4. Depreciation! .....
16. Saluie and WagG
16. Relnin
17. C*ualty Lcses .. '..
18. Contributions .. ...
19. Persione
20. Other ExDensee

s 4,800,848

s 96?
1,383,9?1

17,U5
182,568
3?6,886
291,692
626,9,10

1,216
9,686

288,620
lg2s22

$ 4,637,745
40,840

18,762
14,259
29,609

1,716

3,196,966

i 1,604,893

I Z12,l7S
944,026

21. Total Expenses

22. NET PROFITd

NOTES: rse Exbibit 5
bse Erhibit 2, CoL (3) CoL (5)
"se Exhibit 6, CoI. (8)
dbho"la-u coigiderj'as tentati'e onlv, Eiace "domestic" taxea will chenge ag

hypothetical corporation is noved frm etat€ to stat€.

APPENDIX B-I

EtrENBfT 6

ITYPOTEETICAL OORPORATION A

Taxa Paiil
Social Security
Federal Incomeo ... '...
Texc in Foreigu State:

Ail Yalorem Property .... '.. S94'409
$tate rncome ":"''"" """ 62'22s
state use 6'?66
oths "' 66 162'468

Tue in Domestie State :'
Ad valorem FroD.rty ............'... '..$!9'1q!
Sbte fncome .... . ........... 12,29?
Stete Use 828
Btate r-ranchise 8,496 t5'808

TOTAL TAXES gr,a8s,Etl

NOTES: rShoulil be colsidered as tatatlve ouly, clne "&nedie-' tsc will cbuge g
' bypothetical Dlslt i! uoveil &out ttate te !t8te
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APPENDIX B.I

EXITIBIT 6

gYPOTSETICAL CORPONATION A

Manufutu,dno Cotls, Tolal otil by Sts&, Year Eniling Dccembu 
'1' 

1956
Fl

t{

H
FE

o
Fl

EJ

u
Fil

Fl
EI

z

c)FF
Fl
x
EIa
z

Typa ol Co6t
Plant I-
Forelgn
St8t€6

(r)

Plant II-
Domstic

gtat€
(z)

Totsl

(8)

Plsnt I
as P€rc€ilt
ol Totgl

(4)

Plant II
as Porcs[t
ol Total

(D,l

Materlrl Bougbt for Manufmturo.
Edade aad Wagsl
Dtrect Lobor....
Other Salcrlg end Wage .. '.
Oth6E Costr por Bookc. . . ,

TOTAI.S.
Lg: Overhad Tramfened to Plant and Erpom€ Accou[t8

TOTAIS.

| ?,046,880

1,987,86?
2,440,606
1,611,980

11;086,d76

109,?26
tzB,612
?9,826

$ 8,081,606

z,097 ,692
2,669,247
1,691,266

13.816

6.28r
6.007
4.986

87,186

94.?69
94.998
96.016

s12,986,2S2
891,226

$1,869,968
17,690

s14,989,600
408,916

9.488
4.826

90.662
95.67!r

f12,696,007 $1 ,986,6?8 ll9,9s0,686 I 9.688 90.412

NOTES: rTo Exhlbit 4line 1(c).
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. APPENDIX B-I

ETEIBTT 7

EYPOTSETICAL CORPORATION A

T apical Allo cotio* F sctot a

371

Dometic
gtsto
(1)

Pcrcent in
Domedc Stata

(8)Total
(2'

1. Payrollr ""''"$ 314'?'16 56'144'0841 6'11

2. Sales, bv origiuD.......:;... -^9. 
-rg'rsg'eeo o

3. sole, by Dctin&tionc ' ::: ::: : :::: ::: :: ' : :' ' 9q{021 is'rss'ege 6'1217

4. salea, bv Doint or u"'oi""i'"";':'::::::'::: r'gie'i6i is'rss'eee 10'6?68

r. igugittri prorpre: ""?;il; -'tE:ddii #:iiiiiit6' Laad ""''-.:..:::::::::::::::: z'diiEiE a'iie'ooo 17'152c

3: i;i.i*ixoii fii'B'"";;;u'fi;;t"'::;::::: i,oiz'iid ;'l-dd;0dd 46'630?

,i, ift:lat#r*.;""'" =,= 
,i,lt,, ,,',:: "'!itili ,iiiil,ill ,i,iliiii. iiiil-i'".p""tv-v&r end rnventorvs ."".' l'?!l'

it I'itli#5*i-at'#.y::i#::.:::::::: i:ii::lts ll:r#,tgl'3:833f

":;r-#"".T#fi";"il;_to r€rer to the-tstiou ot orice or ageucv bv or

through which sete is msde:It'-s';;uri tJi u" t"tt" 1s i"r"t to the lcstion of

the pbvglcrl ilventorie * ;;Lil;; ;i't"-tut locction of the manulacturing

it""i-i.m--lich the sde sre supDlied'
c'D6tinatio!" gbould be taken to t-"itl t" the l'ocatim -of 

the purchse' AssMe
that the l@8tion ot tue puibai iJ-tf* to-t u -tbe reidence of the Durchaser

;-d ff;"i;t" il-ni"[-ti.'ii"ai"f witi u. used bv the puchaser'

dSalc mile iluing tbe 
"-r 

i.o4 Drodwts !.r8!uf1$E--g or etored at Plant I in

;ffi'*ffi';t"t 
-S-"r.i 

oitv l""i lJ"" ttau to Duchsffi anvwhere'

NOTSS, r?he onlv pavroll allocable tq the domgtic atate i8 t'hat ssignable to manu{ac'

iuiog opelalions st Plant II' 
- -- ^-^--- hu ^,

6Afte deduction of depreiatiou reervea'
rlnventorie or Janury 1, 1966 tlus-inv€ntoriG-on Deenber 8r, rgll-divided bv

il'frffi;-;;"nn;;; "th;-;";ioaic "teraet 
inventories are required' assume

tbls ratio to aPPlY.
sline 8 rrlus line 9.
bline I DluB llne 10.

APPTNDIX B.I

EXEIBTT 8

XYPOTESIICAL COBPONATION A

GmtlStttbtiu
Currat A$et 96 of Gust Lirbtlttts "' 1" " " " " " 

6'686

Pmt Ceab eil gesuritie io-c*J"ia""ets """""" """" 26'02?

Pereentlnvatoryto€rentAsset!"""' """ 60'886

Percent Net Cenent es*ts L NA Worih' " " 69'663

P€acat Prort€dY It€tEeci|ieif
PceatAuudlr€rtnci.tion,etc'.toGrorsProDerty2'692
F*"""i r,otg Tm Debt
Petc€at Pref€F€d Stocr ......"' """"""".' 10'026

PffiGlrt ConnoB StcL url Su4rlus """' """""' 89'9?6

Gms gel6 96 InY€ntorv 2'1?9

Gross Sales % B€certrbler 6'039

Pesc€nt Sal€r to Net Pt'opedy ' s60'624

Pcrscnt Sil€ to bI A!s€*E ...."" """""" 80'021

Pecent Net Iacoe to loei esets 7'133

Perc€nt N€t Incoa to Net Worth t'014

NOTES, .Net CurTcnt Arets=curnnt Ass€ta-current Lt bilitie.=f16,'26'{Xt0-
12.4?6,fl Xl=t18,950,000.
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Ethibit l-Alfrotw Tar Ctb&tim
(a) Adnission Tax (once only)

Base: Land
Inventorie
Net depreiable asaets
Gmh and bank .balances

Total ...
Tax: (1) 26y'o ol first

(21 64o of nst .
(3) 1/r0 of ly'o ot next .....

TotalE ........
(b) Filing Fee (once only) ......
(c) Busines License Tue (annual)

Stat€ licenEe st Etatutory muimum
County license at statutory muimlm

Total ..
(d) CorDoration Pemit (annual)

Tu at statutory marimum

(e) Francbise Tax
Base: Land

Inventorle
Net depreciable sgets .........
Csh and bank balances

Total........
Tar et $2.60 per $1,000 - (3136,454) (.0026) ......

Tnn Iurucr oF SIATE AND IocAL Tl:os rr.t

APPENDf,E B-I

ITAX CALCULATIONS FOB EYMTEETICAL COBPONATION A

$ 6?,000
698,?98

2,1166,666
26,000

$3,286,464

t 100= 5 26.00
900 = 46.00

3236,161 = 8,236.46

f8,236,45t| $s,806.46

t3,236,454

s8,091

f10

E200
100

$300

fi100

| 67,000
698,?98

2,466,666
26,ooo



trr Crtculrttonr tor E Doth.tlcrl CorDondon A-(Continued)

(O Propertv Tar*-(i) Firgt tbrough T€ath Yean

NOTES: rlaventory barc calculatod rs lollow!:

Type
of

Propsty

Book
Value

(1)

Rado ol
Ar!esrod
Value to

Book
Value

Assssed
Value

(8)

gtst€
Tsx
Rat€ gtate

Tar

(6)

Eourton CoutY School
Digkict

Tar
Rrt€

(in ml[s,

Scbool
District

Tgr

(1s)

Totsl
Tu

(14)

Non-
School -scma 

I

::::
rotar 

I
CouW 

I

Non-
Schml
Tor

(e)

School
Tu

(10)

Total
County

Tsr

(11)
a;;'",1

(6)
Pqce[!/

(2) (4) (7) (8) (r2)

TOTArS. .,. .

67,000
1,017 ,768

1,407,888
118,796

16
l6

16
16

i 8,660
157, 166

211,188
17,819

6,6 Ii' 11.6 4.0
4.O

4.0
{.0

16.6
4.0

1.O
4.0

I 98.38 84.20
628.66

8l|.78
71.28

1S2.63
628.66

844.?s
7t.28

8.0
8.0

8.0
8.0

26.66
47t.W

688.66
68.46

i 2r3.76
1,100.16

r,17E.28
r24,74

92,881,462 l6 I 894,718 I 65,58 t.0 e8.8sltr,6?8. s? )r,677,20 8.0 fl,184.16 ,916.911

zo
g

o
F
r
z

z
U

'-t
ld

a)o
'ltr
ttl
(Art
EI

z
(t)
F]
F
Fl
trla

Total Tsr t2,91?

lYpe ol
PropertY Totgl

Asumed
Exsmpt

Asrumed
Tsrable

Fhfuhod Good!. '..... .. .

Work ln Procs... . ....,
Raw M.torislr 8Dd

Supplls'.

TOTAIA..

I 468,196
16?,711

62,892

I 874,666
L67,?Ll

87,786

98,689
0

25,L67

I 698,?98 680,002 118, ?96
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Tax Calculations for Hvpothetical Corporatlon 'A -(Continued)
(f) Property Taxes-(ii) Eleventh anal Subsequent Years

Base: Total Asesed Yalue . '.. '. '
Stat€ tax 8t 6.5 mills: . .. . (301:?l-8-). ('90q9)
c6J"W-t"* at 16'8 mius: .:,'-.""" (q94,I19)('01qq)
S"t-o;i oisiti"t tex ot 3'0 mills: ' ' ' ' ' (304'?18) ('003)

Total t&x at 25.0 mills: " (394'?18)('026)

(g) Income Tues-(i) Alloetion Ratio
I. PropqtY (average inventory)
II. Mmufacturing eets

III. Sales (Point of manufacture)

Total .

Avergge Ratio . .

( g) rncome raxes-( ii) 
".*i3,ftii1iltuor'b, I t o _ 

",T.
:-.146961(D-F)
.08

s3.333837_-=D-trl
.r45961

228-3?16066T-D-F
But: F=.30(A-T)*'22(B--T)
Theref ore : D -. 30A +. 30T -'22D l'22T' =22,8'3-7 15 0667' D-.30A-.228--22?.86150667

D-.30A-.22B.=T
227.8616056

(g) Iucome Taxes-(iii) First Year

I. Alabsna Basic Income"
Total grms income .

Deductions (qcluding taxes) .'' :"".'.'
Deductible tixc other than in Alabamao " " " " "
Deductible tax€ in Alabamac

Total d€ductible tsxes ...""

Total deductions .......

Net ilcom€
Lss: Non-unltary income

Unitarv net lncome

II. Federal Basic Income!
Total gloss income ..'....'r.
Deductions (excluding tares) ."'"'
Deductible taxes other than in AlabamaD ' " " " " '
Deductible tses in Alabemac

Total deducttble tsxe .........

Totgl ileiluctionlt ...'....'..'.

Net lncome

IIL TU
D:$2,468,61?
A=82,669,499
B:$2,669,499-26,000-$2'644'499

D-.80A-.228

Tun IuPlcr oF STATE AND Locs, Tl,lPs trlt

$ t.,81 1,984
$342,119

L4,723

861,112

I 394,?18

$2,565.6?
6,118.13
1,184.16

$9,861.95

28.52A4/o
5.6880a/o

L0.6768a/o

43.7882a/o

L4.5961%

s4,800,848

2,169,126

s2,681,122
163,106

t2,468,617

$4,800,848

2,231,919

$2,669,499

8401,642
r4,123

$ r,81 1,984

d10,866

T=-' 227.8615056
,,otr,Ut7- 1.e0) (2,669,499) - (.22) (2'6lttt'199)

= 221.8616066

-E4,994 State Tu
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${,800,848

Trr Celculatlona for Eytrethetlcal CotToniion A-(qontinued)
(g:) Income Taxr(iv) Seond through Tenth Yeam

I. Alabma Basic Income!
Total gross incom€ ...
Deductions (qcluding tax€) .......
Derluctible taxes other than in Alabama! ..... '. '. '
Deductible tar€ in Alabamec

Total deductible taxes .......

Total ileductlons .......
Net in@me

Lege : Non-unltary net income

Uaitsry Det income

II. Fedenl Bsic Inomer
Total 8ros incme ....... ., rr.....,. '..
Deducti@s (ucluding taxes) .
Deductible tue other than in AlabamaD . .. .. .. . . .
Deductlble texs in Alabamac

Total ileductible tue ' '.......

Net irmne
Less: Non-uitaty lnmme ...

Unitart let hcome

lI- Federal Bsic Incooer
Total gro8s incme .......
Deductions (scluding taxs) ...
Deductible tire otber than in Alabemlb ..........
Deductible tare ln Alabuac

Totel deibctibl,e tsrs .........
Total ileihcti,ou

Net iam
Yrr Trr

D-t2164,981
A=i2,666,t63
B-i2,565,86$-26,0fl1=S25t0,868

D-.toa--228

$r,811,9E4
s342,419

ll,40E

f401,612
r1,408

368,827

2,166,811

$2,636,0S?
168,105

82,17L'982

$4,800,848
s1,811.9t4

416,060

Total deductions..,.... 2'228'0s4

NGt incons l''6*'8u '

III. Tu
D=$2,471,932
a-$2,6?2,814
B =$2,672,8r4-26,000:12,64?,8 14

D_.EOA-2zB
T=--

227.8516066
2,4?1,932-(.80) (2,672,811' - 1.22) (2,647,81{)

22?-8616066

=f5,1x)1 State Tsx

(g) Income Tue-(v)Elwenth and Subsequent vean
f. Ahbama Buic Incomer

Total gw ilcome.....
DeductioDs (scludiag tare) .....
Deductible tsra otier thsn in Alabamau ..-.....'.
Deductible tare in Alabemac

Totsl deductible tsB .....
Total dedrction 2'172'762

t2,628,086
163,r06

E2.464'981

s4,800'848
81,811,984

t2s,001

2p8..tt6

E2,666,863

T=+
22?.8616066

2,r64,e81- (.S0) (2,6S6,863) - (22) (2'640,863)

=--:-- 22?.8616066

=t1.98? State T8=

I .l$$.i{,r,,ii1

s1,800,84E
11,811,984

3342,419
18,869

860,778

,404,842
18,869
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Trr Calcnlationr for EyDothetlcsl Co4rerallon A-(Contiuued)
ae) fncome Tueg-(vi) Note'-' rBelore deductidn'of Federal or dlabama incom€ taxes

bDeductible tare other than in Alcbama:-S*iai-Se"titv $242'17.9
Prorprbr . ..:. .. . 94,409
Use ........ 6,?66
othc . 66

l'otar "' ]ililil'
cDeductible tax6 in Alabama: ffi

Through and
FiEt TEnth Subsequent
Yesr Yean Yearg

AilmissionTax... .."ffi
r-ilioi- ri 10 o -9b"til*ti"" Permit . 100 5 100 S 199
Buinw Licas6 8oo 3oo - qgo

Franchise 8'oe1 9'991 q'991

ProDerW 2,917 2'917 I'8OE

Totatg ... ""' cl4'7* $11-408 $18J59

..'.........,......_.Fo. 

F.do"l DurDcr€ sild "other stgte income tax6" of E62,228=$401'642'

(h) Preent Yalue Colculationsr
I.(e) 8=528,346

i=.05
R

A=-
I

23,516

=-
.06

-s466'920

P-A(1+i)-"
=466,9i0 (1.06)-0
- (466,920) (.61391326)

-s286,648

- (1)

*(2)

-(4)

(b) A=t466,920
a=10
i:-06

II.(b) (l)C=116,409
n:9
i:.06

L=C (ar at i)
=16,409(ao at i)
- (16,409) (7.r0?82168)
:$116,632

(2)L=$116.632
D=1
i=.06

S=L(1*i)-o
:r16,632(1.05)-1
- (116,632) (.96238095)

-$111,078
(3)E=816.402

D:I
i=.06

x-E(1+i)-d
:16,402(1.06) -1
: (16,402) (.96238095)
:915,621

Q-93,316

P=12E6,648
S= 111,078
X= 16,021
Q= 3,316

T=P*S*x*Q
-t416,662

--F6F'S* Cbaptc Yf for fomula derivrtion, method, and meaning of svgrbols'

IIr.
rv.

- (5)

-(6)

- (8)
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APPTNDIX B-I

TAX CAIJCULATIONS. FOB EYPOIIIETICAL CORPORATTON A

Erhibit 7}-Arkiome Tor CaJcubtions

t a) Qulif,cation Fe (once onlv)
Allocation Ratlo:

(l)Property (yeer-end inYentory)
(2) Sales (ilestination)

Total
Averalie Ratio . ..

Base: Authorized Capitsl Stock ...'..
Allocated Base: (8,,148,000) (.14416?) ..... ..'....=
Tax: S10+(.0001)(e00,000)+(.0006)(21?,201) ....=

(b) Franchise Tax

Allocation Ratio :
Tangible ProDelty
Net Receivable
fnyGtment in Goymment Obligations
Other Invstrnents .......
Cash and Baak Balances

Totale ...

s,2s6,164
Rrtio: 

-=

21,826,000

Bse: Capital Stock Outstsnilina
Prefened
Common

Total

Allocated Base: (6,007,600) (.148291) . ... .... .. . . . =
TBx at 11/100 of ly'e-(890,868)(.0011) ....'..'=

(c) ProDerty Tuee
Bse:

25.5986a7,
6.1217alo

28.8453o/o
11.1L67alo

$8,448,000
81,217,202

$111

Arksnss Tot l
13,211,454 913,?"6,0000 3,600,000

0 2250,000
0 225,000

26,000 2,026,000

s8,286,464 $21,825,000

LL829LEO

t2,00?,500
4,000,000

36,00?'000

1890,868

f9?9,94

Type ol Prolrelty

Betio of
Bok Asgsedto Ased
Value lfiarLet Vsluer Vdue

Land ...
Improvements
lf,echlnery and Equipmat
Inventoris
Cub ...
Bsnk Bclance

Totals...
Tu Rate: Garland County .......

School Distrist (No. 6) ,......
Total..,...,..

Tu at 62.6 mills- (306,681) (.0626) ......... .. .. .=

$ 5?,000
1,047,?68
1,40?,888

698,?98
6,000

20,000

8.4Ty'o
8.478o
8.47alo
8'8qo

t00.00ah
L00.00o/o

| 4,982
91,676

123,049
61,076

6,000
20,000

$8,286,,154 g.U$qo $06,681

12.6 Eills .

40.0 mills

62.6 mills

t16,048

Note: .Estimate obtsiaed for ral DrcIEty orly. Assumed to apply to IEEonrl prcfErty
ag well. Frcm "Arlrsnsrs Bstio Study," R.port of Committee to Sffia Rotio ot
7955 ArkonE}s Ail Yfuten P2operht Aaseeamertts to 7951 8,eol Estatc Sob&,
March 1, 1956, mims., ach€dule III, p. 1.

,i*
lli
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Tar Calculations for Ilypothetical Co4nration A-(Continued)
(d) Income Taxes-(i) Allocation Ratio

Manufacturing cmt onlY

(d) Income Taxes-(ii) First Y€r

9.68800/0

s 4,800'848
s 1,811,98,1

26,8r6

I r,?86,168

s69,568

Total guoss income '
Deductions (excluding tax€s) ..''.. :"'
Less: Emqgency amortizstion unallowable """'

Net deductions
Detluctible taxes other than in Arkansssr " ' " " " '
Deductible taxes in ArkanssD

Totsl deductible tax6 ...

Total deductions .......

Net income
Less: Non-unitary income

Unitary net incorne .

Allocated net income: (2'tt93'017)(0.9688) .'"""=

Tax: First $ 3,000 at .01=$ 30
Next 3,000 at '02= 60
Next 5,000 at .03= 150
Next 14,000 at .04:: 660
Next 214,030 at .06- 10,?02

Total ta-s .' . "$ttftt

(il) Income Tues (iii) s*otd ".iTobsequent 
Yars

Total gross income .
Deductions (excluding tsxs) .

Lms: Emergency amortization unallowable .'""'

3 8{2,419
1?,189

Net deiluctions
Deductibre tsx6 orher tbau in;;i;;;;'..'.......1 31g'*: 

$ l'786'168

D;d;;ai;i; i"i"" i" Arkaussb 17'028

Total deductible tares ..

Total deductions .. '..

2,141,726

$ 2,656,122
163,105

s 2,493,01?

$ 239,030

I 4,800,848
I 1,811,9E4

26,8r6

369,14?

1,14,1,616

t 2,666,243
163,106

$ 2,493,128

$ 239,041

g 212,179
94,409

6,766
oo

| 8,12,419

S€oBd and

Net iucome
Less : Non-unitaly incone

Unitgry net income

Allocated net income: (2'493'128)(.09588) ".'""=

'fex: First S 3,000 at,01=$ 30
Next 3,000 at .02= 60
Ndt 5,000 at .03= 150
Next 14,000 at .04= 560
Next' 214,041 at .06-- 10,?02

Total tax . .. ' .. '..$11.6T'z

{d) Income Taxes (iv) Notc
.Deductible taxes other than in Arkansas:

Social SecuritY
Property
Use '.,Otler .

Total .

bDeductible t8xes in Arkanssr

Fint gubs€qu€nt
Year Yegrs

Qualiflcation Fee .... 'F-il - ^^o. |i$#,ilr: .::.::::::::::::'::::':""""' re'313 
"''313

i-
t11'rs9 s11'028

: 
Totrls "

I
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Trx Calculatlons for Evpothetical Corpontion A-(Continuetl)
(e) Prsent Value Calculationsr' I. (a) R-i28'6soi= .06 

R
A=-

I
28,680

=-:;-
-$5?0'600

(b) a-$6?0,600
n=l
i=.06

385

- (1)

-(2)P-A(r+i)-"
=6?0,600(1.06) 

-
= (6?0,600) (.962880s8)'

=$Ua3,*1

II. (a)

tu.

B=328,630
n:l
i=.05

Q-$111

P=$648,942
Y= 27,171
Q= 111

- (8)

T-P+v+Q
-a67L,221

-

-(1)

ll
26t,912
86r,972
166,3?6

Totsls .. " "f3'1?8'163 24'sr7y'o l-ttt*
Omae County tar 8t 88 nitl8: (?01,689)('03E) = 1--l1t*

V=B(1*i)-2
-28,630(1.06)-r
= (28,630) (.e6288096)

-827,l7l

IV.

,il: i.
';)l:lriii:l

.:1.: -
, :a:

ii:.:.i::'*N"r"l"S* Chapter VI for fomula derivation, method, and meaning of sv*bol''

APPENDIX B.I

TAX CALGULATIONS FOR EYPOTEETICAL CORPOBATION A

Erhibtt |t-Flnrids Toe Calatletiw
(el Charter Fe (once onlY)t"'Xiidfrii." n;;i;,-ridi*t of 8tat6 in which doing busines 1'120

Base: Autrhorized caDital gtock "'::"""j' ""$ 8'443'000

8,443,0fir_ ....... ..... .. .$ 122,OOO
Allocated Bs€ 

-=

20

rax: t260*rifo00 (122,160-126,000)= """':"' 1--jt
(b) Businese License Tse ; 100' Stst€ license at ststrtorv maxlmum """':::::::::::::::::::::::::i 60

Eootty ti"*". 8t Etatfitorv maximuh

Tot41........ .-""'S 150

(c) Franchise Ts" $llTl'tBtH.3i-it3'"tfff"uirc--..... """'l 6'00?'600

Arrcateit Bme: (6-ooz-id0fi.!i-C6ael =Tu: (aat t8r c D€ whedule) """"":::': """""!----l!9
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Tu Calculations for gypothetical Corporation A-(Continued)
(e) Inteng:ibles Tu

Cash and bank balance ,..,....$26,000
Tax 4t.06 Der $1,000: (21,000)(.0006)- ....,....$1.26

(f) Prgent Value Calculationss
I. (e) R-930,986

I= .UD

RA--
I

80,986

.06

=!j1e,70n

P=A(.1+i)-!
=619,?00(1.06)i
= (619,?00) (.95238096)=gg

V=B(1+i)-r
-30,986 (1.06)-1
- (30,e86) (.e62380e6)

=929,610

-(1)

- (2')

r-P+Y+Q
=$6t0,0nn

- (7)

Note: .Se Chapter Yf for fomula derivation, nethod and mening of gymbols.

APPENDIX B-I
TAX CALCULATIONS FOR' ETPiOTSETICAL COBPORATION A

Eshibit t04eoqrto Tat C&rbtilmg
(a) Quali6cation Fe (once only) . ,. ,, ,.. . . . .$

(b) Fmnchis€ Tu
Allution Rs.tio:

L Totsf DrcIrerty in Gmrgie ..$ 3,211,464
Businsg done in Gorgia 984,02f

Nuemtor .... ,,...,.$ 4Jr6r415

If- Total Drolrerty werywhere .$43,?26,000
Buins done everywhse ....... .,. 18,139,636

Ilenominator ,. .. .. .. .S3H64jS6

1,196,475
IIL Brtio:

31,864,636
......18.16666%

Bu: Net Wortb..... .....$20,026,000

Allocatud Bue: (20,025,000)(.13f6656) .-$ 2,636,604

Tar: (f,rt tu s per Eqbedule) ...........t 1,000

(b) A-$61e,700
n:1
i=.06

IL (a) B-930,986
n=1
i=.06

rL e=1-I9
rv. P-$590,190

v- 29,610
Q: 399

t0
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Trr Cslcqlgtlour lor E trcthotlcrl Corporafon A-(Continued)

(c) Properb Tue
Bsse:

387

Bs6o ot
As8€ss€il to

BooL Market
Yalue Yalue

Alses!€il
ValueType ol Property

69,311
7,211
1,?51
?,600

t?4,699

$ 808,4?8

Stste tex at l( mill: (803,4?8)(.00025) '..'.......'. ."".'""'=$ 200'8?

Tbomag €ouaty ts tt 20 EiUs: (803,4?8)(.02) '......... '- 16'069'66

School Di8trlct tax at t8 mills: (802.4?2)(.013) ... """'= 14'462'60

Total ta:r lggg
(il) Intsagibl€s Tu

Cash anil bank bsl&nceo .,..i.......'... """"'i 26'000

T8,:r !t l.1o D€a 11,000=(26,000)(.000r) ' ' 1---j'*

Lend '.. .. ... .. .$ 61,qq0
turprlwemene .... 1'911,1q8
uelhhery enil Equipment 9q1'9q1
Fower Piant Equlbdent 1q9,98
Toolr rnd Dte -.......... 277,,2!s
Fm-tture and Fixtures 28,574
Automobileg 4'649
other ..... .. 8o,ooo
rnveatoriea 698'798

26qo
264o
267o
26qo
26Vo
267o
88,$a/o
26y'o
26y'o

I 14,260
26t,542
289,499

27'282

(e) Incme Taxes-(i) Afbctioa Ratio

I. Avecage Iuventorler
Doneatic ."""""""""'t 666'49?
rotsr ".'""' """""""'$ 8'110'804

nNilo.........
IL Grogs ReceiDts (ssles bv destinatiott)

III. Payroll

Totel.........
Aveta8e Rstio .........

(e) Incoue Ta;es-(it) Firet Year
Total Sross iDcomc ........
Deductlonc (ercluillag t r€8) ........
Deductible tses other thst lo G€rgls' ... '...... '9

Deductlble tue tn G€orl:Lb

Total ileductible tsre. ....-....
Totel d€ductiou

Net hcme
Lsgl: Noa+nltery lncmo ........

Ualtsry net lncoc
Alloccteil let incone: (2,151,594)(.06682) ........-
T:tz zt 1/sz (101,864)(.ll{) ........=

a12,419

81,746

E.2068o/o

6.1217Eo

6.LL86Eo

19.7486y'o
6.6829qo

$ 4,800,848

I 1,811,984

874,166

2,186,149

s 2,614,699

168,105

| 2,151,594

| 161,864

$ 6,1165

ii

1l

ii
,ii

ii
:!

I
i
I
I

:

i

!
I

1

i

'

!

i

.,

i

i

!
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Trr Cdculations for Eypoth€tical Co4nntion A-(Continued)

(e) Itrcoae Ta:res-(iii) Second and Subsequent Ymrs

Total gross income .

Deductions (excluding taxes) '
Deductible tsxe other tban in Gorgrar """""'$ 542'4lS

Detluctible taxe in Gorgtsr 31'?36

Total deductible taxes .. "

s 4,800,848

$ 1,811,984

B?4,166

2,186,139
Total aleductiona .... '..

Net income
Les : Non-unitary income

UnitarY net income

Allocated net income: (2,461'604)('06682) """"=
Tx at 4/sz (161'365)(.04) """"""'=

(e) Income Tu-(iv) Notes
rDeiluctible taxes other than in Gorgio :

social securitv """"""'$ 242'\79

ProIErtY 94'409

Franchise 62

Use 6'?66

Filiug Fee

Total ' """"'$ t"'t*

$ 2,614,?0e
16S,106

$ 2,461,604

$ 161,366

$ 6,455

DDeductible taxs il Gsrgia :
Seoud and

First Subsequ€ot
Yeer Years

0
1,000

3
80,?83

Totals . """"""'$ 31'?46 $ 31'?36

(f) Preseat Value Calculationso
I. (a) R=$38,191

i:.06
A=1

I
38,191

=-lor-
=S768,820

(b) A=$763,820
n=1
i=.06

P=A(1+i)-r
=?63,E20(1.06)a
= (?63,820) ('962$8096)

=$127,118

II. B=S38,191
n=l
i=.06

Y=B(1*i)-!
=38'191( 1-06) -1

= (38'191) (.952i1t096)

-$86,3?Z

ru. Q-t10rv. P=E727,148V= 36;3?2
Q= 10

T=P+V+Q
=S?68,830

Trt lca* €hgpter u, ,o"lJ* derivati'on, metbo4 and meanins ot svmbols'

-(1)

-(2)

- (s)

-(?)
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'APPENDIX B-I

TAX CALCULATIONS FOR, EYPOTEETICAL CORPOEATTON A

Ertti,bit L9-Kentuclcu Tda Coladationt

(a) Qualification Fees:
Filing lee .. .

Recording fee .......

Total Kentucky
0

$ 1,035,6?6
su,?16

389

19.1106570

830,26?,600

I 5,782,315

$ 4,048

E26
10

586Totel . ....
(b) Franchise Tu

Allocation Ratio:
Sal€sr
Purchase .'.......::..:'.....:.'..:...:':$ g'SS1'qqi
F;rolle ........:'""" 5,144,084

Totals ' """$13'226'690
TotaiJz=Busin*s Facttr """"'$'6'612'?96
PrcperW 13,726'000

8 r,950,122
s 6?6,211

3,21L,154

rotars ..$*frytt ry
3,886,665

Ratio:20,337,796 ......"""'=

Bse: Estimated market velue of etock , .

Allocated Bsse: (30,26?,600) ('1911065)' . r. .. !. " r =
Tax at S.?0 per $1,000: (6'?82'376)(.000?) ...'."'= l,rr

i ijlri-
:: iY?':
,:j:1:1.

lilflls"lo definition ssumed to be same s that for insome tax pu,rpose*i'e" "origin'"
sales fig3res "-itt"fi=iJ"rJrl'ii*r6tii"r.-y. 

s"ic-iett o"t or 
-total becawe of the

"-i*io" 
provisions in the income tax regulations'

(c) Property Tuea
State: Bse

Tyrn of Propertv

Ratio of
Asased to

Book Market
Yalue Value

Asss€d
Yelue Tax

rt:
I:,.; ,.l.\l;i

,:l:r_:!::;

ili " ,,,-tjjii:
i:l,iTer

Rate
(ps $100)

Land .... .. .............:. ... ... . '$ 61,q0q
ImDmv@nts """' 1,04?'1qq
U"-"tittey aud EqqiPmot 96?'994
For"r Fi"at EqoiPment 109'128
i"oi"-a"aDiea-.....-.... -- 271,245
f"i"iturC snd Fixtur€E 28,974
lutomobile 4'519
othss ' 3o'ooo
ii"i"l"a C"oas ........ tl68'196
Wort to Procg .....'. 167'711
n"J u"toi"r ..... 62,892

Totale '""" "'83'2u'464

trayette CoBtv: B*
Lanil ................ -- -.'..' -...'t 61'qgq
I-provumts .... " 1,04?'768
r"frit*. mit Fixtarca 26'974
.e."to-"lito !,61?
othere ...-.'.' 8o'ooo
r:"t"u"a Go"& ...-.-.. -.-........__flt*

Totsla """""t1'686'486

.trc

.05

.50

.60
.50
.50
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